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Some Thoughts
on Research

Many engineers, electrical and others, as well as
many industries, are giving attention to research work
along the lines of pure science as well as applied science
in the realization of the importance of the results from
properly directed effort in such study.

No one can foresee what may be the result of search-
ing for truth in the fundamentals of science upon which
are based practical applications. Research committees
of the several national societies have, for a good many
years, carried on in their respective lines with excellent
results and a further interest was given to this work in
the gift by the friend of engineering, Mr. Ambrose
Swasey in the establishment of "Engineering Founda-
tion" for the purpose of providing the means whereby
this most necessary phase of Science and Engineering
might be promulgated.

The time seems to be at hand for all of us to give
attention, in view of the inestimable value of the results
of proper research, to the coordination of efforts now
being made, and the husbanding of the energies now
being expended towards the economic end of obtaining
the most that is possible from the rather limited num-
ber of experts in this field of endeavor, as well as the
relatively restricted funds now nationally available for
the purpose.

Engineering Foundation, with its plan of trust, may
very safely be the custodian of any funds placed to the
capital account of a national principal sum, and the
interest of such shall be guided into the most im-
mediately necessary and useful channels of investigation.

Let all engineers give constructive thought to the
whole research situation; from the development of the
under -graduate for such work to the development of
his teachers, and the making of a place in industry for
practical and remunerative work, in order that this very
important part of our technical life may go forward,
hand in hand, with the apparently more active part so
frequently and consistently brought to our attention
through new practical applications based on the
fundamentals of our science.-FARLEY OSGOOD.

New Branch Established
at New York University

A new Branch of the Institute has been organized at
New York University, New York City, and the first
meeting held on December 5 indicated that this will be
an active addition to the list of Branches.

The appointment of officers and committees and an
address formed the program for the meeting. Donald

Wright was elected Chairman and J. P. Della Corte
local Secretary. Messrs. Jaboolian and Wright were
appointed to act with the Chairman on the program
committee, and Messrs.. Natvig and Reimold were
appointed as the membership committee. The organi-
zation of this Branch has been accomplished through
the initiative and activity of Prof. J. Loring Arnold.

At this first meeting there were 87 in attendance.
The seventeen seniors in the electrical engineering
course are members of the Branch and many of the
members of other classes will also be enrolled.

The speaker at the meeting was J. C. Clendenin, head
of the automotive -engineering department of the
General Electric Company plant at West Lynn, Mass.
He presented the unit system of organization as em-
ployed by his company explaining the benefits of a
coordinated system. He also mentioned the part that
college -trained men play in this organization.

Freight Yard
Floodlighting

To prevent damage to both rolling stock and contents
of freight cars the Norfolk & Western railroad has in-
stalled electric floodlighting equipment in the freight
yards of 15 main terminal points of its system.

These lights are mounted upon steel towers 70 feet
high and at night provide the yards with an illumi-
nation that approaches daylight visibility.

In all, the railroad has put in place about 350 of these
floodlighting units.

It has been found that in the terminal yards so
equipped car numbers can be easily read at night in any
part of the yard from a considerable distance.

Also, rails stand out clearly because of the reflection
of the light upon their polished surfaces.

By using floodlighting units instead of older types of
incandescent or arc lights placed much nearer the
ground, blinding glare has been eliminated.

Switching crews are thus able to judge both speed
and distance very much more accurately, and there has
been a noticeable decrease in damage to both equipment
and freight as well as a material shortening of time
needed for making up freight trains.

Hand signal lanterns and other signal lights are not
obscured by flood -lighting as with arc lights. In ad-
dition to all this the amount of freight lost by pilferage
in yards equipped with electric flood lighting has de-
creased, because the general illumination of these yards
approaches that of daylight in visibility and does not
afford protecting shadows for thieves;
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FRANCIS 14. CROCKER, the eleventh president of the
A. I. E. E., was horn in New York, on July 4, 1861.
He was graduated from the School of Mines, Columbia
University, in the year 1882, and shortly thereafter
with Charles C. Curtis, formed the firm of Curtis and
Crocker, patent attorneys and patent experts.

During this period Mr. Crocker spent much time in
electrical research and took out a number of important
patents.

In the year 1886 the two partners established the C.
and C. Electric Motor Company, Mr. Crocker re-
maining until 1888, when he resigned to join Dr. S. S.
Wheeler in forming the Crocker -Wheeler Company.

When the department of electricity was established
at Columbia University in the year 1889, Mr. Crocker
was placed in charge, being advanced to a full pro-
fessorship in 1893. He remained in this position
throughout a period of twenty years, resigning in 1913
on account of poor health.

Professor Crocker was one of the outstanding
pioneers of the electrical industry. His work particu-
larly in connection with the design and development of
standard electric motors was a distinct and timely
contribution to engineering advance..

He was chairman of the A. I. E. E. committee which
formulated the first Standardization Rules, and of
later committees which revised these rules. He was
chairman of the .conference of engineering and insur-
ance representatives which drew up the provisions of
the first National Electric Code. He was president of
the A. I. E. E. during the term 1897-1898. He was
secretary of the International Electric Congress and
president of the Electric Power Club. In his time he
wrote several books on electric subjects, and numerous
technical papers. He died on July 9, 1921.

Operation of D -C. Motors
on A -C. Circuits .

Any d -c. series motor will run on alternating current
provided sufficient voltage is applied to the terminals,
but satisfactory operation on alternating current de-
pends upon a great many factors.

When operating on direct current a certain portion
of the line voltage is absorbed by the resistance drop in
both_the field and armature, the balance of the voltage
being that which determines the speed of the armature
at any given load. When operating on alternating
current a certain portion of the line voltage is also
absorbed by the resistance drop in the field and arma-
ture windings, but in addition to this there is an induc-
tive drop which absorbs still more of the applied voltage
leaving less available for producing torque and speed.
Consequently the motor has a marked tendency to run
at lower speed on alternating current than on direct
current.

This inductive  drop increases with the frequency

of the alternating -current supply and consequently less
useful voltage is available on high frequencies than on
low. The design of the motor also has a very consider-
able bearing on the inductive drop and certain features
can he incorporated to reduce it to a minimum. The
inductive drop in the armature can be substantially
eliminated by a compensating field winding at right
angles to the main field having approximately the same
number of ampere turns as the armature winding. This
naturally requires a special construction that would not
be found in the ordinary d -c. series motor. The
inductive drop in the field cannot be compensated but
may be reduced by a weak field design using the mini-
mum number of field turns, although there are limits
to this procedure as the commutation becomes less
satisfactory as the field is weakened.

From this it is also obvious that high-speed direct -

current motors will operate more satisfactorily on direct
current than those wound for the lower speeds.

For alternating current operation it is necessary to
have the entire magnetic circuit well laminated on
account of eddy current losses.

The reason that some motors designed for direct
current will not even start on alternating current is that
the inductive drop combined with the resistance drop
is so great that insufficient active voltage is available
to produce enough torque to overcome the friction.

Series motors designed for use on both alternating-
current and direct -current circuits at the same voltage
are manufactured commercially in sizes of one h. p.
and below. The smaller ones are constructed without
compensating winding and most ratings above
h. p. employ such windings. Motors of these types are
known as "Universal" motors. At rated torque, the
speed on any frequency up to 60 cycles will in general
be within 10 per cent or 15 per cent of the speed on
direct current at the same voltage. In order to attain
this result the full -load speed cannot be much less than
4000 to 5000 rev. per min., depending upon the size
of the motor.

Various other features such as the number of com-
mutator bars, thickness of brushes, etc., enter into the
design of a satisfactory universal motor to a different
degree than would be the case if the motor were to be
operated on direct current only.

Landing Lights
for Mail Planes

"Night Lights" for pilots flying United States Air
Mail Planes have been installed recently on all planes
in the western division of that branch of our mail
service.

The new lights are placed on the ends of the lower
wing and are of about 450,000 beam candle power each.

From an altitude of five hundred feet these lights
illuminate landing space for a distance of over half a
mile, and are an invaluable aid to pilots who must make
landings at night.



Effect of Full Voltage Starting
on the Windings of Squirrel-Cage Induction Motors

BY J. L. RYLANDER1
Member, A. I. E. E.

S y nopsis.-T his paper discusses the effect on the windings
when starting squirrel -cage induction motors with full voltage. The
data is presented in four groups: namely, (1) Special tests made
with a vibrograph instrument on a 50 h. p. and a 500 h. p. induction
motor: (2) Observation tests made on a number of motors when

starting with full voltage: (3) The condition of some windings which

failed in service: (4) Formulas which show the main factors in-
volved in the bracing of induction motors. Induction motor coil
bracing in general is discussed.

* * * * *

IT is well known that a heavy starting current is re-
quired when starting squirrel -cage induction motors
with the customary auto -transformer starter. When

starting these motors by connecting them directly to the
line a starting current that is even heavier is drawn from
the line, which, in itself, is undesirable. However, on
certain applications it is desirable to have motors start
from rest or at some reduced speed without the aid of an
attendant when the power on the line fails and then
comes again. This is accomplished by omitting the
customary auto star ter and connecting the motor directly
to the line, thereby impressing on the winding full -
line voltage instead of reduced voltages of 50, 65, or
80 per cent.

COIL-

COIL
COIL SUPPORTING

RING

DIRECTIONRADIL

MOTOR WINDING

VIBROGRAPH

TANGENTIAL
DIRECTION

MOVING ---
PAPER ROLL

0.01 STEEL
WIRE

NEEDLE

PIVOTS

NEEDLE

FIG. 1-DIAGRAMMATIC SKETCH OF VIBROGRAPH MACHINE AND
METHOD OF CONNECTING IT TO WINDINGS

The effect of full voltage starting on the windings of
squirrel -cage induction motors is discussed under four
sub -headings; namely-

The special tests made on two motors.
The tabulated observations on a number of motors

when starting with full voltage.
The condition of windings which failed in service.
And in formulae which show the main factors in-

volved in the bracing of induction motor windings.
Two motors were chosen for making thorough tests;
1. Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., East Pitts-

burgh, Pa.
To be presented at the Midwinter Convention of the A. I. E. E.,

New York, N. Y., February 9-12, 1925.

one was a 50-h. p., three-phase, six -pole, 440 -volt, 60 -
cycles, 1160 -rev. per. min., squirrel -cage motor, the
other a .500-h. p., three-phase, four -pole, 2220-volt,
25 -cycle, 724 -rev. per. min. squirrel -cage motor. The
windings were of the open -slot type. There was no
special coil bracing on these motors.

The deflection of the coils was measured with the aid
of a special measuring device called the "vibrograph".
The vibrograph is an instrument which transfers mo-
tion to a place where it can be recorded as well as magni-
fied. It consists essentially of a moving roll of paper on
which a pivoted ink -pen records the movements of the
pen, which is fastened, through an arrangement of
levers, to the place of motion. The purpose of the
levers is to magnify the motion. The vibrograph,
therefore, shows the characteristics and magnitude of
the deflections. A 0.01 in. diameter steel wire was
fastened around the part of coil or supporting ring on
which the vibration was to be measured, and this wire

50%

TS100%1 of Normal Voltage
I

Towakl Frame

,(Base Line

4 sec.

FIG. 2-DIAGRAM OF COIL MOTION, 50-H. P., 440 -VOLT, SIR -
POLE, 1160 -REV. PER MIN. INDUCTION MOTOR

(THREE SEPARATE VIBROGRAPHS GROUPED TOGETHER)

was connected to a leverage arm of the vibrograph
machine. Measurements were taken at the middle
and the end of the coils on the outside circumference
and also on the coil supporting ring which is roped to
each coil. In most of the readings taken the steel wire
was in a radial position and in others the wire was in a
tangential direction at right angles to the coil. Fig. 1
shows a diagramatic sketch of the vibrograph machine
and the method of connecting it to the windings.
Oscillograph curves of the current were also taken at
the same time.

Fig. 2 is a tracing of three separate vibrograph dia-
grams grouped together for convenience. This shows
the effect of starting the 50-h. p., 440 -volt motor with
220, 440 and 660 volts, which corresponds to 50, 100
and 150 per cent of the normal voltage. The motor
was connected directly to the line with a three -pole
switch. The motor was without load. With 220

115
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required to bring the motor to full speed. With
I I0 volts the coils moved 0.01 inch and required 1
:econd for the motor to reach full speed. With 660
volts the coils moved outward 0.016 inch for 0.4 second
until the motor reached full speed. In all three cases
the winding pulled away from the rotor and toward the
frame. With 440 and 660 volts, the movements could

Stalled will, Full Voltage. Full Load . Base Line

60

3A-ColL MOVEMENT OF 50-H. P., 60-Creut, 440 -VOLT
WHEN STARTED WITH FULL VOLTAGE AND FULL. LOAD

be observed with the eye and appeared to be larger than
the measurements recorded by the instrument. The
movement is for the radial direction.

Fig. 3A shows the coil movement of the 50-h. p.,
440 -volt, 60 -cycle motor when started with full voltage
and full load. The motor was connected directly to the
line with a 3 -pole knife switch. The winding moved
outward toward the frame 0.01 inch, when the motor
was started, and then vibrated while in this position for
1% seconds until the motor attained full speed. This
curve indicates that the winding vibrated 60 times per
second soon after the closing of the switch, but the
vibrations soon changed to 120 per second. The motion
is in the radial direction. Fig. 3B shows the oscillo-
graph curve of the current which was taken simul-
taneously with Fig. 3A. The maximum current was
360 amperes, or 6.3 times the full load current.

Fig. 4A shows the coil movement of the 50-h. p.,

Ito 726376-A
Du 34, J313

loduct tom Motor StArtiwg less 46- li7o+

50 N.P. 440 volt. 3 phase
Starling rItIL tell load at 440 'tetra

Curre,a- 770 ay+ P., Iwdv

Fig. 3 B

re 1144e at motor

Fla. 3s

440 -volt, 60 -cycle motor when started with a standard
auto -transformer starter. The starter was set at the
80 per cent voltage tap. The first part of the curve shows
the coil movement when starting with 80 per cent volt-
age, and the second part of curve taken after a lapse of
about two seconds shows the coil movement caused
when changing from 80 per cent voltage to the full-

line voltage by means of an auto -transformer starter
which opens the circuit momentarily to make this
change in voltage. The coil motion is for the radial
direction. It will be noted that the winding moves
quickly toward the frame as soon as the motor is
started, and then gradually returns to the normal

position and then toward I he rotor; then when the
change is made from the SO per cent Vidtagi 111

voltage there ir, a quick movement toward the rotor
followed quickly by another movement in the reverse
direction of greater force than I he preceding one. The
winding then returned to the normal position. The
cycle of movement to return to normal position re.
(wired L. second from the time the line voltage wail
applied. The writer has no explanation to offer for
the first part of the curve for its peculiarity. This

Matted with Auto Starter

Full Load (80 Nowt laui

sec

full Vullay 01 Starter

Fla. 4A - COIL MovEmENT or 50-1I. I'., 440-Vot.T, 60-C1 et.h
MOTOR WHEN STARTED WITH STANDARD A UTO-TR ANSFORM ER

peculiarity does not occur in the corresponding curve
in Fig. 6B. The explanation for the movement of the
winding in opposite directions as shown in the second
part of Fig. 4A is that the normal direction of move-
ment is toward the frame as in Figs. 3 and 5, and that
when the circuit was momentarily opened, the residual

ills O. 72676 C
tweM, 1127

ladimari tartror ite.ria Tear* - 4-11704
P. 440 ...airs 3 'lust

Starting air., asboolorter r 440 subs

lotruart ar ter

Crrre.r

fig 4 B

4It

magnetization of the rotor induced a corresponding
voltage in the primary, and this voltagewas out of phase
with the line -voltage which was then applied. Fig. 4B
shows the oscillograph curve of the voltage and amperes
taken simultaneously with Fig. 4A. The current at
starting was 250 amperes, but the maximum current of
380 amperes flowed at the instant the line voltage was
applied.

Applied Full Voltage to Reverse Rotation while Running at Hall Speed No Load

!sec

FIG. 5A -50-H. P., 440 -VOLT, 1160 -REV. PER MIN. MOTOR
STARTED WITH No LOAD

In Fig. 5A the 50 h. p., 440 -volt, 1160- rev. per min.
motor was started with no load and the circuit was
opened until the speed dropped to 600 rev. per min.
Two of the primary leads were reversed while the
motor was slowing down to 600 rev. per min. so that
the motor would stop almost instantly and reverse its
rotation. The switch was then closed. Fig. 5A
shows that the windings moved 0.008 in. toward the
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frame, and the total time required to stop the motor
from half speed and bring it to full speed in the oppo-
site direction was 1.3 seconds. Fig. 5B shows the
oscillograph curve of the current which was taken
simultaneously with Fig. 5A. The current taken was
380 amperes for the first second, which is 6.7 times the
normal full load current.

Fig. 6 is a tracing of four separate vibrograph dia-

o 72676-C
.".23

IsaKer,en Motor Starring Teats - 6-8704

50 H.P. 440 Volts 3 phase 60 <vele,

No load.- reversing ar 600R.P.M. vrt '440 Volts

Pal rage at motor
n-o,roo~na ,

Fig. 5 B

Fia. 5B

grams grouped together for convenience. These four
curves are all for the 50 h. p., 440 -volt motor, but in
each case the motor was run on a 550 -volt circuit.
Curve a is for starting with 550 volts applied directly

Loreb a

a
Toward Frame

FIG. 6-FOUR SEPARATE VIBROGRAPHS GROUPED TOGETHER

to the winding. Curve b is for starting with an auto
starter on the 80 per cent voltage tap. In Curve c
the rotation was reversed while running at half speed
with no current by reversing two of the leads and then

indoctIon lHotor Starring rears 6-9704

50 P.P. 440 volts 3 phase
Starting nit full load at 50-0 volts

FIG. 6A

applying 550 volts. Curve d is the same as Curve a
except that a coil -supporting ring was added to brace
the winding. This ring was made from a u -inch diame-
ter steel rod and each coil was tied to it with one turn of
heavy twine. By adding the coil support the move-
ment of the coil was reduced from 0.012 inch to 0.002
inch. The b curve shows the coil movement quickly
reversed itself in a more marked manner than occurred
in Fig. 4A. The movement was radial and toward the
frame for all curves except the b curve, which had a
momentary movement toward the rotor before chang-
ing from the 80 per cent auto -transformer tap to the

FULL VOLTAGE STARTING 117

line voltage. Figs. 6A, 6B and 6c show the oscillo-
graph curves of the voltage and current for the vibro-
graph curves 6 a, 6 b and 6 c respectively. In Fig. 6c
the light in the oscillograph failed momentarily and
therefore, omits the middle part of the curves.

Fig. 7 shows the coil motion for the 500 h. p., 2200 -
volt induction motor when it was started without load
at 1100 volts. Note that the winding did not shift to
either side but vibrated an equal amount about its
normal position. The vibration is in the radial direc-
tion. This may be compared with Fig. 8, which is the
the same except that it is for full voltage (2200) start-
ing. With 1100 volts, the coils vibrated 1/16 inch for
2.7 seconds until motor was up to speed, and with 2200

6.69. 72676-D
14 1903

!sanction Motor Starting rests 6-8704

60 P.P. 440 volts 3 phase 60 cycles
Starting with aorostsrter or 350 volts 

Currant 770 sops per inoh

Voltage et mote;

Fig. 6 B

FIG. 6B

volts the coils vibrated WI inch (% inch on each side of
the normal position) for the 0.65 second required
to bring motor to full speed. In Fig. 8 the coils vibrated
3/16 inch toward the rotor and 1/16 inch toward the
frame and then held the position of 1/16 inch toward
the frame after the motor was up to full speed. This
curve gives the impression that the coils vibrated
against something on the frame side 1/16 inch from
normal, which prevented the winding from moving or
vibrating beyond that point. This curve is for radial
motion with the wire fastened at the middle of the end
extension.

leidwerioA Rotor Starting r es rs 6-9704

50 H.P. 44o Volrs3 phase 60 cycles
Na 1010 - reversing at 600 R.P.M. varh eso volts

FIG. 6c

Fig. 9 is for tangential motion; otherwise it is the
same:as in Fig. 8. It shows that the tangential motion
was almost Yi inch (% on each side of normal) and
therefore about the same value as the radial motion.
It also shows that the coils have a sidewise displace-
ment of 1/16 inch to one side, which remains after the
motor is up to full speed.
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Fig. 10A was taken to show the effect of opening and
closing the circuit similar to the action that occurs when
using an auto -transformer starter. The motor was
started with full voltage, then the switch was opened
at the end of one second and closed again at the end of
two seconds, and then opened at 2% seconds and
closed after 3 seconds, then opened after 3% seconds.
The vibration was % inch when the switch was closed

Started with Half Voltage,

Inward Motion
Radial

tained by exerting a force through a spring balance and
measuring the deflections by the vibrograph.

Fig. 14 shows the radial force exerted on a coil of the
50 h. p. motor at the different voltages. It is plotted
from data in Figs. 12 and 13.

GENERAL DISCUSSION OF CURVES

-These curves show that there was either quivering,

I Sec

FIG. 7-DIAGRAM OF COIL MOTION FOR 550-H. P., 2200 -VOLT INDUCTION MOTOR WHEN STARTED WITHOUT LOAD AT
1100 VOLTS

the second and third time, the same as when started
the first time with full voltage. Fig. 10B shows the
oscillograph curve of the voltage and current which saw
taken simultaneously with Fig. 10A. Fig. 10B, as
well as curves in Figs. 3B and 6A, show that a voltage

sec -
Full Voltage Starting Radial Vibration

FIG. 8-DIAGRAM OF COIL MOTION FOR 550-H. P., 2200 -VOLT
INDUCTION MOTOR WHEN STARTED WITHOUT LOAD AT 2200
VOLTS

Full Voltage Starting - Tangential Vibration

FIG. 9

is induced in the primary winding after opening the
switch to the supply circuit.

Fig. 11 has been plotted from test data of the 50-
h. p. motor, to show the effect of different voltages on
the time in bringing the motor up to full speed. Like -

Switch Opened

4it NAN\N
Radial

Inward Motion

Started with Full Voltage,

Switch Closed, etc.

Toward Frame
1 Sec

vibration or displacement of the windings when the
motor was started in all of the tests on these two motors.
The severity of the motion or displacement increased as
a function of the square of the voltage applied to the
particular winding; that is, a 440 -volt or 2200 -volt
motor is no worse than a 220 -volt motor with regard to
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the effect of voltage alone, but 440 volts will produce
four times as much coil displacement as 220 volts on a
particular winding regardless of the voltage rating.

When the windings were displaced, the displacement
was toward the frame in all cases except when starting
the motor with an auto -transformer starter. The

--Nv-
3

5 6,T77..
SecondsSeconds Seconds Secondss e

FIG. 10A-EFFECT OF OPENING AND CLOSING CIRCUIT SIMILAR TO ACTION WHICH OCCURS WHEN USING AUTO -TRANSFORMER
STARTER

wise, Fig. 12 shows the actual displacement of the ends
of the coils as a function of the voltage.

Fig. 13 shows that the radial displacements of a
stator coil are directly proportional to the force applied
to the coil within the limits measured. This was ob-

windings move and vibrate in both radial and tangential
directions.

The amount of coil movement and its duration, as
shown in the vibrograph curves, correspond with the
starting current on the oscillograph curves taken simul-
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taneously with them. The length of time that the
windings are displaced by the starting current for any
two voltages on a given winding is inversely propor-
tional to the square of the ratio of these voltages. The
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radial displacement of the stator -coil ends for any two
voltages applied to these windings was proportional to
the square of the ratio of the voltages within the limits
measured. Therefore, the length of time in seconds
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that the windings vibrate, multiplied by the coil dis-
placement in inches, will give a constant value regard-
less of the voltage applied. The addition of a coil
supporting ring, as in Fig. 6D, shows that additional
coil bracing reduces the coil movement considerably.
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Figs. 3B, 6A and 10D show that there is a voltage at
the motor terminals after disconnecting the supply
circuit from squirrel -cage induction motors. For the
60 h. p. motor with full load, the induced voltage is
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25 per cent of normal voltage, half a second after open -
the switch, and on the 500 h. p. motor with no load,
the induced voltage is 50 per cent of full voltage
second after opening the switch and 35 per cent after
1% seconds. In the primary this voltage is induced
by the residual magnetism of the rotor, and the fre-
quency is directly proportional to the speed of the rotor
which is slowing down.

Starting motors with full voltage produces a severe
strain for a short period, whereas the use of an auto -
transformer starter produces a less severe strain for a
longer period and also a momentary strain that may be
more severe than when starting with -full voltage.
The auto -starter may produce two severe shocks on
the winding in opposite directions. This is accounted
for by the voltage which is produced in the winding
being out of phase with the line voltage at the instant
of changing from the lower -voltage tap to the full volt-
age tap of the auto -starter.

WHAT OBSERVATION OF WINDINGS HAS SHOWN
In addition to the two motors on which oscillograph

and vibrograph curves were taken, other machines as
listed below were started with the full -rated voltage
on the terminals and the effect observed:

H. P. Volts Poles
Coil Ex-
tension

Starting
Current

Effect on
Winding

50 440 6 4 1/2 6 X Full Load Moved slightly
400 2200 4 11 7.5 X Full Load Considerable move-

ment on coils and
complete winding

250 220 24 5 3/8 4.4 X Full Load Quivered slightly
400 2200 24 5 5/8 5.7 X Full Load Quivered slightly
600 2200 2 9 9.8 X Full Load Appreciable move -

ment of complete
winding

10 220 4 3 3/8 5.2 X Full Load No effect: This
winding is made
solid by dipping
the complete wind-
ing in varnish and
baking it. No
other bracing used.

When the effect on the windings is slight, nothing is
seen with the eyes, but any quiver or vibration of the
windings is felt with the hands without difficulty.
Some of these windings not only vibrated but had a
definite movement which lasted as long as the heavy
starting current flowed through the windings. These
movements of the windings were such as to separate
the windings wherever the phases change and for the
winding to move away from the rotor and toward the
frame. When the vibration of the winding is severe, a
distinct hum is heard.
MOTORS FAILING DUE TO DISTORTION OF WINDINGS

Some machines which had been in service for years
finally failed due to distortion of the windings. These
machines had used the customary auto -starter method
of starting. Whether the cause of the distortion was
due to the starting current or to some other disturbance,
such as short circuits on the line near the motor, was

not known. These windings showed the following effects :
1. The windings had separated between phases.
2. The windings had moved away from the rotor

and toward the stator.
3. The top and bottom layers of coils had drawn

together.
The separation between phases and the movement

toward the frame was also seen on some of the windings
that were observed while they were being started.
The action of top and bottom layers on each other can-
not very well be observed, but from the formulas which
follow, it should be expected that the top and bottom
layers should draw together at certain places.

DERIVATION OF WORKING FORMULAS

There is an attraction or repulsion between each and
every other conductor and also between each conductor
and the magnetic field of the secondary, and also with the
stray leakage flux of the primary. On account of the
complications involved, and because the action of con-
ductors on each other is the main force involved,
formulas have been worked up for this action only.

The force exerted between two parallel conductors is:

P - 4.5 x P L
a X 108

where P is the force in pounds, L is the length of the
conductors in inches spaced a inches apart and having
I amperes flowing in both wires. This force attracts
when the current is in the same direction and repels
when the current flows opposite directions.

The deflection of the conductors can be derived from
the formula

D =
48 E M

where E is the modulas of elasticity (11 x 108 for
copper) and M is the moment of inertia =

P 143

b h3

12

and where h is the dimension of the beam in the direc-
tion parallel to the applied force and b is the dimension
at right angles to the applied force. D is the deflec-
tion in inches when b, h and L are expressed in inches,
and the deflection

D -
a x bh3 x 1018

By assuming a typical value of current density in the
copper conductors of 2500 amperes per square inch and
using a value of the starting current as being 6 times
full load, the value 15,000 b h can be substituted for I,
and the deflection or amount of vibration becomes

2.3 b L4
D X X107 a

1.02 12 .L4

where D is deflection in inches.
h is dimension of conductor in inches in the direction
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parall'el to direction of applied force, and b is the dimen-
sion of conductor in inches in direction at right angles
to the direction of the applied force.

L is the length of conductors in inches between sup-
ports and a is the space between conductors in inches.

COIL BRACING

The attraction and repulsion of the conductors on
each other tends to move the conductors and is opposed
by the mechanical fastenings which support the con-
ductors. Many of the conductors are secured by rest-
ing against other conductors, which are. secured by
various means. As all armature conductors pass
through the slots, the slots become an effective means of
securing a large part of each conductor. Beyond the
slots a number of the conductors are bound together in a
unit as a coil, and this prevents the conductors from
vibrating against each other. Each coil end tends to
move under the effect of the force exerted on it by all
other toils in the machine but is resisted by the rigidity
of the coil as each coil is held by being placed in two
different slots and usually at one or more other places
on ends of windings by means of rope, bolts, clamps or
steel bands to other more or less fixed supports.

The formula for deflection shows that the dominating
factor is the length between any two supports, as the
deflection varies according to the fourth2 power of
of this length. This distance should, therefore, be
kept within proper limits. As the deflection is also
proportional to the square of the current, the coil move-
ment will be four times as great for a motor which has a
starting current ten times the full load value, as for the
same winding with a starting current of five times the
full load value. As two -pole and four -pole motors have
relatively large coil extensions and also have the high-
est ratio of starting current to full load current, their
windings must be braced much more firmly than others.

In many of the small motors the coils fit closely with
each other and the complete winding is reinforced with
varnish or impregnating compounds; therefore, their
windings are exceptionally well braced to resist the
forces exerted when starting the motors.

The vibration and movement of the windings de-
teriorate the insulation, and if sufficiently severe, will
cause an insulation failure. It may also break the
coil leads.

The kind and amount of insulation and the method
of bracing are the limiting factors which determine how
much vibration or coil movement can be permitted.
The repetition of these vibrations sometimes has a
cumulative effect by loosening the rope which is usually
used to secure the coils to a supporting ring.

As the amount of vibration or coil movement is
directly proportional to the square of the ratio of the
starting current to the full -load current, the starting of

2. Although theoretical calculations show that the coil move-
ment should vary according to the fourth power of the length
between supports, some measurements have been made that
indicate that it is more nearly the third power.
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squirrel -cage induction motors is much more severe on
the windings than it is with wound -rotor induction
motors where the current is limited by the resistance in

series with the secondary. As the amount of vibration
is also directly proportional to the third or fourth power
of the length of coil between supports, very thorough
bracing is required where the coil extensions are com-
paratively large. Nevertheless, there seems' to be no
question but that all induction motor windings can be
satisfactorily braced to stand the mechanical effect of

full voltage starting.
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PRODUCTION OF SPONGE IRON
Experimental work in the production of sponge iron,

conducted by the Department of the Interior at the
Seattle, Wash., experiment station of the Bureau of
Mines, has advanced to the point where it is belieledT
that industrial applications of the process can be Safely"
considered for the production of sponge iron as a metal--
lurgical reagent for the precipitation of copper, .1a2tv,=
and numerous other metals from solution. In those
regions remote from larger iron and steel making cen-
ters and where electric energy can be had at a com-
paratively cheap rate, sponge iron can also be converted
into iron and steel products by melting in the electric
furnace.

If a piece of iron oxide is completely reduced at such a
low temperature that no sintering or fusion takes place,
then the piece of metallic iron formed has the same size
and shape as the original piece of oxide. On account
of the removal of oxygen, the structure is finely porous,
exposing a large surface of iron, and the apparent den-
sity is less than that of the original piece of iron oxide.
The material is called "sponge iron."

When sponge iron is used as a metallurgical reagent in
the precipitation of metals from a solution, the precipita-
tion reaction takes place with greater speed than if
the precipitating reagent is a massive form of iron, such
as scrap or pig iron, and hence the use of sponge iron
proportionately increases plant capacity. Sponge iron
is likely to be of increasing importance in the hydro-
metallurgy of low-grade copper and complex ores.
Its production insures a permanent and reliable source
of metallic iron. It is probable that the future success
of large-scale leaching and precipitating processes for
copper and lead depends largely upon a supply of cheap
sponge iron.

The process developed by the Bureau of Mines con-
sists of passing a mixture of iron ore and coal through a
rotating kiln heated at one end to a temperature suffi-
cient to convert iron oxide to metallic iron, then dis-
charging and cooling the product and passing it through
a magnetic separator to remove the sponge iron from
the residual coke and siliceous material.

Details of these investigations are given in Serial
2656, copies of which may be obtained from the
Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines, Washing-
ton, D. C.



The Theory of Probability
and Some Applications to Engineering Problems

BY E. C. MOLINA'
Member. A. I. E. E.

Synopsis.-The purpose of this paper is to encourage a 'rider
recognition by engineers of a body of principles which in its mathe-
matical form is a powerful instrument for the solution of practical
problems. Some subjects in which the theory of probability has

been used are recalled, the fundamental principles are stated and
applied to three problems chosen from the field of telephone
engineering

THE subject to which I now invite attention has
high claims to consideration on account of
the subtle problems which it involves, its

important practical applications and the eminence of
those who have cultivated it." Todhunter: History
of the Mathematical Theory of Probability, 1865

You are all familiar with the importance of the theory
of probability in its applications to life assurance,
biology, radioactivity and other branches of pure
and applied science. In telephony the theory has
been utilized for over a quarter of a century. This is
not surprising. The calls to be handled during a
busy hour fall at random with reference to a given
instant. Hence, a knowledge of total and average
loads does not suffice for determining the quantities of
equipment required for rendering efficient and econom-
ical service. The mathematical theory of probability
enables one to evaluate the frequencies of different
deviations from known average conditions. With
this information the solution of trunking problems
becomes precise, the quantities of equipment required
for existing systems is determined and as changes
in the art occur the merits of proposed systems can be
weighed, thereby assuring that the public's demands
for service be met satisfactorily.

The theory of probability is of immediate aid in
the planning of inspection programs which must be
carried out in order that apparatus may leave the
manufacturer in fit condition to perform its functions.
The interpretation of empirical data is facilitated and
often the application of the theory to hypothetical
conditions makes unnecessary the carrying out of
costly statistical investigations.

The application of the theory of probability to
engineering problems is a subject of so much importance
that it is believed the engineering societies could well
afford to give more consideration to it than has been
given in the past. While there have been one or two
instances of Institute papers discussing probability
matters, such, for instance, as "A Method of Deter-
mining Resultant Input from Individual Duty Cycles
and -of '"Rating" by Mr.of Determining Temperature-.

1. .thicric-ati Telephone and Telegraph Company. New York,
N.Y.

To be presented at the Midwinter Contention of tAe A. 1. E. E.,
New York, N. 1., February 9-1.1,1825.

Bassett Jones, in general the Institute papers have
paid little attention to this matter. It is the purpose
of this paper to present the fundamentals of the
theory of probability in a form which it is hoped will
appeal particularly to practical engineers, and to
discuss specifically the application of these fundamental
principles to a number of practical problems.

The fundamental principles of our subject. first
formulated in a comprehensive manner by Laplace
in his classic "Tht=orie Analytique des Probabilites"
may be stated as follows:

First Pr i nei ph . The probability that an event may
happen in a specified manner is the ratio of the number
of ways it can happen as specified to the total number
of ways in which it can happen. For example, the
probability that an ordinary six -face die will, when
cast up in the air. give a number greater than 4 is 2 6
since there are only two faces marked with numbers
greater than 4: whereas, the total possible number of
ways in which the die can turn up is obviously 6.

This first principle is really nothing more or less
than a definition of probability. It is implicitly
assumed that all the possible eases are equally likely
or probable. This implicit assumption has been
severely criticised by some philosophers. Moreover,
Poincare, Bertrand and others have claimed that a
logically satisfactory definition is impossible. How-
ever, this statement should not be disturbing any
more than being reminded that there is no precise
answer to the question "what is matter?" -should
disturb a group of chemists.

cond uk-4 plt or Th«,rrm of Total Probability.
When a complex event can be reduced to a group of
mutually excitisr.re simple events, the probability for the
complex event is the sum of the probabilities corre-
sponding to each simple event. Or thus -the prob-
ability of the happening of any one of several events,
no two of which can concur, is the sum of their separate
probabilities. As an example, suppose that one of our
men has plans to return from Chicago next summer
either by the Pennsylvania R. R., the New York
Central R. R. or else by boat through the Great
Lakes. If p,, p p,, are the probabilities for these
three routes respectively, the probability that he
returns by rail is

P=Pt±Pi
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Third Principle. If there be given any number of
independent events, the probability that they will all
happen is the product of their respective probabilities.
Suppose we have in front of us, three bags filled
with red, while and blue balls. If 7 per cent of the
balls in bag No. 1 are white, 19 per cent of those in
bag No. 2 are white and 40 per cent of those in bag
No. 3 are white and we draw one ball from each of the
bags, then P = (7/100) (19/100) (40/100) is the com-
pound probability that all three of the drawn balls
will be white.

Fourth Principle. The probability of the con-
currence of two dependent events is the product of the
probability of the first times the probability that when
that has happened, the second will follow.

Fifth Principle. This fifth principle may be con-
sidered as a corollary to the fourth. Suppose we
know the a priori probability in favor of an event which
has happened and that we also know the a priori
probability for a compound event consisting of the
event which has occurred followed by another event
which has not yet occurred. Then .the probability
that the second event will occur is equal to the a
priori compound probability divided by the a priori
probability of the event which has occurred. Example-
Bids are open for the construction of a city subway.
Let P be the compound probability that a certain
construction company bids and submits satisfactory
plans. Let pi be the probability that said company
bids. Then, if the company has made a bid, the prob-
ability that the plans submitted will be satisfactory
is P2 = P/p1.

We now come to a principle which is of fundamental
importance for most if not all fields of engineering.
The so-called "Theory of Sampling," which is of
immediate interest to every engineer, seems to be
inextricably tied up with this principle in spite of
efforts made to separate them.

The five principles given above relate to the theory
of a priori probability. The next principle has refer-
ence to a posteriori probability or probability of
causes. The essential difference between a priori
and a posteriori probability may be indicated as
follows: Consider a bag containing 1000 balls some of
which are white. We are dealing with the a priori
probability when, knowing the ratio of white to total balls
we put the question, what is the probability that 100
drawings will give 7 whites? It is assumed that a
drawn ball is replaced in the bag before the next ball
is drawn. We are dealing with a posteriori probability
when, knowing that 100 drawings did give 7 whites we
put the question, what is the probability that the
ratio of white to total balls has a specified value,
(say 11/1000 for instance)?

As before, we will follow closely in the footsteps of
Laplace. His classic generalization of Bayes' theorem
laid the corner stone for the edifice erected by mathe-

3 maticians and statisticians since the publication of the
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Theorie Analytique. Two preliminary definitions will
help us to understand Laplace.

Consider again the bag containing 1000 balls from
which 100 drawings gave 7 whites. Note that the
unknown ratio of white to total balls is a hypothesis
or cause leading to the observed result. We may
consider any one of 999 possible hypotheses:

1-ratio is pi = 1/1000
2- " " P2 = 2/1000
3- " " p3 = 3/1000
K- " "pk = K/1000

997- " " p997 = 997/1000
998- " " p998 = 998/1000
999- " " p999 = 999/1000

The a posteriori theory assumes that there is a known
probability for the Kth hypothesis before the results of
the drawings are disclosed. Call this the existence
probability for the Kth hypothesis. If the Kth hypothesis
exists there is a definite probability that it will give
the observed result. Call this the productive probability
for the Kth hypothesis.

Sixth Principle. The a posteriori probability in
favor of a specified cause is a fraction whose numerator
is the product of the existence and productive prob-
abilities of that specific cause while the denominator
is the sum of like products for all the causes.

Seventh Principle. If two events are governed by
the same set of mutually exclusive causes and one
event has happened, the probability that the second
event will happen is equal to the sum of all the products
obtained by multiplying the a posteriori probability
of each cause (as determined from the observed event)
by the probability that the cause, if acting, will produce
the second event.

Applications. "The applications of the principles
which we have just expounded to the various questions
of probability requires methods whose investigation
has given birth to several methods of analysis and
especially to the theory of combinations and to the
calculus of finite differences."2

As a telephone engineer the author need not apologize
for being more familiar with the application of the theoty
of probability to telephone problems than to problems
relating to other fields of engineering. In what follows,
it is not intended to discuss at length any major
telephone problem. Such a discussion would be worthy
of at least as much space as has been allotted to this
paper. Moreover, the inherent interest of a major
problem would distract attention from the probability
principles made use of in its solution.

As an immediate application of the first principle or
definition of probability consider the following problem:

n calls fall at random in an interval of time A.
As the calls fall they are automatically counted by a
meter. This meter, however, cannot function properly
if the time interval between two consecutive calls is
less than a small interval a.

2. Laplace Thdorio Analytiquo.
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What is the probability that a correct count of the
n calls will be obtained? In other words, what is the
probability that no two consecutive calls will be
separated by a distance less than a?

The mathematical analysis contained in the appendix
to this paper gives

P = [1- (n - 1) (a/A) In
The curves of Fig. 1 show the numerical. values of

the probability P for various values of n for the two
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For an illustration of the applicability of the second
and third principles consider the following telephone
trunking problem.

Referring to Fig. 2 consider a group of 269 sub-
scribers, each equipped with a 20 -point line switch.
The line switches have common access to a group of
20 -trunk lines. When a subscriber removes his receiver

Group of
20 Trunks

269 Subscriber Lines
3

Line Switches

FIG. 2

269

from the hook, his line switch revolves and connects
him to an idle trunk, if one exists.

What is the probability that when a particular
subscriber, X, calls he fails to obtain a trunk at once?

It will first be shown that this trunking problem
transforms into a simple dice -throwing problem. The
answer to the dice problem is then obtained at once by
recourse to the binomial expansion which was used so
effectively by Mr. Bassett Jones in the solution of his
problem. To facilitate the transformation, let us make
some simplifying assumptions.

A-During the period of time under consideration,
the busy hour of the day, each subscriber's line makes
one call which is as likely to fall at any one instant as
at any other instant during the period.

B-If a call, when initiated, obtains a trunk immedi-
ately, it retains possession of that trunk for exactly two
minutes. In other words, a constant holding time of
two minutes' duration will be assumed.

C-If a trunk is not obtained immediately, the calling
subscriber waits for two minutes and then withdraws his
call. If, while waiting, a trunk becomes idle, he takes it
and converses for the interval of time remaining before
his two minutes are up.

Referring to Fig. 3, let point P. represent the unknown
instant within the hour at which X calls. Consider
the two minutes immediately preceding the instant P.
Evidently, by assumption C, calls falling outside of
this particular two -minute interval cannot prevent X
from obtaining a trunk.

If, however, at least 20 of the remaining 268 sub-
scribers initiate their calls within the particular two
minutes under consideration, there will be no trunk
line immediately available for X. This follows from
assumptions B and C.

One Hour

k-2

Fla. 3

Consider some one of these 268 other subscribers,
for example Y. The probability that Y calls in the
two minutes under consideration is, by assumption A,
the ratio of 2 minutes to 60 minutes, or 1/30, which is
exactly the same as the probability that he would
throw an ace if he were to make a single throw with a
30 -face die. Likewise, the probability that still
another subscriber calls in the two minutes under
consideration is exactly the same as the probability
that this other subscriber should throw the ace in a
single throw with a 30 -face die.

It is evident then, that the probability that X
fails to get a trunk immediately is the same as the
probability of throwing at least 20 aces if 268 throws
are made with a 30 -face die. To facilitate the deter-
mination of this probability and the solution of similar
problems, probability tables of the type shown in
Table I have been computed. In the table, the average
number of times an event may be expected is *repre-
sented by a. The probability that the event occurs at
least a greater number of times c = a + d is represented
by P. In the problem under consideration, the average
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number of aces expected is 8.96 - 230 . Likewise

in the present problem c = 20. Turning to the table,
we find that corresponding to c = 20 and a = 8.96,
the value of the probability P is 0 . 001. In the particu-
lar telephone problem under consideration this means
that once in a thousand times when X calls, at least
20 of the other subscribers will have called in the two
minutes immediately preceding, and therefore X fails
to get a trunk immediately. In other words, we may
consider that on the average, one in every thousand
calls is delayed.

0.1

0.09

0.08

6, 0.07

,0.06
0.05 --

X0.04--
W

00.03

0.02

0.0

01,
100

2 3 4 5 6 78911,000 2 3 4 5 6 7 8091 2 3 4 S 6 789
1,000 - 100 000

FIG. 4 -CURVES SHOWING PROBABLE RANGE OF TRUE
FREQUENCY VS. NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS FOR OBSERVED
FREQUENCIES OF 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04, 0.05, 0.06, 0 07.
WEIGHT = 0.98

Finally, as an application of that most far-reaching
but much debated sixth principle, consider this
telephone traffic problem:

A group of 50,000 calls originated in an exchange
area. An unknown number of them were delayed
more than 10. seconds. Observations were made on
300 of the calls and of these 9, or 3 per cent, were
delayed more than 10 seconds. With this information
is it a safe bet that the unknown percentage for the
entire 50,000 calls is below 5? Or better yet, are we
justified in betting 99 in 100 that the unknown per-
centage for the 50,000 calls is below 5? Or again, may
we bet 8 in 10 that the unknown percentage is between
0 . 5 and 5? It is taken for granted that the observer
is justified in believing that the calls under consideration
fulfill the conditions of random sampling such as that
each call is independent of every other call, or that
an appreciable number of the calls is not due to the
occurrence of some unusual event, -the Wall Street
explosion, for example.

Obviously the telephone problem is analogous to the
problem of the bag containing an unknown ratio of
white balls. The corresponding elements in the two
problems may be tabulated as follows:

1st. 1000 balls in bag vs. 50,000 calls originated.
2nd. 100 balls drawn vs. 300 calls observed.
3rd. 7 white balls drawn vs. 9 calls delayed more

than 10 seconds (i. e., defective with reference to a
particular characteristic).

4th. To the 999 possible, hypotheses with reference
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to the unknown per cent of white balls correspond
49,999 possible hypotheses with reference to the
unknown per cent of calls delayed more than 10 seconds.

The problems differ in that a ball drawn from the
bag is returned before another drawing is made, whereas
an observed call is comparable to a ball being drawn
and not returned. However, with the numbers
involved this discrepancy may be ignored.

The attached curves, Fig. 4 show graphically the
conclusions to be drawn from the mathematical
analysis. A glance at the right-hand end of the curves
will show that they are associated in pairs. The upper
curve of a pair slopes downward from left to right
while its mate slopes upward.

Consider the pair of curves marked 0 . 03. For the
abscissa 300, they give as ordinates the values 0 . 0625
and 0 . 014. The interpretation of these figures is as
follows: if 300 observations gave 3 per cent of calls
delayed then we may bet

1st. 99 in 100 that the unknown percentage of calls
delayed is not greater than 6.25.

2nd. 99 in 100 that it is not less than 1 . 4 per cent.
3rd. 98 in 100 that it lies between 1 . 4 per cent. and

6.25 per cent.
Likewise, considering the curves marked 0.06 if

1000 observations gave 6 per cent of calls delayed,
then we may bet

1st. 99 in 100 that the unknown percentage of calls
delayed is not greater than 8.05.

2nd. 99 in 100 that it is not less than 4 . 4 per cent.
3rd. 98 in 100 that it lies between 4 . 4 per cent and

8.05 per cent.
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tk FIG. 5 -CURVES SHOWING PROBABLE RANGE OF TRUE
FREQUENCY VS. NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS FOR OBSERVED
FREQUENCIES OF 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04, 0.05, 0.06, 0.07.
WEIGHT = 0.08

It is obvious from the shape of the curves that a few
hundred observations do not give more than a vague
idea as to the unknown per cent of calls delayed. On
the other hand, the gain in accuracy obtained by
making more than 10,000 observations would hardly
justify the expense involved. The number of observa-
tions which safety requires in any particular problem
must be determined by the conditions of the problem
itself. If we are willing to take a chance of 9 in 10
or 8 in 10 instead of 99 in 100 or 98 in 100, respectively,
the curves of Fig. 5 will give us an idea of the range
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within which the unknown percentage of defectives
lies.

Appendix
COUNTING METER PROBLEM

jt, calls fall at random in an interval of time A.
As the calls fall, they are automatically counted by a
meter. This meter, however, cannot function properly
if the time interval between any two consecutive calls
is less than a small interval a.

What is the probability that a correct count of the
n calls will be made?

Consider the two diagrams of Fig. 6. The lower
diagram indicates any one of the many different
number of ways in which the calls may fall. Evidently
this number is the same as the number of different
sets of values which we can give to the set of variables
yi, 1/2, y3 . yny so that each variable is equal or
greater than zero, but their sum not greater than A.
Using the language of the integral calculus, the number
of possible sets of values for yi, y2 . . yn is

.1., Jo fo . fod yid y2d y3. . d y
where the upper limits of the integrals must be such
as to satisfy the condition

0 < y < A
On the other hand, the upper diagram indicates any

A

a

t

11,4
a 1Ir1h n

Yt.i iYti lri
FIG. 6

distribution of the calls consistent with the condition
that the distance between consecutive calls is not less
than a. Note, that since there are n calls, there are
(n - 1) intervals, each of which must not be less than a.

The number of distributions satisfying the desired
condition is evidently the same as the number of sets of
values which can be given to the set of variables xi,
x2, . x so that each variable is equal or greater
than zero, but their sum is not greater than A - (11
- 1) a. The number of possible sets is given by the
multiple integral

- fofofo fodric/x2dx,.. .d x
where the upper limits of the integrals must be such
as to satisfy the condition

0< `: X < [A - (n - 1) a] '

Therefore, the desired probability is

P - (favorable eases)
(total possible ensps)

fofofo fodx1dx:dx,. . dx,
. d y,fa f0 fa fed Yi d d y3 .

Transform the integrals by the substitutions
y = A t, x = [A - (n - 1) a] s

dy = Adt,dx = [A- (n- 1)a]ds
Then
P=
[A- (n- 1)a]n.foioio . . fodsids2ds3 . d sr,

An fo fo fo . fodtidtcdt3. . d tn

The conditions to be satisfied by the limits of integra-
tion in both numerator and denominator are now both
the same, that is,

0 < t < 1, 0 < E -s < 1
The integrals, therefore, cancel out, saving us the

trouble of evaluating them, and we obtain
A - (nA - 1) a T

(n - 1) (a/A) la

TABLE I

AVERAGES (a) CORRESPONDING TO DEVIATION PLUS
AVERAGE (al TO BE EXPECTED WITH DIFFERENT

PROBABILITIES

Deviation

Plus

Average.
c =a ± di

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

1.

19

20

21

P

0 001 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.010

Average = a

0.0041
0.092
0.312
0.630
1.02
1 47

1 95

3

4

4

r.

47

02
60
19

sO

43

07

7 39

 31 s s4 9 44
S 96 ! 9 .52 Ill 14
9 ti2 10 '.."0 10

10 2`) 10 11 "0-,

23 10 97 I1 39 12 2.,
24 I. 12 29 13 111

12 31 13 00 13 71

1 1 0.001
I 0.045

3 0 191
4 0.429

0.739
1.11

7 1.52

1.9:1.

2.96
3.49
4.04
4 61

5 20

 79
6 41

4

5

5

1.1

7 03
7 1-0

0.002
0.065
0.243
0.518
0.867
1.27
1 72

2.20
2 72
3.26
3 S2

40

00
GI

23

52
17

Deviation

Plus

Average.

c = a + d

0.006
0.114
0 361
0.709
1.13

1.60
2.11

2.65
3.22
3.82
4
5

6

9

9

10

II

11

12

1:i

14

43

06
71

37

04

72
41

11

S2

54

26

73

47

21

0.005
0.133
0.402
0.771

1.21

1.70
2.23
2.79
3.38
3.99
4 62

5.26
5.9,
6.60

7.28
7.97

S.6S

9.39
10 11

10.84

11.57

12 31

13 06

13 Si

14.57

0.010
0.149
0.436
0.S23
1.28

1.79
2.33
2.91

3.51
4.13
4.77
5.43

6.10
6.7S
7.48

8.18

8.90
9.62
10.35

11.08
11.83
12.57

13 33

14 09
14.85

1

3

4

5

6

8

9
10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

IS

19

20

21

23

24

25

Sampling Probk'in. As stated in the body of the
paper, when the total number of calls under considera-
tion is large as compared with the number of calls
observed, the problem is essentially identical with the
problem of drawing balls from a bag, the ball taken at
each drawing being returned before the next drawing
is made.

Assume, then, that n drawings from a bag containing
an unknown ratio of white to total balls resulted in c
white drawings and (n - c) not white. In other
words, assume that the observed frequency of white
balls was (c n). Considering the unknown ratio as a
cause, let IV (x) be the a priori existence probability
for the value x. The productive probability for the
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value x, that is, the probability of obtaining c white
and n - c not white balls if the unknown ratio were x, is

(g) x' (1 -
where (',') is a symbol for the combinations of n things
c at a time.

By the sixth principle the a posteriori probability
in favor of the unknown ratio having the value x is

W (x) (c') xc (1 - x)n-c
P (x) -

W (x) (:) xc (1- x) n-,
x -0

W (x) xc (1 - x)n-c

 W (x) xc (1- x)n -c

x-0

Therefore, the a posteriori probability that the ratio
x does not exceed the value pi is

P1

 W (x) xc (1 - n)n-c
P (x > pi) - x-0

1

 W (x) xc (1 - n)n-c
x =0

When the total number of balls in the bag is large so
that the difference between any two consecutive possible
values for x is small, we may substitute integrals for
the summations; giving

 W (x) xc (1 - x)n-cd x
P 0

fl W (x) xc (1 - x)n-c d x
0

Assume first that W (x) is a constant b for o < x < g,
where g > pi. Then

xc (1 - x)n-c d x

P - 0

(1)

xc (1- x)n-cd x
w (x)

b`
' xc (1- x)n-c d x

Now assume that

xc (1 - x)n-c d x ,.11 W (x)b

is negligible compared with
fg xc (1 - x)n-c d x,
0

and also assume that g, c and (n - c) are such
approximately

fg x' (1 - d x= f1 xc (1 - x)n-c d x
0o 0

Then, finally,

P=
fPixc (1- x)n-c d x

f1 xc (1 - x)n-c d x
0

(n + 1) ! j
c ! (n - c) !

U

xc (1 - x)n-c d x ,

This well known formula might have been obtained
by assuming a b initio that W (x) is independent of x.
Particularly should it be noted that this independence
is not identical with the assumptions made above.

(2)

that

(3)

In the applications which are here contemplated the
values pi, c and n are such that g need be but a small
fraction of the range 0 to 1.

In the "Theorie Analytique" Laplace transforms (3)
so that it can be evaluated in terms of the Laplace -
Bernoulli integral

2- e-12 d t

where k is a function of pi, c and n. This transforma-
tion is most valuable when pi is in the neighborhood
of M. For small values of pi the transformation
which converts the binomial expansion to Poisson's
exponential binomial limit is more appropriate and
gives, writing (n pi) = al,

P= 1

c!

al

yc d y = P (c + 1, al) (4)
0

SUPER-CONDUCTING COPPER
The production of copper that is capable of trans-

mitting 13 per cent more current than present con-
ductors was announced by Dr. W. P. Davey of the Re-
search Laboratory of the General Electric Company
at the December 31st meeting of the American Associa-
tion for the Advancement of Science. These results
were obtained with large single crystals of copper, the
experimental production of which was recently accom-
plished in the Schenectady laboratory. Use of single -
crystal copper is at present not commercially possible
because of the delicacy of the crystals and because of the
difficulties of manufacture, but from a scientific stand-
point the results of these investigations are of great
interest.

The single copper crystals were made by very gradu-
ally heating and cooling pure copper in an electric
furnace. When molten metal is quickly cooled, very
small crystals are formed; if the melt is cooled slowly,
the crystals are larger. Employing the method of
P. W. Bridgeman, Dr. Davey cooled the melt so slowly
that only one crystal was formed, and that included all
of the metal. By this method he was able to produce
single crystals seven -eights of an inch in diameter and
six inches long, or crystals of less diameter and greater
length.

In a crystal, the atoms are built up in regular fashion.
The crystals of copper for example, are made of very
tiny cubes, with atoms of copper at the corners and
centers of the faces of each cube. The large crystals
grow in such a direction that the atoms are arranged in
columns along the length of the crystal. It is this
regular arrangement of the atoms which, it is believed,
give to the single crystals their superior conductivity
when compared with ordinary (polycrystalline) copper
in which the crystals are small and the arrangement of
the atoms more chaotic.
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gains in weight. Hydrogen is liberated at the surface

of the impurity. The local action produced by these
impurities proceeds at a fairly rapid rate until the
ultimate capacity of the plate is exhausted. A con-
siderable part of silver and copper, which was deposited
on the plates as a spongy or tree-like mass, subsequently
fell off so that the gain in weight of the plates represents
chiefly lead sulphate. These impurities cannot be
eliminated by changing the electrolyte in the battery,
but their effect may in some cases be mitigated as Gil-

lette3 has shown. The results which are given in Table
III show that platinum is one of the most deleterious
of impurities. Extremely small amounts are sufficient
to produce rapid sulphation of the plates. Copper
produces less effect. These results have been ab-
stracted from the previous paper by Vinal and Altrup,
and in the case of copper a correction has been made for
a misplaced decimal point in the former publication.

TABLE II
ACCURACY OF MEASUREMENTS ON POSITIVE PLATES

(Average of 17 experiments, pure electrolytes, 1.250 sp. gr., 25 deg. cent.)

Time
(hours)

Average Gain
in Weight

(grams)

Probable Error
of Average Value

(grams)

Probable Error
of Single

Observation
(grams)

50
100
200
300
400
500

0.34
0.51
0.66
0.86
1.05
1.15

0.03
0.04
0.06
0.08
0.10
0.10

0.12
0.17
0.22
0.30
0.35
0.32

TABLE III
LOCAL ACTION PRODUCED BY IMPURITIES AFFECTING

ONLY THE NAGATIVE PLATES
(Results are expressed as the gain in weight of a single plate in grams.

at intervals from 50 to 500 hours)

P

C
c

T.

T

si

Si

IB
Si

A

N

Impurity
Material
Added .Impurity

Per-
tentage

Time in Hours

50 100 200 300 400 500

(Control
one experiments) .. 0.69 1.44 2.68 3.87 5.03 6.08
latinum PtC14 0.00001 0.7 1.4 3.0 4.8 6.8 8.4
latinum do 0.00003 13.2 19.3 26.1 29:9 32.4 34.2
latinum do 0.00005 27.4 28.1 28.8 29.2 29.3 29.5
opper CuSO4 0.008 1.1 2.1 4.0 6.1 8.1 ..
opper CuSO4 0.04 7.3 10.7 15.6 19.5 23.5 ..
lver Ag2SO4 0.1 13.5 18.6 24.0 .. .. ..
in SnSO4 0.1 4.6 7.0 9.4 11.0 12.5 13.9
ungsten WO3 0.003 0.3 1.7 5.3 10.0 15.0 20.0
Ismuth
ilphurous

Bi203 0.2 4.5 5.8 8.2 .. .. ..

Acid H2SO, 0.05 5.1 6.4 8.3 10.2 11.8 13.6
)(Hum
[chromate Na2Cr202 0.05 3.3 5.2 8.4 11.4 14.1
rsenic* As202 0.001 1.3 2.6 4.8 6.9 8.8 10.9
rsenic As203 0.10
ntimony Sb2(804)2 0.001 3.8 8.8 16.3 .. ..
itrates HNO3 0.001 1.3 2.0 3.6 ..
do do 0.004 3.1 4.0 5.2 .

do do 0.008 5.3 6.4 7.7 .. ..
do do 0.035 23.0 25.3 27.3 .. .. ..

*These results are not as reliable as the others.
tAt 55 minutes, plates gassing and solution turned brown, test

abandoned.

3. Trans. Amer. Electrochern. Soc., 41, p. 217 (1922).

b. The second class of these impurities includes
those chemical compounds which are reduced more
slowly at the negative plates and result in little, if

any, perceptible liberation of hydrogen. In some cases
these impurities can be eliminated from a battery by
replacing the electrolyte. For some of these, a quanti-
tative comparison may be made between the calculated
and observed changes in weight of the plate.

Bismuth presents an interesting example of the
reduction produced at the negative plates accompanied
by the deposit of the bismuth itself as a brown powder
on the plate. Bismuth trioxide reacts with sulphuric
acid to form bismuth sulphate and this, in turn, is
reduced at the negative plate to bismuth with the
formation of an equivalent amount of lead sulphate.
For the 12.5 grams of bismuth trioxide, which were
added to the solution, 24.4 grams of lead sulphate should
be formed, and to this must be added the weight of the
bismuth, 11.2 grams, deposited on the two plates in the
solution making 35.6 grams as the calculated increase
in weight of the plates. The amount actually observed
was 33.6 grams. No appreciable effect was produced
by the bismuth on the positive plates. The local
action produced by the bismuth which is deposited in
the pores of the negative plates is relatively slow, but
the diffusion of the electrolyte into the plates is doubt-
less impeded with a consequent loss in the available
capacity.

Antimony. and arsenic, like bismuth, affect the
negative plates, but are without apparent action at the
positive plates. Antimony in particular produces a
rapid discharge of the negative plates. The reactions
of antimony and arsenic are probably analogous to
those of bismuth, as the reduced material becomes
visible after a short time. There is, in addition, a
marked accelerating effect in the case of antimony, since
the sulphation of the negative plates as measured by the
increase in weight is much greater than would be cal-
culated for the equivalent reduction of the antimony
sulphate. This effect is less in the case of arsenic.
The presence of either antimony or arsenic in the elec-
trolyte is also detrimental because of the possible
formation of stibine or arsine in the presence of hydro-
gen. These poisonous gases, escaping from the
cells, become a serious hazard to those using the
battery.

Nitrates which were added to the solution as nitric
acid were reduced at the negative plate and produced
a marked increase in the rate of sulphation. Even
so small a quantity as 0.001 per cent produced a
measurable result. Small quantities of nitrates prob-
ably do little permanent damage as they are gradually
eliminated from the cell as oxides of nitrogen or reduced
to ammonia. Nitrates were without effect in our
experiments on pasted positive plates, but their use as
corrosive agent in forming plante plates from sheet lead
is, of course, well understood.
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Synopsis. ----Experiments have been in progress at the Bureau of
Standards to determine quantitatively the effect produced by a
wide variety of impurities on the rate of sulphation of storage
battery plates. The method for making the determinations involves
measuring the changing weight of the plates suspended in the
solution. The various impurities are classified according as they

affect the negative plates, the positive plates or both. A discussion
is given also of certain combinations of impurities. Sodium and
magnesium sulphates which arc sometimes added to the electrolyte
to "improve" the behavior of the battery are without effect on the
rale of sulphation. It is important that some generally recognized
specifications for storage battery electrolytes should be established.

INTRODUCTION

THE satisfactory operation of a storage battery is
in a large measure dependent upon the physical
and chemical properties of the electrolyte which

it contains. Within recent years storage batteries
have come to be used under widely varying conditions
of service, and millions of them annually pass into the
hands of people who have no technical knowledge of
their construction or adequate information with
regard to the care which they should receive. Some of
them are used at extremely low temperatures in air-
planes and signal service while others are subjected to
abnormally high temperatures in the tropics. Con-
sidering the diversity of the service which they have to
perform, it is increasingly important that the physical
and chemical properties of the electrolyte should receive
more extended study.

For a number of months experiments have been in
progress at the Bureau of Standards to determine quan-
titatively the effect produced by various impurities
on the rate of sulphation of storage battery plates.
The method which involves a determination of the
weight of the plates while suspended in solution has
been described in a previous publication.'

The results of experiments on a few of the impurities
have been previously published in the JOURNAL of the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers.2

TABLE I
ACCURACY OF MEASUREMENTS ON NEGATIVE PLATES

(Average of 14 experiments, pure electrolytes, 1.250 sp. gr. 2.5 deg. cent.)

Probable Error
Average Gain Probable Error of Single

Time in Weight of Average Value Observation
(hours) (grams) (grams) (grams)

50 0.69 0.03 0.15
100 1.44 0.06 0.24
200 2.68 0.09 0.33
300 3.87 0.13 0.41
400 5.03 0.16 0.50
500 6.08 0.21 0.60

*Approved by the Director of the Bureau of Standards.
tBoth of The U. S. Bureau of Standards
1. Vinal and Ritchie. A new method for determining the

rate of sulphation of storage battery plates. Bureau of Stand-
ards Technologic Paper No. 225 (1922).

2. Vinal and Altrup. The effect of certain impurities in
storage battery electrolytes. JOURNAL A. I. E. E., Vol. 43, p.
313, (1924).

To be presented at the Midwinter Convention of the A. I. E. E.,
New York, N. Y., February 9-12, 1925.

In the present paper the results of experiments cover-
ing a wide range of impurities are given. The tables
that follow give the quantitative relation between the
amount of the various impurities which were added to
the pure electrolyte 1.250 specific gravity, and the
effects produced as judged by the change in weight of
the plates.

ACCURACY OF MEASUREMENTS

In the course of the experiments a number of deter-
minations have been made of the rate of sulphation of
storage battery plates in pure electrolytes having a
specific gravity of 1.250 at 25 deg. cent. These may be
considered as control experiments by which the effects
produced by the impurities are to be judged. One con-
trol experiment was made with each group of five
measurements. An analysis of these permits the com-
putation of the probable error of the average value
and the probable error of a single observation.

error in these computations. There are a number of
impurities which produce little or no effect, and any
definite statement that they do or do not produce an
effect must be based upon a comparison with the normal
values for plates in pure solutions to within the limits
of the probable error.

Table I, for negative plates, and Table II, for posi-
tive plates, give the average gain in weight in pure elec-
trolyte for these plates together with the probable
error. In classifying the impurities according to
the effects produced, the average value of the control
experiments is given for comparison, except in Table
VII where the measurements all belong to one group.
For these, the value of the control experiment of this
group is given.

IMPURITIES AFFECTING THE NEGATIVE PLATES ONLY
The impurities which affect the negative plates only

(Table III) may be divided into two classes:
a. Impurities which are deposited quickly in the

metallic state upon the negative plates and produce
appreciable gassing. These include platinum, copper
and silver. A closed circuit exists between the under-
lying lead of the plate and the impurity which is
deposited upon it. Lead sulphate is formed in propor-
tion to the quantity of electricity flowing and the plate

128
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gains in weight. Hydrogen is liberated at the surface
of the impurity. The local action produced by these
impurities proceeds at a fairly rapid rate until the
ultimate capacity of the plate is exhausted. A con-
siderable part of silver and copper, which was deposited
on the plates as a spongy or tree-like mass, subsequently
fell off so that the gain in weight of the plates represents
chiefly lead sulphate. These impurities cannot be
eliminated by changing the electrolyte in the battery,
but their effect may in some cases be mitigated as Gil-

lette3 has shown. The results which are given in Table
III show that platinum is one of the most deleterious
of impurities. Extremely small amounts are sufficient
to produce rapid sulphation of the plates. Copper
produces less effect. These results have been ab-
stracted from the previous paper by Vinal and Altrup,
and in the case of copper a correction has been made for
a misplaced decimal point in the former publication.

TABLE II
ACCURACY OF MEASUREMENTS ON POSITIVE PLATES

(Average of 17 experiments, pure electrolytes, 1.250 sp. gr., 25 deg. cent.)

Time
(hours)

Average Gain
in Weight

(grams)

Probable Error
of Average Value

(grams)

Probable Error
of Single

Observation
(grams)

50
100
200
300
400
500

0.34
0.51
0.66
0.86
1.05
1.15

0.03
0.04
0.06
0.08
0.10
0.10

0.12
0.17
0.22
0.30
0.35
0.32

TABLE III
LOCAL ACTION PRODUCED BY IMPURITIES AFFECTING

ONLY THE NAGATIVE PLATES
(Results are expressed as the gain in weight of a single plate in grams.

at intervals from 50 to 500 hours)

P
P
P
C

Ic
si

T
T

 B
Si

IB

N

Impurity

Arsenic*
Arsenic

Material
Added .Impurity

Per-
tentage

Time in Hours

50 100 200 300 400 500

(Control
one experiments)
latinum
latinum
latinum
opper
opper
ilver
in
ungsten
ismuth
ulphurous
Acid
)(Bum
(chromate

ntimony
itrates
do
do
do

PtC14
do
do

CuSO4
CuSO4
Ag2SO4
Sa80.3
WO,
Bi2O3

H2SO,

Na201'20 7
As203
As203
Sb2(SO4)3
HNO3

do
do
do

..
0.00001
0.00003
0.00005
0.008
0.04
0.1
0.1
0.003
0.2

0.05

0.05
0.001
0.10
0.001
0.001
0.004
0.008
0.035

0.69
0.7

13.2
27.4

1.1
7.3

13.5
4.6
0.3
4.5

5.1

3.3
1.3

3.8
1.3
3.1
5.3

23.0

1.44
1.4

19.3
28.1
2.1

10.7
18.6
7.0
1.7
5.8

6.4

5.2
2.6

8.8
2.0
4.0
6.4

25.3

2.68
3.0

26.1
28.8
4.0

15.6
24.0
9.4
5.3
8.2

8.3

8.4
4.8

16.3
3.6
5.2
7.7

27.3

3.87
4.8

29.9
29.2

6 1
19.5

..
11.0
10.0

..

10.2

11.4
6.9

..

..

..

..

..

5.03
6.8

32.4
29.3
8.1

23.5
..

12.5
15.0

..

11.8

14.1
8.8

..

..

..

..

6.08
8.4

34.2
29.5

..

..

..
13.9
20.0

..

13.6

..
10.9

..

..

..

..
..

*These results are not as reliable as the others.
tAt 55 minutes, plates gassing and solution turned brown, test

abandoned.

3. Trans. Amer. Electroohem. See., 41, p. 217 (1922).

b. The second class of these impurities includes
those chemical compounds which are reduced more
slowly at the negative plates and result in little, if

any, perceptible liberation of hydrogen. In some cases
these impurities can be eliminated from a battery by
replacing the electrolyte. For some of these, a quanti-
tative comparison may be made between the calculated
and observed changes in weight of the plate.

Bismuth presents an interesting example of the
reduction produced at the negative plates accompanied
by the deposit of the bismuth itself as a brown powder
on the plate. Bismuth trioxide reacts with sulphuric
acid to form bismuth sulphate and this, in turn, is
reduced at the negative plate to bismuth with the
formation of an equivalent amount of lead sulphate.
For the 12.5 grams of bismuth trioxide, which were
added to the solution, 24.4 grams of lead sulphate should
be formed, and to this must be added the weight of the
bismuth, 11.2 grams, deposited on the two plates in the
solution making 35.6 grams as the calculated increase
in weight of the plates. The amount actually observed
was 33.6 grams. No appreciable effect was produced
by the bismuth on the positive plates. The local
action produced by the bismuth which is deposited in
the pores of the negative plates is relatively slow, but
the diffusion of the electrolyte into the plates is doubt-
less impeded with a consequent loss in the available
capacity.

Antimony. and arsenic, like bismuth, affect the
negative plates, but are without apparent action at the
positive plates. Antimony in particular produces a
rapid discharge of the negative plates. The reactions
of antimony and arsenic are probably analogous to
those of bismuth, as the reduced material becomes
visible after a short time.. There is, in addition, a
marked accelerating effect in the case of antimony, since
the sulphation of the negative plates as measured by the
increase in weight is much greater than would be cal-
culated for the equivalent reduction of the antimony
sulphate. This effect is less in the case of arsenic.
The presence of either antimony or arsenic in the elec-
trolyte is also detrimental because of the possible
formation of stibine or arsine in the presence of hydro-
gen. These poisonous gases, escaping from the
cells, become a serious hazard to those using the
battery.

Nitrates which were added to the solution as nitric
acid were reduced at the negative plate and produced
a marked increase in the rate of sulphation. Even
so small a quantity as 0.001 per cent produced a
measurable result. Small quantities of nitrates prob-
ably do little permanent damage as they are gradually
eliminated from the cell as oxides of nitrogen or reduced
to ammonia. Nitrates were without effect in our
experiments on pasted positive plates, but their use as
corrosive agent in forming plante plates from sheet lead
is, of course, well understood.
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LOCAL A(T141N 1414)144:4.1..1) IIY INI1'UR1.11101 11'1114'11 AlrFECT
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(114446104 aro oxpressoil as the gain in wolglit or it ',hullo plato In grains at
intorvitis trout Mt to 504) hours)

Per- Tinto In Hours
"%tutorial ountago

import( y Added impurity 50 100 I :200 300 -1181 5041

41'041111vo I'lat
Control

None experiments 0.34 0.51..
Iron 1013804 0.012 0.7 0.9

do do 0.08 1.5 1.8
do do 0.4 5.6 6.8

M ling ant kso NInSO4 0.08 2.9 3.7
do do 0.4 8.4 10.6

Chlorine 1101 0.05 5.5 7.1
do Nat'l 1.00 23.7 25.4

0.66
1.1
2.2
7.2
4,4

14.4
8.2

26.0

0.86
1.3
2.3
7.5
5.0

18.4
11.9
26.2

1.05

13.5

1.15

(Negative Plates)
Control

None experiments .. 0.69 1.44 2.68 3.87 5.031 6.08
Iron 14'02(804)s 0.012 1.2 2.0 3.4 4.6 5.8 17.0

do do 0.08 6.3 8.0 9.5 10.8 12.2 13.6
Manganese KNIn04 0.04 2.2 3.0 4.3 5.6

do do 0.40 3.1 4.0 5.3 6.7
Chlorine HCl 0.02 0.6 1.3 2.7 ..

do NaC1 1.00 22.0 27.1 30.2 32.7

IMPURITIES AFFECTING BOTH POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE
PLATES

In the previous paper,' details of the reactions of iron
and manganese have been given. Iron is perhaps the
most common impurity in storage battery electrolytes.
It is oxidized at the positive plate and reduced at the
negative plate without depositing on either ad infinitum.
Since it stays in solution it can be eliminated by chang-
ing the electrolyte. Manganese is more detrimental
to the positive plates than to the negatives. Its reac-
tions are complicated and will not be repeated here.

Chlorine is a detrimental impurity for both the posi-
tive and negative plates, although in small quantities its
effects are more pronounced on the positives. Chlorine
is liberated at least in part from the cell, but others
have stated that a portion of it is oxidized to perchloric
acid and this remains in the electrolyte. The addition
of sodium chloride to the electrolyte was tried because
of the reactions which occur when sea -water may
accidentally find its way into storage batteries used on
ship -board.

IMPURITIES AFFECTING POSITIVE PLATES ONLY
Impurities of this class are organic compounds. In

our experiments with acetic acid, the effects produced
were smaller than were anticipated, and several
additional portions of acetic acid were added to the
same jar at intervals without much effect as shown in
the table.

Following the experiments with acetic acid a small
group of separators which had not been previously
used in batteries were extracted with sulphuric acid
(1.250 specific gravity), and this solution was tried on
both positive and negative plates. No appreciable
effect on the changing weight of the negative plates

4. Vinal and Altrup, hoc. cit.

,,vas observed. However, the eireel on the positive
phies was striking. Separators which had been
previously treated preparatory lo use in storage
hat teries produced smaller effects than similar separa-
tors which hail not been Si) treated. These results
led us to try dextrose, sucrose, invert sugar, and
starch which produced effects of about the same
amount. Tannic acid, however, produced only a very
small effect as shown in the table. These results show
that the separators have important effects which
warrant further investigation.

LOCAL ACTION PRODUCED BY COMBINATIONS
OF IMPURITIES

Table VI shows the effects produced on negative
plates by combinations of impurities which, taken
singly, produced less effect than when present in
combination.

Kugel6 showed that the action of such combination
as tungsten and copper exceeded materially the effects

?Et 0
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0
100 2U0 300

TIME t HOURS'
400 500

FIG. 1 -EFFECT OF A COMBINATION OF COPPER AND TUNGSTEN
ON NEGATIVE PLATES

of either of these materials singly.. The extraordinary
effect of adding a small percentage of copper to a
solution containing a small percentage of tungsten is
shown graphically in Fig. 1.

In addition to the experiments on tungsten and
copper, combinations of copper with other impurities
such as mercury, molybdenum, zinc, arsenic, and
antimony were tried. In all of these cases it was found
that the rate of sulphation of the negative plates was
greatly accelerated. These results are significant in
showing that it is important to limit the percentage of
copper which may be present in the electrolyte to the
smallest reasonable figure.

In explanation of this effect, Kugel has suggested
that the polarization on the copper is decreased by the
presence of tungsten. Scarpa6 has advanced a similar
explanation that the presence of tungsten lowers the
overvoltage necessary for the evolution of hydrogen

5. Electrotech. Zeit. 13, pp. 8, 19, (1892).
6. L'Elettrotecnica 6, p. 317 (1919).
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on the surface of the copper. For this reason the local
currents flowing between the copper and the underlying
lead of the plate are greatly increased. This appears
the most probable explanation and our results show that
in addition to tungsten, which is an unusual impurity
to find in storage battery electrolytes, there are a
number of others much more likely to be present which
may produce the same effects.

TABLE V
LOCAL ACTION PRODUCED BY IMPURITIES AFFECTING

ONLY THE POSITIVE PLATES
(Results are expressed as the gain in weight of a single plate at

intervals from 50 to 500 hours).

Impurity

Per-
centage
Impurity

Time in Hours

50 100 200 300 400 500

(Control
None experiments) 0.34 0.51 0.66 0.86 1.05 1.15
Acetic acid 0.1 0.4 .. .. .. .. ..

do 1.0 .. 0.9 1.6 .. .. ..
do 3.0 .. .. .. 2.4 3.3

Separator
extracts
(treated) .. 3.2 5.2 7.7 9.4 ..
Separator
extracts

(untreated) .. 8.9 13.5 18.6 21.1 .. ..
-Dextrose 1.0 23.2 26.3 27.2 .. .. ..

Sucrose 1.0 23.6 26.7 27.6 .. .. ..
Invert Sugar 2.0 23.6 26.4 26.8 .. .. ..

Starch 0.5 11.5 20.3 25.1 .. .. ..
Tannic Arid n in nit 1 1 1 0 2 R

In the course of our experiments combinations of
tungsten with arsenic, antimony, and several other
impurities were tried, but the tungsten produced no
unusual effect except when in combination with
copper.

IMPURITIES PRODUCING LITTLE OR NO EFFECT

In the course of our experiments a number of im-
purities were tried which produced little or no effect
on either the iositive or negative plates. These in-
cluded sodium, calcium, magnesium, aluminum, zinc,

cadmium and mercury.
At various times sodium and magnesium sulphates

have been suggested as an addition to sulphuric acid
of the ordinary electrolyte to decrease the sulphation
of the plates. Table 7 gives in detail the results which
were obtained when these materials were added to
1.250 specific gravity electrolyte, and it will be seen
that the agreement between the solutions containing
these materials and the control experiment is within
the limits of experimental error for both positive and
negative plates. These results indicate that these
substances are without effect on the rate of sulphation
in concentrations up to 5 per cent, and no benefit is to
be derived by adding them to ordinary solutions.
Others have claimed that the presence of sodium sul-
phate and similar substances is harmful, resulting in
the disintegration of the negative plates.

TABLE VI
LOCAL ACTION PRODUCED BY COMBINATIONS OF IMPURITIES AFFECTING THE NEGATIVE PLATES

(Each experiment was started with the first named impurity and then copper was added at the time shown)

Combination
Material
Added

Percentage
Impurity

Time of
Adding Cu

(hours) 50 100

None (Control experiments) 0.69 1.44
( Tungsten WO3 0.003 246 1.1 2.4
1 Copper CuSO4 0.05
( Mercury Hg2SO4 0.01 145 0.8 1.7
I Copper CuSO4 0.05
(Molybdenum Mo03 0.01 145 1.1 2.0
1 Copper CUSO4 0.05
(Zinc ZnO 0.01 145 1.2 1.6
1 Copper CuSO4 0.05
Arsenic As203 0.001 145 1.0 2.0

1Copper Cu804 0.05
( Antimony Sb2(SO4)3 0.001 145 3.6 8.8
'Copper CuSO4 0.05

Time in Hours

I 200 300 400 I 500
2.68 3.87 5.03 6.08
5.4 23.1 25.6 26.7

31.6 31.8 31.0 31.2

30.5 24.7 32.4 40.0

24.0 33.7 33.2

23.2 25.8 28.0 29.2

28.0 38.5 38.0 36.0

TABLE VII
EFFECT OF SODIUM AND MAGNESIUM SULPHATES

(Results are expressed as the gain in weight of a single plate in grams at intervals from 50 to 500 hours)

Impurity

None (Control experiment)
Sodium sulphate

do
Magnesium sulphate

do

None (Control experiment)
Sodium sulphate

do
Magnesium sulphate

do

Material Added Percentage
Time n Hours

,

50 100 200 300 400 500

(Positive Plates)
0.05 0.14 0.35 0.52 0.72 0.90

Na2SO4.101120 2.0 0.05 0.1 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.7
do 5.0 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.8 1.0

MgSO4.71120 2.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.8
do 4.0 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.9

(Negative Plates)
. . 0.80 1.52 2.1)7 4.25 5.53 6.82

Na2804.101120 2.0 0.7 1.3 2.6 3.8 4.9 5.9
do 5.0 0.8 1 . 4 2.11 3.5 4.5 5.4

Mg804.71120
tin

2.0
A 11

0,9
I n

1.6 3.1
" "

4.5 5.8 7 . 1
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SUGGESTED SPECIFICATIONS FOR SULPHURIC ACID

Specifications for battery acid have been issued by
many different agencies and a comparison of them
shows wide divergence in the impurities which are
listed and the maximum amounts which may be
considered permissible. If suitable specifications for
sulphuric acid for use in batteries can be formulated
and receive general recognition, it is likely that they
will find use also in other industries. The amount of
concentrated sulphuric acid usedper year for batteries in
this country is probably in excess of 30,000,000 pounds.

If the amount of impurities allowed by the specifica-
tions is made too small, serious difficulty may be en-
countered in finding acid sufficiently pure to meet them.
On the other hand the specifications must limit the
impurities to amounts that are within the range for
satisfactory battery operation.

Specificatiohs are usually drawn to apply to the con-
centrated acid. If pure water is used to dilute this to
the proper concentration for battery use the percentage
of the impurity will be proportionately reduced. It is
desirable that water of a high degree of purity be used,
and no general statement as to the permissible use of
natural water can be made for the reason that its
purity varies from place to place and from one time of
the year to another.

The following Table VIII, on the purity of sulphuric
acid and solutions for battery use, has been taken from
a recent book on storage batteries.' It is believed that
this table is consistent with the results of this investiga-
tion and represents acid that can be readily procured.
It may be desirable, however, to limit the amount of
copper to a smaller percentage in view of the large local
action which it produces when present together with
certain other impurities shown in Table VI.

TABLE VIII
PURITY OF SULPHURIC ACID AND SOLUTIONS FOR BATTERY

USE

Specific
Per cen
Color.
Suspen

Platintu

Arsenic
Mangan
Iron.
Copper.
Nitrates
Chloride
Organic
Sulphur

Con-
centrated

Acid
Unused

Electrolyte
Used

Electrolyte

gravity 60°F 1.835 1.280 1.280
H2504 93.19% 36.8% 36.8%

Colorless Colorless Colorless
ed matter None None Lead com-

pounds only
a None None None
and antimony Traces Traces Traces
ese Trace Trace Trace

0.010 % 0.004% 0.015%
0.005% 0.002% 0.005%

and nitrites Traces Traces Traces
u calculated as Cl Trace Trace Trace
matter Trace Trace Trace
ous acid Trace Trace None

The term "trace" is often used, but ill-defined. In
general this term in these specifications should be
regarded as meaning less than 0.001 per cent. Any
standard specification of this character should include
also a statement of the tests to be employed.

7. Storage Batteries, by Vinal, page 120 (1924).

Our experiments have shown that there are other
impurities, in addition to those included in Table VIII,
which produce effects in the storage battery. How-
ever, they are rarely present in sulphuric acid.

. It
does not seem necessary to name them all, as a state-
ment can be added calling attention to the fact that
other impurities are absent.

The limits for impurities given in Table VIII are
presented for discussion, and it is hoped that they may
serve as a basis for specifications that will receive
general recognition.

THE COST OF DAYLIGHT
Advancement in the production and use of artificial

light can be emphasized in no better way than by the
increasing tendency to depend upon it even in the day-
time. A score of years ago artificial light was still a
poor competitor with daylight. It was considered to
be merely a feeble substitute by means of which the
hours of industry or of recreation could be extended
after a fashion. Today artificial light compares favor-
ably with daylight in efficiency, does not always cost
more and has many advantages in controllability and
dependability.

Until recently the provision of ample daylight was
a matter of habit in the design of buildings. Of course,
architects knew it cost something to install and main-
tain daylighting equipment, but most persons even now
are not conscious of this cost. Many charges may,
however, be made against daylight and its total cost is
startling. Men are likely to continue to use daylight
where it can be obtained readily and without excessive
cost and are likely also to install windows for the pur-
pose of "letting vision out." But it is interesting to
note that a growing recognition of the low cost, relia-
bility and ease of control of artificial light is causing
architects and others to scrutinize more carefully the
cost and other characteristics of daylight.

On every hand in large cities there are places where
daylighting equipment is not delivering natural light
as satisfactory in quantity and distribution as it should
be if its cost is to be justified. Although in special
cases artificial light is now used exclusively, there are
many cases where it would be best at the present time
to effect a compromise. In other words, it would be
better to utilize daylight only to the extent to which
it can be obtained readily, at reasonable cost and with
satisfactory results, and to invest the saving in pro-
viding better artificial light, which, when daylight fails
entirely, must provide all the lighting. It is interesting
to note that progressive architects are beginning to
consider lighting problems on this basis. The lighting
specialist will render a valuable service in bringing to
the attention of architects and others this new view-
point which efficient, dependable and controllable arti-
ficial light has made economically possible.

-Electrical World.



A Complex Quantity Slide Rule'

Synopsis.-The need for
with complex quantities is pointed out and a description is

THE principle of the ordinary slide rule can be
extended into two dimensional space and ap-
plied to complex quantities.

Up to the present time, complex quantitiei have been
employed almost exclusively for theoretical analysis
and relatively little in numerical work. Formulas
developed by means of complex quantities are generally
split into components or otherwise transformed so that
the numerical work is always performed with ordinary
numbers. Unfortunately in many cases, formulas
indeed very simple, when expressed as functions of
complex quantities, have very much more elaborate
expressions when thus transformed to adapt them to
ordinary numerical work. An example of this is the
propagation constant of a transmission line.

n= -V (R j X) (G j B)
which becomes upon transformation

1 MR' X2) (G2 + B2) (R G -X B)

+
V2

[1/(R2 + X2) (G2 + B2) - (R G -X B)11

Here the advantage of treating the complex quantities
as numerical entities and evaluating merely the formula

n = VZ Y
is evident. Seventeen numerical operations would thus
be reduced to two, namely, one multiplication and one
extraction of the square root.

To date, the use of complex quantities in arithmetical
work has been hampered by the two following obstacles,
both of which are removed by the complex quantity
slide rule.

1. Frequently the known quantities are the phase -
angle and modulus (effective value of current or volt-
age) whereas it may be necessary for calculation to
transform this into a complex quantity in the com-
ponent form. This requires a trigonometric trans-
formation from modulus -phase -angle form to com-
ponent form and frequently a second transformation
of the final result from component form back to
mod ul us -phase -angle form.

2. Ordinary numerical operations upon complex
quantities are long. Multiplication and division are

1. This paper is an elaboration and an improvement of some
ideas originally offered by the author as a thesis for the Master's
Degree at Union College, Schenectady, New York.

2. Teaching Fellow, California Institute of Technology.
Presented at the Pacific Coast Convention of the A. I. E. E.,

Pasadena, Cal., October 13-17, 1924.

BY JESSE W. M. DuMOND2
Associate, A. I. E. E.

a device to shorten numerical work given of a slide rule in two dimensions devised to fill this need.
* * * * *

performed at present either by elementary algebraic
methods, including multiplication of the conjugate of
the divisor in division or by the modulus -argument
method recommended by Kennelly, which necessitates
trigonometric transformations. By the first method
each multiplication requires four numerical operations
of multiplication and two operations of addition or
subtraction, a total of six operations. Each division
requires two operations of squaring, three operations
of addition or subtraction, four operations of multipli-
cation and two operations of division, a total of eleven
operations. By the second method each transforma-
tion from component form to modulus -argument form
requires two divisions and looking in tables for the
anti -tangent and the sine or cosine of one angle. Each
transformation in the reverse direction requires look-
ing in tables for the sine and cosine of one angle and
two multiplications. When these transformations are
made, two more operations one of multiplication or
division, the other of addition or subtraction are
necessary to effect a division or multiplication of the
complex quantities. This is only slightly shortened
by the use of ordinary logarithms.

It is very probable that complex quantities will
become more and more useful to engineers and scientists
as time goes on. It is also very likely that the most
prominent obstacle to a wider application of them at
present is precisely the above mentioned cumbersome-
ness which they possess in numerical work. With such
an obstacle removed, many as yet undeveloped appli-
cations for them, would soon appear. In the domain
of electricity alone, alternating current power trans-
mission, telephony and radio, call for many applications
of complex quantities. Their utility extends much
farther offering as they do, very powerful methods of
mathematical analysis applicable to a great variety
of physical problems.

THE COMPLEX QUANTITY SLIDE RULE

It is possible to extend the principle of the ordinary
or Ma,nnheim 'slide rule to include complex quantities.
The principle remains that of the graphical addition
Of logarithms, but the two degrees of freedom pos-
sessed by complex quantities, necessitates that the
slide rule be extended over a plane surface.

In the ordinary engineer's slide rule the distance
measured in appropriate units from the left extremity
of the scale to any division on the rule is the logarithm
of the number associated with that division.

In the complex quantity slide rule, the position of a
point in a plane defined with reference to two rec-
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tangular coordinate axes represents a complex quantity.
This complex quantity is the logarithm of the complex
quantity associated with the point.

Just as points on the ordinary slide rule are located
by means of a set of non -uniform linear divisions, so on
the complex quantity slide rule points are located by
means of a system of curvilinear coordinates. These
curvilinear coordinates consist of two mutually inter-
secting families of curves, a "real" family and an
"imaginary" family, each curve having an associated
number, the numbers ranging from one to ten. The
curves are so arranged that the point at the intersection
of any pair of curves referred to the rectangular refer-
ence axes graphically represents the logarithm of the
complex quantity associated with that pair of curves.

THE CURVILINEAR COORDINATE SYSTEM

Fig. 1 represents the system of curvilinear coordi-
nates. The reference axes are shown by the heavy
lines but since these are not necessary for the operation
of the slide rule, they do not ordinarily appear upon it.
The point P indicated in the figure is at the intersection
of, the curve + 3 of the real system and + 4 of the
imaginary system and its coordinate distances from

Fic. 1

the reference axes measured in appropriate units are
1.61 and 0.926 respectively. The Naperian complex
logarithm of (3 + 5 4) is (1.61 + j 0.926).

It will be noted that the system is divided into four
similar patterns and that the numbers of the curves
intersecting in each pattern differ only in algebraic
sign. These signs are (- , -) (+, -) (+, +) and
(- , +) naming the four patterns consecutively from
left to right and giving in each case the sign of the "real"
curve first. It is evident then that all complex quanti-
ties, whatever signs be associated with the real arld
imaginary components, have corresponding points
on the system and each of the four patterns includes
only those points whose corresponding complex quanti-
ties fall in a given quadrant in the ordinary clock or
Argand diagram. In fact the horizontal distance
measured in suitable units from the central vertical
reference axis to any point in the system is equal to the
argument or phase angle of the complex quantity
associated with that point. Moreover the vertical
distance measured again in suitable units up from the

horizontal reference axes to any point in the system is
the logarithm of the modulus of the complex quantity
associated with that point. The reasons for these facts
will be found in the appendix. Given a point on the
system of curvilinear coordinates it is thus possible to
read from the curves the "real" and "imaginary"
components of the complex quantity associated with
that point or to read the phase angle and modulus of
the complex quantity by aligning the point with the
horizontal scale of angles and with the vertical scale
of moduli formed by the intersections of the curves
with any one of the five vertical straight lines. The
alignment is accomplished by a mechanical means to
be described below.

THE CURVES AS A DISTORTED SYSTEM
The curvilinear coordinates may be derived by the

proper distortion of a set of ordinary rectangular
coordinates. This distortion will be described because
it will serve the purpose of giving the shape of the
curves and the operations they perform a clearer
meaning.

If we subject a system of ordinary rectangular co-
ordinates to a process of expansion and contraction
such that all differential linear magnitudes at any
point a distance r from the origin will change in the

1
ratio -r then all parts of the system outside a unit

circle about the origin will shrink and all points inside
the unit circle will expand until the final shape as-
sumed will be a cylinder of unit radius. The system
of curvilinear coordinates shown is what would be
obtained by developing this cylinder upon a plane.

Any straight line drawn on the original system of
rectangular coordinates through the origin (this in-
cludes the two principle axes) will swing about an
axis tangent to the unit circle where the line in question
cuts the unit circle, very much as the ribs of an um-
brella swing about the small circle to which they are
attached while the umbrella is being closed. Mean-
while, the length elements of these lines will have
shrunk for those parts originally outside the unit circle
so that what were equal divisions will now have become
much more crowded as the distance from the unit circle
increases. Fig. 2 shows the initial and final states in
this distortion process.

It will be clear from Fig. 2 that the principle axes of
the original cartesian coordinates become the five
vertical straight lines of Fig. 1, the end lines being
coincident on the cylinder. It will also be clear why
horizontal distances in Fig. 1 represent phase angles of
complex quantities in the original system. Circles
about the origin of the original cartesian coordinates as
center become horizontal straight lines after distortion.

The horizontal separation of any two points on the
rule measures the phase angle between the correspond-
ing complex quantities.
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DESCRIPTION OF RULE IN SIMPLEST FORM
In order to utilize the above described system of

curves it is necessary to provide a means of graphically
adding the complex logarithms which they serve to
locate. This is accomplished by an element bearing
these curves which is free to translate in any direction
in a plane. This element shown at A, Fig. 3, occupies
an initial position near the center of the board B.
It can be repeatedly returned to this position by bring -
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ing certain fiducial marks f on the board and on the
transparent insert of element A into coincidence. A
second element C consisting of a jointed transparent
celluloid arm bears a small black point which can be
made to coincide with any point on the curvilinear
chart A and will maintain the position of that point
relative to the board B unchanged while the element
A is undergoing translations.

The ordinary slide rule differs from the complex

Fro. 3

quantity slide rule in that the former is provided with
both a stationary and a moveable scale while the latter
has but one system of curvilinear coordinates. The
operation of multiplication is performed as follows:
With A in its initial position the pointer C is set to
coincide with one of the complex quantities to be
multiplied. The element A is then translated so as
to bring (1 j 0) or (10 + j 0) under the pointer C.
The pointer C is then set to coincide with the second
complex quantity to be multiplied. The product is

read off by returning the element A to its initial posi-
tion and reading the curves which now intersect under
the pointer. The evaluation of a fraction containing
factors in numerator and denominator can be rapidly
accomplished by a similar process.

Some care must be exercised as regards the decimal
point in setting complex quantities on the rule. The
curves are numbered up to 10 and in order to accomo-
date complex quantities whose components exceed 10
the decimal point is shifted the necessary amount in
both components of the complex quantity. This shift
is to be chosen so as to make the larger component
fall between one and ten. It is important that both
components should undergo the same decimal point
shift.

The same difficulty of "running off scale" which
occurs in the use of the ordinary slide rule appears in
the complex quantity slide rule. This difficulty is
avoided in a similar way and is completely absent in
the improved form of the rule. It is evident that a
displacement of either the rule or the pointer through a
vertical distance equal to the distance on the rule from
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(1 j 0) to (10 + j 0) affects only the decimal point
of the result. A horizontal displacement through a
distance equal to the horizontal length of the rule has
no effect on the result since it is equivalent to rotating
the complex quantity through a phase angle of 360.
If then a point falls off scale it suffices to move either
the rule or the pointer through one or. both of the above
displacements to bring it back on scale.

IMPROVED FORM OF RULE

Fig. 4 shows an improved form of the complex
quantity slide rule.

The translatory movement of the chart A is guided
by a cross arm device sliding in grooves in the top of
the board B and the bottom of the element A.

The pointer is replaced by a celluloid rectangle C
bearing two pairs of intersecting straight lines forming
a rectangle whose length is equivalent to a displacement
of 360 deg. and whose height is equivalent to a dis-
placement from (1 + 5 0) to (10 + 5 0).

Any of the intersections or corners P of this rectangle
may be used interchangeably as the fiducial point in
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operations upon complex quantities since an inter-
change of corners only affects the position of the
decimal point in the result. Since one of these corners
must always be on the curvilinear chart there can be
no difficulty from running off scale.

The straight lines on the "indicator" as the celluloid
rectangle is called serve the purpose of aligning the
point in question with a scale of phase angles provided
on the top and bottom edges of the rule and also with
the scales of moduli formed by the intersections of the
curves with any one of the vertical straight lines.
There are vertical scales of equal parts on either end of
the rule which permit by means of these same lines
on the indicator to read off the logarithms of the
modulus of a complex quantity. In Fig. 4 the indicator
is shown set on (3 + j 4), M = 5, 0 = 53 deg. 10 min.

The indicator is also provided with horizontal cosine
or power factor scales which permit of reading directly

It is thus possible by means of the complex quantity
slide rule to perform multiplication, division, involu-
tion and evolution of numerical complex quantities as
well as to find the logarithms of complex quantities.
The time saved over what is required by ordinary
longhand methods is very great. A single example
will suffice to illustrate this.

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

The current that a certain generator must supply
when a transmission line is short circuited at the receiv-
ing end is given by

(0.920 + j 0.0356) (0.000445 + j 0.002062)
I = 81200

(0.0815 + j 0.402) (0.32 + j 0.77)

Shifting the decimal points as explained above by
equal amounts in one and the same complex quantity
so as to bring the larger component in each case to a
value between unity and ten gives
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FIG. 5-ELEMENT "A" OF SLIDE RULE

the cosine of the angle between a pdint on the rule
representing a current and a second point representing
a voltage.

The horizontal and vertical scales of equal parts on
the rule permit of reading directly the phase angle and
the logarithms of the modulus of any complex quantity.
A second complex quantity formed of these two read-
ings with the angle as, the imaginary component is the
common logarithm of the original complex quantity.
(In order to obtain the natural or Naperian complex
logarithm the units would have to be reduced to
radians and base e logarithms.) If then any power or
root of a complex quantity is desired it is sufficient
to multiply or divide the readings of these two scales
by the index of the power or root. The power or root
is then read off the curvilinear chart at the point which
is in alignment with the new dividend or multiplied
readings on the scales.

(9.20 + j 0.356) (0.445 + j 2.062)/
(0.815 + j 4.02) (3.2 + j 7.7) X 8.12 x 102

Set the rule in the initial position. Set the indicator
over the first complex quantity (9.20 + 5 0.356).
Move the rule so as to bring the indicator over the
quantity (0.815 + j 4.02). Move the indicator over
(0.445 + j 2.062). Move the rule so as to bring the
indicator over (3.2 + j 7.7). Finally move the indi-
cator over (8.12 + j 0). Return the rule to its initial
position. The result found under the indicator is
(1.87 -j 4.22).

The current is then
I = (1.87 -j 4.22) 102 = 187 -j 422

The modulus or magnitude of  the short-circuit
current is read off where the horizontal line of the
indicator crosses any one of the vertical lines of the
rule. It is M = 4.61 x 102 = 461 amperes. Without
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disturbing the indicator the phase angle may be read
off. It equals - 66 deg.

In this problem the voltage was assumed to be on
the axis of reals. The power factor is read off the
cosine scale on the indicator as 0.41 and it is lagging
since the phase angle of the current is negative.

TAKES CARE OF ALGEBRAIC SIGNS

The work here accomplished with five settings of the
rule would require some twenty operations with tables
and logarithms or with an ordinary slide rule. More-
over the danger of mistakes in algebraic signs is largely
eliminated because these are automatically cared for
on the complex quantity slide rule if the settings are
made correctly. The complex quantity slide rule goes
definitely .beyond the ordinary slide rule in 'this point
of its ability to handle algebraic signs. Unlike the
ordinary slide rule the value zero for either real or
imaginary components appears on the rule. The com-
plex quantity (0 j 0) does not appear however.

TRANSCENDENTAL FUNCTIONS

In many cases transcendental functions of complex
quantities such as the hyperbolic and trigonometric

FIG. 6-COMPLEX QUANTITY SLIDE RULE

functions are called for. Tables for such functions of a
complex variable exist so that quantities taken from
such tables could be employed directly on the rule.
It is also possible to construct a complex quantity slide
rule with interchangeable elements bearing curvilinear
systems of coordinates adapted to perform operations
with the transcendental functions. One difficulty,
however, presents itself here. The network of curves
shown in Fig. 1 if extended in all directions over an
infinite plane so as to include all possible values of the
complex variable, would be made up merely of an
infinite number of repetitions of the pattern element
as shown in Fig. 5, extending above, below and on all
sides of it. It is this quality of multiplicity which
makes it possible to operate with merely one element
of the pattern, for homologous points in the different
elements differ in absolute magnitude merely by multi-
ples of ten and in phase angle merely by multiples of

QUANTITY SLIDE RULE

360 deg. But in the case of a set of curvilinear coordi-
nates adapted to some transcendental function of the
complex variable, this convenient repetitive property
no longer obtains. This places a rather awkward
limitation on the utility of such special functional
coordinates.

Fortunately, in the case of the hyperbolic functions,
the complex quantity slide rule affords another method
without modification of the curvilinear coordinates.
This is because the hyperbolic functions of a_complex
variable can be simply expressed as exponentials or
antilogarithms. These antilogarithms can be taken
from the complex quantity slide rule by a process the
reverse of that described for finding logarithms. Thus
sinh (a + j b), cosh (a + j b) and tanh (a + j b) can
be found with the complex quantity slide rule without
reference to tables. A detailed description of these
special applications goes somewhat beyond the purpose
of the present paper which is merely to introduce the
device to the engineering fraternity. It is evident,
however, that many formulas in use today in connection
with alternating current work can be considerably
simplified by modifications which would adapt them
for use with the complex quantity slide rule. The ease
with which ordinary analytic operations on complex
quantities are performed with this device makes it
feasible to compute infinite series and infinite products
of a complex variable and thus to obtain numerical
values of definite integrals and other functions hereto-
fore practically prohibited by the labor of computation.

It is not to be supposed that the complex quantity
slide rule is a pons asinorum to eliminate thinking.
It requires perhaps even a clearer comprehension of
complex quantities on the part of the operator than
would be required by the older methods. It is a substi-
tute for drudgery, not for intelligence.

Appendix
The logarithm of a complex quantity is itself another

complex quantity. To find the components a and 13 of
log (a + j b) let

loge (a +jb)= a -Fjb (1)
then

ea +.10 = a +jb
ea (cos ± sin 13) = a -Fjb

Equating reals and imaginaries separately gives
ea cos a = a
ea sin a = b

Squaring and adding
2a = a2 b2

a = loge V a2 b2

Dividing one by the other givesb

tan(3 =

= tan I

a

a

137

(2)

(3)
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Tla, lower extremity of the central vertical line on
the complex quantity slide rule is the origin point.
The position of any point on the rule referred to vertical
and horizontal cartesian coordinates through this
origin point graphically represents the logarithm of the
complex quantity associated with that point. The real
curves are the loci of all points whose associated com-
plex quantities have one and the same real value (and
a variable imaginary value) and this value is the number
printed beside the curve. The imaginary curves are
the loci of all points whose associated complex quanti-
ties have one and the same imaginary value.

To find the equations expressing the loci, consider
any point on the rule with which the complex quantity
(a j b) is associated.

The coordinates of this point are
y = log -N/ b2 (5)

bx = tan-' (6)

(The interchange of coordinates, y being taken for the
axis of reals here is purely for convenience). The real
loci are obtained by eliminating b between these two
equations and the imaginary loci are obtained by
eliminating a. This gives

y = log a - log cos x (7)
yi = log b - log sin x (8)

as the equations of the real and imaginary systems of
curvilinear coordinates. The system is seen to be a
conformal transformation of the type W = Log y.
If the curves are plotted to scales of equal units for
both x and y, all the intersections will be rectangular.
This is not done in the actual rule as it yields a more
convenient shape to compress the x -coordinates some-
what. It will also be noted that the curves consist of a
characteristic part (- Log cos x) and an additive
constant, (Log a). In other words, all the curves on
the rule are intrinsically identical and differ merely in
their position.

From equations (5) and (6) it evident that at any
point on the rule corresponding to (a + j b) the y-
coordinate is the logarithm of the absolute magnitude
of (a + j b) and the x-coordinate is the phase angle
of (a + j b). This explains the horizontal scale of
phase angles. The method of reading the absolute
magnitudes directly from the vertical scale formed by
the intersections of the curves with any one of the
vertical straight lines will be understood from the
following.

Consider the equations (7) and (8) for the double
system of curves already given. From (7) it appears
that when, a = o, the equation of the "real" curve
becomes

x

.11.eut A I

:Hid (8) when, b o, the equation of the
miry (111'1' 1)(4'0111E14

( 9)

-- 0, (10 )
In other words at these points respectively the re:d
and imaginary systems have straight vertical
In each case the intersections of these straight vet.' 1,;(1
loci with the other system of curves may he found by
substituting the values (10) into (7) and the values (9)
into (8), giving

y log a (11)
y' = -log- b (12)

Thus it is seen that the y-coordinate of the point of
inter -section of each of the curves with the vertical
straight lines is in each ease the logarithm of the num-
ber associated with that curve. Thus

= log a
The y-coordinate of any point on the rule is the logar-
ithm of the absolute magnitude of the complex quan-
tity associated with that point.

y = log M
Hence, if the point is horizontally aligned with some
point on a vertical straight line we have

log a = y = log M
a = M

so that by reading the value of a, on any vertical
straight line at the same vertical height as the point
in question the absolute magnitude of the complex
quantity associated with that point is found.
CURVILINEAR SYSTEM AS A DISTORTED CARTESIAN

SYSTEM
Consider first the cartesian system, but divide it

into infinitesmal elements by a system of radial straight
lines and circles concentric about the origin. If we
subject this to the distortion

d s' = d s
r

where r is the radial distance from the origin to the
arbitrarily oriented linear element, d s, then it will be
self evident that all of the concentric circles will as-
sume unit radius, all of the elements of area previously
included between adjacent radii and adjacent circles
will become rectangles on a cylindrical surface and the
radial lines will become elements of a cylinder of unit
radius.

Consider a point which before distortion was at a
radial distance, r, from the origin. All elements of this

radius will shrink to d r' = -drr. After distortion this

point will be at a distance r' from the original unit
circle on the cylinder.

=1'

r' = f d r' = d r - log r
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The distortion may be treated as follows.
The equations of the curves in the cartesian co-

ordinates were
y = b, x = a

Now

ds = N/dy2+dx2
and

ds' = ds Vdy2+dx2
r N/ x2 + y2

d x" + d y '2 - d x2 + d y2
x2 + y2

This is the only condition imposed by the distortion.
We may choose the value of either d x' or d y' in any
arbitrary way compatible with the distortion. Thus
we may say

- d x'2 + d y'2

dr dVx2±y2 xdx + ydy
d y =

V x2 + y2 x2 ± y2

Then

d y '2 - (xdx+ydy)2
(x2 + y2)2

d x'2 = d x2 + dy2 (x dx + yd y)2
x2 + y2 (x2 + y2)2

d x'2 = x2d y2- 2x ydxdy y2d x2
(x2 + y2)2

xdy-ydx \2

k x2 + y2 J

d x' = xdy-ydx
x2 + y2

Integrating

rxdx y d y fxdy - ydx ,y' = j + c, x'
x2 + y2 x2 + y2

for the curve

x = a, d x = 0

f
a2
ydy

+ y2 -1-

ady +J a2 + y2

y' = log -V a2 + y2 + c, x' = tan --1 a c1,

or y = log a- log cos x '
similarly for the curve

y = b, d y = 0

y' = log -V b2 x9 + c, x' = b

x + Cl,

or y' = log b - log sin x'

ifAwe choose c and c, arbitrarily equal to zero which
amounts to fixing the origin point.

ARTIFICIAL ILLUMINATION OF POUL-
TRY HOUSES FOR WINTER EGG

PRODUCTION
The fact that the use of artificial light has been found

in some instances, to stimulate winter egg production
by as much as 70 per cent, has brought up the question
as to what intensity is conducive to maximum pro-
duction. The answer to this was obtained only after
an extended investigation covering a period of two
years. As a result of observations carried on jointly
by .the Department of Rural Engineering and the De-
partment of Poultry Husbandry of the New York State
College of Agriculture, it was found that the illumina-
tion necessary for active feeding should be in the neigh-
borhood of one foot-candle. It was also discovered that
besides the ill%imination on the feeding area, it was quite
essential that there be sufficient direct light on the
perches, in order that the birds would not have a ten-
dency to roost there.

The use of a standard 40 watt, clear, Mazda B lamp,
with cone -shaped reflectors, 16 in. in diameter at the
base, by 4 in. high, with reflecting surface of aluminum
bronze, hung six feet above the floor and spaced 10 feet
apart was found to meet the requirements.

In lighting the pen, the poultryman has at his dis-
posal three different types of light; extending the morn-
ing light, morning and evening light, or evening light
alone.

So far as production goes, each method produces
satisfactory results if other conditions of management
are correct. Artificial morning light is used extensively,
because it is the cheapest to install, and lends itself
readily to inexpensive, automatic control by a time
clock. However, the extra cost of installation for
evening light is small, and with this installation any
method of handling may be practised. Whatever the
method, the bird should have a 12 or 13 hour day.

It has been determined that the lights may be turned
on suddenly without affecting the birds, but that turn-
ing the lights off suddenly makes it very difficult for
the birds to go to roost.

In order to bring about a practical way for dimming the
lights, the poultryman has at his disposal three different
wiring systems, which are commonly known as:

1. The resistance unit system.
2. The two circuit system.
3. The series parallel system.

A full explanation of each system being given in the test.
In the concluding pages of the bulletin, data is given

as to where control devices may be obtained, and the
matter of the operation of poultry lighting with refer-
ence to the farm lighting plant is taken up. The bulle-
tin is profusely illustrated with cuts which bear out the
statements contained in the text, and really tends to
prove beyond a doubt the outstanding features of the
bulletin. Wiring diagrams for all of the above men-
tioned circuits are also shown in a very simple and
practical manner..-:Cornell Extension Bulletin No. 40.



Our Annual Waste of Research Material'
BY J. B. WHITEHEAD2

Fellow, A. I. E. E.

AS subjects for my brief address, two thoughts
have suggested themselves, either of which I
believe is germane to the purposes of the Founda-

tion and of this meeting.

ELECTRICAL INSULATION

The Committee on Research of the American Insti-
tute of Electrical Engineers is devoting practically
its entire attention to the problem of electrical insula-
tion. Electrical engineers everywhere realize the
importance of this problem, and I believe that others
will have no difficulty in appreciating its importance
when I say: that in these days of large units, high
voltage, and demand for the utmost of reliability,
insulation of electrical equipment is its weakest and
most uncertain link; that the laws of electric break-
down, energy loss, and power factor, of fabricated
insulation are almost entirely unknown; that there are
no satisfactory theories of dielectric behavior; that
physicists, after fifty years of study, have apparently
abandoned this field of investigation; and that electrical
engineers are unable to design insulation except in the
most approximate way, and then with a large element of
uncertainty as to its performance. The present efforts
of the Committee on Research are directed towards
a collection and coordination of the vast amount of
important work already done, with a view to proposing
a systematic plan of experimental attack. This
preliminary task alone is of vast magnitude. Two
principal conditions combine to make its progress
slow. The first is the fact that those who are engaged
are busy men, and the Committee's work must usually
take a secondary, if not a very minor place, in their
programs. The second condition is the very limited
number of available men who are capable of making
such a critical survey and of sifting and coordinating
the important data.

Now I feel sure that this general problem could be
made the basis of a powerful appeal to this Foundation
for its interest and support in the field of electrical
engineering research. Perhaps I am losing an oppor-
tunity in not attempting such an appeal. I prefer
however to leave such a direct appeal to a later date,
and to devote the brief time still remaining to me to my
second thought, which has already been indicated in
calling your attention to the small number of competent
men available for the problem of insulation. The
situation in the electrical field in this regard cannot be
unique, and it seems to me to be a matter of such general

1. Read at meeting of Engineering Foundation, December
16, 1924.

2. Dean, School of Engineering Johns Hopkins University.
3. For references see Bibliography.

importance as to merit the serious consideration, not
only of this Foundation, but of all bodies interested in
the promotion and advance of engineering research.

RESEARCH WORKERS

The successful and useful research worker must be
trained thoroughly not only in the history and principles
of his particular field, but also in the traditions and
methods of scientific research. Our universities and
colleges are the obvious, in fact the only agents, whose
special purpose it is to offer this training. Yet one of
the most noticeable features of our present system of
education for engineering, is the almost negligible
number of young engineers who proceed beyond the
four-year bachelor's degree, into the advance training
which is the first prerequisite for a research worker.
The explanations are more or less obvious. The
principal duty of our schools of engineering is to turn
out large numbers of young men of reasonably good
training for the every -day business of our various
technical activities. My comments must not be
understood as losing sight of the importance of this
duty. The point I make is that the attractions in
industrial opportunities, the active solicitation by the
industries of these young men approaching their first
degree, the fact that so many of them see an immediate
opportunity to earn their living, all combine to surround
the opportunities and attractions of advanced scientific
training with an atmosphere of remote uncertainty,
with the result that those going forward are extremely
few, and with a further consequence that in only a few of
our schools of engineering are graduate courses and train-
ing for research available, of such a character and on
such a scale as to appeal to the four year student
just graduating.

The young men leaving even the best of our schools of
engineering at the end of four years are only partially
trained, and only in single exceptional cases are they
likely to develop into resourceful and creative research
workers. They are insufficiently versed in the history,
the theory, and in the technique, and in most cases
have never even breathed the atmosphere, of scientific
research.

The bulk of important engineering research today is
inspired, directed, and often actually performed, by
men of advanced scientific training, most often trained
in the field of pure science. It has been stated, and
with some force, and with the support of many brilliant
examples, that training in pure science is the sufficient
if not the best, training for engineering research. But
can we engineers admit this? We cannot blind our-
selves to the facts that our physical and chemical
research laboratories give their first interest to the

140
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advance of pure knowledge and theory. That they
rarely, if ever, reach into the applied field, either in
instruction or experimental research, and too often
they are actually indifferent to its problems. On the
other hand, problems in the field of engineering involve
quantities, magnitudes, ranges of value, and methods
of measurement and control rarely touched in our
laboratories of pure science. It must be admitted
that something more than training in pure science, and
certainly something more than normal undergraduate
engineering training, is needed for the field of engineer-
ing research. Do we not need men trained in both
fields, that is, in the complete theory of a particular
specialty, in complete knowledge of its application, in
the methods of scientific research, and in an atmosphere
sympathetic to research?

If these things are so, are we not in the position of
advocating the importance and the support of engineer-
ing research, and yet neglecting a factor most essential
to our great purpose. Is there not here an opportunity,
nay, a duty, for such foundations as this? Or is it that
these things are already clearly before our minds and
that we hesitate at corrective measures by reason of
the complexity and magnitude of the problems? I
cannot think the latter, for while the influences and
conditions leading to the present situation are wide-
spread and difficult to reach, and while there is no
obvious corrective measure promising immediate re-
sults, I nevertheless believe it possible to state a simple
fundamental corrective principle, and to mention at
least two methods of its application.

The opportunities and attractions in the field of
engineering research must be brought more prominently
before the student in his undergraduate years. This
is a duty not only of the school of engineering, but also
of technical industry. At present the latter is so blind
to the value of this policy that its agents actively com-
pete for the flower of the undergraduate classes and
literally snatch them into active work after the bache-
lor's degree. The value and importance of research
is now generally recognized in industry, but industry
needs yet to recognize its own interest in "selling"
research to a selected. few young men. Industry can
do this by showing the opportunities in research, by
assisting and encouraging, by promise of preferred
treatment, those who advance to the master's and
doctor's degrees, and by returning to college those who
develop the taste and aptitude in their early profes-
sional years. There is already, some evidence of action
of this character in the establishment of research
fellowships, and other similar means, for enabling the
young man to continue into the graduate years. It is
an important and practical method, for generally the
student of engineering is at the end of slender resources
when taking his bachelor's degree. Concerted action
on the part of a few large industries in accordance with
these suggestions would not only remove one of the
greatest of present deterrent causes, but would go far

to stimulate the interest of the undergraduate in the
field of research.

Naturally the school of engineering has just as clear
a duty in this matter, a duty all the greater because of

the wider opportunity for exerting it. If, during
his undergraduate years, the student can see research in

progress in the graduate school, if he knows that faculty
and advanced students are devoting their best efforts
to experimental investigation, if he hears these things
described in class room and seminary, there is certain
to be borne in upon a favored few the knowledge that
here is an opportunity not only for a high type of
service, but for work of unbounded interest and charm.
We probably now have a sufficient number of graduate
schools to meet even an expanded demand for research
engineers of advanced training. But probably in no
single one of them are the ideal conditions just out-
lined completely realized. Schools of engineering
work to rigid budgets and it is difficult to convince
governing boards to appropriate beyond the heavy
demands of the large and important problems of
undergraduate instruction. Teaching staffs are over
burdened with the overwhelming demands of under-
graduate instruction, and too often are themselves
lacking in training and in the vision of research. The
need here is for the upbuilding and expansion of a few
graduate schools, and an emphasis on the importance
of advanced formal training. Endowed research pro-
fessorships or even fellowships in these schools, working
in contact with industry, the national engineering so-
cieties, and such bodies as this one, would I believe have a
far reaching influence and value for engineering research.

I have brought to your attention a matter which has
been borne in upon me through many years of teaching
and research. Doubtless there are other corrective
measures than those I have suggested and certainly
much more might be said on the subject. My purpose
will have been achieved if The Engineering Foundation
will give the question its consideration and particularly
if it should be led to call attention in some public way
to our annual waste of promising research material.

CABLE RESEARCH
A number of companies operating paper insulated

cables at high voltage have recently observed a peculiar
"cheese" or waxlike formation in cables which have
been in operation for some time. In many cases this
formation accompanies cable failures, but so far there
is no definite proof that it is a cause of failure. The
Research Bureau of the Electrical Engineering Depart-
ment of the Brooklyn Edison Company has been mak-
ing an intensive study of this phenomenon to determine
its nature and significance.

In a number of samples of "cheese" removed from
cables near the point of failure, it has been possible to
detect impurities of a quite unexpected nature. Ex-
periments are now in progress to determine what part
these impurities play in the formation of the "cheese" and
what effects it may have on the breakdown of the cable.



The Thermal Time Constants
of 1)ynamo-Electric Machines

BY A. E. K N ELIA'
Ityllow, A. I. 1.1. It.

Review of the Subject. Considering the thermal behavior
of a dynamo -electric machine intended for continuous service, its
acceptance tests require, at present, only a limiting temperature
elevation under a continuous rated load. For the intelligent
operation of a machine after it has been put in service, additional
information is desirable concerning its thermal behavior under
changes of load. This subsidiary thermal information concerning
a machine with a continuous rating may consist of (1) its final
temperature rise under some steady load other than its rated load,
such as either 75 per cent or 125 per cent of the rated load, and (2)
its thermal time constant.

The thermal lime constant of a machine, assumed as conform-
ing strictly to an exponential law of temperature rise above a con-
stant ambient temperature, after being transferred suddenly from one
steady load to another, is taken as the time required to attain 1-E-1
or 63.2 per cent of the final temperature change. This may be
called the exponential thermal time constant. This is a funda-
mentally scientific quantity; but is very awkward to remember or to
explain to a person not well versed in the mathematical theory of
the subject.

It is recommended in the paper that for all practical engineering
work, a new time constant called the binary time constant be used.
It would correspond to the "Period," or "Half -value period,"

already used in the Science of Radio -activity and in measurements of
Radio active decay. A binary time constant is that lime in which a
machine, assumed as conforming to an exponential law of tempera-
ture change, after being suddenly transferred from one steady loud to
another, attains one half of the final tell{prod ure change (60 per rural).
I n two binary lime constants, it wiU then attain Vi (75 per cent) of the
final temperature change, in three of them 7Allas (87.5) and so on.
This is an easy relation to remember and explain. A binary
thermal time constant may be taken, for practical purposes, as 70
per cent of the classical exponential time constant. It is more
strictly 69.32 per cent.

Although dynamo machines do not rigidly follow an exponential
law of temperature change, for reasons discussed, yet for many
purposes the deviation therefrom may be ignored. It is recom-
mended that the binary time constant of all such machines may be
adopted, where practical, for industrial use.

In rotating machines, there are two thermal time constants,
the constant -loss time constant, and the variable -loss time constant.
The latter, expressed as a binary constant, is the practical one
presenting itself for use.

The binary thermal time constant has also useful applications
in correcting the final ambient temperature during a continuous-
load test, when the ambient temperature has been observed to change.

IT is proposed to discuss the nature, applicability and
advantages of the thermal time constants of dynamo
machines, from an engineering standpoint. Al-

though, broadly speaking, the subject is not new, it is
believed that certain new branches of it are here pre-
sented for consideration.

THE TRANSIENT STATE OF TEMPERATURE ELEVATION

When the output of a machine is changed abruptly
from one steady value to another, or when at constant
output the ambient temperature changes quickly from
one steady value to another, the thermal state of the
machine changes slowly from the initial condition to a
final condition, corresponding to the impressed change.
The transition is a transient phenomenon; although it
may require many hours to complete, within the limits
of engineering measurements, and theoretically the full
transition requires infinite time. From an engineering
viewpoint, the temperature change in the machine is a
transient. It has long been known' that under the

1. "Temperature Curves and the Rating of Electrical
Machinery." R. Goldschmidt, Jour. I. E. E. London. March,
1905. Vol. 34, pp. 660-691.

"The Heating and Cooling of Electrical Machinery," P.
Grice, Jour. I. E. E. London. Nov. 1912, Vol. 51, 1913, pp.
840-851.

tHarvard University and the Massachuetts Institute Instituteof Technology, Cambridge, Mass.
Abridgement of paper to be presented at the Midwinter Convention

of the A. I. E. E., New York, N. Y., February 9-12, 1926. Com-
plete copies to members on request.

assumed limitation of constant losses in the machine
during the transition, the transient is a simple exponen-
tial transient, like that of the current strength in a
simple continuous -current circuit containing both
resistance and inductance. It has recently been shown
by P. Girault2 that the temperature transient is still
simply exponential when the iron losses are constant,
but the copper losses increase according to the resistance
temperature co -efficient of the windings.

It is proposed to carry this proposition here one stage
further, and to show, on the assumption that the iron
losses also follow a straight line law of change from the
initial to the final temperature, the change in tempera-
ture of the machine will remain a simple exponential
transient, with a time -constant curve.

Fig. 2 indicates a simple circuit of resistance R, and
non -ferric or air -cored inductance 2, carrying a
steady initial current of I, amperes from a storage
battery of negligible resistance, through a recording
oscillograph 0. A switch S enables the e. m. f. of the
battery E to be suddenly increased from 20 to 50 volts,
or suddenly diminished from 50 to 20. A sensitive
relay A, automatically inserts a protective resistance r
in circuit with the upper part of the battery, when the
switch S places that battery on short-circuit.

2. "Sur rechauffement d'un organ de machine electrique
soumis h des pertes dans le fer constantes, eta des pertes par
effet Joule," P. Girault, Rev. Gen de l'Electricite. 2nd & 9th
Dec. 1922, Vol. XII, pp. 873 and 874; also 28th July and 4 Aug.
1923, Vol. XIV, pp. 115 and 147.
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EXPONENTIAL TIME CONSTANT T

If I, be the initial steady current strength (amperes)
and /2 the final steady current, after throwing the
switch at time t = 0, the transient current i at any
intermediate instant, according to well-known princi-
ples, is

i = 12 + (II - 12) e r amperes (4)

where e is 2.71828 . . ., the Napierian base
and T = .c/R = Te seconds (5)

a time constant, equal to the inductance in henries
divided by the resistance in ohms, which is 0.005 second

R=20"' L = 0.1h

FIG. 2-SIMPLE CONTINUOUS -CURRENT CIRCUIT FOR DIS-
PLAYING A SIMPLE EXPONENTIAL TRANSIENT

in the case of Fig. 2, and which we may call an exponen-
tial time constant, denoted by the symbol T e, to distin-
guish it from other time constants to be considered
later.

Fig. 3 indicates the transient current curve A B C
. . . N 0 P, on opening switch S, as we might expect to
find it recorded by the oscillograph 0 Fig. 2. The
current starts at I, = 1.0 ampere for t = 0. After the
lapse of re, one exponential time constant, it has reached
C, at 1.948 amperes, having risen 0.948 out of the total
change

A = 12 - /2 = 1.5 amperes (6)

that it has to cover. The fraction 0.948/1.5 = 0.6321,
may be called the attainment, at the point C considered.
The remainder Cc,

= 12- i = 0.552 amperes
is what is left to be overcome. The fraction

0.552
A 1.5

= 0.3679

may be called the deficiency at this point. At any
instant, the sum of the attainment and the deficiency
is unity. At C, one exponential time constant from
A, the deficiency is always 1/e, or 36.79 per cent, and
the attainment 63.21 per cent.

at t = 2 T., or point E in Fig. 3, the deficiency

S e F 0.203
a e e' 1.5

- 0.1353 = e-2

(7)

and the attainment is 1- e-2 = 0.8647.

At t = 3 T e, or point I in Fig. 3, the deficiency

i 1 0 . 0747 - 0.0498 = e-s
A 1.5

and the attainment is 1- 6-3 = 0.9502. This is

probably the simplest statistical relation to express, or
to remember, concerning an exponential time constant;
i. e., that in three of them, the deficiency is very nearly

5 per cent.
It is to be noted that at any point of the curve, such

as C, Fig. 3, the tangent C e cuts the final current line
/2, at a time distance beyond c, of c e, equal to the ex-
ponential time constant. Consequently, if we know the
final steady current /2, and can trace the curve of the
transient at any point with sufficient precision to draw
the tangent, we can measure the time constant T e
graphically, the subtangent on the final line 12 being
constant, and equal to T e.

We may rewrite equation (4) in the form

i = /2 + O e- re amperes (8)

or in the case of Fig. 3
i = 2.5 - 1.5 a 0.005 amperes (9)

Because /1 - /2 is negative, we apply the negative sign

to A.
The exponential time constant is, from a mathemat-
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ical standpoint, the fundamental property of the simple
exponential transient; but it is awkward to employ
practically, or to explain in simple terms. When we
say that after the lapse of one exponential time constant
the deficiency is 1/2.71828, we do not convey a simple
conception, except to a person familiar with the mathe-
matical subject of exponentials.

BINARYLTIME CONSTANT.172

We may, however, restate (8) as follows

- /2 = S = A e re amperes (10)
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a
But

so that

a

A

where

E t f ,, r, deficiency ratio (11)

E .130:1 lb - 2 (12)

- 2_ 0AW3157, = 2- ; deficiency ratio (13)

T2 = 0.69315 TE seconds (14)
That is, we may transfer the deficiency from the
Napierian base e to base 2, and substitute for the
exponential time constant a new time constant T2,
which is very nearly 70 per cent of re. This new time
constant T2 may be called, for distinction, the3 binary
time constant. The binary time constant would then
correspond to what has already been known for some
years as the "Period," or "Half -value period," in the
science of Radio -activity, and in the measurement'
of radio -active decay.

In Fig. 3, the time A B' = 0.00347 second, is shown
as equal to the binary time constant T2. At the time
t = T2, the current will have reached B', and the defi-
ciency S/6. at this moment is 2-1 or M. The attain-
ment is likewise M. Again, at t = 2 T2 = 0.00693
second = d', the deficiency is 2-2 = Y4, and the attain-
ment 1 - 2-2 = 3%. Similarly, at t = 3 r2 = 0.0104

1,
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FIG. 4 -SIMPLE EXPONENTIAL TRANSIENT OF CURRENT
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7,0 = 0.01151 SECOND
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= f', the deficiency is 2-3 = M, and the attainment
1- 2-3 = 7/8, corresponding to point F. Five binary
time constants are marked on Fig. 3, as far as j', where
the deficiency is 2-5 = 1/32, and the attainment
31/32.

The binary time constant T2 is just as sound mathe-
3. "Time Constants for Engineering Purposes in Simple

Exponential Transient Phenomena" by A. E. Kennelly, Proc.Nat. ACad." Sciences. Nov. 1924.
4. "Practical Measurements in Radio-Activity." Makower

and Geiger, 1912, p. 81.

Hurl ically as the fundamental exponential time constant.
re, and is always approximately 70 per cent. of the
latter. The binary time constant has the practical
advantage that it is easier to remember and explain.
In T2, the attainment and the deficiency are both N,
or 50 per cent. In the next T2, the attainment is to 1/2
of what was left over, or to and so on. This is an
easy concept to remember or to explain. It is recom-
mended that, in engineering, exponential time constants
be replaced by binary time constants.

DECIMAL TIME -CONSTANT r,0
Although from the practical and descriptive stand-

points, the binary time constant T2 has marked ad -
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vantages over the exponential time constant re, neither
of these lends itself to ease of computation at indis-
criminate values of t. We may however rewrite (11)in the form

A

where

= E 2.3026 X
2.30287 I deficiency ratio (15)

= 10 deficiency ratio (16)

T10 = 2.3026 Te (17)
By substituting the decimal time constant r,0 for the
exponential time constant, we obtain in (16) an ex-
pression for the deficiency at any assigned value of t,
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which can be evaluated quickly with the aid of any
ordinary table of logarithms.

In Fig. 3, the point g', where t = 0.01151, marks one
decimal time constant. At this moment the current is
at G, and the deficiency is 10-i, or 0.1. The attainment
is (1 - 10-1) or 0.9. Again, at t = 2 r,0, the current
has reached L, where the deficiency is 10-2 or 0.01, and
the attainment is 1- 10-2, or 0.99. At t = 3 T10, the
deficiency, at 0, is 10-3 or 0.001. From a practical
standpoint, the decimal time constant is too long, since
the attainment is then 0.9.

Fig. 4 shows the corresponding transient of decrease,
when the switch S of Fig. 2 is closed. The curve in
Fig. 4 is the same as in Fig. 3, but inverted. The same
formulas apply and

I

i = 1.0 -I- 1.5 e re amperes (18)

All three time constants T T2 and T10 are indicated in
Fig. 4, and their applications are the same. as in Fig. 3.

STRAIGHT-LINE GRAPHS OF DEFICIENCY AND ATTAIN-
MENT ON INVERTED ARITH-LOG PAPER

Fig. 5 shows that the graphs of attainment and de-
ficiency become straight lines on inverted arith-log
paper for all three time constants. Thus at one time
constant, the attainment is 0.5 with the binary, 0.632
with the exponential, and 0.9 with the decimal time
constant. With the aid of this chart, computations
relating to simple exponential transients may be greatly
simplified, for most engineering purposes. The tem-
perature rise of any machine, under steady load and .
steady ambient temperature, will trace out a straight
line with time as in Fig. 4, if the transient is strictly
exponential and the final rise is known.

TIME CONSTANTS APPLIED TO TRANSIENT TEMPERA-
TURES OF DYNAMO MACHINES ON BASIS OF

CONSTANT LOSSES DURING TRANSITION

The following is a brief presentation of the well-
known theory of transient temperatures in dynamos
under steady load. It is assumed that the impressed
speed is constant, in the case of a generator, impressed
voltage in the case of a motor, impressed voltage and
frequency in the case of a transformer. The machine
is supposed to comprise a single thermal body, of perfect
thermal conduction throughout. The machine starts
at t = 0 hours, from an initial and constant ambient
temperature T. deg. cent., under continuous load, finally
reaching a final temperature T, = Ta + 00 deg. cent.
The power losses in the machine remain constant at Po
watts. The dissipation constant s of formula (2) is
constant and also the thermal capacity k, in watthours
absorbed per deg. cent. elevation of temperature.
Then if 0 is the instantaneous temperature of the
machine at any time t, the heat generated in the machine
during any short interval of time dt is po dt watthours.
During the same interval, the heat dissipated by the

machine is 0 s . dt watthours. If during the same, the
temperature of the machine rises by dO deg. cent. the
heat absorbed in the machine will be k . dO watthours.
Equating the heat generated to the heat dissipated and
absorbed,

po . dt = 0 s . dt k . de watthours (19)

Let po = 00 s
by (2). Then

(00 - 0) s . dt = k . dO watthours (21)

or (00 - 0) . dt = . dO deg. cent hours (22)

where T =
k

watts -(20)

hours (23)

To' is an exponential time constant. It may be called
the constant -loss time constant.

dO dt
Hence numeric (24)

00- 0
r/

and - logh (Bo - 0) = Tt, - c numeric
E

(25)

where logh signifies the hyperbolic or Napierian
logarithm, and c is an integration constant.

Then 00 - 0 = C e TES

When t = 0, 0 = 0 and C = 00.

Thus

deg. cent. (26)

0 = 00 - 00 ere deg. cent. rise (27)

= 00 - 0, 2 7-2'

= eo - Go 10 1-1°.
it

(28)

(29)

These results are in accordance with those obtained for
the continuous -current transient of Figs. 2, 3 and 4,
using the three time constants above referred to.

The instantaneous temperature elevation 0 will be
completely specified if we know the ultimate tempera-
ture rise 00, and any one of the three time constants.
The easiest time constant to measure is probably T
from a tangent to the curve of initial heating, assuming
that the ultimate rise 00 is known or is measured. We
do not need to know either k or s. The attainment at
any time is 0/00, and the deficiency (00 - 0)/00.

COOLING TRANSIENT

The curve of cooling of a machine will be identical
with that of heating inverted (see Figs. 3 and 4), if the
dissipation constant s remains the same. In the case
of an air-cooled transformer, this may be expected; but
in the case of a generator or motor, this can only be
expected if the speed of rotation remains the same during
both, cooling and heating. It is evident that s will be
greatly diminished if the machine is stopped while
cooling.
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TIME CONSTANTS APPLIED TO STRAIGHT-LINE CHANGE
OF LOSSES DURING TRANSITION

Fig. 6 represents an ideal diagram of losses in a
machine operated at a steady output, commencing at
an initial and ambient temperature T. and terminating
at a final temperature T., deg. cent. 0 P represents
the internal losses po watts converted into heat. Of
this amount, a certain part, not definitely known, is in
the copper windings, another part in the steel frames of
rotor and stator, while the remainder will be in frictions
of various kinds. If po were constant throughout the
transition, the loss would reach A A' at the final tem-
perature. Suppose, however, that the copper losses
increase by an amount A C along the straight line 0 C.
This would be true if the current strengths in the wind-
ings remained constant, and the copper resistances
increased with temperature in the regular way. Ac-
tually, the currents may have to be re -adjusted as the
temperature increases; while the electric resistance of

P
cl.

C.

Tam -e

Pc

A

pqr
A

F
Tm

f

TEMPERATURE
DEGREES CENTIGRADE

FIG. 6-DIAGRAM OF ASSUMED STRAIGHT LINE LOSSES AT
CONSTANT OUTPUT AS FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE

carbon brushes, if used, may diminish. It will be
sufficient that the actual change in copper losses does
not depart markedly from a straight line 0 C. Again,
the iron losses are likely to diminish as the temperature
rises, because the resistance of the iron to eddy currents
will increase; while the hysteresis losses remain sub-
stantially unchanged. We may assume that the change
in iron loss will amount, at the maximum temperature,
to a reduction A F watts, and that it will follow a
straight line 0 F. Actually, the change will be more
complex; but it will suffice for most practical purposes
if the deviation from the assumed straight line 0 F is
not serious. The total change of power losses over the
transition will then be say A D, plus or minus, accord-
ing to the predominance of A C or A F. The total
change with temperature will then also occur along a
straight line 0 D, so that the total losses will follow the
straight line P D'.

Let p be the power liberated in the machine at
temperature elevation 0 deg. cent. Then

p = po + pa -P1 watts (30)
= po -1-c0-f0= po +d.0 tt (31)

where c is the ratio A C : 0 A or tan A 0 C,
and f if if

tt d a
AF:OA " tanAOF
AD:OA" tanAOD

Then at any temperature elevation 0, the power
liberated in the machine being po d . 0, the heat
liberated in time dt is

p . dt = (po d . 0) dt watthours (32)
The heat dissipated in the same time will be 0 s . dt

watthours; while the heat absorbed in the machine by a
simultaneous small rise of temperature dO, is k . dO
watthours. Equating the gain and loss of heat, as
in (19)

(Po d 0) dt = 0 s dt k . de watthours (33)
Let po = 00 s, as before.
Then { 00 s - 0 (s - d)) dt = k . de watthours (34)
or

or
s dte° s d -0

k deg. cent. hours (35)s - d d0

or ( 0 - 0) dt = Te de deg. cent. hours (36 )

where S

deg. cent. (37)s-d /
and = re (38)Te d) hours

Te may be called the straight-line variable -loss time
constant, or simply the variable-losp time constant.

Equation (36) corresponds to (22), and its solution is

= 0 -0 E TEdeg. cent. rise (39)

= 0 -0 2 72 deg. cent. rise (40)

= 0 -0 10 Tio deg. cent. rise (41)
The effect of the variation of losses with temperature
is to change both the ultimate rise and the time constant
in the ratio s/(s - d). If the losses are greater at the
higher temperature d is positive; so that both 0 and T
are increased. The temperature elevation will remain
a simple exponential transient, the curve of which will
correspond to that of Fig. 3 for rises, and to that of Fig.
4 for falls. The exponential time constant of the curve,
as obtainable from the tangent, will be T and very
nearly 70 per cent of this will be the binary time con-
stant r2.

COOLING CURVE WITH NORMAL DISSIPATION AND
LOAD REMOVED

If the load were cut off the machine and all excitation
removed, while the normal dissipation was maintained
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by continued rotation, the power liberated in the ma-
chine would be zero. Equation (33) then becomes

0= 0 s . dt + k . dO

0 = 0 . dt + r,' . de
- 0 . dt = . de

dt de
=- re/

the solution of which is

t

- Tl = logh 6 + c

Hence 0 =

40
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35
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E

watth ours
deg. cent. hours
deg. cent. hours

(42)

(43)

(44)

numeric (45)

numeric (46)

deg. cent. rise (47)
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The time constant of this falling transient is not T e
but re'. Consequently, if the losses vary with the
temperature at constant output, the curves of transient
temperature will be simply exponential, whether with
load applied or with load removed; but the time con7
stants will differ. But since it is very unusual to run
a machine steadily without load or excitation, the con-
stant -loss time constant r/ does not present itself in
practise, and only the variable -loss time constant Te
comes into operation.

Although, under the above assumptions, the transient
temperature of a dynamo machine in continuous opera-
tion from one steady load to another is a time -constant
transient, yet it will be found on examination of such
temperature curves that they deviate somewhat from
strict time -constant curves, although for many practical
purposes the deviations may be ignored. A principal
cause for deviation is that the windings of a machine,

with their copper losses, form one thermal system, and
the steel structures, with their iron losses, form another.
Each system has its own k, s and time constant. If

the two systems were thermally independent, they could
be measured apart; or, if the two systems were united
by perfect thermal conduction, they would blend into
one with a single time constant, as has been assumed
above. But they are actually only semi-detached,
being in mutual communication through thermal
resistances; so that each tends to modify the behavior
of the other, in a rather complicated way. The curves
of transient temperature' of the copper are affected
by the influence of the associated steel structures, and
reciprocally; so that neither can display a true time -

constant curve.
By the courtesy of Mr. H. M. Hobart, a number of

curves of transient temperature, in passing from one
steady state to another, have been procured and examined
for various types and sizes of machines. Two only of

these are presented here, as examples.
Fig. 7 gives the observed hottest stator lamina tem-

perature, as obtained by thermometer, on a particular
30-h. p. 3 -phase, 6 -pole induction motor, operated
under steady load, at 500 rev. per min., from a 440 -volt,
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25 , circuit. The ambient temperature was 16
deg. cent. and remained within 1 deg. cent. of that value
during the test. The small black circles, at half-hour
intervals, indicate the observed temperature rise;
while the curve ABC- H shows a time constant com-
puted on the basis of 0 = 37 deg. cent. ultimate rise.
The observations do not depart more than 1.5 deg. cent.
from the computed curve at any point, but indicate a
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tendency to exceed the curve near the middle of the run.
Two exponential time-constants of about 44 minutes
each are marked off on the 37 deg. rise line T H, by
tangents from the curve. The binary constant T2 of
about 30.5 min., is obtained by taking 70 per cent of T e.
Nine of these binary time constants are marked off.
At the last, the rise should be theoretically within 1/512
of the final value.

Fig. 8 gives the corresponding data for a particular
4 -pole, 50-h. p., d-c. motor, operating at 1075 rev. per
min., on a 230 -volt circuit. The motor was operated
for five and one -quarter hours steadily, at rated load,
and then after 15 min. intermission, at 125 per cent of
rated load, for two hours more. The black circles give
the observed temperature rise on the commutating
field winding, by thermometer, above an ambient
temperature of 15 deg. cent. at the beginning of the
test. This ambient temperature rose steadily to 22
deg. cent. at the end of the run. The curve 0 A B C
is the computed time-constant curve, based upon an
ultimate temperature rise of 43 deg. cent. The initial
tangent 0 T cuts this horizontal line at T, marking off
an exponential time constant M T = re, of 30 min.
The binary time constant was thus approximately 21
min. Seven binary time constants are marked off
along M B, where the deficiency would be 1/128.

The overload-run temperature time -constant curve
is D E F based on a new ultimate rise 0 of 21 deg. cent.
The initial tangent marks off an exponential time
constant m t = Te, of 30 min. as before, and five binary
time constants are marked off along the ultimate-rise
line m F. Half the ultimate rise should develop at 1,
half the remainder at 2, and half the succeeding re-mainder at each successive binary time -constant
interval.

It has recently been pointed outs that if after an
interval of t, hours from a starting point on an exponen-tial heating curve like that of Fig. 3, the temperature
elevation reached is 0,, while after an interval of
t2 = 2 t1 hours, it has reached 02, then the ultimate
rise should be

0=
2 - 02/01 deg. cent. (47a)

CORRECTION FOR CHANGE IN AMBIENT TEMPERATURE
DURING RUN

If, as very frequently happens, the ambient tempera-
ture is observed to change during a run under steady
load, some uncertainty develops as to the proper value
to accept for the temperature rise 0. The heat dis-
sipated by the machine during the run tends to raise
the ambient temperature. If the thermal. time con-
stant T2 were negligibly small, so that the temperature
of the machine could follow impressed thermal forces
without delay, the attained temperature elevation

5. "The Temperature Rise of Electrical Machinery" by
T. R. Rowlands, The Electrical Review, London, correspondence
4th July 1924, page 11.

would always be equal to Tm - T.; but there would be
no need for carrying out a long continuous-load run,
because such a machine would instantly reach its full
temperature rise, on the application of the load. The
longer the binary time constant, the greater the time
needed for the machine to accommodate itself to a
change in ambient temperature. Some correction of
the observed temperature rise is therefore necessary for
changes in ambient temperature. Such corrections
should not require much computation, and should be
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FIG. 9

easily applied; because with ordinary care, neither the
change in ambient temperature nor the correction for
it need be large.

In Fig. 9, the ambient temperature T., after pursuing
the uniform stationary line A B, is supposed suddenly to
rise by an amount A deg. cent. to C, and thereafter to
continue unchanged with time, along the straight line
C D E F G H. Commencing at 0, the moment of
change, binary time constants 72 are marked off along
the time axis 12 3 4 5. After say three time constants
have elapsed, the machine will theoretically have
acquired at f, a thermal state corresponding to 7/8ths of
the full change ambient
temperature T.' = T. + A will ordinarily be required

T.

A

Li.xt
Ad X

I_ Et
3*- T,-2---T,-1---T,---t

FIG. 10

x Bic
C

F

if A is small. The temperature elevation at any time
after F will thus be

0 = T.' deg. cent. rise (48)
where Tm is the observed temperature of the machine.
But immediately after the instant C Fig. 9, the ambient
temperature should be reckoned as T. and not T. ';
because the machine has not had time to respond. At
D, after one time constant, the corrected value of Ta'
would be T. + 0/2. At E, it would be T. + 30/4.

The conditions relating to Fig. 9 suggest the following
simple approximate correction to be applied when the
ambient temperature is changing. Suppose that the
observed ambient temperature follows the lines A B C
D E F in Fig. 10, and that at the instant t, when the
ambient is at F, and the temperature at some warm
part of the machine under observation is then Tmj.
Required the corrected ambient temperature Tah
so that the corrected temperature rise may be taken as

Of = Tmf Tai deg. cent. rise (49)
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Find the variable -loss binary time constant 72 of
the machine, as previously described. Measure off
three of these time constants along the time axis, as at
C, Fig. 10. Between C and D, the change was gradual;
but assume that it occurred suddenly as C c. The
corresponding sudden changes at D and E would have

D
m

o' H

Ei F gi K

FIG. 11

been D d and E e deg. cent., respectively. Let the three
disturbances be denoted as A A d and A the signs of
which are all the same in the case considered. Then

7 3. 1
Tat = T., + A, + --if Ad + A, deg. cent. (50)

In the case considered, with uniform ambient rise from
C to F, the uncorrected ambient temperature would be
T. + 3 At. The approximately corrected value would
be, by (50), T. + 28

In this approximate correction process, it is assumed
that a change in ambient temperature which occurred
3 or more time constants back, has produced its full
effect on the temperature of the machine.

EFFECTS OF OPPOSITELY DIRECTED CHANGES IN
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE

If the ambient temperature pursues in time the course
ABCDEFGH, Fig. 11, changing its value suddenly
at B, D and F, the effects successively produced in the
inferred ambient temperature of the machine may be
obtained by superposition. If the ambient tempera-
ture, after changing abruptly from. B to C, were to
continue unchanged thereafter, it would follow the
horizontal straight line C D D', parallel to the time axis.
The effective ambient temperature of the machine,
with a binary time constant r2, would follow the time -
constant curve B d 1 m, ultimately coinciding with
D D'. Again, if the abrupt change from D to E in the
minus direction, were followed by a stationary condi-
tion, the ambient temperature would pursue the
straight line E F K. The effect of this negative change
D E, acting alone, would be to produce the time-con-
stant curve D e f g. The negative ordinates of this curve
are now applied to the curve d l m, to produce the re-
sultant curve d e, f, g. The third positive change F G,
acting alone, would produce the time -constant curve
F no p. The positive ordinates of this curve, with
respect to F K, are now applied to the previous resultant
curve e, f, g, producing the final resultant G n' o' p'.
The course of the effective ambient temperature is thus
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B d e, G n' o' p', which happens to end close to the final
actual ambient temperature H.

APPROXIMATE CORRECTION OF AMBIENT TEMPERATURE

WHEN VARYING OPPOSITELY

Applying the above principles to the general case of a
slowly wandering ambient temperature, the changes of
which are kept relatively small, but have varying direc-
tions, we proceed as in Fig. 12; the method is the same
as in Fig. 10, but the application is more general. Let
ABCDEFGH be the observed course of the
ambient temperature with time. At the time tH, corre-
sponding to point H, it is required to find the approxi-
mate effective ambient temperature. Measure back
three binary time constants along the curve, marking
them off at G, E and C. It is assumed that T., the value
at C, is the ambient temperature for correction. The
changes in ambient C c, E e and G g, occurring in each
of the three time constants, are drawn. The hypo-
thetical path of the ambient temperature is then
C c E e G g H. It is assumed that the effects of these
three sudden changes will be substantially the same as
those of the wandering changes C D F H. Let the
three hypothetical displacements be denoted by Ac,
A, and ,,, respectively. The first two have the - sign
and the last one the + sign. Then

7 1
TT,,= T A,

3
A, +

2
0o deg. cent. (51)

I

the proper signs of the A terms must be carefully
followed.

In particular cases, a more elaborate correction
formula may be called for. In such a case, the cor-

Ta

A B
F

to -r2 -
FIG. 12

rection might be carried back to cover four binary time
constants instead of three, and each time constant
might be divided into two equal parts. There would
then be eight perpendiculars of the type C c, E e and
G g, Fig. 12. Calling them Aa, o b . . . . A Ah, the
factors to apply, with the proper sign in each case, may
be taken as

15 9 7 4 3 13
16 a 10 -1- 8 A° + W Ad + Af

1 3

+ I Au +10Ah



Power -Factor Correction
By L. W. W. MORROW*

Member A.I.D.B.

Review of the Subject. -Power factor correction has
become a commercial problem of major importance, and
technical knowledge and corrective equipment are available
to make correction a part of the activities of the electrical
industry. Field studies on several properties show power
factor correction can be obtained without difficulty.

Conditions can be improved by requiring all new business
to be installed for high power factor operation and a co-
operative motement should be made to bring about this
condition. The situation on existing systems can be improved
in either a wholesale or retail manner depending upon
conditions.

Cost analyses should be made to determine the type of
correction to use and to decide upon the location of corrective
equipment. But they should not be used for rate making
purposes. A study of the types of systems in existence shows
that in general correction is most economically and most
effectively instituted at the toads. Also experience indicates
the greatest effect of correction is to improve voltage regula-tion and service quality.

Different types of rates and billing methods have been
used, but a study of the art shows the kv-a. demand charge
and the kw. energy charge can be used most successfully tosecure power factor correction.

THE effects of low power factor on the oper-
ations of the electrical industry have been
discussed for many years and much experi-

ence in the institution of corrective measures has
been had. Yet on an industry -wide scale the evils
associated with low -power -factor conditions become
greater each year, even though the incentives for
the institution of corrective measures increase.
Low power factor has come to be recognized as the
major handicap to better and more efficient electric
service, and men of the industry are striving ac-
tively for a commercial and engineering method for
its correction.

An analysis of the data and experiences of those
properties which have instituted power -factor cor-
rection leads to the conclusion that operation under
high -power -factor conditions improves both the
quality and the efficiency of the service rendered
by the utilities and used by their customers. Cor-
rection of poWer factor has its greatest influence in
improving the voltage regulation and through this
action enables the utility to give better service and
the customers to secure better use of the service.
Secondary gains resulting from power -factor cor-
rection consist of the release of system capacity
with a consequent reduction in investment and a
reduction in system losses with a resultant reduc-
tion in operating charges. Thus correction tunes the
system and makes it cheaper and easier to give
service of the quality desired in modern industry.

Actual experience shows that power -factor cor-
rection can be instituted successfully as a part of
the business activities of light and power companies
and as a part of the normal operating activities of
industrial users of electricity. It does not require
an elaborate or costly departure from customary
business activities, and it secures returns to the
producer and the user whose value is tangible and

*Managing editor the Electrical World.
Presented at Regional Meeting of District No. 2. Washington,D. C., January 23-24, 1925.

worth while. Yet little actual progress in power -
factor correction can be seen because of many
obstacles, mostly imaginary, set up in the minds
of executives, engineers and customers. Some of
these are : the inertia encountered when proposing
any changes in a going business which is prosperous
and follows time -tried methods ; difficulties met in
attempting to evaluate the costs of either low or
high power -factor operation ; fears introduced by
the necessity for instituting new or changed rates
and billing methods ; difficulties encountered in
attempts to make people understand the meaning
of power factor; obstacles encountered in attempts
to devise a correction scheme for universal appli-
cation, and technical difficulties met with in con-
nection with the selection and location of corrective
equipment. The literature of the industry is filled
with objections to power -factor corrective measures
and with elaborate technical and cost analysis, and
very few data or opinions of a constructive char-
acter have been obtained to show that most of the
obstacles to correction result from misconceptions
and lack of actual experience with it in commercial
practice.

The fact is that many properties have instituted
correction successfully and made it a profitable part
of their business. They have done this without any
difficulty and did not -find any great complexity or
major changes introduced in their operating routine.
Thus the time is ripe and the methods are available
for eliminating low-power -factor conditions in the
electrical industry. The rewards are ample, and the
necessity for this move becomes greater with the
growth of electrical systems:

Correction is a business problem and not a tech-
nical problem. The technical features of power -
factor discussions begin nowhere and end at the
same place, and they have little if anything to do
with the business -like application of corrective
measures. No one can define electricity or power
factor, yet definite laws enable engineers to use

150
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resistance, inductance and capacity in circuits or in
machines to secure any desired power factor at any
definite place. Also, engineers understand fully the
influence of lagging and leading current on system
regulation and machine stability. Technical
mastery of power factor prevails, and what is needed
is commercial mastery.

In order to obtain commercial mastery two sug-
gestions are offered which will apply to every
electrical system :

1. Require high -power -factor operation of all

new business served.
2. Correct low -power -factor conditions on exist-

ing systems either : (a) promptly and in a wholesale
manner, or (b) slowly and by steps.

MAKE NEW BUSINESS GOOD BUSINESS

Any consideration of the first suggestion, in the
light of the growth of the electrical industry and the
increasing importance of service quality, shows its
logic, and there remains then the use of definite
methods to secure the desired results.

A light and power company is a public utility and
cannot' enforce any rule requiring customers to in-
stall high -power -factor equipment before it will give
service, so this direct and self-evident method must
be replaced by methods which are co-operative and
educational in character. The job requires the co-
operation of utility men, electrical manufacturers
and customers and must be done for each new busi-
ness prospect on each property, and in addition work
must be done on a national basis. It is not a diffi-
cult task, for both means and methods are available
for doing the work quickly and efficiently.

The co-operative element in the work calls for :
1. Closer contact between central -station power

salesmen and prospective customers whereby guid-
ance and expert knowledge are made available to
customers.

2. Closer contact between central -station execu-
tives and electrical manufacturers so the manu-
facturers may be encouraged to build high -power -
factor equipment and to sell this equipment on a
quality rather than a price basis and with greater
consideration for the engineering requirements of
the purchaser.

These two co-operative suggestions are already
in operation in large degree, but conscious execu-
tive attention should be given to their application
in order to secure complete commercial results
rapidly. The job requires that each new customer
install available electrical equipment from the
standpoint of his own economic pro-duction require-
ments. Both power factor and quality apparatus
will inevitably follow every real economic analysis
of an industrial electrical application, and central=
station men and manufacturers' representatives
must give up the slogan that any new business is

good business and do more to help their customers
secure quality service and co-operate more closely
to sell quality equipment. It would seem easy to
organize a local co-operative committee for each
utility to secure the desired results. This would be
composed of power salesmen, electrical manufac-
turers' representatives, electrical contractors, and
perhaps consulting engineers, and might well be
part of the activities of the local electrical leagues
already instituted in so many cities. National
agencies are already available in the N. E. L. A.,
Power Club and other associations, but their at-
tention must be given to this problem.

There is no handicap to the manufacture and sale
of electrical equipment and service on a quality
rather than a price basis in an industry whose prod-
uct is popular, is necessary to industry and is the
cheapest and best element ever introduced into in-
dustrial processes. When the cost of power is such
a small fraction of the cost of manufacture of most
industrial products, it is false economy to talk first
cost of service or of equipment to purchasers.

Thus very little organized effort should institute
as industry -wide practice the custom of obtaining
only high -power -factor business in each new load
added to existing systems. The principle to apply
is that service to customers should be given before
they install equipment and ask for electrical energy
from a utility.

THE CORRECTION OF EXISTING CONDITIONS

The second suggestion for power -factor correction
is that existing conditions be bettered either by
making corrections quickly on a wholesale basis or
by improving conditions slowly and in steps. In
many respects the slow and detailed method is best
for those systems inexperienced in correction, but
past experiences show that it is not difficult to do the
whole job quickly on the entire system provided
proper analyses are made and workable methods are
adopted before correction is actually instituted.
Whatever decision is made has little influence upon
the methods used or the results obtained and pre-
dominantly influences only the time required to
secure improvements in conditions. The situation
on each system will determine the best procedure
to use, for operating and financial requirements
must be met by individual properties.

Three things only are needed to institute correc-
tion on an existing system:

1. Decisions as to the location of corrective
equipment.

2. Decisions as to the corrective equipment to
be used.

3. The establishment of a rate system which
takes power factor directly or indirectly into
account.

The first two requirements largely involve engi-
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neering and economic data and decisions to be se-cured within a utility organization, but the third
requirement must take into consideration the utility,
the customers and the regulatory commissions and
involves public relations, economics and education.

LOCATIONS FOR CORRECTIVE EQUIPMENT
A study to determine the locations in which to

install corrective equipment on existing systems
shows that the decision is somewhat influenced by
the type of system and by local conditions. Usually
corrective equipment should be located at all low-
power -factor loads, in some cases at substations at
a distance from generating stations, particularly
if voltage regulation is desirable, and in very few
instances in generating stations. The source of low
power factor is at the load, and analyses will show
that corrective equipment is best and most econom-
ically used in this location.

Some of the types of systems encountered in this
country and some of the elements faced in locating
corrective equipment are enumerated below :

1. A hydroelectric system containing long high-
voltage transmission lines with one or more distri-
bution systems located at the ends of the lines.

2. A combination system having both steam and
hydro stations, many high-tension lines and widely
distributed load centers.

3. A hydroelectric system with standby steam
stations containing capacity idle a great part of the
time and made up of networks of high-tension lines
supplying a scattered territory.

4. A metropolitan system containing several
large steam stations and made up of both overhead
and underground transmission circuits.

5. A system already operating and designed for
a power factor of 80 to 85 per cent.

6. A system designed to operate at a power
factor of 90 to 95 per cent.

7. Systems which are growing rapidly in magni-
tude of load and extent of territory covered and
those which have reserve capacity through inter-
connections.

It is seen that each system is a specific study for
power -factor correction at other places than at the
load sources of low power factor, and the choice of
location of corrective equipment at other locations
must be made after economic and operating studies.
The making of cost evaluations for a particular
system should be decided upon only after careful
study, for they are difficult and are useful only in
serving as guides for the location of corrective
equipment. They serve no purpose in rate making
as cost -of -service rates are now obsolete in the
utility industry. However, if cost analyses are de-
sired in some cases, the usual approach to deter-
mining fixed and operating charges is to evaluate
the cost of capacity and of losses in generating sta-

tions, transmission lines, substations, transformers
and distribution systems.

GENERATING STATION CORRECTION

The evaluation of the reduction of the reactive-
kv-a. load on a generating station due to power -
factor correction is difficult because so many condi-
tions must be considered. There is much more to
the problem than raising a station power factor from
70 per cent to 90 per cent in order to make available
approximately 20 per cent increase in station
capacity.

In hydroelectric plants if is usually desirable to
have reactive kv-a. available for line regulation, and
in addition it is usual to find an excess of capacity
installed in order to meet stream -flow conditions.
Therefore, generally, no value can be placed on
power -factor correction for such stations. Also, in
large systems using steam and hydro stations in
combination with interconnected high-tension lines,
lagging current is often an operating asset, and in
this case also correction is seldom or ever desirable
for generating stations.

In the large steam stations feeding a power sys-
tem concentrated in a comparatively small area
power -factor correction may improve regulation and
operation, but here again the savings in station costs
are sometimes very small and must be evaluated for
the conditions encountered. These plants are usually
designed for 85 to 90 per cent power -factor oper-ation at the stations, and a little study will showthat cost decreases are difficult to secure. Offhandit may be said that every kv-a. of station capacity
means the release of fixed charges on at least $6 of
investment and every reduction of a per cent in
losses from the normal 2 per cent of output kw. -hr.
can be credited in dollars and cents of operating
charge. But there are some other factors that mustbe considered before these sums mean anything orwill stand the examination of a court or commission ;
for example, in connection with stations in modern
systems :

(a) Most systems increase their installed stationcapacity in units of large size and seldom permittheir peak to approach a value equal to installed
capacity. For example, station additions are madein units of 30,000 kw. up to 200,000 kw. and ample
reserve is held at all times.

(b) Every metropolitan system often introduceslarge losses into its normal operations in order toinsure reliability of service ; for example :
(1) A station having several large units is likely to continue all of them in operation evenat very light load in order to reduce the startinghazard and the time element involved in warmingup a large unit and synchronizing it with thesystem.
(2) In order to control voltage and load division
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it is common practice on systems having multiple
stations to operate generating units with large
lagging or leading currents.
(c) It is a difficult, if not impossible, task to deter-

mine actual station power -factor conditions during
a twenty -four-hour period for the different stations
in a large metropolitan network. Any method of
determining power factor and of determining the
value of losses is subject to criticism as to its tech-
nical accuracy, and the values obtained cannot be
divided easily between power factor, load division
and regulation requirements. In fact, for a given
load power factor as defined and as measured by
different methods will vary 10 to 30 per cent in value.

The actual capacity cost of the reactive load on a
generating station not loaded to capacity is usually
very little even though the cost of the increased
capacity of alternators, exciters, switch gear, buses
and building is determined. Seldom would this cost
exceed $6 per reactive kv-a., and any added operat-
ing expense due to low power factor is very debat-
able. For some specific installations, however,
where the peak load is equal to the station capacity
or where the load power factor is lower than that
for which the station equipment was designed, it
may be well to institute power -factor correction as
a temporary economical expedient for securing ca-
pacity to carry the load. Load factors, future sys-
tem growth and other elements, however, must be
considered.

In most other cases, however, it is cheaper and
easier to buy, install and operate alternators, buses
and exciters with a higher rating than it is to buy.
install and operate corrective equipment and its con-
trol. For example, the increment cost of a 35,000-
kv-a. alternator over a 30,000-kv-a. unit as compared
to the cost of a 5,000-kv-a. synchronous condenser
and its control equipment is in favor of the alter-
nator. In most stations generating capacity can
usually be obtained more cheaply than by the use
of corrective equipment.

Very few operating costs are affected by low
power factor because the copper losses inside a sta-
tion amount to an inappreciable sum. At light load
the usually lowest power -factor condition increases
the losses in proportion to the kw. output. This in-
dicates the advisability of fixing a power -factor
charge that varies with output. This charge should
be greatest at minimum -load conditions in some
cases and at peak -load conditions in other cases.
A very small increment in energy charges seems the
only businesslike way to cover these station losses
due to low power factor as at a maximum they
comprise only 2 or 3 per cent of the system losses.

The practical possibility and the dollar value of
regulation by power -factor correction inside large
steam stations is very dubious. The unit type of
installation with the unit bus and a group of feeders

for each unit has become popular, and it is difficult
to conceive of this type of station operating with
all buses in parallel at one voltage or to devise a
switching and bus arrangement for throwing the
synchronous condenser on any feeder requiring
regulation. In addition, the cost of the corrective
equipment used for regulation exceeds that of volt-
age regulators, which have the added advantages of
being automatic in their operation and of having a
greater voltage range.

In the general case, therefore, seldom will it be
found economical to institute power -factor correction
in generating stations.

SUBSTATION CORRECTION

The installation of corrective equipment at sub-
stations reduces the kv-a. load on transmission lines
and transformers between the substations and the
generating stations and improves the voltage reg-
ulation. This would seem desirable in all cases, but
a little study shows it is often very uneconomical
and usually not the best way to secure complete
correction.

In modern systems reliability of service, provision
for future growth and maintenance practices dictate
the use of multiple feeders to substations and
multiple transformer installations. Also, modern
practice tends to the use of standardized ratings for
lines and transformers on the transmission system.
These requirements call for the installation of a
greater number and an excess of line and trans-
former capacity, which makes it very difficult to
show the economic value of substation corrective
equipment.

Moreover, it must be borne in mind that future
load requirements, structural needs and legal limita-
tions have a direct bearing on both overhead and
underground line installations. The overhead line
must have a certain size of pole, a conductor suffi-
ciently large to be strong mechanically, a large
number of poles per mile and very often a legal
voltage limitation. These elements often must be
weighed carefully when discussing the release of
line capacity by the use of substation corrective
equipment. In underground cable installations it
has become customary to install reserve ducts and
cables and to standardize greatly, so the number
and the capacity of installed cables at a given time
is very often determined by other things than the
magnitude of the kv-a. loads. It must be considered,
however, that the overload capacity of an overhead
line is very great as compared with that of cables
and transformers.

Thus any cable or transformer that has reached
its limit in capacity while operating at a low power
factor is capable of carrying an increased load and
consequently earning more revenue if correction is
applied at substations. The cost of the corrective.
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equipment may be less than the installation of an-
other line and more transformers, and regulation
is improved, so that more load may be carried on a
given circuit. In other words, correction will, for
the same line loss, increase either the economic
distance of transmission or the amount of load pos-
sible to transmit. In such cases the substation cor
rection may be economical, but it is an expense
which must be paid for in fixed charges, while a new
line provides a revenue -producing and useful element
for the present and future system. A system using
a ring high-tension network and having multiple
generating stations and several large substations
on the ring may use corrective equipment in distant
substations to advantage to reduce losses, release
capacity and control regulation, but the economic
value of this practice must be ascertained for each
particular case.

Thus in very few cases will the release of system
capacity justify substation correction ; therefore
either decreased losses or improved regulation must
be evaluated to make a case. The reduction in line
and transformer losses by the use of corrective
equipment increases the load at which the invest-
ment cost per kv-a. transmitted is a minimum and
reduces the direct operating cost of energy losses.
On an average system the line energy losses will
be around 10 per cent of the total output while the
transformer losses should not exceed 5 per cent.
These losses therefore represent a direct money
loss, which, if reduced, results in an appreciable
saving. Assuming that correction decreases these
losses even 20 per cent, it often becomes profitable
to install corrective equipment.

For example Assume an energy cost of 1 cent
per kw. -hr. and a system output of 100,000,000
kw. -hr. with total losses of 15 per cent in lines and
transformers. If it is assumed correction will re-
duce the losses 20 per cent, the yearly value of
correction is : 100,000,000 x 0.15 x 0.20 x 0.01

$30,000, or a return of 15 per cent on an invest-
ment of $200,000.

Losses in corrective equipment must be considered
in a financial analysis of this character and their
cost determined. If synchronous condensers should
be used, this value would be changed, since the con-
denser has losses which must be charged against the
saving produced in lines and transformers. If static
condensers are used, the value of the losses in the
corrective equipment is very small. In either case,
particularly if the voltage at the substation is high,
the losses in the transformer bank supplying the
corrective equipment should be evaluated and
charged against the cost of correction.

The general conclusion is that substation correc-
tion, considering the value of losses, capacity 'and
regulation, is usually warranted for those substa-
tions located at a distance from generating stations,

at least as a temporary move, until full consumer
correct ion has been established.

CONSUMER CORRECTION

The analysis for determining the proper location
of corrective equipment leads inevitably to the con-
clusion that most of it should be placed on the
premises of consumers and that consumers using
high -power -factor equipment are operating most
economically from their own standpoint and from
that of the central station. From the angle of the
central -station consumer correction relieves the
system of the necessity for correction at other loca-
tions, releases the transformer and cable capacity
where it is most valuable from income and load -
factor standpoints, reduces losses where they are
greatest and improves regulation where it is most
desirable to have good regulation.

From the angle of the consumer correction of his
equipment or the replacement of low -power -factor
equipment with high-power -factor equipment will
secure several tangible and intangible results. It
will reduce the losses inside his premises, for which
he pays a high rate ; it will improve his voltage
regulation and reduce his voltage drop, so that his
machinery will operate faster and more smoothly ;it will give him better -quality production, better
lighting, fewer rejections of manufactured product,
faster machine -starting conditions and secure for
him a direct decrease in his power bill if he buys
under a proper rate system.

Experience shows that operating complexity is
not increased and that the industrial plant corrected
for bad power -factor conditions reaps very decided
tangible and intangible benefits. Needless to say,
it is useless to attempt an itemized cost evaluation
for correction at load locations, because the com-
plexity of modern distribution systems, the variety
of loads and services and the many assumptions
necessarily made all combine to give inaccurate re-
sults. In a broad way, however, based on the actual
cost of the distribution system, the cost of voltage
regulation and the cost of losses, an analysis in
dollars will show very decided inducements for in-
vesting power -factor correction at the source.

KINDS OF CORRECTIVE EQUIPMENT

The corrective equipment to install at locations
decided upon is determined largely by each local
situation, but there are applications for all available
types at low -power -factor loads ; i. e.:

(a) The synchronous motor.
(b) The synchronous condenser.
(c) The high-power -factor commutating motor

of the Fynn-Weichsel type.
(d) The static condenser.
Investment charges on existing installations,

production requirements, fixed and operati ng

4
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charges on corrective equipment and the skill re-
quired to operate the equipment influence the deci-
sion to be made for each load considered.

For substation correction the same types of
corrective equipment are available, but the syn-
chronous condenser and group static condensers
predominate. The decision as to which type to use
at substations is influenced by cost analyses and by
load and voltage regulation requirements.

Experiences on properties give evidence that the
choice of equipment for correction is quite readily
made for a particular location. Each system should
be studied as a whole and each power customer con-
sidered if good results are desired. The utility
engineers can readily determine the substation cor-
rection to use, but greater difficulty is encountered
in the correction of power customers. The installa-
tion of each customer must be studied in detail if a
real engineering job is to be done, and this requires
time, skilled engineering and an expenditure of
money. Production processes, motorization, wiring
and testing are elements in the study, and a great
deal of education and co-operation must be had.
For these reasons a slow process of customer cor-
rection is usually advisable. Utility power sales-
men, consulting engineers, factory engineers and
electrical manufacturers' salesmen and engineers
should co-operate in these customer studies. In
actual practice no great difficulty or high costs have
been encountered in attempts to institute customer
corrections, because the great majority of them can
be made adequately by an over-all factory test or by
competent engineering inspection. Very frequently
zone studies or piecemeal areas are corrected with
very little _trouble.

POWER -FACTOR RATES

Electric service is a business and as such must
institute power -factor correction as a part of busi-
ness activity. Thus a rate of some form must be
used to secure power -factor correction, and it also
follows that metering and billing accompany the
institution of a rate. Experience with energy and
power -factor rates over many years shows that com-
mercial rates cannot be made upon the basis of cost
of service. Experience also shows that financial
inducements are the best stimuli to industrial ac-
complishments. Rates, billing systems and meter-
ing methods are largely matters of tradition and
commercial application, but should be simple, under-
standable and easy to use in business.

When alternating current was first used the
wonderful Thomson -Houston meter was invented
and installed. This meter measured watt-hours and
eliminated the necessity of measuring ampere -hours
and multiplying by the normal voltage of the service
as had hitherto been practiced. It was an ideal in-
strument for measuring lighting loads, and no

thought was taken on its ultimate effects on the
utility business. Rates were made on a watt-hour
basis and the cheap, accurate watt-hour meter be-
came the standard measuring device for electric
service. Then came the induction motor and it was
early noticed that the product of current and volt-
age did not equal the registration of the meter.
Thus power factor was discovered, and until recently
the utilities decided that it was better to suffer its
effects than to attempt to improve conditions or to
charge for service by methods involving the use of
other units than watt-hours. Power factor was
difficult to define accurately, difficult to measure and
still more difficult to explain to customers and

executives.
However, there is a tendency today actually to

measure power factor or to meter customers by
methods which will take power factor into account.
The first trend is indicated by the development of
kv-a. meters, the use of reactive and active watt-
hour meters and the use of power -factor meters.
Any of these meters or metering methods are sub-
ject to objections from an economic, a technical and
an operating standpoint. The cost, the complexity
of the billing and the difficulty of obtaining and
maintaining reliable and accurate measurements by
any of these means have so far prohibited their use
except for large power customers having a tech-
nical staff or sufficient consumption to warrant the
cost and the trouble. Nothing very promising is on
the horizon in the way of directly measuring either
kv-a. or power factor on a universal commercial
basis.

One metering authority has recently suggested
that it would be advisable to meter customers on
the old ampere -hour basis since all service is at
practically constant voltage and the ampere -hour
meter, besides being cheap and accurate, is a true
and readily understood measure of both energy and
capacity use. Multiplying ampere -hours by the
voltage of the supply would permit of billing on a
kv-a.-hour basis very readily. Thus a system could
be developed which would use an ampere demand
meter and an ampere -hour meter only for direct
measurement on any three-phase or single-phase
circuit. It is argued that this method is sufficiently
accurate, is easy to institute, is logical and that its
results compare well in accuracy with those from
any existing method of measurement.

The ultimate approach to power -factor correction
for customers is by means of rate making. This
has generally taken the form of :

(a) The use of power -factor clauses.
(b) The use of kv-a. demand clauses.
(c) The use of kv-a.-hour clauses.
(d) A combination of two of the foregoing.
All these 'methods have been used and all have

worked more or less successfully, but all are sub-
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ice( to very definite criticisms. 1'Otir8 Of l'Ifort
proved the impossibility of developing utility rates
on a cost -of -service basis, and, however reluctantly,
rate makers have admitted its impossibility and
impracticability for modern conditions of utility
service. No cost -of -service basis can be found,
therefore, for the making of any type of power-
fact or rate, and each property must evolve a rate
which can be instituted and operated to suit con-
ditions encountered. A fundamental in power -factor
rate making would be to secure a simple rate, one
that could be applied to all customers, one that
needed little maintenance or supervision and one
that offered a financial inducement to customers to
maintain and correct power -factor conditions.

Viewing the art in its technical and commercial
aspects and basing opinions on practical experi-
ences, the best form of power rate today should use
a kv-a. demand charge to cover capacity costs and
an energy charge to cover production costs. Power
factor, as such, should not appear in the customer

rates, but should be 11CC01111loii I r iii the k v -a. do
:nand charge. This rate can oscd to mecum
power -factor correction on any system very sad*
factorily and does not necessarily involve the Useof a kv-a, demand meter. Power customers caohe tested under normal operating conditions, andthe power contract can then be written for a period
of time with a kw. -hr. meter and a kw. demand
meter to serve as checks and for energy billing. lg
other cases the installation of a power -factor meter.
normally out of circuit, in combination with ordinary
watt-hour meters can be used to check customei
conditions and to meet billing requirements.

However, every type of power -factor rate has
been used and used successfully, so the necessityof a rate to secure power -factor correction is not areal obstacle to the institution of correction. Ilmust be remembered that grand average resulti
only are to be expected and that precision methods
and analyses must be modified by commercial con
siderations.

Testing High-Tension Impregnated -Paper -

Insulated, Lead -Covered Cable
BY EVERETT S. LEE*

Associate, A. I. E. E.

Synopsis.-The increase in voltage of cables has necessi-
tated that the tests to assure satisfactory cable be more adequate thanas standardized at present. This has resulted in an intensive study
of the tests previously standardized, development of new tests, and the
design and manufacture of suitable testing equipment to meet the new
testing requirements.

Measurements are made upon cables to determine the following
properties of the insulation:

Insulation Resistance
Dielectric Strength
Dielectric' Power Loss and Power Factor
Capacitance
Ability to Withstand Bending
Insulation Resistance: This measurement is being made in the

same way on cables of all voltage rating. The results of the test onhigh-tension cables are of doubtful value as a criterion of the suit-
Continued study of this measurement should

ability of cable for use.
be made.

Dielectric Strength: Suitable testing equipment for satisfying therequirements of the increased voltages in dielectric strength tests has

been made available. This includes sine-wave generators, adequate
testing transformers, appropriate cable testing terminals.

Data is given from which conclusions are drawn as to the magni-
tude and duration of test voltages. The adequacy of these values will
become known through experience. The need for field testing is
shown.

Dielectric Power Loss and Power Factor: The tendency is to
extend the measurement of dielectric power factor to include each reel
length to be shipped. The Schering Bridge for making such meas-urements is described. The need for standardizing the testing
procedure for power factor measurements is shown.

Testing Installed Cable: The study of so-called "current-time
curves" for rating installed cable should be continued. Preliminary
measurements made at high frequencies as a means of rating in-
stalled cable did not show the results to be immediately usable.

Testing With Direct Current: Data is given to show the d-c. to
a -c. -ratio of breakdown voltage of some samples of 12 kv.-3-conductor.
cable. Tests indicate that the d-c. -to a -c. -ratio will depend upon
many conditions such as nature and structure of the material,
thickness of the material, temperature of the material, shape and
size of electrodes, and rate of application of the applied potential.

THE report of the Transmission and Distribution
Committee of the A. I. E. E. for 1923-1924 con-
tains the following significant statement:'

"The most important development during the past
*General Engineering Laboratory, General Electric Co.,Schenectady, N. Y.
1. For References see Bibliography.
Abridgment of Paper to be presented at the Midwinter Convention

of the A. I. E. E., New York, N. Y., February 9-12, 1925. Com-plete copy to members on request.

year has been the evidence that the cable specifications
of the N. E. L. A. and the present Standards of theA. I. E. E. do not insure satisfactory cable for the
higher operating voltages.

"This subject is now receiving attention from the
manufacturers as well as the users of high voltagecable and as a result of these studies, it is hoped that
it will be possible:

First to make the necessary changes in manufacturing
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processes and materials so as to secure a satisfactory
cable for operation at the higher voltages, and

Second to devise a method of testing high voltage
cable which will determine its operating characteristics
in advance of its installation."

The present paper discusses some phases of the
second of these two objectives, not that such a method
for which engineers are eagerly searching has been
finally devised, but because a discussion of the condi-
tions under which the present tests are applied may be
helpful in so modifying them that they may be made
more adequate.

The tests at present standardized for determining
the suitability of cable for use as regards the insulation
are as follows:
I. A. I. E. E. Standards 1922:

A. Tests to be made on each length to be shipped.
1. High -voltage test
2. Measurement of insulation resistance
3. Measurement of capacitance

B. Test to be made on samples (10 ft. of lead)
1. Measurement of ultimate dielectric

strength
N.II. E. L. A. Specifications for Impregnated Paper -

Insulated, Lead-CoveredUndergroundCable,1922
A. Tests to be made on each to be shipped

1. High -voltage test
2. Measurement of insulation resistance

B. Test to be made on one reel length per 15,000
ft. of cable

1. Measurement of dielectric power loss and
power factor at about 85 deg. cent.

C. Test to be made after installation when cable
is installed by the manufacturer
1. High -voltage test

D. Tests to be made on samples
1. Measurement of dielectric strength
2. Bending test

a. Wrinkling of lead; dielectric
strength; visual examination

b. Deformation
3. Measurement of dielectric power loss

and power factor.
The electrical characteristics represented in the

above tests include all that are now known. The
problem is to apply them so that unsatisfactory cable
may be separated from satisfactory cable without harm-
ing the latter. The following discussion on this subject
will, in the main, refer only to high-tension cables with
paper insulation treated with mineral compound for
circuits rated above 12 kv. The results of tests in-
cluded in this discussion were obtained from commercial
cable manufactured prior to Jan. 1, 1924, except as
may otherwise be noted.

INSULATION RESISTANCE
This subject has been discussed in the complete

paper but discussion has been omitted from the
abridgement.

DIELECTRIC STRENGTH

The criterion of a satisfactory cable is that it shall
successfully operate at its rated voltage in the system
to which it is connected and for which it is designed.
This requires that every point along the entire length
of the cable must be dielectrically strong and continue
to be so. The only means now available for deter-
mining initially the suitability of a cable as regards
dielectric strength is to determine the ultimate dielec-
tric strength of samples of the cable by breaking them
down under electrical tension, and then applying a
lower electrical tension for a given time to similarly
made cables in lengths intended for use, the value and
time of application of the test voltage being chosen
so as to separate such cable as is dielectrically weak
from that which is dielectrically strong without harming
the latter. The final criterion for the effectiveness
of this test is experience.

The increase in voltage rating of cables has introduced
difficulties into the testing procedure of dielectric

FIG. 4-SINE-WAVE SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR -GENERATOR SET

Generator rated three-phase, six -pole, 400 kv-a. 12 rev. per min., 900 volts
Motor rated, three-phase, four -pole, 100 h. p., 1200 rev. per min., 550

volts

strength tests, but these are being overcome. At the
present time the best samples of single -conductor
cable for 66-kv. three phase circuits have a breakdown
voltage on short -time test of from 300 kv. to 350 kv.,
while the best samples of three conductor cable for 33-kv.
three phase circuits have a breakdown voltage on short -
time test of 200 kv. High -voltage tests in the factory
on long lengths of the former cable are conducted at
from 100 kv. to 150 kv.; on the latter cable at from
82.5 kv. to 95 kv., the time duration being from 5 min.
to 15 min., depending upon conditions. Such values
as these require testing equipment of high voltage and
high kv-a. rating which must conform to standardized
requirements, such that the voltage wave shall "approx-
imate as closely as possible a sine wave." In this
phase of the work substantial progress has been made.

Fig. 4 shows a motor -generated set rated 400 kv-a.
at 1200 rev. per min. and 900 volts, of which the no-load
voltage wave, and the voltage wave when connected
through transformers to 1242 feet (three reel lengths)
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of 3 -conductor 33-kv. cable at 85 kv., are shown
Fig. 5. The characteristics of these waves are:

Deviation Form
Load Factor Factor

in paper on testing transformers has been recently
presented to the Institute,a in which paper also is
included a discussion of voltage measurement together
with apparatus available for such measurement.

No load 1.2% 1.11
Cable load of 1242 ft.

of 3-cond. 33-kv.
cable at 85 kv 1.0%0 1.11

Fig. 6 shows wave shapes as obtained from a genera-
tor which has been in use .for cable testing, for 15
years, rated 75 kv-a. at 500 rev. per min. and 550
volts,r_of which the characteristics are:

Deviation Form
Load Factor Factor

No load
Cable load of 702 ft

of 3-cond. 12-kv
cable at 40 kv

2.8% .1.117

30.9% 1.108

FIG. 5-WAVE SHAPES OF SINE -WAVE GENERATOR, RATED
THREE-PHASE, 400 KV-A., 1200 REV. PER MIN., 900 VOLTS
Upper curve, no-load voltage wave
Lower Curve, voltage wave, Load of 1242 ft., three -conductor. 33-kv.cable at 85-kv.

These comparative values indicate the substantial
progress which has been made in the generator design.
The excellent characteristics of the waves shown inFig. 5 for the modern generator are all the more
remarkable when it is considered that they are for aload when leading current and of extremely low powerfactor.

The wave shapes of the modern generators are well
within the required limits for testing with sine waveshape and for measuring voltage with a voltmeter
following any of the standardized methods, such as
through an auxiliary ratio transformer or by means of
a voltmeter coil placed in the testing transformer.
Ratio transformers being necessarily quite large foruse at the high voltages now required, the voltmeter
coil placed in the testing transformer becomes a most
useful means for making the voltage measurement. A

FIG. 6-WAVE SHAPES OF GENERATOR, RATED THREE-PHASE,
75 KV-A., 500 REV'. PER MIN., 550 VOLTS, IN USE FOR TESTINr,
CABLE 15 YEARS AGO

Upper Curve, no-load voltage wave
Lower Curve, voltage wave, load of 702 ft., three -conductor, 12 kv.Cable at 40 kv.

FIG. 7-Two OIL -FILLED CABLE TERMINALS, ASSEMBLED AT
HTE ENDS OF A SAMPLE OF CABLE FOR A 66-liv. THREE-PHASE
CIRCITIT, FOR ULTIMATE DIELECTRIC STRENGTH TEST UP TO240 Ky.

Probably the greatest single difficulty confronting
the cable tester when making dielectric strength tests is
that of applying the voltage to the cable, it being
necessary to so prepare the cable ends that they will
withstand the high voltage without breakdown or
flashover, and so that the break will occur under the
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lead and not in the endbell. For tests on reel lengths in

the factory where the voltages applied for three minutes
are not above 100 kv. between conductors for three -

conductor cable or between conductor and sheath for
single -conductor cable, the problem is not so difficult,
there being several designs of end -bells in use. The
usual method is to apply an inverted paper cone to
the cable end, which is then filled with petrolatum
hot enough to pour. Pressed paper or fibre tubes
are frequently placed over the separate conductors

of three -conductor cable.
For single -conductor cable where the test voltage is

above 100 kv., a most satisfactory means of applying

Fla. 8 FIG. 9

FIG. 8-OIL-FILLED CABLE TERMINAL, READY FOR7ASSEMBLY

TO A SAMPLE OF SINGLE -CONDUCTOR CABLE FOR A 66-Kv. THREE-
PHASE CIRCUIT, FOR ULTIMATE DIELECTRIC STRENGTH TEST
UP TO 350 Kv.

FIG. 9-OIL-FILLED CABLE TERMINAL ASSEMBLED TO A

SAMPLE OF SINGLE -CONDUCTOR CABLE FOR A 66-Kv. THREE-
PHASE CIRCUIT FOR ULTIMATE DIELECTRIC STRENGTH TEST
UP TO 350 Kv.

the electrical tension has been found to be through the
application of a terminal made of a porcelain oil -filled
bushing of standard design provided with suitable.
fittings for proper application to the cable. Fig. 7
shows two such terminals attached to a sample of single -
conductor cable with 30/32 in. treated paper for a
66 kv. three-phase circuit. Terminals such as these have
been regularly used in testing reel lengths of single -
conductor cable in the factory where the test voltage
has been 150 kv. for both five -min. and for 15 -min.
application; also for ultimate dielectric strength
tests up to 240 kv. which is the dry flashover voltage
of this terminal. Figs. 8 and 9 show a larger terminal

ready for assembling to the cable end, and as assembled

to the cable end, the former showing how the cable end

is prepared before the terminal is applied. This is

done by removing a suitable length of the lead and
then building up over the factory insulation with black

varnished cloth, covering a portion of this with copper
wire or flattened string solder to carry the ground

potential of the sheath up over the reinforced insulation
a suitable distance to properly. distribute the stress.
A terminal such as shown in Figs. 8 and 9 has a. dry
flashover voltage of 350 kv. and if the cable remains
sound, it is absolutely satisfactory for use in testing
cable samples up to a breakdown voltage of that value.
Flashover of the terminal may result at a lower value
from disturbances which may occur in the cable, in
which event a larger. terminal may be used.

A terminal such as shown in Fig. 7 weighs 155 lbs.
with fittings, and for a factory test on a reel length at
150 kv., where it is not necessary to build up the cable
ends with varnished cloth, it requires the time of two
men for two hours to apply the terminals and remove
them. A terminal such as shown in Fig. 9 weighs
375 lbs. with fittings, and .for an ultimate dielectric
strength test where the cable ends must be built up
with varnished cloth, it takes two men a day to apply
the terminals and remove them. The use of such
terminals has mad& possible satisfactory tests of

dielectric strength without the difficulties usually
attendant the use of built-up endbells, and represents a
most gratifying advance in the art. Suitable terminals
are available for the entire range of voltages required
in making dielectric strength tests on single -conductor

cable.
No satisfactory built-up end -bell has yet been devised

for testing 3 -conductor cable samples for ultimate di-
electric strength where the breakdown voltage is in
the order of 200 kv. An average gradient of approxi-
mately 250 volts per mil seems to be about the maxi-
mum voltage where a built-up endbell following the
usual designs can be used in ultimate dielectric strength
test of 3 -conductor cable with satisfaction.. Above this
value, breakdown usually results in a crotch failure
between conductors in the endbell. Out of 12 samples
recently tested where the probable failure would be in
the order of 200 kv., every sample failed at substan-
tially lower voltage in the crotch in the endbell, which
failures were preceded by excessive leakage over the
conductor insulation. Efforts to prevent crotch
failures have been made in practise by the use of
different filling compounds, such as petrolatum, linseed
oil, and transil oil, but as yet without success. The
use of long treated paper tubes over the separate
conductors has not bettered the results measurably.

Theoretical considerations and calculations indicate
that the excessive leakage stress can be kept below
safe values only by so designing the external surface
of the endbell that it follows essentially the curve of
the conductors as they diverge. This is not simple
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to do in 0 built-up end -bell. From 0 review of all of
the factors, it is felt that the best plan is to use a three -
conductor oil -tilled cable terminal following the pract ise
above suggested for testing single -conductor cable.
The early use of such when results will be available
for report is contemplated.

DIELEcritic l'owm Loss AND POWER FACTOR
The measurement of dielectric power loss and power

factor of wtbles for service has in the past been mainly
confined to measurements on short samples at voltages
up to rated and temperatures up to 100 deg. cent. and
on sample reel lengths at rated voltage and temperature
of 85 deg. cent.' The tendency is to extend these

FIG. 17-DIAGRAM
A-Transformer
B-Cable
C, Air Condenser

OF CONNECTIONS OF SCHERING BRIDGE.
R4 Non -Reactive Variable Resistor
Cg Variable Air Condenser
G-Galvanometer DetectorR, Non -Reactive Variable Resistor E-Safety Gaps

measurements to include each reel length to be shipped,
measuring the power factor thereof at room tempera-
ture at voltages varying from approximately % ratedto 2% times rated. The change in power factor be-
tween these voltage limits is noted, the theory being
that there should be no change in power factor if the
insulation is homogenous, the measurement being made
outside of the breakdown voltage range.

Such a measurement requires considerable change in
application of the methods previously employed for
measuring dielectric power loss and power factor. The
means employed and the calculations involved must be
simple enough for manipulation by the factory testing
personnel under factory working conditions. The
range required for cables in use at present is approxi-
mately as follows:

Power factor, from 0.002 up, particularly in the range 0.002
to 0.004.

Voltage, 5kv. to 100 kv.
Current, up to 1 ampere, current leading.
Accuracy, power factor to within 0.002.
Frequency, 25 to 60 cycles.
Several methods are applicable to this measurement

no one of which is entirely free from objections. One
method which gives promise is that of the Schering
Bridge, which has been described in various issues of

the technical press'. The diagram of the connections is
shown in Fig. 17. A description of the equipment used
in such a set-up, which is proving to he satisfactory, is
as follows:

The standard air condenser ('. is a :1 -plate condenser
following a design previously described.'" All of the
plates are mounted on a common base and are fixed to
give a capacitance of 4 X 10 lu farads. The overall
dimensions are 10.5 ft. long, 4 ft. wide, and 7. 5 ftthigh.
The non -reactive resistor It, is of high -resistance low-
temperature coefficient alloy, wound in two sections
connected for minimum reactance. The rated current
is 1 ampere, and taps are provided to give approximate
resistances of 5, 10, 20, 40 and 60 ohms.

The detector G is unique in that a permanent magnet
galvanometer recently developed for detecting alter-
nating currents of low value is used. This is shown in
Fig. 18. An ordinary three -stage audio-frequency
amplifier is used with the galvanometer, thus giving the
desired sensitivity. The galvanometer moving system,
entirely immersed in oil, is free from the effects of
external vibration so that the required sensitivity is
obtained without need for elaborate means of protecting
against the effect of external vibration.

The non -reactive variable resistor R4 is of standard
design with a maximum resistance of 11,110 ohms. The
variable condenser C4 is of standard design parts, hav-
ing a maximum capacitance of 0.16 x 10-6 farads.

The safety gaps consist of two contacts separated

Pm. 18-PERMANENT MAGNET TYPE OF GALVANOMETER FOR
DETECTING ALTERNATING CURRENTS OF LOW VALUE

 by two cigarette papers, which form of gap has in thepast proven effective. Any discharge through thecable or the condenser goes to ground through the breakproduced in the paper. The standard air condenserin the above set-up has been short-circuited duringoperation at 50 kv. with no effect on the apparatus orthe operator. The entire measuring apparatus, withthe exception of the air condenser and detector, ismounted in a glass -covered case with manipulating
handles for safety to the operator, extending through.The operation of the bridge for a given reading is
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quite simple. The bridge is balanced by varying R4
and C4 until a balance is obtained as noted by the de-
tector. R3 remains constant for a given range of read-
ings, and the power factor is calculated from the
equation,

Power factor = 2 r f C4 R4
where F is the frequency

C4 is the capacitance in farads of the variable
condenser C4

cc 0.030
1.-

0.020

o.olo

°0 10 20 30 40 50 60
KILOVOLTS

0 10.6 21.1 32.9 42.5 53.1 63.9 74.5 85.2 95.7 1062
VOLTS PER MIL (AVERAGE)

VOLTAGE

FIG. 19 -VARIATION OF POWER FACTOR WITH VOLTAGE AT
25 DEG. CENT. OF A 130 -FT. LENGTH OF SINGLE -CONDUCTOR
CABLE WITH 30/32 -Ix. TREATED PAPER INSULATION FOR A
66 -RV. THREE-PHASE CIRCUIT

Bridge timBY Schering

o By Dynamometer Wattmeter

70 80 90 100

R4 is the resistance in ohms of the variable re -
resistor R4.

If it is desired to obtain the dielectric power loss, the
equation is,

R43
Watts = 2 r f C2 E2 (power factor)R

where, in addition to the factors defined above, R3 is
the resistance in ohms of the resistor R3, C2 is the

0.014
re
p_0.012

L'0.010

X0008

E 0.006

20.004

50.002.

°0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900
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FIG. 21 -RELATION BETWEEN LIFE OF SAMPLES OF TREATED
PAPER CABLE WITH 9/32 -IN. INSULATION, OPERATED AT 44-Kv.
AT 25 DEG. CENT., AND CHANGE IN INITIAL POWER FACTOR
WITH VOLTAGE FROM 27 VOLTS PER MIL. (AVERAGE) TO EIGHT -
VOLTS PER MIL. (AVERAGE) AT 25 DEG. CENT.

capacitance of the standard air condenser C2,. and E is
the applied voltage in volts.

All methods for making such measurements as the
above usually appear well on paper but in operation,
factors may be introduced which considerably affect
results. The results obtained with the Schering
Bridge were, therefore, compared with results obtained
on the same cable, by the compensated dynamometer
wattmeter method," using two instruments, one of low
current rating for determining the necessary compensa-
tion with the standard air condenser, the other of higher
current rating required when making the .measurement
on the cable. From results thus obtained, it was found

that large errors might be introduced into the bridge
reading because of capacitance to ground of the leads
from the low voltage side of the standard air condenser
and the cable. When effect of this error was reduced
to a minimum, results such as shown in Fig. 19 were
obtained. These show agreement to within power
factor 0.002.

The use of indicating wattmeters alone for such
measurements as those described above is highly
desirable. The very unique application of a water
column of varying temperature to change the resistance
of a circuit without changing its reactance,. recently
described before the Institute", has great possibilities.
An outfit set up with the "tank," of the wattmeter
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00
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FIG. 22 -POWER FACTOR -VOLTAGE RELATION AT 25 DEG.
CENT. OF Two JOINTS OF SINGLE CONDUCTOR CABLE WITH 30/32
IN. TREATED PAPER INSULATION

I I

Cable Joint No.1

 Cab e Joint No.2

,..
80 90

replaced by a long hose, shielded as suggested by Pro-
fessor Ryan, to allow of continuous measurement
has given promise of perhaps immediate application in
measuring small amounts of power.

The effectiveness of the power -factor -voltage test
to separate poor cable from good will have to be deter-
mined largely from experience. Fig. 21 shows the
relation between life and change in initial power factor

0.04
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0.02
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0

I I
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By Dynamometer

I 1

Bridge
0 Wattmeter

_Id
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KILOVOLTS
10.6 21.1 32.9 42.5 53.1 63.9 74.5 852 95.7 1062
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FIG. 23 -POWER FACTOR -VOLTAGE RELATION AT 25 DEG.
CENT. OF A 100 -FT. LENGTH OF SINGLE -CONDUCTOR CABLE
WITH 30/32 IN. TREATED PAPER INSULATION SHOWN BY DIELEC-:
TRIC STRENGTH TEST TO BE POOR CABLE AND UNSUITED FOR
UBE

for several short samples of cable with 9/32 in. treated -
paper insulation, operating at 44 kv. While the curve
drawn is not definitely located by the points, there is
suggestion that a large change in initial power factor
indicated short life, while a small change may or may not
indicate long life.

Fig. 22 shows the power -factor -voltage relation for
two cable joints of single -conductor cable with 30/32
in. paper. Cable joint No. 1 was hand -made and lasted
two min. at 175 kv.; cable joint No. 2 was machine -
made and lasted 36 hours at 225 kv. Fig. 23 shows the
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power factor -voltage relation for a length of cable with
30/32 in. paper shown by dielectric strength test to be
poor cable.

A 200 -ft. length of cable* similar to that for which
the power -factor -voltage curve is shown in Fig. 19, was
connected from one line, to neutral of a three-phase 110-
kv., 60 -cycle commercial circuit, at a voltage from
conductor to sheath of 63.5 kv. It operated continu-
ously at no-load for 10 days when failure occurred at a
point 30 feet from one end. Examination revealed
absolutely no discernible reason for the failure, the
cable appearing to be perfect throughout. The de-
fective end was cut from the length, voltage again
applied, and same has been running continuously for
90 days. (January 1, 1925).

TESTING INSTALLED CABLE
The evidence available on the endurance of cable

indicates the need of continued testing after the initial
tests and installation of the cable. A good example of
results obtained by methods departing from those
standardized for testing cables has been reported to the
Institute" by Messrs. Phelps and Tanzer in connection
with tests conducted to rate cables after installation.
The application of the method of rating by so-called
"current -time" curves to low -loss paper -insulated
cables has been carried on to a limited extent, with
results which, although usually negative, still are of such
a nature that the method is not considered to be abso-
lutely inapplicable. This study should be vigorously
continued.

Opportunity has been given to test single-conductor
cable with 30/32 in. treated paper insulation, known to
be poor cable, up to direct voltages of 450 kv. applied
for 15 minutes, without evidence of impending failure
as shown by current -time curves taken periodically
during the test.

Suggestion has been made that high frequency might
be utilized for making capacitance or power factor
measurements on installed cable, the bridge and genera-
tor equipment required being of such a nature as to
make it quite easily portable. Table I shows results of

TABLE I

Sample

Endurance Test at
44 Kv.

Power Factor at
100 Kilocycles

Temperature
Deg. Cent.

Life
Hours

Before
Test

After
Test

1 25 77 0.0105 0.0103
2 25 86 0.0103
3 25 89 0.0106 0.0102
4 85 139 0.0114
5 85 139 0.0106
6 85 1055 0.0105 0.0143*
6 85 1055 0.0105 0.0093
7 85 1535 0.0116 0.0102

*Measurement made with failure in sample.
Measurements on other samples made "After Test" were made after

cutting out the failure.

*Manufactured after Jan. 1, 1924.

capacitance and power factor measurements made at
100 kilocycles on short samples of single -conductor
cable with 9/32 in. treated paper insulation before and
after endurance life run at 44 kv. The length of life
does not seem to be predicted by the value of the
initial power factor.
Values of power factor taken after tests with the failure
removed show practically no change from initial values.

Several measurements of power factor made at 1000
cycles on cable samples with 30/32 in. treated-paper
insulation gave results from which no concord could
be noted as regards life. The low voltage, about 25
volts, at which these measurements are made is prob-
ably a factor. It is interesting to note, however, that
measurements made at 100 kilocycles on cable samples
of different kinds of papers showed power factors
differing by 50 per cent, though for samples of any given
kind of paper, the variations were of the order as shown
in Table I. The method appears, therefore, to be of
value in detecting different materials, but does not seem
to be sensitive to deterioration in a portion of a given
material.

TESTING WITH DIRECT CURRENT

Experimental work is being continued in the applica-
tion of direct current to the testing of cables in order
that its apparent advantages may be utilized in this
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FIG. 27-RELATION BETWEEN D -C. AND A -C. (EFFECTIVE)
BREAKDOWN VOLTAGE ABOVE GROUND AT DIFFERENT TEM-
PERATURES OF THREE -CONDUCTOR 500,000-CM. SECTOR CABLE.
WITH TREATED PAPER INSULATION 9/64 IN. ON EACH CONDUCTOR.
116 -IN. OVERALL BELT.

field. The large number of d-c. cable -testing sets now
in use by the operating companies should allow of
accumulation of a considerable amount of data showing
the desirability of their use in the field.

Fig. 27 shows results of tests made on samples of
three -conductor 500,000 cm. sector cable with treated-
paper insulation 9/64 in. on each conductor, 1/16 -in.
overall*. The a -c. breakdown tests were made by
starting at 40 kv. applied and held for five min. and
then raising. five kilovolt each 15 seconds until break-
down. The d -c. -breakdown tests were made by starting
at 100 kv. held for five min. and raising five kilovolt

*These samples were supplied by the CommonwealthEdison Co.
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each 15 sec. until breakdown. Three tests were made
on each section of the cable by applying the test volt-
age to one conductor with the other two and the lead
sheath grounded. In this way each conductor was
tested separately from copper to sheath.

These results show a ratio of d -c. to a -c. effective
breakdown value somewhat higher than previously
assigned from the results available at the time, but the
evidence is accummulating that the ratio will increase
as the thickness of the. material increases. Recent
tests on varnished cloth in sheet form up to a thickness
of 10 sheets or 120 mils substantiate this conclusion.

Continued experimental work and study of the
problem indicates that although for any given break-
down voltage with alternating -current there is a corre-
sponding breakdown voltage with direct -current each of
these values depend upon several factors such as the
nature and structure of, the material, thickness of the
material, temperature of the material, shape and size
of electrodes, and rate of application of the applied
potential. Such a condition obviously prevents stand-
ardization of a general value for the d -c. to a -c. -break-
down -voltage ratio, but rather requires that each in-
dividual case be considered separately. This confirms
what has been pointed out previously. 14

CONCLUSIONS

1. Values of insulation resistance as heretofore ob-
tained are of doubtful worth as a means for distin-
guishing between satisfactory and unsatisfactory cable.

2. The test for dielectric strength is the most im-
portant and the best now available as a suitability test.
The difficulties in testing due to the increasing voltage
rating of cables are being overcome. Indications are
that the present standardized values of test voltage
should be increased. Increa-sing the time of applica-
tion a few minutes is of doubtful value; a long-time on a
sample length has merit. Short -time ultimate dielec-
tric -strength tests should be made on samples taken
from reel lengths. The bending tests, as at present,
should be continued. Recognition should be given to
the fact that many things may happen to the cable
after the high -voltage test which this test cannot detect.
Hence the advisability of periodic testing at voltages
which will not injure sound cable and which will only
affect cables where the deterioration has beenabnormal.

3. Measurements of dielectric -power loss and power
factor are of value, and should be continued. The
evidence indicates that good cable will show low dielec-
tric -power loss and power factor, and that the change in
power factor of good cable with varying voltage at
room temperature will be small. The power -factor
voltage test may not always be infallible, however.
There is need for standardizing the power -factor voltage
test, as regards the nature of the source, the method of
connecting same to the cable, the temperature of the
cable, and the reporting of the results.

4. Development work towards new methods for

testing and rating installed cable during life have not
produced new tests which are suitable for superseding
those already in use.

5. The increasing use on the part of the operating
companies of d -c. -cable -testing sets, together with the
experimental work being carried on, should allow of a
determination of the most suitable application of
direct -current to cable testing that its apparent ad-
vantages may be fully utilized.

In closing, the author wishes to acknowledge his
indebtedness to others in the General Electric Company
who have allowed him to use results of their work in
this paper.
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Another New Self-Excited Sychronous Induction
Motor

BY VAL. A. FYNN*
Fellow. A. I. E. E.

Synopsis.-One form of self-excited synchronous inductionmotor was described by the same author in a paper presented atthe Spring Convention of the A. I, E. E., Birmingham, Ala., thepresent contribution describes a second form of such a motor.The starting, synchronizing, synchronous load and asynchronous

overload periods are analyzed with special reference to the syn-chronizing torque, the automatic compounding and the weight
efficiency, and it is shown that this second form is not only capableof duplicating the performance of the first form but of betteringsame.

IN a paper read at Birmingham, Ala., at the 1924I Spring Convention of the A. I. E. E., the writerdescribed the motor diagrammatically shown inFig. 1, and dealt fully with the theory of this machineduring the starting, the synchronizing, the synchronousload and the asynchronous overload periods. It willnow be shown how even better results can be achieved in

FIG. 1-SELF-EXCITED SYNCHRONOUS INDUCTION MOTOR
FYNN FORM No. 1

another way. In order to positively and readily
differentiate between the two motors, let us refer to
that shown in Fig. 1 as "Form No. 1" and to that heredealt with, as "Form No. 2."

British Patent No. 3227 of 1913, issued to Crompton
*Consulting Engineer & Patent Advisor, St. Louis, Mo.
To be presented at the Midwinter Convention of the A. I. E. E.,

New York, N. Y., February 9-12, 1926.

& Burge, relates in the main to synchronous motorsand indicates among other things, and quite generally,a very interesting arrangement of windings and brusheswhich by proper modification and proportioning can,
as hereinafter described, be used to cause the unidirect-ional excitation of such machines to increase with in-
creasing motor load in a practically useful manner.

FIG. 2-CROMPTON-BURGE
ARRANGEMENT OF EXCITING ANDCOMPOUNDING CIRCUITS FOR SELF-EXCITED SYNCHRONOUSMOTORS

The arrangement in question is applicable to single, aswell as to polyphase, self-excited synchronous motorsand is diagrammatically shown in Fig. 2, its theory, asthe writer sees it, can be stated in a few words.
In the two -pole embodiment shown in Fig. 2, therevolving member is the primary, and carries a winding2 connected to a commutator and capable of beingconnected to an alternating current supply by means of
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a suitable number of sliprings such as 8, 9. In the
figure the commutator is not shown and the brushes
co-operating with same are supposed to be resting
directly on the commuted winding. The same clarify-
ing expedient is used in all the other figures. There
are two sets of brushes 4, 5 and 6, 7, located along axes
displaced by 90 electrical degrees. The stationary
member carries two coaxial windings 11 and 12, located
in the axis of the brushes 6, 7. The winding 11, is
connected to the brushes 4, 5, the winding 12 to the
brushes 6, 7. The British patent states that the voltage
at the brushes 6, 7 is dependent on the cross flux which
is approximately proportional to the primary armature
reaction A R. Winding 11 is referred to as the "shunt"
and winding 12 as the "compounding" winding. It
will be shown that these terms do not correctly describe
the functions of the windings 11 and 12, yet, provided
this is understood, they will do as well as any others
and will be used hereafter.

During the synchronous operation of the machine
shown in Fig. 2, the voltages appearing at the brushes

FIG. 3 -SELF-EXCITED SYNCHRONOUS INDUCTION MOTOR,
FYNN FORM No. 2

4, 5 and 6, 7 are both unidirectional and their mag-
nitudes depend on the magnitude and space location
of the unidirectional resultant motor magnetization
R. One component of this resultant magnetization is
F1which is due to the arithmetical sum of the unidirec-
tional ampere -turns in 11 and 12, its other component
is the unidirectional primary or armature reaction
A R whose magnitude and space position vary with the
load and the power factor of the motor. At no-load
R may be made to nearly coincide with F. As the
load increases the angular displacement c between R
and F increases. In the ease of Fig. 2, where the
primary is supposed to revolve counterclockwise,
F is stationary in space and R moves further and further
away from F as the load increases, progressing in a
direction opposed to the rotation of the primary and
successively occupying the positions R', R", R" and
so on. When the primary is stationary, both F and R
revolve synchronously; with increasing load, F moves
away from R in a direction opposed to the rotation of
the secondary. At no-load the unidirectional voltage
at the brushes 4, 5., is therefore nearly a maximum

and it decreases with increasing load. The unidirec-
tional voltage at the brushes 6, 7 is nearly zero at
no-load and increases as the load increases. The
question arises, can these conditions be utilized in
order to secure a satisfactory automatic regulation of
the unidirectional excitation of the motor throughout
its load range? If so, then can a motor embodying
this type of automatic regulation be made to show an
acceptable starting, synchronizing and overload per-
formance? What can be done in these respects will be
explained in connection with Figs. 3 and 9.

The three-phase, two -pole motor shown in Fig. 3 is
a .self-excited, synchronous induction motor of Form 2.
The primary revolves and carries a winding 2 adapted
for connection to the three-phase supply P1, P2, P3
through the sliprings 8, 9, 10, and a commuted winding
3 with which the brushes 4, 5 and 6, 7 located along
axes displaced by 90 electrical degrees co-operate. The
stationary member, here the secondary, carries the
"shunt" and "compound" windings 11, 12 located in
the axis of the brushes 6, 7 and the auxiliary winding
13 located in the axis of the brushes 4, 5. The "shunt"
winding is connected to the brushes 4, 5 through the
adjustable resistance 14 and can be shunted by the
adjustable resistance 16. The "compound" winding
is connected to the brushes 6, 7 through the adjustable
resistance 15 and can be shunted by the adjustable
resistance 17. The circuit of the winding 13 can be
closed over the adjustable resistance 18. The windings
11 and 12 are connected to magnetize in the same
direction, as shown by the arrows placed alongside
these windings. The arrow A R indicates the general
direction of the primary armature reaction.

The auxiliary winding 13, together with the exciting
windings 11 and 12, form a polyphase, here two-phase,
arrangement of windings on the secondary and the
machine can, therefore, be very readily and most
effectively started, just like a polyphase slip ring
induction motor. In order to facilitate this starting,
as well as to gain other advantages, the magnetic
circuit is built exactly like that of an ordinary induction
motor, without polar projections on rotor or stator
and with a very small and uniform air -gap.

In the case of small machines the sluinting resistances
16 and 17 can be omitted and one or both of the wind-
ings 11 and 12 closed over the commuted winding 2
for use in connection with the winding 13 at starting.
The torque is regulated by suitably adjusting the
resistances 14, 15 and 18. These resistances are
manipulated in exactly the same manner as those in
the secondaries of an induction motor. In the case
of larger motors, or where small ones have to deal with
particularly severe starting conditions, the windings 11
and 12 are closed over the resistances 16 and 17 and the
values of the resistances 14 and 15 are kept high during
the starting period in order to protect the commutator
from the starting currents. When synchronism is
nearly reached, the winding 18 is left short-circuited,
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Another New Self-Excited Sychronous Induction
Motor

BY VAL. A. FYNN*
Fellow. A. I. E. E.

Synopsis.-One form of self-excited synchronous inductionmotor was described by the same author in a paper presented atthe Spring Convention of the A. I. E. E., Birmingham, Ala., thepresent contribution describes a second form of such a motor.The starting, synchronizing, synchronous load and asynchronous

overload periods are analyzed with special reference to the syn-chronizing torque, the automatic compounding and the weightefficiency, and it is shown that this second form is not only capableof duplicating the performance of the first form but of betteringsame.

IN a paper read at Birmingham, Ala., at the 1924I Spring Convention of the A. I. E. E., the writer
described the motor diagrammatically shown inFig. 1, and dealt fully with the theory of this machineduring the starting, the synchronizing, the synchronousload and the asynchronous overload periods. It willnow be shown how even better results can be achieved in

S.

e
FIG. I-SELF-EXCITED SYNCHRONOUS INDUCTION

FYNN FORM NO. I

1.9

& Burge, relates in the main to synchronous motorsand indicates among other things, and quite generally,a very interesting arrangement of windings and brusheswhich by proper modification and proportioning can,
as hereinafter described, be used to cause the unidirect-ional excitation of such machines to increase with in-
creasing motor load in a practically useful manner.

FIG. 2-CitomrroN-liunia-: ARRANGEMENT OF EXCITING ANDMOTOR COMPOUNDING CIRCUITS FOR SELF-EXCITED SYNCHRONOUSMOTORS

another way. In order to positively and readily
differentiate between the two motors, let us refer to
that shown in Fig. 1 as "Form No. 1" and to that here
dealt with, as "Form No. 2."

British Patent No. 3227 of 1913, issued to Crompton
*Consulting Engineer & Patent Advisor, St. Louis, Mo.
To be presented at the Midwinter Convention of the A. I. E. E.,

New York, N. Y., February 9-12, 1926.

The arrangement in question is applicable to single, aswell as to polyphase, self-excited synchronous motorsand is diagrammatically shown in Fig. 2, its theory, asthe writer sees it, can be stated in a few words.
In the two -pole embodiment shown in Fig. 2, therevolving member is the primary, and carries a winding2 connected to a commutator and capable of beingconnected to an alternating current supply by means of
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a suitable number of sliprings such as 8, 9. In the
figure the commutator is not shown and the brushes
co-operating with same are supposed to be resting
directly on the commuted winding. The same clarify-
ing expedient is used in all the other figures. There
are two sets of brushes 4, 5 and 6, 7, located along axes
displaced by 90 electrical degrees. The stationary
member carries two coaxial windings 11 and 12, located
in the axis of the brushes 6, 7. The winding 11, is
connected to the brushes 4, 5, the winding 12 to the
brushes 6, 7. The British patent states that the voltage
at the brushes 6, 7 is dependent on the cross flux which
is approximately proportional to the primary armature
reaction A R. Winding 11 is referred to as the "shunt"
and winding 12 as the "compounding" winding. It
will be shown that these terms do not correctly describe
the functions of the windings 11 and 12, yet, provided
this is understood, they will do as well as any others
and will be used hereafter.

During the synchronous operation of the machine
shown in Fig. 2, the voltages appearing at the brushes

/
FIG. 3 -SELF-EXCITED SYNCHRONOUS INDUCTION MOTOR,

FYNN FORM No. 2

4, 5 and 6, 7 are both unidirectional and their mag-
nitudes depend on the magnitude and space location
of the unidirectional resultant motor magnetization
R. One component of this resultant magnetization is
F1which is due to the arithmetical sum of the unidirec-
tional ampere -turns in 11 and 12, its other component
is the unidirectional primary or armature reaction
A R whose magnitude and space position vary with the
load and the power factor of the motor. At no-load
R may be made to nearly coincide with F. As the
load increases the angular displacement c between R
and F increases. In the ease of Fig. 2, where the
primary is supposed to revolve counterclockwise,
F is stationary in space and R moves further and further
away from F as the load increases, progressing in a
direction opposed to the rotation of the primary and
successively occupying the positions R', R", R" and
so on. When the primary is stationary, both F and R
revolve synchronously; with increasing load, F moves
away from R in a direction opposed to the rotation of
the secondary. At no-load the unidirectional voltage
at the brushes 4, 5., is therefore nearly a maximum

and it decreases with increasing load. The unidirec-
tional voltage at the brushes 6, 7 is nearly zero at
no-load and increases as the load increases. The
question arises, can these conditions be utilized in
order to secure a satisfactory automatic regulation of
the unidirectional excitation of the motor throughout
its load range? If so, then can a motor embodying

this type of automatic regulation be made to show an
acceptable starting, synchronizing and overload per-
formance? What can be done in these respects will be

explained in connection with Figs. 3 and 9.
The three-phase, two -pole motor shown in Fig. 3 is

a self-excited, synchronous induction motor of Form 2.
The primary revolves and carries a winding 2 adapted
for connection to the three-phase supply P ip P2) Ps
through the sliprings 8, 9, 10, and a commuted winding
3 with which the brushes 4, 5 and 6, 7 located along
axes displaced by 90 electrical degrees co-operate. The
stationary member, here the secondary, carries the
"shunt" and "compound" windings 11, 12 located in
the axis of the brushes 6, 7 and the auxiliary winding
13 located in the axis of the brushes 4, 5. The "shunt"
winding is connected to the brushes 4, 5 through the
adjustable resistance 14 and can be shunted by the
adjustable resistance 16. The "compound" winding
is connected to the brushes 6, 7 through the adjustable
resistance 15 and can be shunted by the adjustable
resistance 17. The circuit of the winding 13 can be
closed over the adjustable resistance 18. The windings
11 and 12 are connected to magnetize in the same
direction, as shown by the arrows placed alongside
these windings. The arrow A R indicates the general
direction of the primary armature reaction.

The auxiliary winding 13, together with the exciting
windings 11 and 12, form a polyphase, here two-phase,
arrangement of windings on the secondary and the
machine can, therefore, be very readily and most
effectively started, just like a polyphase slip ring
induction motor. In order to facilitate this starting,
as well as to gain other advantages, the magnetic
circuit is built exactly like that of an ordinary induction
motor, without polar projections on rotor or stator
and with a very small and uniform air -gap.

In the ease of small machines the shuhting resistances
16 and 17 can be omitted and one or both of the wind-
ings 11 and 12 closed over the commuted winding 2
for use in connection with the winding 13 at starting.
The torque is regulated by suitably adjusting the
resistances 14, 15 and 18. These resistances are
manipulated in exactly the same manner as those in
the secondaries of an induction motor. In the case
of larger motors, or where small ones have to deal with
particularly severe starting conditions, the windings 11
and 12 are closed over the resistances 16 and 17 and the
values of the resistances 14 and 15 are kept high during
the starting period in order to protect the commutator
from the starting currents. When synchronism is
nearly reached, the winding 18 is left short-circuited,
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but if they have been used the resistances 16, 17 are
disconnected and the resistances 14, 15 set to their
synchronizing or operating values.

The revolving flux F', produced by the polyphase
currents in the primary, always revolves at synchronous
speed with respect to the primary and, hence, to the
commuted winding 3. As the motor starts, the primary
moves in a direction opposed to that in which F'
revolves. Since F' must continue to revolve syn-
chronously with respect to the primary, its speed in
space, for instance with reference to the secondary
windings 11, 12, 13, must diminish as the rotor speed
increases. Now the revolution of F' with respect to
the secondary windings generates voltages therein,
the frequency and magnitude of which diminish with
increasing rotor speed, both frequency and magnitude
becoming zero when the rotor reaches synchronism.
These voltages are responsible for the induction
motor torque -producing currents in the secondary
windings and cannot synchronize the motor because
they approach zero as the rotor speed approaches the
synchronous. The amplitude of the voltages generated
by F' in the commuted winding 3 remains constant
as long as F' is constant because F' always revolves
synchronously with respect to 3. The voltages generated
in 3 are collected by the brushes 4, 5 and 6, 7. The
amplitude of the brush voltages is, therefore, constant
but their frequency depends on the speed with which F'
moves relatively to said brushes and therefore decreases
as the rotor speed increases, becoming zero when the
rotor reaches synchronism because F' is then at astandstill.

During the synchronizing period the windings 11 and12 are not shunted and are connected to the brushes
co-operating with the commuted winding. As theinduction -motor-torque -producing currents in thesecondary windings diminish, the currents due to theslip -frequency brush voltages in the windings 11 and12 increase, because of the constant amplitude anddiminishing frequency of said voltages. These brushcurrents react with F' and produce a synchronizingtorque which brings the rotor into synchronism.As soon as synchronism is reached the brush currentsbecome unidirectional and provide the unidirectionalexcitation of the machine through the agency of thewindings 11 and 12. As the load changes so does thelocation of the resultant motor magnetization Rchange with respect to the axes of the brushes, thuschanging the brush voltages. During synchronism,the winding 13 is idle.

When the torque demand is in excess of the maximumsynchronous torque of which the motor is capable,the rotor slips out of synchronism and continues torun asynchronously, the windings 11, 12 and 13 againdoing duty as polyphase secondaries of an inductionmotor. Under these conditions the synchronizingtorque reappears.
Such in a general way is the mode of operation of

the motor, Fig. 3. After what has been said, there canbe no difficulty about the conditions to be fulfilled inorder to secure a good starting performance. Theonly question is how are the windings 3, 11 and 12 to
be dimensioned in order to secure a sufficiently powerful
synchronizing torque and a good compounding
characteristic.

To solve the compounding problem it is necessary
to divorce one's mind from the idea that 11 is a trueshunt and 12 a true compounding winding, and thatthe voltage at the brushes 6, 7 varies proportionately
with the armature reaction. As a matter of fact,
increasing load causes the ampere -turns in 11 to dimin-
ish and those in 12 to increase. If a compounding
action is to be secured the ampere -turns in 12 must
increase much faster than those in a true compounding
winding would be called upon to increase with increasing
load.

Assuming that the motor of Fig. 3 is given the same
general design constants as that of Fig. 1, it will be
interesting to determine whether or not the performance
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of the motor of Form 1 can be approached or duplicated
by that of the motor of Form 2.

In Fig. 45 of the author's A. I. E. E. paper entitled
"A New Self -Excited Synchronous Induction Motor"
are given performance curves of a Form 1 motor when
designed to produce a certain maximum unidirectional
excitation and to operate with its brushes 7, 8 (see1 of the present paper), displaced by S = 20 electrical
degrees from the resultant unidirectional magnetization
F produced by its secondary windings 9 and 12. With a
motor of Form 2 one is able to absolutely duplicate
the compounding performance of Form 1. In case
the brushes of Form 1 are displaced by (5 degrees,
this duplication is achieved by so dimensioningthe circuits of the windings 11 and 12 of Fig. 3
that when the angular displacement c between F and R
is zero the ampere -turns in 11 are proportional to
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i that when c = 90 degrees the ampere -turns in 12
e roportional to cos (5, and that for any value of c
etithmetical sum of the ampere -turns in 11 and 12
F;. 3 is equal to the vectorial sum of the unidirec-

)/1. ampere -turns of Fig. 1. In Fig. 1, when a =
etR coincides with F and c = 0. In Fig. 3 R co-
eii?s with F when a is zero. Fig. 4 shows the prim-

irrent i I, the power factor cos I and the exciting
nr re -turns M of the Form 2 motor shown in Fig. 3,
110 the "shunt" and the "compound" windings
er limensioned as just specified. It is seen that
ei )rimary current always has a very acceptable

ft F:5/4 d.

FL. 5-SHOWING HOW THE SYNCHRONIZING TORQUE IS
PRODUCED IN FORM No. 2 MOTOR

al ? although the power factor is leading almost
Irighout the synchronous operation of the ma-
r -1i 3, and that the performance of this Form 2 machine
r, rnchronous speed is indeed identical with that of
on 1.
lie commuted winding must be dimensioned with
re to commutation and to the value of the voltages

,nrated in 11 and 12 at the moment of starting. Both
)n derations lead to the selection of a low brush
4,ge. Values of 10 to 30 volts will in most eases
lser the purpose. It should be noted that at
)-pad, practically all of the exciting current is supplied
'ugh the brushes 4, 5 which then stand near the
!tral in so far as the resultant motor magnetization

concerned. At full load it is the brushes 6, 7
h h carry practically all of the exciting current and

tat time these brushes also stand near the neutral
!ferred to R.

'Arning to the synchronizing possibilities of Form
is seen that at sub -synchronous speeds the phase
ie brush voltage e2 appearing at the brushes 6, 7,

,e Fig. 5), is the same as that of the voltage generated
y he primary revolving flux F' in the winding 12 to
h.h the brushes 6, 7 are connected whereas el appear-
glt the brushes 4, 5 is in phase quadrature with the
ibge generated in 11. For these reasons, the brush
cent conducted into 12 will react with F' to produce
uidirectional and pulsating torque while the brush
sent conducted into 11 is responsible for a double -
frequency torque with equal positive and negative

t8ima. How these torques come to be unidirectional
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and of double frequency can be recognized with the
help of Fig. 5.

If the primary member of the motor revolves coun-
terclockwise, it is because the primary flux F' revolves
clockwise. The difference between the speeds of F'
and of the rotor is equal to the slip of the latter. F'
moves synchronously. In Fig. 5, the flux F' has
traveled a deg. from its position of coincidence with
the axis of the brushes 7, 6, which position is that from
which a is measured. For all values of a between zero
and 180 deg., the brush voltage e2 is of the same direction.
To be able to speak of this direction as positive or neg-
ative, let it be assumed that the direction which e2 has in
normal synchronous operation is the negative one. The
normal synchronous conditions are shown in Fig. 6 for
both brush voltages and indicate that for values of a be-
tween zero and 180 deg. e2 is negative. Reference to Fig.
5 shows that for values of a between 180 and 360 deg.
e2 must then be positive. This result has been plotted
in. Fig. 7 on the simplifying assumption adhered to
throughout this paper that all voltages, currents and
fluxes vary according to the sine or cosine law. The
curve e2 can also represent the current conducted into
the winding 12 since at the very low brush
voltage frequency existing near synchronism there is
practically no phase difference between voltage and
current. The current scale may, of course, differ from

FIG. 6-SHOWING THE SYNCHRONOUS DISTRIBUTION AND
DIRECTION OP THE UNIDIRECTIONAL AMPERE TURNS IN FORM
No. 2 MOTOR

the voltage scale. The brush voltage e2 and the
corresponding brush current are always proportional
to sine a. The other factor determining the magnitude
of the synchronizing torque is that component of F'
which is at right angles to the axis of the winding 12.
This component is F' X sin a and the resulting positive
torque 718_12 is, therefore, proportional to sine2 a.
It is unidirectional and pulsating, becoming zero
whenever the axis of F' coincides with the axis of the
brushes 6, 7 and remaining positive because the polarity
of F' with respect to 12 changes concurrently with that
of e2. The maximum amplitude of this torque is
proportional to the maximum conduced ampere -
turns in 12. For the conditions yielding the perform-
ance curves of Fig. 4, the maximum unidirectional
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ampere -turns in 12 are proportional to cos 20 deg.,
which makes the maximum amplitude of T8_11 of
Fig. 7 proportional to cos 20 deg.

Turning now to the brush voltage el appearing at
the brushes 4, 5 and impressed on the secondary 11.
By reference to Figs. 5 and 6 it is clear that when
a = 0 the voltage el is at a negative maximum and
becomes zero when a = 90 deg. Curve ei of Fig. 7
shows its variation throughout a cycle, ei is in phase
quadrature to e2 and is always proportional to cos a.
Therefore, the brush current due to ei is also propor-
tional to cos a and reacts to produce torque with that

et.of

t'Asn

FIG. 7-SYNCHRONIZING VOLTAGES AND TORQUES IN FYItIC
FORM No. 2 MOTOR

component F' X sin a of F' which is perpendicular
to the axis of 11. The resulting torque T8_11 is pro-
portional to F' x sin a X cos a and is of double slip
frequency becoming zero whenever F' coincides with
the axis of the brushes 4, 5 or with that of the winding
11. For the conditions yielding the performance
curves of Fig. 4 the maximum unidirectional ampere -
turns in 11 are proportional to sin 20 deg. which makes
the maximum amplitude of T,_11 of Fig. 7 proportional
to sin 20 deg.

The actually available synchronizing torque is the
resultant T.of T1_11 and Ta-12 of Fig. 7 and it is clear
that this resultant is substantially unidirectional and
therefore highly desirable. It will produce rapid and
positive synchronization without tendency to hunt
and will not interfere with the asynchronous overload
stage of the motor's operation to reduce its maximum
asynchronous torque.

It is seen that by making the maximum ampere -
turns in 12 greater than the maximum ampere -turns
in 11 it is possible to secure a desirable compounding
characteristic as well as very favorable synchronizing
torque conditions. Here again we find no conflicting
requirements to embarrass the designer.

Since the winding 11 does not materially contribute
to the synchronizing torque when connected to the
brushes 4, 5, its circuit need not be closed at that stage
and it can also be left open at starting. However,
material increase in synchronizing torque can be
secured by temporarily connecting 11 to the brushes
6, 7 and in parallel with 12. To this end, that terminal
of 11 which is normally connected to brush 5 is con-
nected to brush 7 and the other to brush 6. This results
in a 32 per cent increase in the maximum amplitude
of the resultant synchronizing torque. Another
way to increase this torque is to dimension 12 for a

maximum number of ampere -turns in excess of that
required for compounding purposes, reduce these
ampere -turns to the desired compounding value by
means of the resistance 15 and reduce this resistance to
zero during the synchronizing period.

It has already been stated that Form 1 motor of
Fig. 1 performs, in synchronous operation, as indicated
by the curves of Fig. 4 when the resultant unidirectional
magnetization in the motor of Fig. 1 is displaced by
20 electrical degrees with respect to the axis of the
brushes 7, 8 of said motor, and its maximum value
equals the maximum arithmeticalsum of the magnetiza-
tions produced by the windings 11 and 12 of Form 2 motor
of Fig. 3. To satisfy these conditions, the maximum
ampere -turns (disregarding saturation) in windings
9 and 12 of Fig. 1 must be proportional to sine 20 deg.
and cos 20 deg. respectively, which means that these
ampere -turns are the same as the maximum ampere-
turns in windings 11 and 12 of Fig. 3. With this
information, the curves in Fig. 8 can at once be plotted.
The curve eb in Fig. 8 must be identical as to phase
and magnitude with curve e2 in Fig. 7, since the ma-
chines are identical except for the arrangements and
dimensioning of the secondary windings and the num-
ber and location of brushes on the commutator. The
brush current conducted into the winding 9 of Fig. 1
must yield a double -slip frequency torque T8_9 because
of the quadrature relation between the axes of its
brushes 7, 8 and of its winding 9. The maximum
amplitude of this torque is sine 20 deg. and it is
therefore T,_11 of -Fig. 7 except as to sign.
The winding 12 of Fig. 1 yields a strictly unidirectional
torque proportional to sine2 a with a maximum amplitude
proportional to cos 20 deg. This maximum amplitude
corresponds with the maximum of eb. Torque T8-12

T
e t +.-ns

FIG. 8-SYNCHRONIZING VOLTAGES AND TORQUES IN FYNN
FORM NO. 1 MOTOR

of Fig. 8 is, therefore, identical with torque T8_12 ofFig. 7 as to direction, magnitude and configuration.
Part of the resultant synchronizing torque Ts, is dottedinto Fig. 8 and is clearly identical with the resultant
synchronizing torque of Fig. 7. In both cases it occursfor the same value of c. The amplitude of the neg-ative wave of T. is less than 3 per cent of thepositive one and the latter lasts eight times as long asthe former. It is certainly true to say that T. is
substantially unidirectional.

The very interesting conclusion is thus reached thatthe synchronizing performance and the synchronouscharacteristics of a motor of Form 1, see Fig. 1 or any
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of its modifications, can be absolutely duplicated by the
motor of Form 2 shown in Fig. 3. No demonstration
is necessary to convince anyone that the starting
performance of these two machines can be made
identical. If the asynchronous characteristics and the
synchronizing torques are identical then the asyn-
chronous overload performance of the two machines
must also be identical.

But while Form 2, Fig. 3 can do everything that
Form 1 Fig. 1 can accomplish, the converse is not true.

It has been pointed out that the synchronizing torque
of Form 2 could be materially increased by temporarily
connecting winding 11 to the brushes 6, 7. For the
compounding characteristic shown in Fig. 4, this
change results in an increase of 32 per cent in the resulting
synchronizing torque. To duplicate this advantage
it would be necessary to temporarily displace the
brushes of Form 1 so as to bring their axis into coinci-
dence with the resultant magnetization produced by
the windings 9 and 12, a proceeding which is not as
practical as a simple change of connections.

FIG. 9-SELF-EXCITED SYNCHRONOUS INDUCTION MOTOR,
FYNN FORM No. 2

But Form 2 also permits of a wider range of variation
in so far as the compounding characteristic is concerned
for the reason that said characteristic can be influenced
in at least three ways. The ratio of the maximum
ampere -turns in 11 and 12 can be varied as explained
or by changing the value of el relatively to that of e2.
This is, for instance, achieved by spacing the brushes
of one set differently from those of the other. A still
wider variation can be brought about by disturbing
the quadrature relation of the two sets of brushes or
displacing both sets from the position shown in Fig.
3 but without disturbing their quadrature relation.

In the arrangement shown in Fig. 9 the brushes 4,
5 are so placed that el is less than the maximum at
no-load and does not reach zero at full load, while the
brushes 7, 6 are so located as to make e2 negative at
no load and positive at full load. The result is that the
magnetizations due to 11 and 12 oppose each other at
no-load and co-operate at full load. No doubt, this
example will suffice to indicate the wide range of
possibilities afforded by the self-excited synchronous

induction motor of Form 2 as illustrated in Figs. 3
and 9. In all cases one secret of success lies in the
proper proportioning of the windings 11 and 12 with
respect to the limits within which the two brush
voltages vary in synchronous and nearly synchronous
operation.

The displacement of the brushes from the basic
position shown in Fig. 3 also has a bearing on the
magnitude and configuration of the synchronizing
torque. Just how this torque is affected can readily
be stated in general terms. When the axis of the
brushes co-operating with the commuted winding on
the primary and collecting the synchronizing voltage
coincides with the axis of the secondary winding to
which said brushes are connected, then the resultant
synchronizing torque is unidirectional and pulsating.
When said axes are displaced by 90 electrical degrees,
in other words, when the phase of the brush voltage
conductively impressed on a secondary winding differs
by 90 degrees from the phase of the voltage gener-
ated in said winding by the synchronously re-
volving primary flux F', then the resultant syn-
chronizing torque is alternating, of double slip fre-
quency and, all other conditions being equal, of half
the amplitude of the pulsating torque. For an inter-
mediate position of the axes under reference the result-
ing torque has one unidirectional and pulsating and
one alternating, double slip frequency component.
The nearer the brush and winding axes approach coinci-
dence the larger the unidirectional and the smaller the
alternating torque component. It follows that the
more the quadrature relation between brush axis and
winding axis can be departed from the better for the
resulting synchronizing torque. This consideration
at once shows one more advantage of the arrangement
of brushes shown in Fig. 9.

In so far as the compounding characteristic is
concerned, the windings 11 and 12 must be dimensioned
with reference to the maximum brush voltages available
within the limits of synchronous operation. These
limits are determined by the travel of R under the
influence of increasing load. The measure of this
travel is the angle c of Fig. 6. The maximum value of
c can usually be made to approach 90 electrical degrees.
Reference to Fig. 9 at once shows that, for any value of
c up to 90 degrees, the maximum brush voltage available
within the limits of synchronous operation can very
well be less than the actual maximum. But the
actual maximum brush voltage is always available
at sub -synchronous speeds when F' travels with
reference to the brush axes and it is seen that this
condition is also a factor in determining the obtainable
amplitude of the synchronizing torque, in this new
motor it makes the brush voltage partially effective for
compounding and fully effective for synchronizing
purposes.

It will be noted in Fig. 9 that only part of each 'lithe
windings 11 and 12 is adapted to be shunted or short-
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circuited (luring the starting operation. 'Together
with the winding 13, one or both of these shunted partsform a two-phase arrangemi nt. of windings. Any
other combination of windings which provides a
polyphase arrangement of windings on the secondary
located in inductive relation to the primary can be
used in order to insure the starting and the asynchro-
nous overload operation of this motor, which particular
one is chosen largely depends on the conditions under
which the machine is to operate.

While the embodiments of this new motor chosen for

description all have a revolving primary and a sta-
tionary secondary, it will Ine tinder-dood t hat the func-
tions of stator and rotor may be rever4.ed without in
any way changing the underlying principles of opera' ion
and design.

In view Of misunderstandings which have already
occurred, and in order to forestall further questions,
it. should be stated that the author's inventions relat ing
to synchronous induction motors are held by two
entirely independent interests, one of which owns all
but that covered by U. S. P. 1,337,648.

The Rotating Magnetic Field Theory of A -C.
Motors

BY K. L. HANSEN'
Associate. A. I. E. E.

Synopsis. --The p edetermination of the performance of a
polyphase a -c. machine is greatly facilitated by the fact that at con-
stant voltage and frequency its magnetic field is of constant intensity
and rotating with uniform velocity. It is easy to form a mental
picture of lines of force moving in space and being cut by conductors,
which may be moving or stationary. Furthermore, the rate of
cutting, and therefore the generated voltages, which form the basis for
quantitative analysis, are readily determined by the relative notion
of the flux and the conductors.

Because of the ease with which a physical conception can be
formed of a rotating magnetic field, the idea of considering a single-
phase alternating field as made up of two oppositely rotating fieldshas been found very useful. In a paper entitled "A Physical
Conception of the Operation of the Single-phase Induction Motor"
TRANSACTIONS A. I. E. E., Vol. XXXVII), Mr. B. G. Lamme
has given an excellent description of single-phase induction motor
operation based on a conception of two oppositely rotating magnetic
fields.

From the discussion of Mr. Lamme's paper, it appears to be the
consensus of opinion that the method he uses furnishes the simplest
and clearest physical conception of the single-phase motor. How-
ever, this is not the method usually employed in the quantitative
analysis. Reference to text books will show that the mathematical
treatment is usually based on the so called "cross field" theory. In

this method the secondary induced voltage is considered made up of
two components, one the voltage induced by transformer action of the
alternating field and the other the voltage generated by rotation of the
secondary conductors in the magnetic field.

It has been argued against the method based on two oppositely
rotating fields, also known as the "Rotating Field" theory, that it ismore apt to lead to erroneous results, requires more expert handlingand that it is an indirect method, being based on the previously
determined performance of the polyphase motor. However, themain argument against it seems to be its limitation to induction
motors only, and that it must be abandoned when we come to motors ofthe commutator type. Even those who otherwise favor the method
appear to agree that it is not applicable to commutator motors as weare then no longer dealing with induction machines, but with shunt
or series motors, as the case may be.

The objection to the rotating field theory, that it is applicable toinduction motors only, would be a serious one if it were valid. How-ever, it will be shown in this paper that the theory can be readilyapplied to commutator machines also, and that so far from being
more apt than other methods to lead to erroneous results, it un-doubtedly furnishes the simplest and most direct means for mathe-
matical deductions in the more complicated problems where three ormore circuits are inductively related and moving with respect to oneanother.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
IN its general form, the a -c. motor comprises one or

more stationary circuits and one or more rotating
electric circuits inductively related to the stationary

circuits. Energy is transferred from the stationary
to the rotating circuits through the medium of a com-
mon magnetic field. In this discussion the magnetic
field is in general considered the resultant of two
fields rotating in opposite directions. These two
components are not necessarily equal, in fact one of
them may vanish and the resultant is then a uniformly
rotating field, as for example in a polyphase machine.
Only motors in which the magnetic reluctance is uni-
form in all directions will be considered, that is, motors
with projecting poles are not included.

1. Consulting Engineer, Milwaukee, Wis.

There are then two main groups of motors to be
discussed; the induction type, in which the rotor cir-cuits are short-circuited upon themselves; and the
commutator type, in which the rotor circuits are eithershort-circuited or connected to an external circuitthrough a commutator. A number of essential fea-tures are common to both types. Thus, at any speed,the m. m. fs. of the rotor rotate with velocities which,combined with the velocity of mechanical rotation,are always equal to the velocities of the stator fields.The common magnetic field is produced by an m. m. f.,which is the vector sum of the stator and rotor m. m. fs.

When running at any slip, s, there are in general two
voltages induced in the rotor circuits of frequencies s fand (2 - s) f, according to whether it is induced by thefield rotating in the same or in opposite direction to the
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rotation of the rotor, where f is the stator frequency.
In magnitude the induced voltages are, of course,
proportional' to their respective frequencies. As this
viewpoint obviously eliminates the necessity of con-
sidering the rotational and transformer voltages
separately, the solution of many problems are greatly
simplified thereby. The torque developed by either
field is also readily determined, it being in all cases
the product of the field, the m. m. f. of the rotor cir-
cuits revolving in the same direction as the field and
the sine of the angle between them.

As already stated, the voltages induced in the rotor
circuits are of frequencies s f and (2 - s) f. In the
induction type the rotor currents resulting from these
voltages are likewise of frequencies s f and (2 - s) f.
However, in the commutator type the resulting rotor
currents are at all speeds converted by the commu-
tator into line frequency. In their magnetic reactions
the rotor currents become fixed in space by the com-
mutator and the rotor circuits can therefore be con-
sidered as remaining stationary in every respect, except
as regards the magnitudes of the induced voltages,
which are determined by the frequencies of slip, as
pointed out.

The rotor currents becoming fixed in space by the
commutator is the cause of some essential differences
in the operation of the induction and commutator
types. Thus, in the induction machine, the reactance
of the rotor circuit changes with the slip, while in the
commutator type it is the same at all speeds. Also,
by shifting the brushes on the commutator, the relative
position of the stator and rotor m. m. fs. is changed so
that the voltages that are induced in the stator circuits
by the rotor currents may be advanced or retarded in
time. This becomes of importance when an external
e. m. f. is impressed on the rotor as it introduces the
possibility of power factor correction.

The subject of power factor correction has lately
been the object of considerable discussion and the
readiness with which the rotating field theory lends
itself to the analysis of just such problems, involving a
displacement angle between the stator and rotor cur-
rents is another marked advantage of this method.
Application of the method to the analysis of some
proposed schemes for power factor correction will be
taken up in the mathematical section.

However, before taking up the mathematical dis-
cussion, it will be shown by way of illustration how
readily the method can be applied to the much dis-
cussed problem of calculating the performance of a
single-phase induction motor.

Consider a single-phase motor and a two-phase
motor of the same constants per circuit as the single-
phase machine. Then if E be the impressed voltage
and Ir the current per phase of the two-phase motor
at slip 8, the apparent impedance per phase is

Z. = / Similarly, if Ib is the current per phase,

when running backwards at the same speed, the ap-

parent impedance at slip (2 - s) is Zb =.11) it is

then shown in the appendix that the apparent impe-
dance of the single-phase motor at slip s is Z, =

Z. + Zb
2

and the current of the single-phase motor is

I, = w. Let T. = torque of two-phase motor at

slip s and Tb = torque at slip (2 - s). The torque
developed in the single-phase motor at slip s by the
field revolving in the same direction as the rotor then is

2

T1 = -2--e x T., where el =
Z. I,

2
and the

'

torque developed by the oppositely rotating field
2

ei Zb
T2 = E X T b, where e2 = . The result-

ant torque of the single-phase motor at slip s, T. =
T1- T2. Herefrom the remaining quantities, power,
efficiency and power factor can be determined directly.
Thus, by extremely simple calculations the performance
of a single-phase motor is derived from the performance
of a two-phase motor of same constants per circuit.
Which one of the numerous methods that have been
devised for calculating the performance of a two-phase
motor to use is, of course, a matter of choice.

When it is desired to calculate the performance from
the running and locked test readings, the locked single-
phase readings can be used directly in calculating the
two-phase performance. The single-phase no-load
reading with the rotor short-circuited, that is, running
light, can not be so used, because the exciting admit-
tance per phase of the two-phase motor is then a little
more than one half the single-phase admittance, or,
what amounts to the same thing, the two-phase no-
load impedance per phase is almost twice the single-
phase no-load impedance. The amount by which the
two-phase impedance falls short of being exactly twice
the single-phase no-load impedance is obviously the
apparent impedance per phase when running backwards
at full' speed. Since this latter impedance is almost
independent of the exciting current it can readily be
determined to a high degree of accuracy. On the
basis of the modified single-phase no-load reading the
diagram of the two-phase motor can be constructed
and the single-phase performance calculated therefrom.

As a numerical example, the following readings
have been taken on a single-phase motor;

Running Light
110

3.2
78

cos (Po = 0.221
Primary resistance

Volts
Amperes
Watts
P. F.

Rotor locked
110

14.8
982

0.603 = Co L
2.36 Ohms
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110The no load impedance per phase /.0 34.4.
3.2

llu -- Z. cos (/),, - 7.6 X, Z., sin 0. - 33.6
It is known that the two-phase no-load impedance per
phase is slightly less than 2 2, or the magnetizing cur-
rent a little inure than one half of 3.2 amperes. To
determine how much 2 7. r, should be reduced, construct
a diagram, using the observed readings, except that the
magnetizing current is reduced to approximately one
half, say 1.7 amperes.

Locked Point

PdFull Speed
Backwards

Backwards
Infinite Speed

FIG. 1

No refinements are necessary in the construction of
the diagram to modify the no load readings and the
simple diagram as shown in Fig. 1 is sufficient. From
the current triangle 0 P R in this diagram the apparent

110impedance at slip = 2 is found to be Zb = 16 . 5
- 6.67.

Rb = Zb cos Ob = 3.2 and Xb = Zb sin 4b = 5.85.
Subtracting Rb from 2 Ro leaves 12, and Xb from 2 Xo
leaves 61.35, hence the corrected no load impedance
per phase is -V 122 61.322 = 62.5. The no-load

16

14

12

2000 10 100
ccN

1.1.1 I -
CC *...2

.1600 10'28C:80z 2 cc

a1,-11200 6`" 60

Lt.

cr BOO 41c 40
Iu

4710 2 20

0
115 I IS 2 2.5 3 35 4 4.5 5

TORQUE -LB. AT 1 -FT. RADIUS

FIG. 2

values to use in calculating the two-phase performance
are therefore 1.76 amperes and 0.192 power factor.
Fig. 2 shows the curves of the two-phase motor. Then
at some speed, for example 1600 rev. per min., we find,

1t9i bAas.1 999.199 4Ili alapvic., I) 14/_. gol$lor rai19,
Hark %ar41 riaallua 111 amia.r.r.o, I) III p.m / rarifir.

1 111t -
4.07 -23.55 :11 55 Nu 4.0) -II tof

1111
it, - -11.117

Pilah"

.1 31
Bb -88.e7 0 40 - xi, --11.117 i U,117

Adding
141v101104 by

Ill)7
I I 9"

earrs.91 /. - -7,43 umitervii et 11,P

11.)%1.1* /actor.

:5:1.557 13

(
87.4

Ti
110

25.5
1) ( 110

0./47 X 7.43
- 847.4 c,) -

2
- 25.5

) X 2.1175 - 1 SIM 11). al 1 ft. racllui.

) X2.0. - 9.110 11>. at I rt.:wait.

- 1 4

T. .= T. - T, 1.119/4 II,. at 1 ft. ratIltis

equals resultant single-phase torque at 1600 rev.'pei
min The complete single-phase performance:is shown
in Fig. 3.
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In this simple method it may be of interest to note
the absence of complicated geometrical figures, trigo-
nometric transformations, inversions, equivalent cir-
cuits, empirical coefficients, etc., in which the quantita-
tive analysiS of the single-phase motor usually abounds.
Furthermore, it will be seen in the appendix that a
conception of two oppositely rotating fields immediately
furnishes sufficient data to write down one set of
equations, the solution of which forms the basis of the
method described.

To further illustrate the usefulness of the conception
of rotating magnetic fields the mathematical analysis
will be extended to the somewhat more involved
problems of phase conversion and power factor
correction.

Appendix
MATHEMATICAL EXPRESSION FOR Two OPPOSITELY

ROTATING FIELDS
A current with maximum value I and varying

periodically according to the cosine law is usually
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represented by the expression I cos w t, where w =
2 r f, f being the frequency. Using the exponential
form of the cosine, a sinusoidal current may be repre-
sented by a pair of rotating vectors, that is I cos w t

may be written -2 ei" + -2 e-iwt. Many cumber-

some trigonometric expressions and transformations
are frequently avoided by the use of this notation
(see for example "Radio Communication," by John

Mills). That the expression eia4 represents a vec-

tor revolving in counter -clockwise direction with
angular velocity co is readily seen by writing

= 2 (cos w t j sin w t)

and assigning to t a series of increasing positive values.
The expression

-2 --iwg = -2 (cos w t- j sin w t)

Fm. 4

is likewise seen to represent a vector of same length
and revolving in clockwise direction. In Fig. 4 let a
current I cos w t be flowing in a coil N N of n turns.
The instantaneous value of the m. m. f. of the coil then
is n I cos co t or in the above notation

n / ci cot + n/ c -Jog
2

As the m. m. f. is a directed quantity in space the
first term of this expression represents a m. m. f. of

constant intensity
n/ rotating in positive direction,

2

and the second term represents a m. m. f. of same
intensity rotating in opposite direction. Let the coil
N- N be turned through an angle of 4) radians in positive
direction and its m. m. f. becomes

n7 (eio.g E-jcol) ejet,
2

n2
e(4,1-1-44 4-0n I e-i(ox2

that is, the m. m. f. revolving in positive direction has
been advanced 4) radians and the m. m. f. revolving
in negative direction has been retarded (I) radians.

The most striking feature of the polyphase system,
that it can produce a rotating magnetic field of con-
stant intensity, is most readily deduced by use of this

notation. To illustrate, assume m coils, symetrically
based on a cylindrical core, the space angle being

2'r radians. The coils are excited by currents I,

differing in phase by 2'r
m

radians. The m. m. f. of

the kilt coil then is

n / +2,:k) +2:k) 2:k

[2 E
± e e

and the total m. m. f. of all the coils is
m-1 2wk

k
n ei(ca )

2 L

2wk
(Cot

E

m-1 474 m 1

n I ej(wi n /e-Jog eok
2 2

0 0

47r k

m
2
n I n I j("+)

E-i" since k
2

= 0
0

That is, the resultant m. m. f. is of constant intensity

m
2
n / and rotating in negative direction. If the sign

of either time angle or space angle be changed the
resultant m. m. f. is seen to rotate in opposite direction.

In Fig. 4, let Z. be the mutual impedance between
coils N N and N' N' when in coaxial position. The
voltage induced in the coil N' N' by the current flowing
in N N then is Z./. When N' N' is turned 4) radians in
positive direction the voltage induced by the positively
rotating field of N Nis retarded 4) radians and becomes

Zm / e-jo and the voltage induced by the negatively
2

1

rotating field is advanced 4) radians and becomes

Z'n2
I

ell.. The voltage induced by both fields is

m /Z.2 /
E>4,

Z2 = Z. / cos 4,

SINGLE-PHASE INDUCTION MOTOR

The rotor circuits of the single-phase induction
motor being short-circuited upon themselves in all
directions constitute a polyphase system and for con-
venience will be considered two-phase with constants
determined accordingly. Assume the rotor to be
revolving at slip s and consider its direction of rotation
positive. Using the customary notation let Z. =
rm + j xm = Mutual inductive impedance between
stator and rotor circuits.

Zo = ro + 5 xo = Self inductive impedance of pri-
mary

Zi = ri +58 x1 = Self inductive impedance to rotor
current of frequency s f. x1. x1 = second-
ary reactance at standstill in terms of primary
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Z2 = r1 + j (2 - s) x1 = Self inductive impedance to

rotor current of frequency (2 - s) f
E = volts impressed on primary
I, = Primary current

= Positively rotating component of rotor current
/2 = Negatively rotating component of rotor current

The voltages induced in the primary then are:
by the primary current /3 = (Zm + Zo)
by the positively rotating rotor current Z.
by the negatively rotating rotor current Z. /2
the currents II and /2 being two-phase have full in-
ductive effect. The sum of these voltages equals the
impressed volts, hence,

(Z, Zo) I. + Z. It Z, /2 = E
The voltages induced in the rotor are:

by the positively rotating component of primary current
s Z, /3

2

by the positively rotating component of rotor current
(s Z. + Z1)

by the negatively rotating component of primary curren
(2 - s) (Zm) Is

2

by the negatively rotating component of rotor current
[ (2 - s) Z. + Z2] /2

The sums of voltage's of frequencies s f and (2 - s) f
are separately equal to zero, hence
s Z, + (s + Zi) /i = 0 or s Z, /3 +2

(2 - s) Z. Is
2 (s Z, + Zi) I1 = 0 and

2 [ - s) Z. + Z2] /2 = 0 or

(2 - s) Z,,, /8 + [ (2 - s) Zm Z2]12 = 0
The e. m. f. equations of primary and secondary are
then
(Z, + Zo) /8 ± Z. /1 Zm =E
s Z,. I. ± 2 (s Zn, Zi) /1 = 0 (1)
(2 - s) Zn, Is + 2 [ (2 - s) Zm + Z2] /2 = 0

Solving these equations

/, - E 2 1 s (2 - s) Z2 ± (2 - s) Z, Z,
2 Zo{s(2 - s)Z,n2 +(2 - s)Zm Z1 +s Z. Z2±Z1Z2)

s Zm Z2 ± Zi Z21
Zm { (2 - s) Z, s Zm Z2 + 2 Z1 Z2} (2)

-E s Z, [(2 - s) Z, ± Z2]/i -
2 Zols(2 - s)Z,2± (2 - s)Z, Zid-s Z, Z2±Z1 Z21

Z,,, (2- s) ZmZ1 s Zm Z2 + 2 Z1 Z2}

(3)
-E (2 - s) Zm (s Z, Zi)14- 2 Zo{s(2 - s)Z,2± (2 - s)Z,Zi±s Z. Z2±Zi Z2i±Z,{ (2-s) Z,Zi + s Zm Z2 + 2Z1 Z2}

(4)

The equations of a two-phase motor of same cc
stants per phase are easily found to be

(Z, + Z0) /0 + Z. /,' = E
s Z, Io (s Z, Z1) = 0

where /0 = primary current per phase and /
secondary current.
Here from

E (s Z, Z1)
S Z, Zo + Z, Z1 +

-E s Z,
S Z, Zo ± Z. Z1 ± Zo Zi

The apparent impedance per.phase of the two-pha:
motor at slip s then is

E s Z, Zo Z,Zi Zo Z1Z. =
s Z, + Z1

The apparent impedance at same speed rotatinj
backwards is

E (2 - s) Z, Zo Zm Z2 + ZO Z2
(2 - s) Z. + Z2

Io =

=

zb =
10

Adding the apparent impedances of both rotations

Za + Zb s Z, Zo + Z. Zi + Zo Zi
S Zm + Zi

(2- s) Zm Zo Z ZO Z2
(2 - s) Z. + Z2

2 Zo{s(2 - s)Zm2-1- (2 - s)Z, Z1+s Zm Z2±ZI Z2]
s (2 - s) Zm2

+Zm{ (2 -s)Z,,,Z1-1-s Z. Z2+2 Zi Z2}
+ (2- s) ZmZ1 + s Z., Z2 ± Z1 Z2

Comparing with (2) it will be seen that the apparentimpedance of a single-phase motor at slip s is one halfthe sum of the apparent impedances of a two-phase
motor of same constants at slips s and (2 - s).

Z
213

Fur-

thermore, if the impedance dropbe substituted
for E in (6) the result is identical with (3), showingthat the low frequency component of secondary currentis equal to the two-phase secondary current at this
reduced voltage. Similarly, the high frequency com-ponent of secondary current is seen to be equal to the
two-phase secondary current at slip (2 - s) and the

bvoltage reduced to Z
2 . The torque components

of the single-phase motor in positive and negativedirections are likewise seen to be equal to the torquesof the two-phase machine at corresponding slips andreduced voltages.
It follows therefore that in calculating the per-formance by the graphical method there is no needof a special diagram for the single-phase motor, the

same diagram being applicable to both polyphase and
single-phase motors.
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INDUCTION PHASE CONVERTER

In applications where it is essential to obtain poly-
phase power from a single phase supply an induction
phase converter is often used 'to effect the desired
transformation. The converter consists essentially
of a single-phase induction motor with a tertiary circuit
on the stator displaced at a certain angle from the
primary circuit. Thus, in Fig. 5, R is the rotor of a
single-phase motor, P1 the primary winding and P2
the tertiary winding displaced 90 deg. in positive
direction from P1. P2' is one phase of a load circuit,
on which it is desired to impress a voltage in quadrature

42 9_99 00

A

w

P2'

Za
e1

Pz

Zo

FIG. 5

to the voltage on the other phase, P1', and as nearly
as possible equal to it in magnitude. In Fig. 6 is
shown a phase converter with theprimary connected
in series with one of the load phases, as distinguished
from the shunt connection of Fig. 5.

Using the same notation as before, the mutua and
self inductive impedances of the tertiary circuit are
respectively equal to the mutual and self inductive
impedances of the primary Z. and Zo. Let Z. be the
impedance per phase of the load circuit and let Z0'
= Z. + Zo. The speed being very close to synchro-
nous, the forwardly rotating component of secondary

et Z

Za
4,

FIG. 6

current can be neglected, that is I1 = 0. The voltage
generated in the tertiary circuit by the backwardly
rotating component of secondary current is 90 deg.
ahead of the voltage generated by this current in the

primary circuit and is, therefore, Z. /2 ei 2 = j Zm /2.

The double -frequency voltage generated in the second-
ary by the current in the tertiary circuit is likewise

seen to be Z. /3 e
a= -j Z,,, /8.

From Fig. 5 is then readily obtained
(Zm + Z0) /0 + Z. /2 = E
Z. Io + (2 Z. + Z2) /2 -j Z. /3 = 0

Z, /2 + (Zni Z0') /3 = 0

Solving

(7)

E [Zm2 + Z. Z2 + 2 Z.
Z0'

+ Z2
ZO']/0(8)(Z.+Zo)[Z. Z2+2 Z. Zo'±Z2 Zo'l-Z.2

 /2
E (Z.2 + Z. Z0')

(Zm+Zo)[Zm Z2+2 Z. Zo' - Zm2 Z.(9)

j E Z,2/3 - (10)
(Zm+ZO)[Zm Z2+2 Z. Zo'+Z2 Zo']-Zm2 Z.

e2 = Z. /3
Denoting the denominator by D, it is interesting to

2

note that the first term of /0 is DE
Z'n, which, corn -
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bined with /3 = j produces a m. m. f. rotating

backwards, which is balanced by the first term of /2,

-E Z2which is equal to . It is, therefore, the double
.D

.

frequency component of secondary current which
increases with increasing load on the tertiary circuit.
In Fig. 7 are shown the curves of a shunt connected
converter of the following constants: Zo = 0.05 + j
0.15 Z2 = 0.05 + 5 0.03 Z. = 0.975 + 5 9.9 E=
100. Z. is assumed to vary so as to maintain a con-
stant power factor of 80 per cent.

For the series -connected converter is obtained the
following equations from Fig. 6:

(Zm + Zo') /0 + Z. /2 = E
Zm I° -I- (2 Z. + Z2) /2 -j Z, /3 = 0 (11)

j Z. I2 (Zm ZOI) /3 =0
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el = Za /0 e2 = Z. I3
In Fig. 8 are shown the curves of the same converter

shown in Fig. 7, except that it is connected in series.It will be noted that with the series connection the
phase voltages of the load circuit tend towards equality
in magnitude and quadrature relation in phase as the
load increases,' while the reverse is true for the shunt
connection.

vaneed A radians in phiu4e, and :he voltage generat
by Ilie nei.,.:clively rotating compolienf Pi re( ar(14.4 I

( 12 ) radians. 'Nie voltage equation of IIIi primary
1111"I'llirt%

11.3 z, IZ.1) I. 1
14

Ii

Similarly the voltage equation of the secondary
seen to he

N t
9

Substituting

[(2 ;8.) tjA (I:

fix = cos X + j sin X
t ix =cosA-jsinA

60 7% and the voltage equations reduce to
50 (Z,,, + Z0) 10 + Z,,, cos A 1, = E
40

so Z,,,[cos X +j(1 - s)sin A]!0 -1- (Z,+ZI)/1 = 0

I60
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140

130
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100n

90 Le,

60 4

101-
fl;

20 Solving

(14)

REPULSION MOTOR
As illustration of the application of the method to

commutator motors, consider the repulsion motor
shown diagramatically in Fig. 9. It being at the
present merely intended to show that the rotating
field theory is applicable to commutator motors also,
only the plain repulsion motor will be considered, al-though the method can be readily extended to the
various forms of compensated motors, and to include
the phenomena of brush short-circuit currents.

In Fig. 9 let the brushes be shifted A radians in
positive direction from the line A B, which is the
position of maximum mutual inductive effect between
stator and rotor circuits. As in the single-phase
induction motor, there are two voltages generated in
the secondary of frequencies s and (2 - s). However,
the currents resulting from these voltages are converted
by the commutator into line frequency at all speeds, and
consequently combine into one secondary current.
The voltage induced in the primary by the positively
rotating component of the secondary current is ad-

IU

Io' -

E (Z,,, + Z1)
- + Z,Z0 + Z1 + Zo Z11
- Z,2 cos A [cos A + j (1 - s) sin X

-E Z.
[ Zm_ Zm ZO Zm Z1 ZO Z1

[ cos X + 5 (1 - s) sin X ]
- Z.' cos A [cos A + j (1 - s) sin X ]

lo

FIG. 9

I
(15

(16

(17)

The exciting current of the positively rotating field
/0 E --/X+71

2

Z, e -ix
2 f [Z,2 + Z, Zo + Z, Z1 + Zo Z1]

-j(2-s)Z,,,sinA
-Z ,2 cos [cos j (1 - s) sin ]

The exciting current of the negatively rotating field
/0" - /0 eix -I- /1

2

(18)
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j s Z. sin X
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The voltage induced by the positively rotating field
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177

and Calculation of Electrical Apparatus" (Pages
52-92 and page 379) are discussed a number of methods
of power factor compensation.

The simplest and most economical of the various
methods proposed appears to be the so-called Heyland
motor. In addition to the ordinary squirrel -cage, the
rotor of the Heyland motor is supplied with a com-
pensating winding connected to a commutator and

rotating usually placed in the same slots as the rotor bars. By
means of brushes bearing on the commutator, a voltage
'of suitable magnitude and phase is impressed on the
compensating winding.

With the compensating winding placed in the same
slots as the rotor bars, practically all of the cage
leakage reactance becomes a part of the mutual re-
actance between the cage and the compensating
winding. The impedance of the cage Z1 can, therefore,
be considered as consisting of the resistance, r1, only.
The mutual impedance between the cage and the
compensating winding, Zm' = Zm + 5 x1, where Z.
is the mutual impedance between the primary winding
and the cage, and also the mutual impedance between

30

(19)

where >G is the angle by which the exciting current leads
the true magnetizing current

The torque developed by the positively rotating
field Ti = el II cos w1, col = phase angle between el
and /1.

The torque developed by the negatively rotating
field T2 = e2 /2 cos w2, w2 = phase angle between e2
and /2.

Resultant torque = T1 + T2.
Fig. 10 shows the curves of a motor of constants

Z, = 7 + j 40 Z0 = 1 + j 2 Zi = 0.5 + j 1 E_
300 X = 45 deg.

POWER FACTOR COMPENSATION

To further illustrate the application of the above
method to commutator motors, it may be of interest
to consider the case where one of the rotating fields
vanishes, that is the symmetrical polyphase motor.
There is, apparently, an increasing demand for means
of correcting power factor on inductive loads, and the
use of commutators in connection with induction
motors may, therefore, become of considerable im-
portance in the near future. In Steinmetz's "Theory

20 I
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the primary and the compensating winding reduced
to primary terms. Z2 = r2 j x2 is the impedance of
the compensating winding in terms of primary, x2,
which is the reactance of the leakage flux around the
end windings, remains constant at all speeds.

Let /0, II and /2 be the current in the primary, the
the squirrel cage and the compensating winding, re-
spectively, all in terms of primary. With the brushes
shifted X radians in positive direction, and a voltage
c E impressed on the commutator, the voltage equation
of the three circuits are

(Z.+ Z0)I0+ Z. + Z.
8 Z.10 + (8 Z,' + Z1)
slim /0 -Fs /1-1-(s
solving

lo
E I sZ,' (Z1

EP' /2
Z.' eix /2

Z,' + Z2)12

+ Z2)
s(Z1 + Z2) [Zm' + Z0) Zsci2 ]

=E
= 0 (20)
= cEJ

+ Zi Z2 C Z, Z1 six
Z, Z2 (Zns + ZO)

(21)
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sE (Z.+ Zo)- Z.2]
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From formula (25) it will be seen that /0 becomes
equal to zero when c and X are so chosen that Z2 =
C Zm fix . However, to get complete compensation
when loaded the motor must be somewhat over com-
pensated at no-load.

As illustration a 25 h. p. 3 phase 440 volts star con-
nected motor has the following constants
Z, = 2.5 + 5 25 Zm' = 2.5 +5 25.6 Zo = 0.2 + j0.56
Z = 0.3 Z2 = 1 j 0.25

Letting c = 0.0415, Fig. 12 shows the no-load values
for different brush positions. Figs. 13 and 14 show
the speed -torque curves and performance over the
operating range when c is increased to 0.0435 and X
fixed at - 1.3 radians.

FRENCH ELECTRIFICATION PROGRESS
Among the achievements in the field of production

and distribution of electric current in 1923 are the
completion of a part of the installations at 150,000
volts of the railroads of the Midi, the commencement
of the construction of the great feeder at 150,000 volts
of the Orleans Railway, the substantial enlargements
of the generating stations serving the region of Paris,
the putting into service of the State system at 45,000
volts in the north of France, the completion of new
sections of the Paris subterranean lines at 60,000 volts,
and the beginning of construction of several lines at
120,000 volts, notably those which will transmit toLyons the energy produced by the Viclaire plant inthe Alps.

There are at present in France 8,900 kilometers of
high-tension lines, of which 5000 kilometers carry
between 45,000 and 90,000 volts, while the remaining
3900 carry a voltage higher than 90,000.

ELECTRIFICATION OF THE FRENCH RAILROADS
Considerable progress has been made in France sincethe war in the replacement of steam with electric mo-tive power on some of the railroads. The systems ofthe Midi and the Orleans are at present the most

actively engaged in this transmission work, and it is pre-
dicted that the tracks of the latter system between Paris
and Orleans will be electrically equipped within thenext five years. An order for 30 large electric loco-motives has been placed by a French railroad with anAmerican concern, and deliveries of various kinds ofelectric apparatus for railway use are being constantly
made. The widespread employment of electricity inFrench industrial plants is being rapidly followed byits adoption for traction purposes.

The partial electrification in progress will not greatly
modify the economic situation. The total consumption
of coal by the railroads (8,500,000 metric tons in 1919),
represents only 15 or 16 per cent of the entire fueldemand of the country, and less than half its annualdeficit. The achievement of the partial railroadelectrification program should not decrease this deficitby more than two or three million metric tons.



Discussion at Spring Convention

LIGHTNING ARRESTER APPLICATION FROM THE
ECONOMIC STANDPOINT'

(ATHERTON)
BIRMINGHAM, ALA., APRIL 8, 1924

K. B. McEachron: In the fourth paragraph in the first
page, the statement is made that the relief voltage of the alumi-
num arrester for 6.6-kv. service is 18 kv., and for a certain dis-
tribution arrester is 28 kv. In the next paragraph is stated that
the station type auto -valve has a relief voltage of 21 kv. instan-
taneous value. It is also stated that the comparison is well
shown by the curves in Fig. 1. If the relief voltage is taken as
that at which current first begins to flow then, according to the
figure referred to, the distribution type (Curve 2) has a relief
value of zero volts and the type S V and L V, 10 and 24 kv.
respectively. From an examination of the curves. is it not true
that these curves do not represent test results, but rather calcu-
lated curves based on theoretical considerations It is stated
that the station type "closely parallels the electrolytic and
therefore no curve is shown." As shown, however, this cannot
be the ease, since as stated in Mr. Atherton's paper before the
Institute in 1923, the arrester is designed for a so-called counter
voltage of 25 per cent above the crest value of the rated voltage
of the arrester. In this case, this gives about 13,000 volts, which
is the value given in the paper. It should be remembered that
this critical voltage is without the series line gap which adds
materially to the voltage at which discharge begins.

At 60 cycles this increase may amount to 25 per cent or more,
while with a steep wave front a still larger multiplying factor is
usually required. In this connection I would like to have Mr.
Atherton explain how the value of 21 kv. is obtained.

Curves, such as shown in Fig. 1, are misleading unless it is
stated that the values are based on assumed theoretical condi-
tions, and that they cannot represent operating results because
the series gap-always used-has been omitted.

It is desirable to correct an erroneous impression as to the
characteristics of the multigap arrester, which may be inferred
by a study of Fig. 1. Curve 2 represents the volt-ampere
characteristics of a 400 -ohm fixed resistance. In practise the
resistance used in many thousands of arresters is not constant
as assumed by Mr. Atherton, but is reduced to a fraction of its
110 -volt resistance when subjected to high -voltage steep -wave -
front impulses. This means that in actual operation the instan-
taneous voltage at the higher currents will be very much less than
indicated and is not correctly represented by a straight line.
Well designed arresters of this type compare very favorably
with the valve type of arresters when compared on the basis of
instantaneous voltages during discharge. There are other
features of the gap -resistance type which make it inferior to the
valve types.

In making this study of the economics of lightning -arrester
application Mr. Atherton finds it necessary to make certain
assumptions. Among other things he states that the type S V
arrester may be considered as giving perfect protection. For
the purpose of this paper any other arrester might have been
used or perhaps better yet a hypothetical arrester which might
he called arrester No. 1 and the arrester giving half protection
designated as arrester No. 2. It has not been established that
any type affords the assumed protection, nor do I believe that
the art has yet been developed to such a point that no failures
in service can occur.

The experience of Mr. Roper in Chicago, referred to in the
paper, shows that increasing density of the arresters results
in decreased losses of apparatus. In general until the number of
arresters exceed the number of transformers the best results will
he secured by placing an arrester at each transformer. If

1. A. L E. E. JOURNAL, Vol. XLIII, September, p. 813.

additional arresters are required it is probable that the greatest
benefit will be obtained by placing the additional protection
along the line rather than placing several arresters in parallel
at one transformer installation.

In making tests using impulse voltages to determine arrester
characteristics, it is well to bear in mind, that laboratory tests
will, in general, give varying results, and to be directly compared,
all the tests should be made on the same impulse generator.
Tests made by different investigators, should be compared with
caution.

It is also true that although a line is drawn as the volt-ampere
characteristic of an arrester, as a matter of fact, with present-
day testing methods, the curve is a broad band whose width
is determined by two factors. The first is the inherent variation
between arresters and the second is the range of division of
sparking on the measuring spheres. These variations do, in
some cases, produce a deviation of as much as 10 per cent above
and below the average curve.

A. L. Atherton: Mr. McEachron's comments and questions
in regard to Fig. 1, "Volt-ampere relations showing comparative
performance characteristics of several arrester types," merely
point out that such a characteristic does not indicate the relief
voltage, or voltage at which the discharge starts, and to this'
extent such curves fail to give a complete indication of protection
value. Since the lightning -arrester performance is discontinu-
ous, the relief voltage cannot be shown on the curve of operating
characteristics, but must be covered by a separate statement, as
I have done.

The value of 21 kv. cited, is merely the crest value of double -
line voltage which is fairly representative of this type arrester.
This value is secured by test and, since the time lag is very small,
it is not very greatly different for power frequencies and for
steep wave fronts.

Volt-ampere characteristic curves of lightning arresters as
determined by present-day testing practice will not be precise,
but will, as Mr. McEachron has stated, cover a band of consider-
able width, due not only to variations in the testing procedure and
measurements, but also to variations in the product. A central
line, however, clearer to use, and, if the limitations are recog-
nized, just as dependable.

PAPERS ON OIL CIRCUIT BREAKERS
(SCHOL71, MAC NEILL2, HILLIARD3, JENRS4)

BIRMINGHAM, ALA., APRIL 9, 1924

J. D. Hilliard: On. Mr. Jenk's paper, I heartily concur in
his final conclusions that the operator has not determined his
breaker needs. It seems to me rather absurd that the whole
line of stations should be held to the expense of building a
breaker at a definite rating, to take care of the severe conditions
of some particular circuit. It seems to me the thing to do is to
get after the particular circuit and ease up on the condition.

He mentions, in his various types of breakers, the series break,
but it is a debatable question whether the series break has any
advantage over the ordinary breaker.

"The manufacturer has not fitted himself, by research work,
to meet the operator's needs." That, with the General Electric
Company, has been done away with; we have fitted ourselves.

"The operator and manufacturer have not co-operated to
develop, operate and service breakers as they should." That
is undoubtedly true, and there should undoubtedly be many
more tests made in the field than have been made in the past.

A series of tests was made upon_ plain -break and explosion -
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breakers, so that \\ ft efullt1 tIclornittio I licir rifting at the duty
cycles other Alan standard.

Another fit in eonueelioll \\ 1111 l'14111alls is 1 his: Wit (MIURA
ery one it f unctions in liceortlance with a

duty cycle and find out whet is wrong with 1 lie contacts, or if thecontacts fire all right. We have other troubles to worry about.
We would like to have investigations made, and have the mann-
faottirers give us an idea of how many standard duty cycles the
breaker hill stand at capacities somewhat near its rating, before
we will have to pull the breaker down and redress the contacts,
and make other adjustments.

H. P. Sleeper (by letter): Mr. Schulz has dwelt particularly
on the method of system connection and the matter of test set-
up which was used to procure these tests. I believe that this is a
matter of particular interest to us all as it is evident that consist-
ent methods must be used by all companies making such testsin order that the results may be compared on a fair basis. The
Duquesne Light Company has bogup a series of tests on circuit
breakers and we hope to be able to presont some interesting data
at a later date. In connection with such tests, I would like to
mention that we have found it very useful and valuable, as well
as interesting. to make a moving -picture record of the perform-
ance of breakers on test. We find that the value lies in the fact
that the camera catches phenomena of such rapidity as to be
entirely lost to the human eye. For instance, there is fre-
quently some question as to where an arc originated. The eye
will merely record a flash without detail, but the several pictures
recorded on a moving -picture film will show exactly where the
phenomena first began. The extent of oil throw and the durationof any visible phenomena can be thus carefully recorded and
measured automatically by the moving -picture camera. I be-lieve that the matter of the service testing of such equipment isone that is to be much encouraged among the operating com-
panies, particularly since at the present time it is impossible for
the manufacturers to give such equipment service test. It isevident that the solution of such problems is to be one effected
by the co-operation of the manufacturers and the operators who
are equally interested in the ultimate satisfactory solution of theproblem.

J. D. Hilliard: Answering Mr. Thomas' questions as to
what really causes arc interruption in an oil circuit breaker, thereis no doubt the arc is interrupted by the dielectric strength of the
gas in the arc stream and this strength is a function of the tem-
perature and pressure of that stream. In the explosion -chamber
breaker we deliberately produce a high pressure and the gas
stream is very effectively cooled by the atomized oil injected into
the stream as it escapes from the chamber. We also have a
high speed produced by the chamber pressure and all of theseact to produce a remarkably efficient breaker.

The interrupting capacity of any oil circuit. breaker depends
upon the quantity of gas generated by the arc within the breaker
and the speed of the gas formation.

The rate of gas formation at a given electrode speed varies asthe square of the time of arcing, not directly as the time of arcing,
as is generally believed. This can be readily seen if we draw a
triangle in which the base represents the duration of the arc in
half cycles, the altitude the length of arc in inches, the speed ofbreak being assumed as constant. If we assume that the arclength is the same irrespective of any slight speed variation, then
it is evident that the area of the triangle, which represents the
gas volume, varies as the square of the half cycles of duration ofare.

If the recovery voltage of the circuit is such as to increase the arclength, then it is probable that the arc will hang after the end of
the stroke has been reached and gas will be generated at such arate as to destroy the breaker. The only safe way is to have thebreak distance such that the arc is certain to be ruptured by thetime the end of the stroke is reached. In oil circuit breakers,
where large quantities of gas are formed, the oil is violently
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FIG. 2-GAS PuEssuali AND VOLUNIE IN OIL CIRCUIT BREAKERS
WHEN INTERRUPTING ARCS

This chart shows volumes of gas generated and pressures in the oil tankwhen interrupting arcs of different amperage. It gives a comparison of the
explosion -chamber breaker and the plain -break circuit breaker. The gas -formation tests were made at 63,000 volts, identical breakers, mechanism.
generators, transformers, and conditions being employed, with the twotypes of breaks. The gas -volume tests were likewise made with identicalconditions for the two types of breaks.

gas mixture containing over 60 per cent. gas cannot be exploded,and at the interrupting rating of the breaker the mixture isalways richer than this, so there can be no secondary explosion
until diffusion has taken place. We build our newer high-class
breakers of such a strength that they will withstand a secondary
explosion without damage should one occur.

Answering Mr. Thomas' question as to the conditions at theAlabama Company test, these were all made single-phase atBessemer, and both single-phase and three-phase at Lock 12,but on the three-phase tests the neutrals were grounded and the
short-circuiting breakers were also tied into the ground so thatthe maximum voltage obtainable across any break was 57 percent. of line volts.

During all the tests made at Baltimore, I never observed a
recovery voltage equivalent to the initial voltage, whereas if theground had been taken off either the neutral or the short-cir-cuiting breaker, many observations would have been made show-ing a recovery.voltage in excess of line volts. In Schenectadywe test with but a single ground so as to obtain the highest pos-
sible recovery voltage. It might, of course, be possible to have
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surges or resonant conditions which would boost the recovery
voltage, but.no such evidences were observed in the Baltimore or
Alabama Power Company tests.

In'reference to the quantity of gas generated in an oil circuit
breaker, Fig. 2 herewith shows the relative volumes very clearly.
The figure shows the result of. tests with an explosion -chamber
and a plain -break type of breaker when tested in the same tank
under the same load conditions and with the same operating
mechanism.

The tests were made in such a way that the measurements
of gas volume were correct within two per cent., the gas being
measured very carefully after the rate of leakage, which was
very small, had been found by test. The method consists in
catching the gas and measuring it under standard conditions,
i. e., at atmospheric pressure and temperature. The measure-
ments were made upon the fixed gas and any vaporized oil which
might be later condensed was not measured. However, the
pressure measurements, made in the outer tank of a circuit breaker
check the volume measurements and show the remarkable de-
crease in pressure in the outer tank due to the use of the explosion
chamber.

The oil question is one which needs considerable more thought
than is given it by the ordinary station man. It is very im-
portant that the oil specified by the maker of the breaker be used.
We have made a large number of tests upon oil and other liquids
and find a wide difference in viscosity, freezing point, quantity
of gas formed, carbon precipitaton, etc.

The minimum gas formation may be represented by 8, the
maximum by 90 when interrupting the same load, and while the
pressures are not represented by the same figures, they do cor-
respond in a way. The reason they do not conform closer is
undoubtedly due to the presence of the vapor of the liquid which
later condenses and consequently is not measured. There is,
of course, no such great variation as indicated above in the oils
we ordinarily use in the circuit breakers.

J. V. Jenks: Mr. Hilliard questioned my statement that the
operator does not know what his requirements are. I am an
operator of quite some years' experience, operating one of the
largest concentrations of power there is in a system of its kind in
the country. I don't know what our breaker requirements are,
and I have never met any other operator who did, and on that
basis I made the statement.

Mr. Hilliard said that my statement, that no manufacturer
had properly equipped himself, is incorrect. I bought from the
General Electric Company 51 circuit breakers, guaranteed to
break a three-phase arc of 1,000,000 kv-a. I asked the General
Electric Company to produce a test to substantiate that guaran-
tee. They said they were not in a position to do it. Mr. Hil-
liard, himself, admits that his test on his generator which can
produce that amount of power might be somewhat different
from line conditions; that the resonance or surges of the line
might affect it.

We operators don't buy a circuit breaker to be tested and to
serve up against a generator-we buy one to be served and serve
the public miles away where there are many possibilities of reso-
nance and surges and transformers and other apparatus which
which might kick into that breaker.

Mr. Hilliard said there was no advantage in the additional
multiple break. The facts are these: That the operator has no
facilities for determining many of these theoretic things; we are
not equipped to make these tests, and should not be asked to.
About the only thing we really have, that means anything, is
the "eating of the pudding."

We have on our system General Electric breakers of two
breaks, which have a break much more than twice the length of
break on the four -break breakers. They never have given, and
I don't think it is possible for them to be made to give, the
service the four -break breakers do.

Mr. Thomas asked if I had any idea as to what a breaker

might to be. I am going to tell you, in short, the specification
which will largely govern the next half million dollars' worth of
breakers the West Penn Company buys.

The operating device shall consist of a small motor, which
will draw from the supply battery, which is always provided to
insure continuity of operation, the minimum current.

The operating mechanism and all breaker units will be rigidly
tied together with a steel structure, so that any failure of founda-
tion will not interfere with the operation.

All the multiplying levers will be removed from the breaker
proper and put in the operating housing, which will be an all -
open -housing, so that all parts possible may be reached without
entering the tank. This housing will be large enought to ac-
commodate all necessary relays.

The operating mechanism will be trip -free, leaving as little
of the inert mass to be moved by the breaker as possible.

The hand -closing device will be so arranged that a minimum
of power will close the switch; also provided with a trip -free
mechanism. The trips shall be positive and resetting upon the
opening of the breaker. I can point out to you cases where
circuit breakers are operating with three trips, three trigger
arrangements-one really to hold the contacts, another one to
hold the first and another one to hold the second. All of those
things are supposed to function and operate properly almost
instantaneously. The breaker comes in with a bang, and the
triggers are supposed to catch and latch, but they don't do it.
We have to adjust to thousandths of an inch, and yet we can't
get the results desired. If we get a slight excess pressure on a
trigger, the breaker won't trip properly.

So there is no excuse for the tripping mechanism not being
made in such a way that it resets itself when it has plenty of
time to do it, and then that the mechanism comes up against
that locking device and is carried into the closed position.

The tripping device should be so arranged, interconnected
with the operating mechanism, that the breaker would be in-
stantly reelosing. Of course, the type of contact we are using
now has to stop, but the mechanism does not need to stop. It
can be started and continue on, and close the breaker again,
re-establishing service as it ought to be re-established at once,
not in a minute or two minutes, or some other period. That
is necessary for several reasons One of them is that in order to
segregate a system, we find from time to time it is necessary,
in order to conserve investment, to install air -break apparatus.
Air -break apparatus should disconnect faulty pieces in small
units where you cannot afford to put a costly circuit.breaker, an
attendant, and everything else that goes with it. These air
breaks will open simultaneously with the oil breaker, but the
oil breaker being a little speedier and so relayed, will interrupt
the circuit. While the main circuit is interrupted, the air break
will open the branch circuit to the part in trouble, and the oil
breaker will immediately re-establish service again on the re-
mainder of the system which is not at fault.

The method of transmitting power from the operating mech-
anism to the various breaker units should be by a torsior shaft,
which can be closely fitted and' packed to prevent gas passing
frogi one unit to another and to prevent the entrance of moisture.

The series transformer should be sectional -wound, making it
impossible to get a number of different ratios. It should be
confined in a part of the supporting casting which normally
supports a bushing; be sealed absolutely from the gas in are
chambers; removable integral with the bushing and connected
on its low -voltage side by weather-proof conduits entirely out-
side of the breaker. The bushings, themselves, should be very
liberally designed and of a very rigid nature, so that great mag-
netic stresses will not damage them.

The tank should be top -attached, to eliminate the possibilities
of voids at the top which occur when tanks are supported from
the bottom. Switch tanks do bulge and bolts do stretch, and
when a tank bulges or a bolt stretches, if supported from the
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bottom, it leaves an opening around the top of the tank. The
top or the tank shook( he t4011.10(1 by a gasket on the order of a
pump -sucker, wllieh would close 14.01101' with prOMMtIM, H11411%11
Or opening 011 it slight movement of the tank at the top. The
tank should have a bump bottom with an internally !Helm!
drain at the lowest possible point. It should he equipped with
permanent lifting facilities in the case Of those tanks which are
lo ' rod for inspection.

All openings to the tank or top should depend upon gaskets
only for preventing capillary attraction of moisture. The idea
of manufacturers building a breaker with a top of such form that
the water remains on it and is prevented from going into the
breaker by only a gasket, is something that the operator ought
to insist on having corrected.

Linings should be of fire -resisting material. Particularly an
innor lining should be designed to withstand arcs rather than
have any particular insulating value. The lining next to the
tank should have a high dielectric strength. Liners should be
supported in a manlier which would keep them from the moist
oil in the bottom of the breaker, where they absorb the moisture,
and which reduces their dielectric strength.

At least six, magnetically directed, barriered contacts should
be provided, to assure series breaks which will speed up the break,
which will keep the gases segregated, so that they can be cooled
and conducted to the air chamber in the top of the breaker
without danger of ignition from over -temperature.

The top of the breaker should be provided with a suitable
baffle arrangement, which will absolutely prevent oil from being
discharged from the vent. The vent should be self -hermetically
sealed, and the breaker should be provided with a dependable
breather. The manufacturers have for years done all within
their power to keep moisture out of a transformer, which in
reality can stand more moisture than a breaker. Because of
the temperature in the transformer and the viscosity of the oil
generally being kpet at fairly constant value, the moisture does
get to the bottom of the tank without doing much damage.
The oil is not agitated in the transformer as it is in the breaker,
where the moisture is stirred up. Yet, they build breakers
with unprotected vents, so arranged that a very light snow will
build snow all round them and then the breakers breathe through
snow-and we do know that breakers breathe. It seems to me
that instead of trying to keep the moisture out of the breaker
and make the breaker the most dependable thing, we have lost
sight of some very essential things which we have found in other
electrical apparatus.

Such a breaker should, without throwing oil, still be fit for
service at its rating after opening at least five times consecutively,
under any system condition, irrespective of power factor, grounds
or number of phases. If we get such a breaker-and I believe
it can be developed at not much greater cost than what we are
paying for the present-day breaker-I think that our breaker
problem will be largely solved.

LIGHTING FOR WILD WEST RODEO
Recently, when the United States Championship

Cowboy Rodeo Company gave a series of shows in the
East, night performances were given under perfect
slighting conditions.

The outdoor illumination, according to "Lighting
and Fixtures" (New York), embraced a performing
space, 600 feet by 125 feet with 72 500 -watt lamps
placed in suitable outdoor lighting fixtures. These
fixtures were suspended twenty-five feet above
the track on quarter inch galvanized iron rope cables.
Two-inch galvanized pipe was used for poles, with a
specially constructed top fitting for fastening the guys.

ILLUMINATION ITEMS
By the Lighting and Illumination Committee

ErS SMALL. RUT IT DOES 1'I :S JOR

Six hundred dollars a kilowatt-hour! Sounds like
the cost of energy at the North Pole, yet that is the
cost of the energy consumed by a vestpocket flash-
light. This seems rather extravagant when compared
with the central station rate for this same kilowatt
hour. It is not excessive, however, because the tiny
flashlight lamp uses such a small fraction of a kilowatt,
so small in fact that the lamp will burn for 2000 hours
on a single kilowatt-hour of energy. And as for results,
the comfort, convenience and safety of a ready flash-
light are worth much more than their actual cost.

Fortunately, that marvelous instrument of vision,
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FIG. 5-COMPARISON OF COMMON TYPES OF FLASHLIGHTS
WITH REFERENCE TO COST PER KW-HR., BATTERY CAPACITY,
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the eye, functions through a wide range of intensities
and is as alert to see the small area revealed at mid-
night in the momentary flash of the tiniest flashlight as
it is to encompass the horizon under 10,000 foot-candles
of sunlight at high noon. So, for short periods, the
light from a small flashlight lamp which takes less
than one watt of power, fills the requirements for
emergency or intermittent lighting at a cost low in com-
parison with the value of the special service rendered.

Flashlight lamps have two important design features:
First, they take a low current so that maximum

battery life will result.
Second, they operate at a high efficiency so that a

maximum candlepower will be received from the small
amount of energy available.

For some uses, only a very compact flashlight is
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desired for convenience in carrying. The standara for
this service is the 2 -cell vest-pocket flashlight. The
lamp used in this type requires only one half of a watt
and, with the open reflector used this unit gives a broad
beam diverging over 150 degrees; this beam is of
sufficient intensity, however, for reading addresses at
close range, looking for lost articles indoors, and the
like. Although the battery life is only one hour while
the lamp is burning, this really corresponds in most
cases to several months of intermittent service.

The batteries of the small 2 -cell tubular unit have a
capacity of over two and one-half times the vest-
pocket type, and the energy cost per kilowatt-hour is
reduced to about two hundred and thirty dollars.
With special reflectors and a bulls -eye lens the light
from the lamp in this unit is confined to a 70 -degree
beam, the higher candlepower being better adapted for
general service. The lamp takes 0.55 watt.

For all-around service, the larger two and three cell
standard tubular types using standard unit cells of
1 % inch diameter, offer the greatest utility. Instead
of the six hundred dollar kilowatt energy cost with the
vest-pocket flashlight, these units supply a kilowatt
hour for only sixty dollars; the larger capacity battery
gives the more efficient service. For the majority of
indoor and outdoor uses, a 50 to 70 -degree beam meets
the requirements. This is produced with a silvered or
enameled reflector, bulls -eye lens, and lamp. The
lamp used with the 2 -cell flashlight of this type con-
sumes 0.68 watt and gives an average maximum beam
of about four or five candlepower for a seven to eight
hour intermittent burning period. In the 3 -cell
tubular flashlight the lamp takes 1.0 watt and gives
seven to nine candlepower in the main beam.

When it is desired to illuminate surfaces of objects
over 15 or 20 feet away with only about 0.8 lamp
candlepower available from the three cell flashlight
lamp, the light must 1:. confined to a narrow beam.
This is done by using a very concentrated filament lamp
and a parabolic reflector. The lamp is focused in the
reflector by screwing either the lens end or the base
cap, depending on the make. The reflector of such a
focusing spotlight is protected by a flat or curved
cover glass of uniform thickness which has little or no
bending action and is used merely to keep out dirt and
moisture. Beams of several hundred candlepower are
obtained, suitable for reading house numbers and road
signs, for boating, meter reading, for watchmen and
police-for all services where illumination is needed for
greater distances. These focusing flashlights are made
in both the two and three cell types, for the standard
1 3% inch diameter batteries used in the bullseye lens
units. One extra lamp, sometimes two, is carried in
the cap at the end of the battery-a very practical
feature for the user which could be incorporated to
advantage in the other types of flashlight cases.

The accompanying chart shows a comparison of

some of the technical features of the common types of
flashlights described- above.-Light, January 1925.

COLOR SHADOW LIGHTING
Hardly a city exists which does not have a prominent

monument or monumental building: With a few
scattered exceptions, all are obliterated by nightfall.
During the day their beauty may be marred by the
surroundings; at night they may be set free from their
environment and made to stand nobly out as an in-

spiration to their beholders. If the building is a com-
mercial one, as for example are the Woolworth tower
of New York and the Wrigley tower of Chicago, the
publicity gained by courageous flood -lighting is beyond
calculation.

Color shadow lighting, when applied to similar ex-
amples of our modern architecture, provides a means
for enhancing the beauty of such architectural accom-
plishments to an even greater degree than has been
made possible with the aid of the large banks of flood -
lamps as are used for the night illumination of the two
structures mentioned above. Color in itself, is at-
tractive and when intelligently used to create brilliant
splashes of color which harmonize with the architectural
design of the building, some truly magnificient effects
can be secured.

The use of color permits variegating the appearance
of a building at will to a much greater extent than is
possible with clear flux. Likewise, with colored light,
the amount and kind of color is under perfect control
and the amount of color decoration can be modified or
eliminated at any time, if so desired. It lends itself
particularly well to the lighting of such structures as are
stepped back from "the building line progressively at
certain elevations, since such architecture creates
pockets and offsets that can be strongly splashed from
points of vantage on the building itself. This permits
the pillars and other outstanding features of a. build-
ing, to be bathed with white light, thus sharply
contrasting them against a background of colored
shadows.

It is only necessary to recall such awe-inspiring
applications of colored lighting as were witnessed at the
San Francisco Exposition, to realize the many possi-
bilities which may be uncovered by the resourceful
designer.

Such applications will also create an additional
power demand because the projected area of buildings
suitable for such exterior illumination ordinarily runs
from 20,000 sq. ft. to 100,000 sq. ft., requiring a con-
nected lighting load of from 100 to 1000 kw. The
burning hours run considerably beyond the peak and
would average more than 1800 .per year. In other
words there is a potential requirement of 180,000 kw -hr.
and upwards per building per year.-Abstracted from
the Electrical World of Nov. 22, 1924.
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Midwinter Convention Plans Completed
Arrangements are being completed for the Midwinter Con-

vention which will be held in New York City, February 9th to12th. Everything points to a most successful meeting. The
entertainment committee has planned functions which will give
much pleasure to those attending; a large number of inspection
trips have been arranged and these are listed in following para-graphs. The technical papers are of excellent character. They
cover such subjects as electrical machinery, instruments and
measurements. electrophysics, communication, transmission,
cables, storage batteries and statistical forecasting.

Among the social functions there will be a smoker on Monday
evening and a dinner -dance on Thursday evening, Lincoln's
birthday. Both of these events will be at the Hotel Astor. On
Wednesday evening there will be the presentation of the Edison
Medal and an address on airship development by Major -General
M. L. Patrick.

A complete program was published in the January issue of the
JOURNAL, page 83.

The general committee in charge of local arrangements is asfollows: L. F. Morehouse, Chairman, H. H. Barnes, Jr., W. S.
Gorsuch, E. B. Meyer (chairman of Sessions Committee),
L. W. W. Morrow, H. S. Sheppard (chairman of Feature Meeting
Committee) and R. H.' Tapscott (chairman of Finance Commit-
tee). The Entertainment Committee consists of H. H. Barnes,
Jr., chairman, F. M. Feiker (smoker), H. A. Kidder (dinner-
dance) and J. C. Parker (excursions).
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Features of int Ii2,.-ANJ-k% -a. single-tdmit lurk)
generators, one with rucloscd %cntiliiting system, 27,(00-volt
vertical isi,lated-phase sv. itching, disconnecting-t)l,t 1/11 Viroult
breakers ttitll electrical raising, and lowering meelianisio, pvritia-
Heady 1W-litill.11 primilding and testing switehes and bus v. lh
kenotron testing equipment, step-up auto -transformers with
(lides sweated to In and radiators banked oa
headers, unit -type steel switchboard cubicles, truck-typo station
auxiliary circuit breaker, and Ward -Leonard controlled stoker
auxiliaries and coal tower.

The following trips may be taken by individuals or groups:
.4 lawman. Substations. New York Edison Co., three 151%1-kw.

250 -volt thrce-wire motor -generator sets with remote supervisory
control; New York Central Railroad, two 2000 -kw. 060 -volt
motor generators with load -limiting features and high-speed d -c.
circuit breaker:-.; Puhlie Set ice Co. of New Jersey, two auto-
matic railway substations in Newark, one in Bloomfield and
noise -proof au tome tie station Newark.

Fri (money Chu 11 (11 I.. United Electric Light & Power Co.,
Hell (late Station, 35,1;00 -kw. synchronous induction set with
00 -cycle rotor and connected to 25 -cycle source. Set equipped
with silencer.

Sy/id/rot/ow: Converters. New York Edison Co., three 4200 -
kw. totally enelosod synchronous three-wire Edison converters.
Two are booste1 type, one has field control.

Supervisory Control. Hell Gate Station, United Electric
Light & Power Co., distribution-type remote circuit -breaker-
operation indicator; Bayside Substation, New York and Queens
Electric Light & Power Co., remote circuit -breaker control and
indicator.

Large Turbo Generator. Hell (late Station, United Electric
Light & Power Co., 62,500-kv-a. cross -compound turbine.

Truck -Type Substation. Kings Highway Substation, Brooklyn
Edison Co., 20,000 -kw. substation with truck -type switching,
transformers with cables sweated to potheads.

Elevators. Standard Oil Company Building, multi -voltage
full automatic control; Equitable Life Assurance Bldg., Ward -
Leonard control.

Machine Telephone S witch i ny. New York Telephone Co.,
Thirty -Sixth St., large machine-switching telephone exchange
(open daily, noon till 2 p. m., during Convention).

Radio Broadcasting Station. Station WEAF. (open daily from
4 to 6 o'clock during Convention).

Electric Ship Propulsion. Three municipal ferries equipped
with turbo generators and induction motors.

Industrial Installations of Electric Drive. Artie Hygia Ice
Plant, three 750-h. p., two 450-h. p. and three 150-h.p. synchronous
motors direct connected to compressors; Botany Worsted Textile
Co., modern textile installation; Lowe Paper Co., small modern
paper mills; New York Belting and Packing Co., 10,000 h.p., of
motors installed; Driver -Harris Co., steel -rolling mill; Stewart
Hartshorn Co., modern electric steel furnace; Raritan Copper
Co., modern electrified copper plant; R. H. Macy & Co., large
battery -charging and ventilating plant.
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Lamp Manufacture. Edison Lamp Works of General Electric
Co., with specially prepared exhibition; Westinghouse Lamp Co.

Electric Ovens and Furnaces. Durant Motors, Klaxon Co.,
General Electric Co., Steinway Piano Co.

Electric Welding. Metropolitan Engineering and Device
Corp., Repair Shops of 3rd Avenue Railway Co.

Boilers and Stokers. Sherman Creek Station, United Electric
Light & Power Co., automatic boiler control (Smoot type) on
44 650-h.p. boilers, pulverized -fuel installation, six 628-h.p.
boilers, these boilers equipped with finned water tupes in side
walls; Hell Gate Station, United Electric Light & Power Co.,
record -efficiency stoker -fired boilers with finned water tubes in
side walls; Fifty -Ninth Street Station, Interborough Rapid
Transit Co., longest stokers built (37 tuyeres), experimental
coke -recovery plant in connection with ash-disposal system;
Hotel Commodore, N. Y. Central Railroad, two 200Q-h. p. boilers
installed 85 ft. below ground.

Diesel Engine, Brooklyn Navy Yard. A Diesel -engine outfit
will be on test and arrangements have been made to have Naval
Officers show the equipment to visitors.

Power Plants and Industrial Applications
on Spring Convention Program

A program of varied interest is being planned for the Spring
Convention which will be held in St. Louis, April 13 to 17. As

St. Louis is a center of power generation and industrial develop-
ment a number of the papers will deal with these two phases of
engineering. There will be papers on several new power plants
and automatic stations. Sessions will be held, respectively, on
mining and marine applications and papers are being planned on
the uses of electricity in manufacturing rubber, cement, shoes,
glass and paper. Several papers on electrical machinery, electro-
magnetism and electrophysics are contemplated and there will be
one session devoted to communication topics.

Among the features of the meeting it is hoped to have addresses
by Mr. Louis H. Egan, President, Union Electric Light and
Power Company, and Dr. F. B. Jewett, Vice -President, Western
Electric Company.

There will be irspection trips to many of the engineering
developments in the neighborhood of St. Louis. including power
plants and substations and many kinds of manufacturing estab-
lishments which abound in this territory.

A number of social and sports features are being arranged to
add to the pleasure of those who attend.

A large and well organized local committee is working diligently
to make the meeting a successful one and all who have an op-
portunity to he present are assured of an enjoyable and profitable
occasion.

The general committee of arrangements for this convention as
appointed by President Osgood, consists of Messrs. B. D. Hull
(Chairman), Edward Bennett, H. E. Bussey, J. M. Chandlee,
H. W. Eales, J. Harrison, Chris. H. Kraft, L. W. W. Morrow,
C. P. Potter, W. L. Rose, Herbert S. Sands. Subcommittees have
been appointed, the chairmen of which are as follows: Entertain-
ment, W. L. Rose, Finance, G. A. Waters; Publicity, C. L.
Matthews; Registration and Hotel, J. M. Chandlee; Special
Feature, C. H. Kraft; Technical Inspection; C. C. Robinson;
Technical Meetings, C. P. Potter, and Transportation, J. L.
Buchanan.

Future Section Meetings
Baltimore

"The Klydonograph," by Dr. J. F. Peters,7Westinghouse
Electric & Mfg. Co. February 20, 8:15 P. M., Johns Hopkins
University.
IS"The Pallophotophone, by Dr. C. A. II oxio, General Electric
Co. March 20, 8:15 P. M., Johns Hopkins University.

Cincinnati
"The Failure of Dielectrics," by Wm. A. Del Mar, Habirshaw

Electric Cable Co., February 12.
Erie

"Manufacture of Railway Motors," by Don F. Smith, General
Electric Co., February 17.

"Patents and Inventions," by A. A. Buck, General Electric
Co. March 17.

Fort Wayne
"Supervisory System for Automatic Stations," by Chester

Lichtenberg, General Electric Co. This will be illustrated by
movies. To be held at G. E. Club Rooms, Buildingl6-2,
8:00 P. M. February 19.

Talk relative to Traction. Work by R. M. Feustal, President
Indiana Service Corporation. Moving Pictures. To be held
at G. E. Club Rooms, Building 16-2, 8:00 P. M. March 19.

St. Louis
"A Resume of the Past Year's Achievements in Electrical

Engineering." February 25.
Electrical Transmission of Pictures. March 25.

Seattle
"Recent Development in Propulsion," by F. K. Kirsten.

February 18.
"Broadcasting by Radio and Long Lines," by J. W. Greig

and J. R. Tolmie. March 18.
Springfield

"The Magnetic and Electric Survey of the Oceans on the
Non -Magnetic Yacht "Carnegie," by Captain J. P. Ault,
Carnegie Institute. This lecture will be illustrated by slides,
and a film, which will show the huge icebergs encountered during
the cruise around the South Pole. February 9, Olivet Com-
munity House.

Vancouver
"Alouette Power Developments," by E. E. Carpenter. Feb-

ruary 6.
"Main -Line Railway Electrification," by R. Beeuwkes.

March 6.

Regional Meeting in Washington
is Most Enjoyable

Washington, D. C., was the scene of a very successful regional
meeting which was held on January 23 and 24 under the auspices
of the Middle Eastern District of the Institute. The technical
features consisted of six papers or addresses by prominent
engineers. A delightful dinner was held at the Washington
Hotel at which Herbert Hoover and Brigadier -General William
Mitchell made addresses. The inspection trips were of 'great
interest and in all, the gathering was a splendid one.

Herbert Hoover Urges Definite Participation
in Public Affairs

One of the most valuable and enjoyable features of the meeting
was the address by the Secretary of Commerce, Herbert Hoover.
Mr. Hoover urged practical participation by engineers in public
affairs. He suggested that councils of engineers be formed in
different localities for the definite purpose of discussing public
affairs and issuing statements of their thoughts on matters which
by training they are fitted to discuss. For the good of the
country he advised a combination of the qualitative thought of
the engineer with the quantitative thought of the economists.

Brigadier -General William Mitchell, Assistant Chief of Air
Service, U. S. Army, told of the great developments which have
been made in aerial navigation for civil, commercial and military
purposes. He showed many interesting slides and motion pic-
tures, those depicting the tests on the sinking of ships by means
of air bombs being of particular interest.

Three scheduled trips of inspection drew large attendances,
and numerous other trips were taken by small groups and in-
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emphasized the necessity for a simple rate. He also remarked

on the difficulty of getting customers to make any expenditure of

money for correcting power factor when they think that the
same amount spent for other purposes, such as advertising for
instance, will give them larger returns.

In answering some of the questions raised, Mr. Morrow
explained the reasons for setting a value of $6 per kv-a. on equip-
ment released by raising power factor. One of the main reasons

is that generating equipment for 80 per cent power factor, for
instance, will cost only slightly more than equipment of the
kilowatt capacity rated for 90 per cent power factor. As re-
gards overmotoring he thought that the customer is often right,
on account of the variation in loads and production and the
shifting of machines found necessary in many industrial estab-
lishments. Good service to the customer he pointed out is the
first requisite. The improvement of power factor may help to
maintain good service but the presentation of a rate clause should
be only the final step. He mentioned that in some companies
where rate clauses have been in effect a study showed that the
receipts from penalties were far less than the bonuses paid.
R. H. Silbert and L. F. Deming also contributed to the

discussions.
H. R. Woodrow then presented a paper on The Use of Fre-

quency Converters for Interconnection of Systems. He told of
the 35,000-kv-a. synchronous -synchronous frequency changer
which ties together the 60 -cycle and the 25-cycle systems of the
Brooklyn Edison Company. This machine allows the base
load of the company to be carried on the new 60-cycle generating
equipment which is the most efficient generating equipment of
the company. It also allows a pooling of the entire reserve
capacity for use on either the 60 -cycle or the 25-cycle side. As a
result of this tie-in one less unit is now kept on the bus at all
times. The number of lightly loaded units at various periods
has also been reduced.

M. E. Skinner, in discussing the paper asked how this type of
machine would behave under heavy fluctuations of load. He
had in mind the question of tying together the generating systems
of a steel mill and of a central -station company. A. S. Loiseaux
stated that his company was also contemplating the use of large
frequency changers for tying together two systems of different
frequencies. The advantage of securing additional capacity for
one system or the other by this means was that it would cost
only 20 per cent of the price of generating equipment for the
same purpose. H. H. Spencer stated that the 100 per cent
overload Allowed for the frequency changer is well within safe
limits as such a swing of load will usually be impossible. Load
cannot usually come on to synchronous apparatus so fast, and
the worst possible load in average cases which will be thrown on
generating equipment when other generators are tripped off the
circuit, is probably 50 per cent of the rating of the equipment
which dropped off. He thought that Scherbius control would
give even greater flexibility in case of sudden increase of load.
Mr. Woodrow pointed out that the factor of 2 had prevented
trouble and he would rather not lower it especially as unforeseen
conditions might arise such as the swinging action of a governor
which might increase the instantaneous load.

Answering the question in regard to supplying a steel -mill
load through such a frequency charger, Mr. Woodrow cited the
fact that his machine carries a railway system which has 'load
fluctuations of 200 per cent amplitude and that the operation is
entirely satisfactory. Mr. Woodrow pointed out that on short
circuit the transfer of power from one system to the other is
small with the synchronous -synchronous frequency changer.
This type of set transfers only power (kilowatts) from one system
to the other and not kilovolt -amperes. Mr. Woodrovi further
mentioned that the two units of the set are connected together
with a rigid bolted shaft, though when a second set is added
this will have an armature -shifting device. Others contributing
to this discussion were F. R. Ford and W. L. Lee.

The Institute Election
The nomination ballots for officers of the Institute will be

mailed to the entire membership during the first week in
February.

Four advance nominations for the office of President were
made by petition, and three of the candidates so nominated
have notified the Secretary of the Institute of their withdrawal
in favor of Dr. M. I. Pupin, as indicated in the following quota-
tions from these letters:

MR. CHARLES E. SKINNER:
"I have learned that Doctor M. I. Pupin has been nominated

for the Presidency of the American Institute of Electrical Engi-
neers, and, this being the case, it gives me pleasure to withdraw
my name in favor of Doctor Pupin.

"I very keenly appreciate the action of my friends who have
been good enough to put my name in nomination; but I feel
quite sure that they will gladly give their whole -hearted support
to a candidate of Doctor Pupm's eminence in the profession and
one who is so vitally interested in the affairs of the Institute,
as well as being possessed of such rare personal charm."

MR. R. F. SCHUCHARDT:
"Some of my friends have been kind enough to place my

name in nomination as a candidate for President of the Institute
this year.

"In view of the nomination of Professor Michael Pupin for
this honor and his acceptance of the nomination, of which I
learned subsequently, I am very happy indeed to withdraw.
I believe the Institute would be distinctly honored in having a
man of Professor Pupin's attainments and standing in the
scientific world as its President."

MR. L. T. ROBINSON:
"Referring to Institute By-laws Section 19, please withdraw

my name from the printed list of candidates for nomination for
President of the Institute.

"I am taking this action because I have learned that Dr.
Michael I. Pupin has been suggested for the office of President
and that he has agreed to stand as a candidate. In view of
Dr. Pupin's great distinction in the science of electricity, I
appreciate this opportunity to withdraw in his favor and to
support him for the presidency."

A. I. E. E. Directors' Meeting
A meeting of the Board of Directors of the American Institute

of Electrical Engineers was held at Institute headquarters, New
York, on Wednesday, January 21 1925.

There were present: President Farley Osgood, Newark, N. J.-
Vice-Presidents S. E. M. Henderson, Toronto; William F. James,
Philadelphia; L. F. Morehouse, New York; Harold B. Smith
Worcester-Managers A. G. Pierce, Pittsburgh; Harlan A. Pratt
Hoboken, N. J.; H. M. Hobart, Schenectady; G. L. Knight,
Brooklyr, N. Y.; W. M. McConahey, Pittsburgh; H. P. Charles -
worth, New York; John B. Whitehead. Baltimore-Treasurer
George A. Hamilton, Elizabeth, N. J.; Secretary F. L. Hutchin-
son,.New York.

A report was presented of a meeting of the Board of Examiners
held January 12; and the actions taken at that meeting were
approved. Upon the recommendation of the Board of Exami-
ners, the following actions weie taken upoh pending applications:
279 Students were ordered enrolled; 198 applicants were elected
to the grade of Associate; 6 applicants were elected to the grade
of Member.

Approval by the Finance Committee of monthly bills amount-
ing to $25,432.32 was ratified.

Upon the recommendation of the Sections Committee, the
Board authorized the organization of a Nebraska Section of the
Institute, to include Pottawattamie County, Iowa, and the
entire state of Nebraska, and granted a request of the Mexico
Section for an extension of territory to include all members in

Mexico.
Authority was given for the establishment of a Student

Branch of the Institute at the South Dakota State School of

Mines.
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'anal C1,1111111,,14111 Ills masterful orgisilizi.tion of personnel ofthe ('rural forces, and especiall) of the transportation 04'111,1.4/111111W1411 11111:11111.s lu lien 1141 -el I- vollo.trilvtiols %oak ern Ihr'atial his ,114.4.4.,,,iff*, li-114 ral loetlials
.1t sarielus times 111. arlier. nods .4 his life, Mr stess-11:. NatI f Eng,inver, Vice -President, Manager, of the ( ire at

NOrtils-1.11 !talk% , C111114411, 1(1011 1,1111111
NiVV York, \s-ss Ilas I'll A. Hartford Railroad, and Preside ill,-41.11..s71\ tI.\ , of !hi. Spiktilic, Portland A seat tle Italian) and theOregon Electric Rada sty, and tither 11estern railroads

John Frank Ste\ ens %kw. born at 11 est 4 earamyr. !slam..S'a'il 15.-,3, and %slide still a .s ming rural k tilt to the
licrs he 1:1, 11,11\ I- its railroad engineeruei... for man)). ars

1 ale Itrtun('ll Electrical Exhibition
.1n electrical exhibition seas held in the Uuuhuut 1...1Herator)

of Electrical Engineering on Frith.) and sat tirdit) unings,December 12 mat 1.:, 1921. The Yale Itrancli, .1nierienii Insti-tute of Electrical Engineers, directed the projyyt. E. II. Eames.I'hairmati, and .1. 1.. Biach, II. l.. Elker, '. I). leyr, Jr., and F' F.Tonnithal, E tis lye. These men heaalyti committees
1,a1Herators Apparatus lienimistrations. Itecyp,nen,stunts, and Programs.

There yry some t sso dozyn or more sp.-edit. exhibits assignedio -mall Each Naas free tie deselop its own shim 'Illyhole exhibition us a, all aggregate of simpls things, nothing oflargs propertishii ails attempted. Excepting it few doiliestieappliances (leornosed from electriy "hops the ordinaryla let era tu er) a ppara t us ail:, used hue ui 11111,10 eases It Nits arrangedin sone significant an). ie the mum (took one grouping ofgenerators and sss itches and meters t) pitied a 'Hessen plant; toanother exhibit
dills-reut1114.111,)41,- of starting and controlling thespeed of motors ssere slims ii. Variations III Ik1111I, bri11111111\ orspeed were utilized In a nose! sign in which a blue I. alternatediu lerilliany.s as its background of a hilt, lamps also alternated, onehying bright a hen the other %sus dim. Another exhibit displit)edthe electric system ,11pplementing a noisy Ford automobile
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Some fields of antiquated Edison dynamos were inverted and
served for illustrating "fundamentals." A little lamp post 6
inches high could be placed anywhere on a large map of Con-
necticut lying on a table, but the lamp would light only over
New Haven. There was a duck pond with magnetically con-
trolled ducks, a top that would spin continuously, a "cold stove"
where eggs were boiled on a cake of ice, and a tin can induction
motor. A toy train operated from a miniature substation with
transmission line, transformers, switchboard, and synchronous
converter. A radio set, telegraph line, and an automatic tele-
phone exchange were in operation. A lecture room oscillograph,
with Professor Turner's new "Transient Visualizer" (which he
recently described in a paper for which he received a prize given
by the Northeastern Section of the American Institute of Elec-
trical Engineers) showed the transient current which flows when

a circuit containing a condenser, a coil, and a resistance is con-
nected to a direct -current circuit. Other electrical exhibits too
numerous to mention were shown.

The introduction of extra curriculum methods into laboratory
practise brought out surprising capability and independence in
organization, creation and execution. There was a stream of
about 450 visitors on each evening and it was quite a task to
explain to the novice things which were in many cases new to the
demonstrator himself.

The exhibition was open to all members of the University for
both evenings, and invitations for Saturday evening were sent
to A. I. E. E. members, high schools, industrial organizations,
and various other groups. Many out of town visitors were
present on both evenings.

University of Illinois Establishes Graduate
Assistantships

To assist in the conduct of engineering research and to extend
and strengthen the field of its graduate work in engineering
The University of Illinois maintains fourteen Research Graduate
Assistantships in the Engineering Experiment Station; two
other such Assistantships are established under the patronage of

the Illinois Gas Association. The annual stipend for these is
$600, with exemption from all but the matriculation and diploma
fees; open to graduates of all American and foreign universities.
Nominations are made by the Executive Staff of the Station, and
approved by the President of the University. The Engineering
experiment Station, organized within the College of Engineering,
has been established since 1903 for the study of 'problems of
importance to engineers as well as manufacturing and industrial
research work. Its field is almost unlimited in application,
embracing all branches of the engineering profession. Com-
munications may be addressed to The Director, Engineering
Experiment Station, University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.

Students Inspect Battleship
The student branch of the University of Southern California

accompanied Professor Biegler on an inspection trip to the
Battleship U. S. S. Colorado, Dec. 17th, as guests of Lieutenant
Commander Leighton, Chief Engineer Officer. Forty-six
engineers took advantage of this opportunity to investigate
thoroughly the turbo -generator power plant of this electrically
driven ship. The U. S. S. Colorado being the latest electrically
driven dreadnaught, offered the students an extensive field to
study the latest developments and applications of the principles
of marine power plant construction and operation.

Institute of Radio Engineers Elects New
Officers

For the year of 1925, the Institute of Radio Engineers has
elected the following officers: J. H. Dellinger President; Donald
McNicol Vice -President; Alfred N. Goldsmith Secretary and
W. F. I fubley Treasurer. Managers elected for the next term of

service are: Melville Eastham, A. E. Reoch, H. W. Nichols,

A. H. Grebe, L. A. Hazeltine, Lloyd Espenschied, J. V. L. Hogan,

J. H. Morecroft and Edward Bennett.
The Institute is an International organization established in

1912 with a membership now of about three thousand.

The Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.
On January 1, 1925 were organized, for the purpose of carrying

on development and research activity in communication and

allied fields The Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated.
This new company is owned jointly by the American Telephone
and Telegraph Company and the Western Electric Co.. Inc.,
with personnel, buildings and equipment from the research
laboratories of the two companies. Extensive laboratory
facilities are already under way, with new buildings, covering
almoit a quarter of a city block, to be added to the 400,000 sq. ft.
already in service at 463 West Street, New York City. At date

of corporation, the personnel approximates 3600, two thousand
of whom are members of the technical staff made up of engineers,
physicists, chemists, metallurgists and experts in their various
fields.

The chairman of the board of directors is General J. J. Carty,
vice-president of the American Telephone and Telegraph Co.,
and other members of the board are Doctor F. B. Jewett, former
vice-president of the Western Electric and recently elected
vice-president of the Am. Tel. & Tel., President of the new corpor-
ation; W. S. Gifford, President of the American Telephone and
Telegraph Co.; Bancroft Gherardi, vice-president of the same
Company; C. G. DuBois, president and J. L. Kilpatrick,
vice-president, of the Western Electric Co. and J. B. Odell,
Assistant to the president, Western Electric Co.

The operations of the Bell Telephone Laboratories will be
under the direction of E. B. Craft, executive vice -president, --
formerly chief engineer of the Western Electric Co.

In the functional division of the research development and
engineering work of the Laboratories, physical and chemical
research is organized under Dr. H. D. Arnold, Director of
Research; development of apparatus under Mr. J. J. Lyng,
Apparatus Development Engineer, and development of com-
munication systems under Mr. A. F. Dixon, Systems Develop-
ment Engineer, all experienced men in similar activities in the
Engineering Department of the Western Electric Company.
Dr. R. L. Jones, Inspection Manager, continues his responsibili-
ties in engineering inspection, and S. P. Grace, Commercial
Development Engineer, cares for the commercial development.

The patent work of the Laboratories is organized under Mr.
J. G. Roberts, General Patent Attorney, former Assistant
General Patent Attorney of the Western Electric Company.

The corporate and commercial relations of the Laboratories
are under the direction of vice-president E. P. Clifford who was
commercial manager of the Engineering Department of the West-
ern Electric Company. John Mills continues as Personnel
Director, in charge of personnel activities, and educational and
college relations.

The formation of the special Laboratories is an indication of
the importance which these companies place upon properly
organized research and is a promise of continuous service to the
public, to the communication art and to the progress of science.

Annual Tables of Constant and Numerical
Data

Volume V of the "Annual Tables of Constant and Numerical
Data-Physical, Chemical, and Technological,"-containing
data for the years 1917 to 1922,-is now on the press.

These Annual Tables are published by an International
Commission, under the authority of the International Research
Council and the International Union of Pure and Applied Chem-
istry. They were founded in 1910, completion of this fifth
volume being interrupted by t he war. Tt will now be continued,
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including data \Viii li hits been published during the currentyear, in complete Inil non -critical form. Thu Animal Tablesare published in Paris, supported by an international budgetraised by government contribuLions and melon title and engineeringsocieties throughout the universe. The Institute is one of thesecontributors, and members flay obtain copies of the Tables atreduced special rates. Address University of Chicago Press,Chicago, Illinois, mentioning membership in the Institute.

Architectural and Allied Arts Exposition
Tho Architectural and Allied Arts Exposition will bo heldat the Grand Central Palace, Now York, N. Y., April 20th toMay 2, 1925. In addition to a comprehensive display of mate-rials which make for the home, factory and businesss building,there will he home decoration, decorative tapestries, examplesof landscaping, etc. The Annual International Conference onCity Planning will be held within the Exposition and the Archi-tectural League will unite with the American Institute of Archi-tects holding their display in conjunction with the exposition.

Westinghouse Electric Makes Changes
F. A. Merrick, vice-president and general manager of theCanadian Westinghouse Company, Hamiliton, Ont, has beenelected vice-president and general manager of the WestinghouseElectric and Manufacturing Company. He will have offices atEast Pittsburgh and assume his new duties January 1st.The office of the president, E. M. Herr, has been removed fromEast Pittsburgh to the Westinghouse Building, 150 Broadway,New York City.

Mr. Merrick shortly after his graduation from Lehigh Univer-sity was employed by the Steel Motors Company, a subsidiary ofthe Lorraine Steele Co.; here he contributed many importantelectrical inventions of his own, arid rose to the position ofChief Engineer. Later he joined the Westinghouse Electric &Mfg. Co., East Pittsburgh, to take charge of production of streetrailway motors. Upon the formation of the Canadian Westing-house Company, Ltd., he was sent there as superintendentlater becoming Works Manager and finally, vice-president andgeneral manager. During the World War, he was in charge of
munitions production at Chicopee Falls for the Russian Govern-ment and later our own government requirements for the famousBrowning machine gun. With reorganization and reequipment,Mr. Merrick was able to turn out 60,000 guns within elevenmonths of the first operations, an achievement which, in theindustrial world, is considered without parallel.

President Herr is leaving Pittsburgh after having served there. since 1899. He, too, has achieved a notable place in industry.
Graduating from the Sheffield Scientific School, Yale, in 1884, heserved a special apprenticeship with the Chicago, Milwaukee
and St. Paul Railway in their motive power department, laterbecoming test engineer and superintendent of telegraphs andultimately superintendent of the Burlington Railroad. In1890 he was appointed master mechanic on the C. M. & St. P.and in 1892, superintendent of the Grant Locomotive Works inChicago. In 1895 he was in Russia, establishing locomotiveworks there. Upon his return he went with the Gibbs ElectricCo., as superintendent, and thence with the Chicago & North-western R. R. as superintendent of motive power. In 1899 heentered the employ of the Westinghouse Company and, aftervarious promotions, was elected to the presidency in 1911.

Electrically Driven Auxiliaries for
Steam Generating Station

The problems of the utilization of electrically -driven auxiliariesin steam generating stations are covered in a report entitled
"Electrically Driven Auxiliaries for Steam Generating Stations"prepared by the Electrical Apparatus Committee of the National
Electric Light Association, and just published by them.

The report, comprised of 136 pages and cover eon tains
95 illustrittiobH, and is it 111141(1i/00k on central station pritetice
in the use of these auxiliaries. The inforniation, (10110014)(1 by a
special Siliw11111Hitt00 Or which N. h. Pollard of the Public
Service Production Company, Newark, N. J., was chairman,was obtained from practically all large central stations in theUnited States a special feature of the report being a symposium
on the auxiliary practise of 39 modern steam plants in thiscountry. Al though it was necessary I () limit this report primarily
to coal -burning stations, housing generating units of at least
20 000 -kw. -capacity, two oil -burning plants were included, as itwas thought that the method of driving the condenser auxiliaries,
etc., would be, of interest to the profession.

The report is divided into four sections as follows:
Section 1, presenting the requirements of the various auxilia-ries, tabulated by class to show the average practise. The ideawas to gather into one class all replies giving the same general

allowable time of interruption, variation of speed, number ofsteps of speed control, and duplication of apparatus.
Section 2 contains a description of the types of motors andcontrol available.
Section 3 outlines various sources of electric power used for

driving auxiliaries, with a discussion of the merits of the diff-forent sources.

Section 4 consists of data and diagrams indicating methodsused in driving the auxiliaries in 39 modern American steamgenerating stations.
In addition, there are four articles not yet published in thetechnical press written by manufacturers of electrical equipment:

on (the following subjects)

Considerations in the Application of Motor Driven CirculatingPumps.
Comparison of Various Methods of Driving Forced Draft Fans.Mechanical Stokers.
Typical Motor Installations for Coal Handling Equipment.
A bibliography is also included.
Copies of the report may be ordered from N. E. L. A. head-quarters, 29 West 39th Street, New York, N. Y., the price tomembers of the N. E. L. A. being 90 cents; to non-members$1.35, post paid. For purchases in quantity, mailed to oneaddress, discounts from these basic prices are as follows:

5 per cent11-25 copies
26-50 copies 10 per cent
More than 50 copies 15 per cent

Members' prices to colleges and public libraries.
Organizations should order on their purchase forms and remit-

tance should accompany all orders from non-member individuals.
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PERSONAL MENTION

Communication from REGINALD A. GLADWELL, Rugby,England, states that he is about to take position as CommercialEngineer on the Melbourne Office staff of the Australian GeneralElectric Company.

FREDERICK FROLICH is now working with the New YorkState Bridge and Tunnel Commission, with offices in the Wool-worth Building, having left the Dwight P. Robinson Co., thelater part of December last.
EDWARD T. MOORE announces the opening of his own office at500 Cahill Building, Syracuse, New York, in the practice ofconsulting engineer. Mr. Moore was previously with the Hal -comb Steel Company of that city.
WALTER W. REED has been appointed assistant engineer of theNew York and New Jersey Bridge and Tunnel Commission,
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Woolworth Bldg., New York, having resigned from his previous
connection with Dwight P. Robinson & Company.

WILLIAM H. ROSE has withdrawn from the vice-presidency of
the American Machine & Foundry Company, this city, and has
removed to Chicago to affiliate himself with Lockwood, Greene &
Company, Engineers, First National Bank Building, Chicago.

R. H. HORTON has resigned from his position as vice-president
of the International Railway Company, Buffalo, New York, and
has accepted the office of President of the Philadelphia Rural
Transit Company, operating the motor bus lines in that city.

MARVEL M. GOLDEN, electrical engineer, Constructions Elec-
triques de France, Paris, has been appointed to represent them
in a French Government Economical Mission to Japan. Mr.
Golden leaves France about the first of February, but his mail
address will remain 9 Rue Pergolese, Paris.

GEORGE L. HEDGES, who has been doing mechanical designing
engineering work at East Cleveland, Ohio, hasassociated himself
with his uncle in the Hedges Lincoln Iron Works, Lincoln, Neb.,
one of the oldest companies of its kind in that section, having
been established by Mr. Hedges' grandfather in 1873.

ARCHIBALD H. KINGHORN, JR., has left his position as assistant
engineer for the Bell Telephone Co., Philadelphia, and has es-
tablished new connections with the Philadelphia and West -
Chester Traction Co., Upper Darby, Pa., where he will serve in
the capacity of assistant to the second vice-president.

DONALD MCNICOL, who resigned from the service of the
Radio Corporation of America last March to become identified
with the Pneumatic Tube Supply Company, has recently been
elected vice-president of that Company. The main office and
works are located at Plainfield, N. J., with district offices in
New York, San Francisco and Toronto, Canada.

American Society of Civil Engineers,-was bestowed upon
BERNARD FAABORG JAKOBSEN, Member of the Institute Since

1913. For many years, Mr. Jakobsen has been consulting
engineer with offices at 1405-6 Chronicle Building, San Francisco,
California, and the medal was conferred at the Annual Conven-
tion of the American Society of Civil Engineers recently
held in New York.

HENRY W. BLAKE, who has been with the Electric Railway
Journal since 1891, retired January 1st, succeeded by Mr. Morris
Buck. As an editor, Mr. Blake has for many years been pre-
eminent in the field of technical journalism, and has been with
this paper practically since its inception. He was graduated
from Yale in 1886 with a C. E. degree, entered an electrical
course it the Massachusetts Institute of 'Technology, upon the
completion of which he took a position with the Sprague Electric
Railway & Motor Company, engaged in the construction of
electric railways in various cities of the United States. His
progress might well be paralleled with the advancement of the
Electric Railway Journal itself.

E. B. CRAFT, formerly Chief Engineer of the Western Electric
Company, has been appointed Executive Vice President of the
Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, and will be in direct
charge of the research and development activities of that organi-
zation. During the twenty-three years of his association with the
Western Electric Company, he has contributed materially to
the development of the art of communicatior, , having been
granted more than seventy patents relating to telephone systems
and apparatus. Mr. Craft is Chairman of the Headquarters
Committee and a former member of the Board of Directors. He
is also a member of the Library Board of United Engineering
Society, Vice -Chairman of the Division of Engineering and

Industrial Research of National Research Council and a Fellow
of American Institute of Radio Engineers.

MORRIS BUCK, for the last two years associate editor of the
Electric Railway Journal, has now been made managing editor.
Mr. Buck has accomplished much important investigation of
electric railways throughout the country, studying the properties
of these in Boston, Eastern Massachusetts, New York, Phila-
delphia, Washington, Newark, Richmond, Chicago, Kansas
City, New Orleans and others, the work involving a wide range
of operating engineering as well as financial problems for railways

and public officials. For six years before taking up the consulting
work, Mr. Buck was assistant professor of electrical engineering
at the University of Illinois, at which time he became well known
in the field of electric railway engineering for original work done
in the solution of problems by graphical methods. Other
years of teaching included professorship at the Clarkson College
of Technology, two years as assistant professor at the New Hamp-
shire State College and one year as instructor at Cornell Uni-
versity, from which he had graduated in the mechanical engineer-
ing class of 1904. Mr. Buck graduated from the University of

Illinois, with the 1917 class.

Obituary
On the 25th day of December, 1924, A. GERO SCHMIDT, died

at his home, 22 Carey Avenue, Wilkes Barre, Pa. Mr. Schmidt
was born in Rome, Italy. He was a graduate of the Karlsruhe
University, Germany. In 1912-14 he served an apprenticeship
course at the Westinghouse works, Pittsburgh and in 1914 was
made sales engineer, export department of the British Westing-
house Electric & Mfg. Co., Ltd., Manchester, England. In
1915-19 he served as an officer in the Italian Army, Engineers
Corps and upon the termination of the war in 1919; was made
Assistant to Manager and Chief Engineer, Societa Laziale di
Elettricita, Rome, Italy. Mr. Schmidt was also a member of
the Associazione Nazionale degli Ingegneri Italiani, Rome.

DR. NATHANIEL S. KEITH, a charter member of the Institute
and its first secretary, died suddenly in Philadelphia, on January
27, aged eighty-seven.

Dr. Keith was born in Boston July 14, 1838. He was educated
as a chemist in his father's chemical laboratory. New York City,
and was engaged as investigator, inventor, editor, and electrical
engineer since 1870. He was one of the most active in the small
group of men whose conferences finally brought about the organi-
zation of the Institute in 1884. He was one of the members of
the Electrical Conference held in Philadelphia, in 1884, and was a
judge at the Philadelphia Electrical Exhibition in the same year.
For many years past Dr. Keith has been in business in Phila-
delphia as a consulting engineer.

JAMES A. BRETT, Manager of the Cincinnati Office of the
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing company for nearly
twenty years, died suddenly at Bermuda, January 6th, 1925.
Born at Mount Vernon, New York, July 24th 1866, Mr. Brett's
early education was through the public schools, and his business
career -was started as telephone operator and inspector in that
city. In 1886 he took a position with the Sprague Electric
Railway and Motor Co. as an apprentice in their New York
City shops. By 1889, Mr. Brett has achieved a superintendency
in charge of electric railway construction for the Sprague Elec-
tric Railway & Motor Co., the Edison General Electric Company
and the General Electric Co. Ir 1892 he left New York to be-
come general superintendent of construction of the Detroit
Electrical Works and in 1893 was made superintendent, general
superintendent and general manager of the Electrical Installation
Co. of engineers and contractors, Chicago, Ill. It was from this
position he resigned in 1904 to identify himself with the Westing-
house 'Company, with whom he was at the time of his death.
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ANNUAL MEETING. WASIIING'FON. JANUARY 16.17
The annual meeting of the American Engineering Connell washeld in Washington, D. C'., January 1925. About Onehundred delegates of the twenty-nine soci(t ies represented 111)011Council were in attendance, and President James Hartnesspresided. The representatives of the A. I. E. E. present wereMessrs. C. A. Adams, C. (3. Adsit, Arthur W. I3erresford, JohnH. Finney, F. L. Hutchinson, D. C. Jackson, William McClellan,Farley Osgood, Charles F. Scott, and C. E. Skinner.

The officers elected were Vice -Presidents Arthur W. Berresford,Niagara Falls, N. Y.; D. S. Kimball, Cornell University, Ithaca,N. Y.; 0. H. Koch, Dallas, Tex., and. Treasurer (reelected)H. E. Howe, Washington, D. C. Hold -over officers are: Presi-dent, Honorable James Hartness, Vermont; Vice-President,Gardner S. Williams, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Addresses regarding the activities of the society were madeby President Hartness and Executive Secretary L. W. Wallace.Reports of the treasurer, auditor, and Finance Committee werepresented and other routine matters disposed of. The LittleRock Engineers' Club was elected to membership.
Announcement was made of the names of the representativeswho will constitute the Administrative Board for the year 1925consisting of the President, four Vice -Presidents, the Treasurer,fourteen representatives of national societies, and eight regional

representatives-the delegation to represent the A. I. E. E., inaddition to Vice -President Berresford, being composed of Messrs.C. G. Adsit, Atlanta, Ga.; John II. Finney, Washington, D. C.;D. C. Jackson, Boston, Mass.; L. F. Morehouse, New York;Charles F. Scott, New Haven, Conn.; and C. E. Skinner, Pitts-burgh, Pa.
Among the important matters discussed were the following:Changes in the Government Reorganization Bill as it affects theDepartment of the Interior were urged and it was decided tojoin with other national bodies in seeking amendments to theexisting bills in the House and Senate. A resolution was adoptedurging that the proposed legislation be amended so as to bringit into substantial accord with the principles embodied in the oldJones -Reaves Bill originally sponsored by the engineering pro-fession through the National Public Works Department Associa-tion. The Council ratified the action of the Administrative

Board in continuing the participation of Council with theNational Board for Jurisdictional Awards which settles disputesamong unions in the building industry. Rudolph P. Miller ofNew York was appointed to represent Council on the Juris-dictional Board of which he is now chairman. Reforestationand timber supply, and street and highway safety were amongother important subjects discussed.
A notable event of the meeting was the annual dinner on theevening of January 16, at the Chevy Chase Club. PresidentHartness presided and addresses were made b3 General Herbert

M. Lord, Director of the Budget, and the Honorable HerbertHoover, Secretary of Commerce. Mr. Hoover said in part:
"Those of you who will go back five years to the time when we firstinstituted the American Engineering Council will recall that our firstlarge activity in research was in the subject of 'waste.' That was indeeda work of national importance, and for the first time it had been broughtto the attention of the engineers, the scientists and the public that some-thing was wrong in our economic system.
"The Department of Commerce took up the work of making effective,so far as might be within the limitations imposed by the director of thebudget, the possible accomplishment outlined by that Engineering Councilinvestigation directed from New York City.
"I might say that we have actually spent something like 5100,000 ayear in that work, and to -day by careful cultivation, by an infinite amountof negotiation and conferences, by striking at this problem in every con-ceivable direction, I have no hesitation in saying that the reduction inwaste in our economic system exceeds $600,000,000 per annum.
"The establishment of standards, the economies which they bring in

production and distribution; the ollinination of tianeeem,ary
atrlNaLillessithe establishment of spvelileations, the vast Improv ot I

survlecs and Ow N I luny Olio to Ints111t9ot. have till ()I' 1111111 l'011triblited
10110Untell 15t4thilatit1l by thOstn 1.11{{11$411/d In Industry lo tar the IiguroMwhich I !MVO givon to you, anti I flank we spent but aluut S100,000."

On Thursday, January 15, there was an all -day eonf,,r,.ifi, of
about thirty secretaries of local and national enginei Ting societies,
which had been arranged tinder the auspices of American Engi-
neering Council for the purpose of affording 1111 opportunity forthe secretaries to discuss the many problems of Attila! interest.
Mr. Charles E. Billin, Secrvt;try of the Philadelphia Engineers'Club, presided, the wee' ag developing into an exceedingly
interesting and profitable dismission on the work of the various
societies and hest methods of cooperation.

COMMITTEE TO STUDY AIRCRAFT SITUATION
The appointment of a committee to study the entire aircraftsituation has been announced by the Engineering Council. Thechosen chairman is Joseph W. Roe, professor of Industrial Engi-neering, New York University.
President Hartness states that it will be the work of this

Committee to inquire into all phases of air navigation,-partic-
ularly the air mail,-and a large group of related questions
to be taken up. The Committee's report to the Council isexpected to serve as a guide to their future policy in the aero-nautical field.

Professor Roe is former president of the Society of IndustrialEngineers and came to New York University from the facultyof the Sheffield Scientific School, Yale University. He is a for-mer member of the Council and during the war was stationedat McCook Field, Dayton, 0. Other eminent members of the
committee are Doctor W. F. Durand, President of the AmericanSociety of 'Mechanical Engineers; who served during the war onthe National Advisory Committee on Aeronautics; Prof. E. P.Warner, of Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Chairman,of the A. S. M. E. Committee on Aeronautics; Geo. W. Lewisexecutive officer of the National Advisory Committee on Aero-nautics, Washington; Starr Truscott, design expert, NavalBureau of Aeronautics, Washington; W. B. Stout, airplane manu-facturer, Detroit; Chas. M. Manly, New York; Col. A. T.Perkins, St. Louis; Howard E. Coffin, Detroit; and G. C. Spauld-ing of Spokane, Washington.
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INDUSTRIAL STANDARDIZATION
Looking toward worldwide work along standardization lines,the American Engineering Standards Committee elicit coopera-tion with all interests, both here and abroad. The importanceof the work of standardization is becoming more and more pro-nounced; already 70 standards have been approved by theA. E. S. C. and 100 others are under way. In the mining world,the pioneer work was done by the U. S. Bureau of Mines and thenthe American Mining Congress. The work of the NationalScrew Threads Commission in the mechanical field, has alsobeen of great importance. And Standardization carries heavilyinto public safety questions such as the unification of colors intraffic signals, etc. Secretary Hoover contends that in thegeneral problem the number of fatalities is one third, and thosewounded, one and one half times the corresponding Americanlosses in the World War which is certainly a fact in emphasis ofthe importance of standard safety measures. A program of40 industrial safety codes, most of which are applicable tofactories is underway; Thirteen have been completed and theremainder are well advanced. This includes lighting and otherwork done in schools. Standardization activities in foreignindustrial countries continue to increase, among the newestnational organizations are those in Czechoslovakia and Japan.
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In all, there are nineteen national standardizing bodies, as
follows: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Czechoslovakia,
Finland, France, Germany, Great Britain, Holland, Hungary,
Italy, Japan, Norway, Poland, Russia, Sweden, Switzerland and
the United States. The vital importance of the work cannot be
overestimated.

ENGINEERING FOUNDATION

ENDOWMENT FOR ENGINEERING FOUNDATION

If our country is to continue its beneficient progress, the ad-
vance of the engineering profession cannot be slackened is the
sentiment voiced by Alfred W. Flinn, Director of the Engineering
Foundation. If professional progress is to continue, the national
societies must have the benefit of a sustained, considered, coordi-
nated program of research, and for this, large funds are needed.
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One engineer, Ambrose Swasey, has already made a very
generous beginning by his gift of half a million dollars for the
Engineering Foundation's endowment, and recently another
engineer, Henry R. Towne, by his will added fifty thousand
dollars to this fund. But Farley Osgood, President of the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, urges an increase of
this endowment to the amount of twenty million dollars.
Others concur with his suggestion as being in scale with the
American engineering body and the importance of the service
to which they aspire for this country. If the engineering
body is in earnest, it can be done.

On January 7th, the presidents and secretaries of the Founder
Societies and the United Engineering Society, began the study
of plans for redoubled effort to increase the resources of the
Foundation. But to accomplish even a fractional pah of the
anticipated service, far greater funds are needed. Further
information will be given to members of the societies as the
plans develop toward the desired end.
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Engineering Societies Library
The library is a cooperative activity of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, the American Society of

Civil Engineers, the American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers and the American Society of Mechan-
ical Engineers. It is administered for these Founder Societies by the United Engineering Society, as a public reference
library of engineering and the allied sciences. It contains 150,000 volumes and pamphlets and receives currently
most of the important periodicals in its field. It is housed in the Engineering Societies Building, 29 West Thirty-
ninth St., New York.

In order to place the resources of the Library at the disposal of those unable to visit it in person, the Library is
prepared to furnish lists of references to engineering subjects, copies or translations of articles, and similar assistance.
Charges sufficient to cover the cost of this work are made.

The Library maintains a collection of modern technical books which may be rented by members residing in North
America. A rental of five cents a day, plus transportation, is charged.

The Director of the Library will gladly give information concerning charges for the various kinds of service to
those interested. In asking for information, letters should be made as definite as possible, so that the investigator may
understand clearly what is desired.

The library is open from 9 a. m. to 10 p m. on all week days except holidays throughout the year except during
July and August when the hours are 9 a. m. to 5 p. m.

BOOK NOTICES DECEMBER 1-31, 1924
Unless otherwise specified, books in this list have been pre-

sented by the publishers. The Society does not assume responsi-
bility for any statements made; these are taken from the preface
or the text of the book.

All the books listed may be consulted in the Engineering
Societies Library.
BOOK OF THE LOCOMOTIVE.

By G. Gibbard Jackson. Lond. & N. Y., Longmans, Green &
Co., 1924. 244 pp., illus., col. pl., 8 x 5 in., cloth. $2.00.

Records the history of the British locomotive, from Murdoch's
model of 1784 to the mammoth engines of today, describing the
advances made by various designers and showing the gradual
evolution very satisfactorily. -Written simply and without
great technical detail, it is suited to non -technical readers as well
as to those with special interest in the subject. Many illustra-
tions, including some in colors.
CE QUE TOUT AVIATEUR Doi SAVOIR.

By Andre Lain& Paris, Gauthier-Villars et Cie. (1924].
173 pp., illus., diagrs., 8 x 5 in., cloth. 12 fr.

A convenient handbook for aviators. prepared by an ex-
perienced instructor and adapted to the official program of
instruction in military aeronautics of the French government.
Treats of mechanics and aerodynathics; the construction,
maintenance and proving of aeroplanes; the motor and propul-
sion system; atmospheric phenomena and their consequences
for the aviator; and instruments. These subjects are covered
concisely, with special reference to the information most needed
by the aviator.
CONFERENCES SCIENTIFIQUES.

By Albert Turpain. Paris, Gauthier-Villars & Co.. 1924.
5 v., illus., 8 x 5 in., paper. 5 fr. each.

v. 1.-Le nouveau domaine de l'electricite.-L'evolution
des theories electriques.

v. 2. L'eclairage et le chauffage electrique.-La naissance
d'une lampe a incandescence.

v. 3.-L'air liquide.-Le, froid industriel et son utilisation.
v. 4.-De la presse a bras a la linotype et a l'electrotypographe.
v. 5.-Le cine.matographe.
In these five small volumes Professor Turpain publishes a

series of lectures which he has delivered from time to time before
various audiences in France. These addresses dealt with
various scientific and technical matters, reviewing their history,
describing their development and expounding their theory.
Intended for general audiences rather than for specialists, the
lectures are admirable examples of the popular presentation of
technical information.
DYNAMO ELECTRIC MACHINERY.

By Erich Hausmann. N. Y., D. Van Nostrand Co., 1924.
645 pp., illus., diagrs., tables, 9 x 6 in., cloth. $4.50.

This textbook covers both direct -current and alternating -
current and is intended to supplant the two textbooks on those
subjects written by the author in collaboration with the late
Dr. Samuel Sheldon. It is intended for students in electrical
courses but may also be used as a basis for courses to'students of
other branches of engineering, and for reference by engineers
whose work involves the use of electrical machinery.
EINFUHRUNG IN DIE ELEKTROTECHNIK.

By C. Heinke. 2nd edition. Berlin u. Leipzig, Walter de
Gruyter & Co., 1924. 490 pp., illus., diagrs., 9 x 6 in., cloth.
18 g.m.

An introduction to electrical engineering for serious students
Written on broad lines, it pays attention both to the scientific
principles involved in the design and applications of electrical
machinery and to modern methods of construction, so that it is
well adapted to give a general view of the subject as a whole.
The book reproduces Dr. Heinke's lectures to students of
electrical engineering in the Munich Technical High School.
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ELECTRIC WIRING; a Textbook .. .. for Vocational and TradeSchools.
By Albert A. Schuler. N. Y., McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1924.361 pp., illus., 8 x 5 in., cloth. $2.50.
A textbook arranged according to unit system now favoredbyImany teachers. Systematic courses of instruction areprovided for each of the various branches of wiring-bell,annunciator, burglar alarm, electric light, house, telegraph, andtelephone-by moans of graded jobs or exercises which aredescribed and illustrated.

ELECTRICAL VIBRATION INSTRUMENTS.
By A. E. Kennelly. N. Y., Macmillan Co., 1923. 450 pp.illus., diagrs., 9 x 6 in., cloth. $6.50.
In spite of the enormous number of Bell telephone receiversin use, there has been singularly little information available onthe nature and properties of the receiver as a machine. Thisbook aims to present, from an electrical engineering viewpoint,the characteristics of telephone receivers and of other vibrationalinstruments as reciprocating electric motors. It is based onresearches which have been carried on during the past fourteenyears at Harvard University and the Massachusetts Instituteof Technology.
The book is intended as a text for students of the telephoneand as a reference hook for telephone engineers. In addition tothe telephone receiver, the behavior and tests of oscillographsand vibration galvanometers are discussed.

ELEKTRISCHE MASCHINEN. Vol. 1.
By Rudolf Richter. Berlin, Julius Springer, 1924. 630 pp.,illus., diagrs., 9 x 6 in., boards. $4.80.
This textbook reproduces, in expanded form, the course ofinstruction upon electrical machines and transformers, given byProfessor Richter in the Karlsruhe Technical High School. Itextends to two volumes, of which the first is devoted to thegeneral principles of design which apply to all machines andtransformers and to direct-current machinery.The book omits the calculation of mechanical requirements,as well as the technology of the materials used and the dielectricproperties of insulants. The magnetic, electric and thermalreactions in electrical machinery, so far as they are of importance,are gone into very thoroughly. The course set forth includesthe results of the newest researches and is supplied with refer-ences to original sources.

ELEMENTS OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
By Arthur L. Cook. N. Y., John Wiley & Sons, 1924.568 pp., illus., diagrs., 9 x 6 in., cloth. $4.00.
A textbook on the fundamentals of electrical engineering andtheir application in practice, based on the author's methods atPratt Institute Suitable as a short course for electrical studentsand also for non -electrical students in colleges. Discusses thesubjects needed most commonly by engineers, but does notattempt to describe all types of electrical machinery. Thebook is designed to teach fundamental principles rather than topresent merely a mass of information. Special attention ispaid to magnetic circuits and to alternating-currents.

ENLARGED CALLENDAR STEAM TABLES.
By H. L. Callendar. Lond., Edward Arnold & Co., 1924.80 pp., tables, 9 x 6 in., cloth. $2.50. (Gift of Longmans,Green & Co., N. Y.)
In response to a demand for more detailed tables at higherpressures and temperatures, the tables have been extended andrearranged on a pressure basis, as being more convenient forreference. The present issue is restricted to tables on the foot-pound-fahrenheit system. The tables for the properties ofsaturated steam now extend from a vacuum of 29,5 in. by in-tervals of 0.05 in. at the lowest pressures, to a pressure of 30 in.The table for superheated steam gives the properties from anabsolute pressure of 1 lb. per sq. in. and a temperature of 100degrees to a pressure of 2000 lbs. per sq. in. and a temperature of1000 degrees. Auxiliary tables have been added of some quanti-ties of use in practical calculations for experimental work.

INTRODUCTION TO THE ECONOMIES OF AIR. TRANSPORTATION.
By Thomas Hart Kennedy. N. Y., Macmillan Co., 1924.154 pp., illus., 8 x 5 in., cloth. $2.00.
The quality that air transportation offers in greater degreethan other forms of transportation is speed. Is the additionof this desirable quality justified from the viewpoint ofeconomics?Is air transportation a profitable business? If not, how can itbe made profitable? Mr. Kennedy has devoted himself to astudy of these questions and here presents the material that hehas been able to collect. He sketches the history and technicalfeatures of aircraft, describes the Air Mail Service and the

Aeromarine Airways line, as well as projected lines. Ho includesa record of his experiences us a passenger on European air linesin 1923 and data on European air transport lines and companies.
IONS, ELECTRONS AND IONIZING RADIATIONS.

By James Arnold Crowther. 4th edition. N. Y., Longmans,
Green & Co., Lond., Edward Arnold & Co., [1924]. 328 pp.,
illus., diagrs., tables, 9 x 6 in., cloth. $4.00.

This is neither a popular exposition of the "now" physics nor acompendius synopsis of the subject. It is intended as a text-book for students who have been grounded in the more elemen-tary portions of physics and who wish to obtain a systematicknowledge of its latest developments. To facilitate this, thepresent work selects from the great mass of researches andtheories those which are most fundamental and best established,and arranges them in the most straightforward and easy order.The new edition has been thoroughly revised and enlarged.Parts of the subject that have become more prominent havebeen expanded, while sections of diminishing importance havebeen compressed or eliminated, so that the new edition reflectsthe point of view of the present day.
ISOTROPES.

By P. W. Aston. 2d edition. N. Y., Longmans, Green & Co.,1924. 182 pp., illus., diagrs., tables, 9 x 6 in., cloth. $3.50.Dr. Aston here presents a convenient account of the discoveryof isotropes and of the methods by which they are studied, to-gether with a summary of the results that have been obtained.In the new edition he has included the great advances that havebeen made since the first publication of the book, bringing itthoroughly up to date.
DIE KOMNIUTATORMASCHINEN.

By M. Schenkel. Berlin u. Leipzig, Walter de Gruyter & Co.,1924. 259 pp., illus., diagrs., 9 x 6 in., paper. 10, 50 mk.
This book, which is based on twenty years of experience withthe alternating -current commutator motor, is designed to meetthe want of a practical book on that subject. The first threechapters summarize the practise in the whole field, withoutconsideration of the theory. The next four chapters presentthe common principles of all commutator motors, while the lastnine chapters treat of the peculiarities of the various types.The book is confined to modern motors that have proven satis-factory commercially. A bibliography is included.

A LONG LIFE'S WORK, an Autobiography.
By Sir Archibald Geikie. Lond., Macmillan & Co., 1924.(Gift of N. Y. Macmillan Co.). 426 pp., ports., 9 x 6 in., cloth.$7.00.
Sir Archibald Geikie was born in Edinburgh in 1835 andeducated in that city. Early attracted to geology, he enteredGeological Survey in 1855 and began his long connection, whichdid not end until 1903_when he retired as Director -General.The next ten years were occupied by duties, first as Secretary,then as President, of the Royal Society. His autobiography isan interesting, modest account of his personal life and scientificcareer, containing much to interest the geologist.

MAGNETS.
By Charles R. Underhill. N. Y., McGraw-Hill Book Co.,1924. 468 pp., illus., diagrs., 9 x 6 in., cloth. $4.00.
The object of this book is to treat broadly the general principlesof electromagnetically controlled and operated apparatus and totreat in detail electromagnets and permanent magnets. Hence,the .materials used in magnets, the relative dimensions of thevarious parts, and the phenomena associated with them, arecarefully considered. Since electromagnetic devices are con-trolled by alternating or direct current circuits, these general cir-cuits and their phenomena are explained. The book covers thefield more thoroughly than any other existing treatise.

MATHEMATICS FOR TECHNICAL STUDENTS.
By E. R. Verity. Lond. & N. Y., Longmans, Green & Co.,1924. 468 pp., 9 x 6 in., cloth. 84.00.
A textbook planned to meet the standard required for the"Senior Course" Certificate in Engineering awarded by theInstitution of Mechanical Engineers. The course coversalgebra, trigonometry and the differential and integral calculus,and is intended for students with some knowledge of geometry.

 MATTER AND CHANGE.
By William C. D. Whetham. Cambridge, England, Univer-sity Press, 1924. 280 pp., illus., diagrs., 8 x 5 in., cloth. $2.50.(Gift of Macmillan Co., N. Y.)
This book is well adapted for use by those who wish an intro-duction to deeper study, or those, with main intellectual interests
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in other fields of thought, who wish some knowledge of the chief
physical concepts by which our knowledge of nature is inter-
preted. The author explains the essential methods and prin-
ciples of physics and chemistry clearly, with only elementary
mathematics, and illustrates matters by examples that are
drawn from or lead up to the more important results of recent
research.
METALLURGY OF COPPER.

By H. 0. Hofman. 2nd edition, revised by C. R. Hayward.
N. Y., McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1924. 419 pp., illus., diagrs.,
tables, 9 x 6 in., cloth. $5.00.

This treatise covers the entire subject of the metallurgy of
copper and attempts to present the subject in a manner which
will meet the needs of the metallurgist. The leading physical
and chemical facts about the metal, its alloys, and its compounds
which are of metallurgical importance are presented; those
portions of older practice which are of lasting value are recorded;
and the details of present method of operating are given. The
revision has been made by Professor Hayward, who was closely
associated with Dr. Hofman for twenty years. It takes account
of such important changes in practice as the development of the
reverberatory smelting furnace, the use of the basic converter
and the installation of large hydrometallurgical plants.
MOON -ELEMENT; An Introduction to the Wonders of Selenium.

By E. E. Fournier D'Albe. N. Y., D. Appleton & Co., 1924.
166 pp., illus., 9 x 6 in., cloth. $3.00.

This, the author states, is the first connected account of the
properties and applications of selenium. It describes the de-
velopment and manufacture of selenium cells, discusses the
nature of the action of light on selenium, its use in control
apparatus, in the transmission of pictures, in talking films and
in the conversion of light into sound. The history of the opto-
phone, the apparatus invented by the author which enables the
blind to read printed books, is given in full.
LE VOL A VOILE DYNAMIQUE DES OISEAUX.

By Louis Breguet. Paris, Gauthier-Villars et Cie., [1925].
57 pp., 9 x 6 in., paper. 8 fr.

In this memoir, the author has attempted to establish ration-
ally the first principles of flight in agitated air, limiting his dis-
cussion to a fundamental study of the mean rectilinear and
horizontal motion of a plane subjected to periodic pulsations of
the air, such as occur in winds. The problem is attacked by
methematical analysis. The theory developed is that proposed
by the author in 1909, which differs from those of Mouillard and
Langley and of See.
RECENT DEVELOPMENT OF PHYSICAL SCIENCE.

By William C. D. Whetham. Phila., P Blakiston's Son & Co.,
1924. 313 pp., illus., ports., 8 x 5 in., cloth. $3.00.

Intended as a short account of some of the important in-
vestigations now being carried on in the physical laboratories of
the world, this book discusses such questions as the philosophical
basis of physical science, the liquefaction of gases, fusion and
solidification, solution, the conduction of electricity through
gases, radio -activity, matter, space and time, and astro-physics.
It is intended for students of science in general. to whom it
offers a summary of work in other departments than their own,
and for those without scientific training who are interested in
the more important conclusions of scientific thought.

The edition has been thoroughly revised, partly rewritten, and
enlarged.
STORY OF COPPER.

By Watson Davis, N. Y., Century Co., 1924. 385 pp., illus.,
diagrs., 8 x 5 in., cloth. $3.00

The author has succeeded in presenting the history of copper,
its occurrence, mining, metallurgy, chemistry, and uses, in an
interesting manner and in language that any intelligent reader
can understand, yet without sacrificing accuracy. His aim is to
increase popular appreciation of the importance of the metal.
References to more technical works are provided for those who
wish detailed information on any phase of the subject.
STORY OF EARLY CHEMISTRY.

By John Maxson Stillman. N. Y., D. Appleton & Co., 1924.
566 pp., 9 x 6 in., cloth. $4.00.

The pioneers in the history of chemistry devoted much able
labor to early developments in the growth of the science. Later
historians have laid the emphasis upon more modern develop-

ments and have depended largely upon the earlier histories for
their summaries of early chemists.

In the mean time, however, much serious attention has been
given to ancient and medieval writers by some modern scholars
and their conclusions iliave altered the story of the growth of
chemical knowledge in important respects. For this reason,
Dr. Stillman thought it important to rewrite the history of early
chemistry, in the light of these new investigations.

He gives a connected, systematic account of the development
of chemical knowledge and science, from the earliest times to the
close of the eighteenth century. No attempt to be encyclopedic
is made, but emphasis is placed upon the discoveries and specula-
tions that have had a decided effect on the growth of the science
and upon the chemists who have been of real significance.
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING, [V. 2]; Fundamental Properties of

Materials.
By George Fillmore Swain. N. Y., McGraw-Hill Book Co.,

1924. 200 pp., illus., diagrs., tables, 9 x 6 in., cloth. $2.50.

This, the second volume of Dr. Swain's treatise in structural
engineering, is not intended to replace detailed works on materials
nor to describe processes of manufacture. It is intended to
bring together in logical fashion the information needed by the
constructing engineer concerning the fundamental properties of
the principal materials, their constitutions and physical struc-
tures, the importance and effect of various ingredients, the effect
of different treatments and the significance of the specifications
used to secure desired properties in them,
THOMAS ALVA EDISON.

By Francis Arthur Jones. N. Y., Thomas Y. Crowell Co.,
1924. 399 pp., illus., ports., 8 x 5 in., cloth. $3.00.

A popular anecdotal account of Edison, which deals primarily
with the man rather than with his inventions, although the
latter are not neglected. This edition has been revised, reset and
continued down to the present year.
UBER DIESEL-ELEKTRISCHE LOKOMOTIVEN IM VOLLGAHN-

BETRIEB.
By Herbert Brown. Zurich, Ernst Waldmann, 1924. 73 pp.,

diagrs., tables, 9 x 6 in., paper. (Price not given.) (Gift of
Brown, Boveri & Co., Baden, Switzerland.)

The Diesel engine is, the author of this work says, the most
economical heat engine of today. It is therefore very desirable
that it be also used for locomotives. The problem has been
solved for light locomotives, but not for those for trunk lines and
the purpose of the 'present study is to test suitability of the
Diesel engine for heavy locomotive work.

In part 1, the pamphlet reviews briefly the various kinds of
Diesel locomotives which have been proposed. The remainder
of the book is concerned with exact investigations of the Diesel-
electric locomotive, the type most favored at present. This
type is examined theoretically and practically, from both a
technical and an economic viewpoint. '

SUBSTATION OPERATION.
By Edwin Kurtz. N. Y., McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1924.

261 pp., illus., diagrs., 8 x 6 in., cloth. $2.50.
An elementary textbook intended for men engaged in actual

substation operation who wish to acquire a knowledge of princi-
ples and methods. Treats of station layout and wiring, the
names and functions of the machines and auxiliary apparatus,
station records and their purposes, methods and purpose of
circuit tests, safety equipment and its use, accident prevention
and first aid. Written in language that is easily understood.
TELEGRAPHY AND TELEPHONY WITH RAILROAD APPLICATIONS.

By Charles Stanley Rhoades. N. Y., Simmons -Boardman
Publishing Co., 1924. 518 pp., illus., 7 x 5 in., cloth. $4.00.

While the principles of telegraphy and telephony are the
same for commercial and railroad service, there are differences
in practise. This manual is written for beginners in railroad
work and is intended to give a knowledge of the principles, of
the telegraph and telephone plant and service, for the organiza-
tion and of the methods used in practise to meet the engineering
and operating problems that arise in railroad work.

THERMODYNAMIQUE.
By J. A. Ewing. Trans. by M. R. DuchOne. Paris, Gauthier-

Villars et Cie., 1924. 488 pp., diagrs., tables, 9 x 6 in., paper.
50 fr.

A French translation of Professor Ewing's "Thermodynamics
for Engineers." The original has been followed very exactly
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by the translator, but metric measures have boon substituted forthe English units in the various numerical tables.
THERM ODYNAMIQUE.

By Aime Witz. 4th edition. Paris, clauthier-Villars et Cie.
[1924] . 333 pp., 8 x 5 in., paper. 20 fr.

A brief statement of those general principles of thermodyna-mics which an engineer needs to know, presented in rationalorder and arranged for convenient reference. The book will
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prove useful as an introduction to the study of heat engines ingeneral and to the theory of steam and gas engines.
The present edition has been revised and extended.

CHARLES PROTEUS STEINMKTZ: A biography by John Winthrop
Hammond. New York Century Co. illus. 5 by 8 in. cloth.
$4.00

An authorized biography of the great engineer. See Decem-
ber issue of the A. I. E. E. JOURNAL, page 1217

Past Section and Branch Meetings
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SECTION MEETINGS
Baltimore

Automatic Sub -Stations, by Adrian Hughes, United R. R. &Elect. Co., and C. A. Butcher, Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg.Co. Rt freshments were served. October 17. Attend-ance 87.
Inspection trip to the new Gay Street Sub -Station of the UnitedRailway Co. Luncheon was served. October 18. At-tendance 57.
Force Feed and Motor. Cylinder Oils, by J. G. O'Neill,
Rocket Fuel Separator. by W. J. Barnes,
Weir Single -Stage Centrifugal Boiler -Feed Pump, by J. B. Lin-coln and
Endurance Properties of Metals, by Dr. D. J. McAdam, Jr.

All -day meeting, held jointly with the A. S. M. E. at theU. S. Naval Academy, Annapolis. In the afternoon thevisitors attended the Navy-Penn State Football Game.November 1. Attendance 35.
Development of Distribution System, by R. B. Mateer. Refresh-ments were served. November 21. Attendance 47.
Electricity in the Home, by Mrs. Elizabeth J. McDonald, Editor

of Modern Priscilla, and M. 0. Ryley, General Electric Co.Motion pictures and slides were shown. Supper wasserved. December 12. Attendance 150.
Boston

Carrier -Wave Telephony, by H. A. Affel, American Telephone
& Telegraph Co., and E. F. Carter, General Electric Co.Mr. Affel discussed and illustrated the use of carrier wavesin multiplex telephony, explaining in detail the method ofmodulation of the fundamental and the production ofbands. Mr. Carter discussed the application of the sameprinciple to telephony over high-tension transmission linesand pointed out the much broader range of frequenciespermissible in this work as compared with ordinary tele-phony. November 11. Attendance 150

The European Outlook, by M. J. Mehren. November 19.Attendance 350.
Bees, by Prof. J. H. Morecroft. This was an illustrated talkon the life and habits of bees as observed by the speaker.December 9. Attendance 175.

Cleveland
High -Quality Transmission and Reproduction of Speech andMusic, by W. H. Martin. American Telephone & TelegraphCo. The talk was illustrated with slides December 18.Attendance 119.

Connecticut
Engineering Cooperation and Prosperity, by James T. Hartness,President of American Engineering Council. December 11.Attendance 100.

Denver
Radio Broadcasting, by M. P. Rice, General Electric Co. and
Technical Aspects of Broadcasting, by Harry Sadenwater, GeneralElectric Co. After the meeting all attending made aninspection trip to, the Rocky Mountain Broadcasting Stationof the General Electric Co. December 20. Attendance 80.

Detroit -Ann Arbor
The Klydonograph, by J. F. Peters, Westinghouse Elec. &Mfg. Co. By means of slides, it was shown how these

instruments are employed to accurately measure and recordvoltage surges, and indicate magnitude, polarity, steepnessof application, etc. December 16. Attendance 35

Erie
Super -Power, by J. P. Morrisey, Penn Public Service Corp.December 16. Attendance 130.

Fort Wayne
Problems and Tendencies in Engineering Education, by Prof.A. A. Potter, Purdue University. Movies were shown

and refreshments were served. December 18 Attend-ance 50.
Indianapolis -Lafayette

Popular Astronomy -A Story of the Heavens, by Harvey MitchellAnthony. December 12. Attendance 92.
Ithaca

The Electrical Industry in England, by :P. M. Lincoln, Cornell
University. November 21. Attendance 35.

Controlling Electric Motors, by F. R. Fishback, Electric Con-troller & Mfg. Co. December 11. Attendance 75.
Los Angeles

Business Forecasting, by Prof. George J. Everle, University ofSouthern California. The speaker demonstrated by meansof curves methods of forecasting business conditions by
means of bank clearings, building permits and other factors,and

Electric -Furnace Production of Insulation Materials, by T. S.Curtis, Vitrafax Co. December 9. Attendance 121.
Madison

Paper -Insulated, Lead -Covered Cable for Power Transmission
and Distribution, by D. W. Roper. Commonwealth EdisonCo. January 7. Attendance 70.

Philadelphia
Electric Power Generation in Plants Requiring Low -PressureProcess Steam, by K. 0. Miller, Westinghouse Elec. &Mfg. Co., and
Medium Capacity Extraction and Non -Condensing Turbines,by W. C. Newman, General Electric Co. November 10.Attendance 160.
The Physical Properties of Speech, Music and Noise, and TheirRelation to Transmission Problems, by Dr. Harvey Fletcher,

Research Laboratories of the Bell System. December 8.Attendance 485.
Pittsburgh

High -Voltage Underground Cables, by D. M. Simons, Standard
Underground Cable Co. The speaker described the methodsused in the manufacture of high -voltage cables and ex-plained their characteristics as determined both from theoryand experiment. December 9. Attendance 165.

Pittsfield
With MacMillan in the Artie, by Ralph P. Robinson. Inaddition to scientific observations, the speaker discussed the

Eskimos and their manner of living, and
The Super -Power System of the Electric Companies Affiliated

with the Consolidated Gas Company of New York, by PhilipTorchio, New York Edison Co. January 8. Attend-ance 225.
Portland

Continuous Inductive Train -Control System Installed by UnionPacific, by R. C. Charlton, Oregon -Washington Railroad& Navigation Co. December 10. Attendance 70.
Providence

Some Operating Characteristics of Interconnected 'Lines, by Mr.Moore, New England Power Co. By means of a large mapthe extent of the interconnected high-tension transmissionlines on this system was shown. December 9. Attend-ance 50.
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St. Louis
The Properties of Speech, Music and Noise, and Their Relation

to Electrical Communication, by Dr. Harvey Fletcher.
November 12. Attendance 300.

The Institute, Its Members, and the Engineering Profession, by
Farley Osgood, President, A. I. E. E. December 10.
Attendance 122.

Schenectady
Lightning Arresters, What They Do and How They Do It, by

Carl B. McEachron, General Electric Co. The lecture
covered the theory of arrester operation, discussion of
various types and methods of test, etc. November 21.
Attendance 410.

Alternating -Current, Commutating Motors, by J. I. Hull, General
Electric Co. The speaker compared the characteristics
of the commutating a -c. motor with the direct -current
variable -speed motor and the slip -ring induction motor and
pointed out the various fields of application where alter-
nating -current commutating motor could he applied.
December 5. Attendance 360.

Seattle
The World Power Conference in London, by Dr. C. E. Magnussen,

University of Washington. The speaker also told of the
trip through Norway and Sweden on which he visited all
of the power developments of importance. November 19.
Attendance 75.

Spokane
Electric Drive and the Application of Electricity to Paper -Making

Machinery, by Ed. Saunders. November 7. Attendance 22.

Springfield
Low -Head Hydroelectric Development, by G. R. Strandberg,

Stone & Webster Co. The lecture was illustrated. De-
cember 15. Attendance 57.

Toledo
Modern Street Lighting, by Chas. M. Stahl, Westinghouse Com-

pany. The speaker discussed the various essentials neces-
sary for good street lighting and also showed a lantern -
type fixture with prismatic refracters for changing the
distribution intensities in the various directions. December
17. Attendance 26.

Toronto
Trend in Design of Outdoor Stations and Equipment, by H. H.

Rudd, Railway and Industrial Engineering Co. Lantern
slides showed a number of typical stations recently in-
stalled. December 12. Attendance 62.

The Fynn-Weichsel Motor, by H. Weichsel, Wagner Electric Corp.
The speaker described the theory and construction of the
motor and showed slides of motors in service. December
19. Attendance 107.

Urbana
The Vacuum as an Aid in Research, by Chas. T. Knipp, Uni-

versity of Illinois. December 17. Attendance 83.
Utah

The Distribution of Electrical Energy, by Paul P. Ashworth, Utah
Power & Light Co. After the meeting the members in-
spected an underground substation installed on the Main
Street of Salt Lake City by the Utah Power and Light Co.
December 3. Attendance 54.

Supervisory Control, by P. B. Garrett, Westinghouse Elec. &
Mfg. Co. The speaker's lecture and demonstration showed
that supervisory control provides a reliable means for
communication with unattended station. December 18.
Attendance 40.

Washington, D. C.
Muscle Shoals Power Development, by Major General Harry

Taylor. The lecture was illustrated with slides. Refresh-
ments were served. December 9. Attendance 150.

BRANCH MEETINGS
University of Arizona

Papers were given by the following students: James Wilson,
Paul Sawyer, S. A. Sinclair, . Edward Sinclair, and S.
Vopatek. December 4. Attendance 21.

Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute
220-kv. Transmission, by J. Van Rensellaer Wall, Southern

California Edison Co. The talk was illustrated with
slides. January 8. Attendance 24.

Bucknell University
Glass Making, by J. C. Hostetter, Corning Glass Works. De-

cember 15. Attendance 70.
California Institute of Technology

Inspection trip to Pasadena power plant. December 3. At-
tendance 20.

University of California
Business Meeting. The following officers wero elected: Chair-

man, R. A. Hurley; Vice -Chairman, A. H. Brolly; Secre-
tary, J. M. Edwards; Treasurer, E. V. Noe. December 4.
Attendance 40.

Carnegie Institute of Technology
Electric Control, by H. T. James, Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.

Co. The speaker brought out many problems with which
a control engineer is confronted in practise and showed the
rapid progress of electric control in the last few years.
January 7. Attendance 36.

Clemson Agricultural College
Automatic Control, by R. H. Tibbs,
The Balancing of Large Rotating Elements, by C. M. Asbill, and

D. -C. Machines for Merchant Marine Drive, by S. L.
Bell. December 4. Attendance 24.

Colorado Agricultural College
The Relation of Electricity to Agriculture. by Dr. E. A. White, and
Engineering, by President Long of the College. December 15.

Attendance 55.
University of Denver

The Electrified Divisions of the Chicago, Minneapolis and St.
Paul Railway, by Earl Reed, student, and

Some Notes on Synchronous Converters, by B. V. Schuler, student.
University of Iowa

The 65,000-kv-a. Generator at Niagara Falls, by E. T. Reihman,
The Creosoted Pine Telegraph Pole, by 0. Williams, and
Sleet Formation on Trolley and Transmission Lines, by T. F.

Volkmer.
Kansas University

Problems of Superpower Transmission, by R. L. Doherty, General
Electric Co. November 4. Attendance 118.

Gas Lighting, by L. E. Allen, student, and
Modern Glassware and Reflector Units, by Clyde H. Freese,

student. December 4. Attendance 28.
Marquette University

Distribution -Line Economy, by Arthur Pergande, Milwaukee
Electric Railways & Light Co. December 11. Attend-
ance 36.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Vacuum -Tube Voltmeters, by Ole M. Hovgaard, student. Janu-

ary 13. Attendance 12.
University of Minnesota

The Transportation Problems of Alaska, by Colonel Mears.
Three films, entitled "An Electrical Giant," "The Potters
Wheel," and "Beyond the Microscope," were shown. Joint
meeting with A. S. C. E. December 10, Attendance 80.

University of Nebraska
Transmission -Line Construction, by Mr. Jackson, Continental

Gas and Electric Co. January 9. Attendance 40.
University of Nevada

Mr. Babcock, Southern Pacific Railroad, gave an illustrated talk
on his work with the electrification of their roads about the
San Francisco Bay. December 18. Attendance 41.

New York University
The Unit System of Organization as Employed by the General

Electric Company, by Mr. Clendenin. December 15.
Attendance 87.

University of North Dakota
The Growth of Electricity in the Nineteenth Century, by V. M.

Cleavl and , and
What Radio Means to the Central Station, by James Peterson.

Entertainment was furnished. December 15. Attendance
20.
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Northeastero University
The le attar of Radio, by 111r. Bralwieli, Atlantic Radio

December 22. Attendance 16,
University of Pittsburgh

Talk by 111r. II. Etheridge, Pittsburgh and New Castle Rail-ways Co. December tt, At 11,11111111e 60.
kehly Connection and Hperntion, by .1. T. Hollnian December12. Attendance. 28.
('ontrol of Motors, by I). Lister. Decenilier 19. Attendance 29.

Purdue University
The Distribution and Sale of. Power, by E. G. Ralston, Indian-apolis Light & II eat Co. Deeenilrer IS. Attendance 21.

Rhode Island State College
Modern Electric Lighting Stations, by W. F. Lueker, student.The lecture was illustrated. December 4. Attendance 17.The. New Switch House of the Narragansette Electric LightingCompany, by Carl N. Thomas. The lecture was illustratedwith slides. December 11. Attendance 18.

University of South Dakota
Talk was given by Mr. Makens on a now substation at NewYork. December 11. Attendance 9.

Syracuse University
The National Lamp Works, by A. 11. Clark. October 1. At-tendance 25.
The Development of Lighting, by Mr. Barnett. October 15.Attendance 25.
Super Power, by Mr. Greenman. October 22. Attendance 20.A film, entitled "The King of Rails," was shown. October 23.Power Plant Installation, by Mr. Winkworth. November 5.Attendance 25.
A talk on the A. 1. E. E. Convention at Pasadena was givenby Professor Whitney. November 12. Attendance 25.The Panama Canal, by Mr. Dunlap. November 19. Attend-ance 23.
The Variable -Speed Induction Motor, by J. R. Heisler. Decem-ber 3. Attendance 23.
Different Types of Relays, by Mr. John. December 10. At-tendance 23.
The Salmon River Power Plant, by Mr. Townsend. December19. Attendance 25.

8'1% urea of I. ftvee
Iti.pvelin trip to I, ,c1. 12 and Dain.
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ddremses Wanted
A lisi of members whose mail has been returned

by Ha. Postal Authorities is given below, togetliir with II",
aildn,scs its thoy now appear (III IllStit roes ilk. Any,
nomill air knowing the present address of any of these motii hers
is reipie.-:.1 ed to Ci1111111111lientl, With OW SiI.j.Ilid'Y at :I:I WIht,
39111 SI., New York, N. Y.

All members are urged to notify the I ii -,1 itute headquarters
promptly of any 15111/11140 in mailing or address, OWN
relieving the member of needled let and also assuring
the prompt delivery or Institute load, the accuracy of our
mailing records, and the elimination of unnecessary expense for
postage and clerical work.

1. - E. Contesti, 368 West 117th St., Nov. York, N. Y.
2. -W. C. Finely, 211 John St., Oakland, l 'alif.
3.-P. G. Fossatti, 3426 S. Michigan Blvd., ( 'hicago, Ill.
4.-F. Leon Clrajales, 710 No. Medina St., San Antonio, Texas,
5.-A. Fred Hansen, 462 West 37th St., Los Angeles, Calif.
6.-0. Ilizawa, Mitsubiki Shoji Kaisha, 5-1 Uraktteho,Tokyo, Japan.
7.-11. 1I. Hurd, 14302 Euclid Ave., E. Cleveland, Ohio.
8.--E. V. Earlsen, c/o ('ons. ('upper Mines Corp., Kimberly,

Nev.
9.-H. J. Phillip, 1617 So. Burlington St., Los Angeles, Calif.10.-W. B. Pradhan, L. E. E., Gamdevi lionnedy Bridge,Bombay, 7, India.

11. -1 -tarry J. Rice, 58 Van Rey pen Street, Jersey City, N. J.12. ---Wm. J. Shull, St. George Hotel, 60th & Blackstone Ave.,
'hiertgo, 111.

13. -Thomas VVhittnore, 1803 \V. Pacific Ave., Spokane, Wash.14.--0. B. Wooten, Texas A. & M. ('ollege, ('ollege Station,Texas.
r,,,,, .10101111Mintuit
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Engineering Societies Employment Service31.

Under joint management of the national societies of Civil, Mining, Mechanical and Electrical Engineers as a coop-erative bureau available only to their membership, and maintained by contributions from the societies and their individualmembers who are directly benefited.
MEN AV AILA BLE.-Brief announcements will be published without charge and will not be repeated, except uponrequests received after an interval of one month. Names and records will remain in the active files of the bureau for aperiod of three months and are renewable upon request. Notices for this Department should be addressed toEMPLOYMENT SERVICE, 33 West 39th Street, New York City, and should be received prior to the 15th ofthe month.
OPPORT UN I TIES. -A Bulletin of engineering positions available is published weekly and is available tomembers of the Societies concerned at a subscription rate of 33 per quarter, or $10 per annum, payable in advance. Posi-tions not filled promptly as a result of publication in the Bulletin may be announced herein, as formerly.VOLUNTARY CON T RI BUTIONS.-Members obtaining positions through the medium of this service areinvited to cooperate with the Societies in the financing of the work by nominal contributions made within thirty days afterplacement, on the basis of $10 for all positions paying a salary of 32000 or less per annum; 310 plus one per cent of allamounts in excess of 32000 per annum; temporary positions (of one month or less) three per cent of total salary received.The income contributed by the members, together with the finances appropriated by the four societies named above, willit is hoped, be sufficient not only to maintain, but to increase and extend the service.REPLIES TO ANNOUNCEMENTS. -Replies So announcements published herein or in the Bulletin, shouldbe addressed to the key number indicated in each case and with a two cent stamp attached for reforwarding, and forwardedto the Employment Service as above. Replies received by the bureau after the positions to which they refer have beenfilled will not be forwarded.

POSITIONS OPEN
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, to install, testand maintain metering equipments. Conduct

tests of electrical machinery incident to mining
operations and make analysis and completereport of such tests. Determine capacities of
equipment for various operations including cable
and feeder requirements, hoists, fans, pumps, etc.,
and layout mine haulage propositions. Must be

capable to phase in large power transformers and
conduct tests on 22,000 volt equipment. Applyby letter with complete service record with all
details of experience and reference to past employ-ers. Salary $235 a month. Location,Pennsylvania. R-5093.

A. C. MOTOR DESIGNER, technicallytrained engineer, with experience in design of
alternating current motors. Good opportunities.

Apply by letter stating education, experience, ageand salary expected. Location, East. R-5407.
POWER SALES ENGINEER, of more than

average ability, for large power company. Ex-cellent opportunity for advancement. State full
particulars in first letter. Location. East. R-5322.

METER EXPERT. to supervise testing andcare of big power customers watt -meters and
demand meters. Must be very capable and know
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metering from start to finish. Position perman-
ent. Location, Middlewest. R-5427.

ELECTRICAL GRADUATE ENGINEER,
with at least 3 years' test, A. D. design or labora-
tory experience. Must have ability to make com-
prehensive reports and working drawings neces-
sary. Apply by letter with full details of experi-
ence, mentioning briefly some of the problems
solved and how. Also age and starting salary
expected. Location, Middlewest. R-5440.

ENGINEER, 35-40, who has had executive and
sales experience who can invest $10,000 or
$15,000 in an electrical business. Location, New
York. R-5456.

METERMEN, must be familiar with single
and polyphase meter testing and with G. E. type
7 demand meters; also familiar with central
station meters and their testing and calibrating
Apply by letter giving references and experience.
Location, South. R-5504.

MEN AVAILABLE
GRADUATE ELECTRICAL ENGINEER

with unlimited marine chief -engineer's license and
some experience in operating department of a
large public utility, desires position involving
responsibility and chance for advancement with a
progressive utility, where conscientious application
will be appreciated. Excellent references. Avail-
able on reasonable notice. Minilnum salary
$2700. No shift work. B-7947.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, B. S. and E. E.
fifteen years' experience testing, construction,
manufacturing, design. Supervision of power
plant and substation, installation of power equip-
ment and apparatus Westinghouse Electric and
Mfg. Company experience. Desires connection
with manufacturer or public utility company.
Available at once. B-9176,

ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION AND
MAINTENANCE EXECUTIVE, technical
graduate. Seventeen years' experience in con
struction, maintenance and operation of large
power plants, substations, and industrial plants.
Last eight years in executive positions. Desires
connection as electrical superintendent or plant
engineer. Age 37, married. Available upon
short notice. B-9194.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, married, 39,
considerable experience and successful record in
development of intricate electro-mechanical prob-
lems. Has been accustomed to making theoretical
analysis, preliminary commercial survey and
carrying out of experiments, design, construction
and patent routine. E. E. and M. E. degrees.
Fifteen years' practice here and abroad. Mini-
mum salary $5000. A-165.

ELECTRICAL MAINTENANCE ENGI-
NEER, B. S. in E. E. 1921. Age 27, single.
Two years operation and maintenance in a large
power plant, and engineering connected with high-
tension transmission lines. One year in charge as
instructor in electrical repair shop. Can handle
men. West preferred. Available on reasonable
notice. B-8444.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, age 27, married,
B. S. in E. E. 1920, desires change of position.
Experience as foreman electrician in large manu-
facturing plant. At present employed on the
installation of machine switching telephones as
sub -foreman. Location preferably Philadelphia,
although any location will be considered. Salary
$3000 a year. B-9196.

YOUNG MAN, 27, desires position with future.
Experienced in power plant operation and design.
Location, Philadelphia. B-9209.

TECHNICAL GRADUATE, B. S. E. E. 1914,
36, married, perfect health. Eight years' practical
experience, three years instruction engineering
department of university. Wants public utilities,
retail electrical store or opening in service depart-
ment radio installations and repair, or class
instruction in factory position. Available April
1st. Best references. Prefer Middle west.
B-8099.

GRADUATE ELECTRICAL ENGINEER,
31, desires to make connections with engineering

firm, consulting engineer, or investment bankers
employing engineers. Seven years' design and
research engineering experience in connection with
power plants, substations, and distribution system
of large electrical traction system. B-7846.

MAN with ten years' of practical experience in
radio, telephones and automatic block signals,
who will graduate June 1, 1925, in electrical
engineering, wishes a position as assistant signal
engineer, field work, or radio work. Married,
one child. Location, central states. B-8911.

SALES MANAGER, age 32, graduate elec-
trical engineer, offers a firm desiring New York
City and Eastern representation part of his time,
all office facilities and listing in building. Com-
mission or salary arrangement. State nature of
equipment. B-9214.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, college graduate,
age 30, married. Seven years' experience in
engineering of large hydro -electric and steam
power plants. Desires position in valuation,
inspection or commercial engineering department
of large public utility. B-8644.

GRADUATE ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
with eight years' experience building and instal-
ling hydraulic and electrical machinery. De-
sires connection with construction or operating
company, preferably in the capacity of con-
struction or field engineer. Thoroughly familiar
with handling the erection, operation, and main-
tenance of large hydro -electric units. Available
upon two weeks' notice. B-9217. .

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, technical gradu-
ate E. E., Assoc. Member Engineering Institute
of Canada, having had a very broad experience
and been in charge of all kinds of electrical con-
struction, maintenance and operation of hydro-
electric plants, substations, industrial plants and
transmission lines. Can produce results. Prefer
Western Canada or Western States. B-7402.

ELECTRICAL -DESIGNING DRAFTS-
MAN, technical education, age 25, single, seven
years' experience on layout work in connection
with hydro -electric generating stations, substa-
tions high and low tension, and overhead and
underground distribution systems. Location im-
material. Excellent references, available on two
weeks' notice. B-8628.

JUNIOR EXECUTIVE, 33, married, graduate
Engineer E. E. 1913, having broad motor manu-
facturing and commercial experience of technical
nature in automobile and electrical industry, will
soon be available as a technical executive. Pres-
ent connection line supervision and merchandising
through national organization. Location second-
ary; minimum salary $4500. Interview solicited.
B-9231.

RECENT GRADUATE, seeks position in
electrical sales or inspection work. Now em-
ployed General Electric test floor. Single, age 23.
Available short notice. Location immaterial.
Salary vicinity $175. B-9235.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER OR DE-
SIGNER, technical graduate; testing, manufac-
turing engineering department, electrical
construction and some sales experience. Twelve
years designing, two years mechanical, four
years industrial light and power, six years electric
power station. Location desired northeast.
Available in one week. B-9222.

PROFESSOR -ELECTRICAL ENGINEER-
ING, ten years' of teaching experience covering
all of the usual electrical engineering courses.
Contact with the industry has been broad and
covers general engineering, design and con-
struction experience. Well acquainted with the
educational needs of the engineering profession.
Desires professorship in electrical engineering.
Available in September. Salary at least $3500.
B-7083.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, age 28, scholar-
ship Imperial College of London. Two and one-
half years' electrical testing and installation work,
two years' distribution and power plant layout
work. Employed at present, wishes change.
Location immaterial. Highest references. Avail-
able on reasonable notice. B-9241.
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TECHNICAL GRADUATE, single, age 31,
desires position as assistant superintendent or in
distribution department of public utility company.
Five years' experience in distribution engineering,
one year testing, two years construction and
assembly work in shops. Available on two
weeks' notice. B-9248.

ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION FORE-
MAN, twelve years' experience, age 33, married,
desires position with public utility or construction
company. Experienced in substation, trans-
former station, steam and hydro -electric develop-
ment. B-9258.

ELECTRICAL DESIGNING ENGINEER,
technical graduate of university, age 26, single.
Five years' experience on design of hydro -electric
generating and transformer stations, one year in
construction work. Now with firm of consulting
engineers, but desires connection with company
offering opportunity for advancement. B-9255.

SALES EXECUTIVE, broad electrical, me-
chanical experience. Excellent record, refer-
ences. Well acquainted with railroad marine
situation, St. Louis, Southwest and Texas points.
Will consider high grade account, preferably
salary, commission. Available in thirty days.
B-9265.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, college gradu-
ate, age 30, Westinghouse students graduate
course, desires position. One year underground
transmission experience, two years' construction
and design experience in power plants and sub-
stations. Best of references. Location preferred,
New York City. B-3993.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, age 23, single,
wishes an opportunity in an organization looking
for a dependable, willing worker. A recent gradu-
are in electrical engineering who desires to work
into an executive position. Available at short
notice. Location in New England preferred.
B-7923.

ENGINEER, 42, experience heavy metal
working machinery, general plant equipment and
production work. Eight years' executive posi-
tions. Middle -west or East. B-7581.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, married, em-
ployed by large manufacturing company; four
years' experience in design and manufacture of
protective relays, their application in every field,
experience in system studies, short circuit calcu-
lations. Desires position with consulting engi-
neers or progressive power company, necessitating
research or inventive ability along with practical
experience and offering opportunities for advance-
ment. B-9286.

INDUSTRIAL CONTROL SPECIALIST in
the design and application of automatic control as
applied to modern industry. Five years' with
large manufacturing concern, two years with
public utility. Desires position with engineering
or industrial concern, in engineering capacity.
Technical graduate, age 28, married. B-9288.

ENGINEER experienced in the design and in-
stallation of the smaller types of power plants,
including power boards, ' _fuse panels, power
machines, storage batteries, conduit plans, cir-
cuits and apparatus. Also a number of years in
sales work, estimating and public utility ap-
praisals. B-9287.

GRADUATE ELECTRICAL ENGINEER,
28, married, B. S. 1921, post graduate studies
E. E., good mathematician, three years' experi-
ence design and wiring diagrams of switchboards,
automatic switching equipment, familiar with all
relay and protection problems. Desires perma-
nent position with engineering firm or public
utility; Philadelphia or New York City. Avail-
able two weeks' notice. B-9297.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, graduate 1923
electrical, hydraulic engineering, 24 single,
Canadian, desires position_ reputable firm inter-
ested in management, engineering problems public
utilities. Prefer Canada, would consider South
America. Broad general experience with mainte-
nance and operation gold mine equipment. One
year G. B. Test. Present engaged transmission
investigations. Availablerea,sonable notice. B-9293.
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Northeastern University
The Futufe of Radio, by Mr. Bodwieh, Atlantic Radio Company. Inspection trip to Muscle Shoals, Lock 12 and Mitchell Dam.December 22. Attendance 16. November 26: Attendance 18.

University of Pittsburgh
Talk by Mr. H. Etheridge, Pittsburgh and New Castle Rail-ways Co. December 5. Attendance 60.
Relay Connection and Operation, by J. T. Hoffman. December12. Attendance 28.
Control of Motors, by D. Lister. December 19. Attendance 29.

Purdue University
The Distribution and Sale of Power, by E. G. Ralston, Indian-apolis Light & Heat Co. December 18. Attendance 21.

Rhode Island State College
Modern Electric Lighting Stations, by W. F. Lucker, student.The lecture was illustrated. December 4. Attendance 17.The New Switch House of the Narragansette Electric LightingCompany, by Carl N. Thomas. The lecture was illustratedwith slides. December 11. Attendance 18.

University of South Dakota
Talk was given by Mr. Makens on a new substation at NewYork. December 11. Attendance 9..

Syracuse University
The National Lamp Works, by A. H. Clark. October 1. At-tendance 25.
The Development of Lighting, by Mr. Barnett. October 15.Attendance 25.
Super Power, by Mr. Greenman. October 22. Attendance 20.A film, entitled "The King of Rails," was shown. October 23.Power Plant Installation, by Mr. Winkworth. November 5.Attendance 25.
A talk on the A. I. E. E. Convention at Pasadena was givenby Professor Whitney. November. 12. Attendance 25.The Panama Canal, by Mr. Dunlap. November 19. Attend-ance 23.
The Variable -Speed Induction Motor, by J. R. Heisler. Decem-ber 3. Attendance 23.
Different Types of Relays, by Mr. John. December 10. At-tendance 23.
The Salmon River Power Plant, by Mr. Townsend. December19. Attendance 25.

University of Tennessee

A talk on his trip to California, was given by Dr. C. A. Perkins.
The speaker told of his visit to various engineering projectsbeing developed in the West. Refreshments wore served.
December 11. Attendance 20.

Addresses Wanted
A list of names of members whose mail has been returned

by the Postal Authorities is given below, together with the
addresses as they now appear on the Institute records. Any
member knowing the present address of any of these members
is requested to communicate with the Secretary at 33 West
39th St., Now York, N. Y.

All members are urged to notify the Institute headquarters
promptly of any change in mailing or business address, thus
relieving the member of needless annoyance and also assuring
the prompt delivery of Institute mail, the accuracy of our
mailing records, and the elimination of unnecessary expense for
postage and clerical work.
1.-J. E. Contesti, 368 West 117th St., Now York, N. Y.
2.-W. C. Finely, 211 John St., Oakland, Calif.
3.-P. G. Fossatti, 3426 S. Michigan Blvd., Chicago, Ill.
4.-F. Leon Grajales, 710 No. Medina St., San Antonio, Texas.
5.-A. Fred Hansen, 462 West 37th St., Los Angeles, Calif.
6.-G. Hizawa, Mitsubiki Shoji Kaisha, 5-1 Chome Urakucho,

Tokyo, Japan.
7.-H. H. Hurd, 14302 Euclid Ave., E. Cleveland, Ohio.
8.-E. V. Karlsen, c/o Cons. Copper Mines Corp., Kimberly,

Nev.
9.-H. J. Phillip, 1617 So. Burlington St., Los Angeles, Calif.

10.-W. B. Pradhan, L. E. E., Gamdevi Kennedy Bridge,
Bombay, 7, India.

11. -Harry J. Rice, 58 Van Reypen Street, Jersey City, N. J.12. -Wm. J. Shull, St. George Hotel, 60th & Blackstone Ave.,
Chicago, 111.

13. -Thomas Whitmore, 1803 W. Pacific Ave., Spokane, Wash.14.--0. B. Wooten, Texas A. & M. College, College Station,Texas.
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Engineering Societies Employment Service
Under joint management of the national societies of Civil, Mining, Mechanical and Electrical Engineers as a coop-erative bureau available only to their membership, and maintained by contributions from the societies and their individualmembers who are directly benefited.
MEN AV AI LABLE .-Brief announcements will be published without charge and will not be repeated, except uponrequests received after an interval of one month. Names and records will remain in the active files of the bureau for aperiod of three months and are renewable upon request. Notices for this Department should be addressed toEMPLOYMENT SERVICE, 33 West 39th Street, New York City, and should be received prior to the 15th ofthe month.
OPPORTUN I TIES. -A Bulletin of engineering positions available is published weekly and is available tomembers of the Societies concerned at a subscription rate of 38 per quarter, or 310 per annum, payable in advance. Posi-tions not filled promptly as a result of publication in the Bulletin may be announced herein, as formerly.VOLUNTARY CON T RI BU TI ONS. -Members obtaining positions through the medium of this service areinvited to cooperate with the Societies in the financing of the work by nominal contributions made within thirty days afterplacement, on the basis of 810 for all positions paying a salary of 32000 or less per annum; 310 plus one per cent of allamounts in excess of 82000 per annum; temporary positions (of one month or less) three per cent of total salary received.The income contributed by the members, together with the finances appropriated by the four societies named above, willit is hoped, be sufficient not only to maintain, but to increase and extend the service.REPLIES TO AN NOUNCE M ENTS. -Replies .to announcements published herein or in the Bulletin, shouldbe addressed to the key number indicated in each case and with a two cent stamp attached for reforwarding, and forwardedto the Employment Service as above. Replies received by the bureau after the positions to which they refer have beenfilled will not be forwarded.

POSITIONS OPEN
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, to install, test

and maintain metering equipments. Conduct
tests of electrical machinery incident to mining
operations and make analysis and complete
report of such tests. Determine capacities of
equipment for various operations including cable
and feeder requirements, hoists, fans, pumps, etc.,
and layout mine haulage propositions. Must be

capable to phase in large power transformers and
conduct tests on 22,000 volt equipment. Applyby letter with complete service record with all
details of experience and reference to past employ-ers. Salary 3235 a month. Location,Pennsylvania. R-5093.

A. C. MOTOR DESIGNER, technically
trained engineer, with experience in design of
alternating current motors. Good opportunities.

Apply by letter stating education, experience, ageand salary expected. Location, East. R-5407.
POWER SALES ENGINEER, of more than

average ability, for large power company. Ex-
cellent opportunity for advancement. State full
particulars in first letter. Location, East. R-5322.

METER EXPERT, to supervise testing andcare of big power customers watt -meters and
demand meters. Must be very capable and know
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metering from start to finish. Position perman-
ent. Location, Middlewest. ift-5427.

ELECTRICAL GRADUATE ENGINEER,
with at least 3 years' test, A. D. design or labora-
tory experience. Must have ability to make com-
prehensive reports and working drawings neces-
sary. Apply by letter with full details of experi-
ence, mentioning briefly some of the problems
solved and how. Also age and starting salary
expected. Location, Middlewest. R-5440.

ENGINEER. 35-40, who has had executive and
sales experience who can invest $10,000 or
$15,000 in an electrical business. Location. New
York. R-5456.

METERMEN, must be familiar with single
and polyphase meter testing and with 0. E. type
7 demand meters; also familiar with central
station meters and their testing and calibrating
Apply by letter giving references and experience.
Location South. R-5504.

MEN AVAILABLE
GRADUATE ELECTRICAL ENGINEER

with unlimited marine chief -engineer's license and
some experience in operating department of a
large public utility, desires position involving
responsibility and chance for advancement with a
progressive utility, where conscientious application
will be appreciated. Excellent references. Avail-
able on reasonable notice. Miniinum salary
$2700. No shift work. B-7947.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, B. S. and E. E.
fifteen years' experience testing, construction.
manufacturing, design. Supervision of power
plant and substation. installation of power equip-
ment and apparatus Westinghouse Electric and
Mfg. Company experience. Desires connection
with manufacturer or public utility company.
Available at once. B-9176.

ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION AND
MAINTENANCE EXECUTIVE, technical
graduate. Seventeen years' experience in con
struction, maintenance and operation of large
power plants, substations, and industrial plants.
Last eight years in executive positions. Desires
connection as electrical superintendent or plant
engineer. Age 37, married. Available upon
short notice. B-9194.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, married, 39,
considerable experience and successful record in
development of intricate eiectro-mechanical prob-
lems. Has been accustomed to making theoretical
analysis, preliminary commercial survey and
carrying out of experiments, design, construction
and patent routine. E. E. and M. E. degrees.
Fifteen years' practice here and abroad. Mini-
mum salary $5000. A-165.

ELECTRICAL MAINTENANCE ENGI-
NEER, B. S. in E. E. 1921. Age 27, single.
Two years operation and maintenance in a large
power plant, and engineering connected with high-
tension transmission lines. One year in charge as
Instructor In electrical repair shop. Can handle
men. West preferred. Available on reasonable
notice. 13-8444.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, ago 27, married,
B. S. In E. E. 1920, desires change of position.
Experience as foreman electrician in large manu-
facturing plant. At present employed on the
installation of machine switching telephones as
sub -foreman. Location preferably Philadelphia,
although any location will be considered. Salary
$3000 a year. 13-9190.

YOUNG MAN, 27, desires position with future.
Experienced in power plant operation and design.
Location. Philadelphia. 13-9209.

TECHNICAL GRADUATE, B. S. E. E. 1914,
36, married, perfect health. Eight years' practical
experience, three years Instruction engineering
department of university. Wants public utilities,
retail electrical store or opening in service depart-
ment radio installations and repair, or class
Instruction in factory position. Available April
1st. Bert references. Prefer Middle west,.
1343099.

GRADUATE ELECTRICAL ENGIN10ER,
31, desires to make connections with engineering

firm, consulting engineer, or investment hankers
employing engineers. Seven years' design and
research engineering experience in connection with
power plants, substations, and distribution system
of large electrical traction system. B-7846.

MAN with ten years' of practical experience in
radio, telephones and automatic block signals,
who will graduate June 1, 1925, in electrical
engineering. wishes a position as assistant signal
engineer, field work, or radio work. Married,
one child. Location, central states. B-8911.

SALES MANAGER, age 32, graduate elec-
trical engineer, offers a firm desiring New York
City and Eastern representation part of his time,
all office facilities and listing in building. Com-
mission or salary arrangement. State nature of
equipment. 13-9214.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, college graduate,
age 30, married. Seven years' experience in
engineering of large hydro -electric and steam
power plants. Desires position in valuation.
inspection or commercial engineering department
of large public utility. B-8644.

GRADUATE ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
with eight years' experience building and instal-
ling hydraulic and electrical machinery. De-
sires connection with construction or operating
company, preferably in the capacity of con-
struction or field engineer. Thoroughly 'familiar
with handling the erection, operation, and main-
tenance of large hydro -electric units. Available
upon two weeks' notice. B-9217.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, technical gradu-
ate E. E., Assoc. Member Engineering Institute
of Canada, having had a very broad experience
and been in charge of all kinds of electrical con-
struction, maintenance and operation of hydro-
electric plants, substations, industrial plants and
transmission lines. Can produce results. Prefer
Western Canada or Western States. B-7402.

ELECTRICAL -DESIGNING DRAFTS-
MAN, technical education, age 25, single, seven
years' experience on layout work in connection
with hydro -electric generating stations, substa-
tions high and low tension, and overhead and
underground distribution systems. Location im-
material. Excellent references, available on two
weeks' notice. B-8628.

JUNIOR EXECUTIVE, 33, married, graduate
Engineer E. E. 1913, having broad motor manu-
facturing and commercial experience of technical
nature in automobile and electrical industry, will
soon be available as a technical executive. Pres-
ent connection line supervision and merchandising
through national organization. Location second-
ary; minimum salary $4500. Interview solicited.
13-9231.

RECENT GRADUATE, seeks position in
electrical sales or inspection work. Now em-
ployed General Electric test floor. Single, age 23.
Available short notice. Location immaterial.
Salary vicinity $175. B-9235.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER OR DE-
SIGNER, technical graduate; testing, manufac-
turing engineering department, electrical
construction and some sales experience. Twelve
years designing, two years mechanical, four
years industrial light and power. six years electric
power station. Location desired northeast.
Available In one week. 13-9222.

PROFESSOR -ELECTRICAL ENGINEER-
ING, ten years' of teaching experience covering
all of the usual electrical engineering courses.
Contact with the industry has been broad and
covers general engineering, design and con-
struction experience. Well acquainted with the
educational needs of the engineering profession.
Desires professorship in electrical engineering.
Available In September. Salary at least $3500.
13-7083.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, age 28, scholar-
ship imperial College of London. Two and one-
half years' electrical testing and installation work,
two years' distribution and power plant layout
work. Employed at present, wishes change.
I.ocation Immaterial. Highest, references. Avail-
able on reasonable notice. 13-9241

201

TECHNICAL GRADUATE. single, age 31.
desires position as assistant superintendent or in
distribution department of public utility company.
Five years' experience in distribution engineering.
one year testing, two years construction and
assembly work in shops. Available on two
weeks' notice. B-9248.

ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION FORE-
MAN, twelve years' experience, age 33. married,
desires position with public utility or construction
company. Experienced in substation, trans-
former station, steam and hydro -electric develop-
ment. 13-9258.

ELECTRICAL DESIGNING ENGINEER.
technical graduate of university, age 26, single.
Five years' experience on design of hydro -electric
generating and transformer stations, one year in
construction work. Now with firm of consulting
engineers, but desires connection with company
offering opportunity for advancement. B-9255.

SALES EXECUTIVE, broad electrical, me-
chanical experience. Excellent record, refer-
ences. Well acquainted with railroad marine
situation, St. Louis, Southwest and Texas points.
Will consider high grade account, preferably
salary. commission. Available in thirty days.
B-9265.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, college gradu-
ate. age 30, Westinghouse students graduate
course, desires position. One year underground
transmission experience, two years' construction
and design experience in power plants and sub-
stations. Best of references. Location preferred,
New York City. B-3993.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, age 23, single,
wishes an opportunity in an organization looking
for a dependable, willing worker. A recent gradu-
are in electrical engineering who desires to work
into an executive position. Available at short
notice. Location in New England preferred.
13-7923.

ENGINEER, 42, experience heavy metal
working machinery, general plant equipment and
production work. Eight years' executive posi-
tions. Middle -west or East. B-7581.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, married, em-
ployed by large manufacturing company; four
years' experience in design and manufacture of
protective relays, their application in every field,
experience in system studies, short. circuit calcu-
lations. Desires position with consulting engi-
neers or progressive power company, necessitating
research or inventive ability along with practical
experience and offering opportunities for advance-
ment. B-9286.

INDUSTRIAL CONTROL SPECIALIST in
the design and application of automatic control as
applied to modern industry. Five years' with
large manufacturing concern, two years.' with
public utility. Desires position with engineering
or industrial concern, in engineering capacity.
Technical graduate, age 28, married. B 9288.

ENGINEER experienced in the design and in-
stallation of the smaller types of power wants,
including power boards,' fuse panels, power
machines, storage batteries, conduit plans, cir-
cuits and apparatus. Also a number of years in
sales work, estimating and public utility ap-
praisals. 13-9287.

GRADUATE ELECTRICAL ENGINEER,
28, married, B. S. 1921, post graduate studies
E. E., good mathematician, throe years' experi-
ence design and wiring diagrams of switchboards,
automatic switching equipment, familiar with all
relay and protection problems. Desires perma-
nent position with engineering firm or public
utility; Philadelphia or Now York City. Avail-
able two weeks' notice. 13-9297.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, graduate 1923
electrical, hydraulic engineering. 24 single,
Canadian, desires position reputable firm inter-
ested In management, engineering problems public
utilities. Prefer Canada, would consider South
America. Broad general experience with mainte-
nance and operat ion gold mine equipment. One
year G. F. Test. Present, engaged transmission
in vestlgai ions. A vallablerensonable notice. 13-9293.
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tricail Engineer, American Tel. & Tol co
111.5 Itronilwio , New l ark, N V.

ALLINIAN, cl.Ai(ENCE LEsTER.
Tester, East 1'4'1111 ElVei POI 1114',

A1.1.1 NG, VINCENT It., Law Student, 21111
liroadmi) Nett York; res., Brisikb N. V.

BANtillART, EDGAR SCHUYLER, District
:Manager. Pitt sleugh Tritniirt inner Co.. 30
Church St New York, N. Y.

BA sTA. ("ARIA), Dyniono operator, New York
Edison Co., 30 E. 15th St., New York, N. Y.

BEElts, IIEN WORRELL, Merchant, II. 11'.
Beei s Electric Co.. S. A., Apartado 1032,
Nlexico D. F., Mex.

BELT, ALVIN MA VII UGH, Operator, Potomac
Electric Power ('o., 450 Washington St., N.
W., Washington, 1). C.

BENSON, OSCAR B., Supt., Storage Battery
Div., Edison Electric Illuminating Co. of
Boston, 39 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.

BLACKBURN, LESLIE A., Salesman, Westing-
house Elec. & Mfg. Co., 10th & Alice Sts.,
Oakland, Calif.

BLANCHARD, KENNETH EDWARD, Cadet,
Public Service Railway Co., 80 Park Place,
Newark, N. J.

BLOOMER, SYLVESTER GEORGE, Electri-
cal Engineer, Cutler -Hammer Mfg. Co., Mil-
waukee, Wis.

BLOSE, HOWARD S., Engineer, System Oper-
ating Dept., Pennsylvania Power & Light
Co., Hazleton, Pa.

BOCHENKO, STANLEY JOSEPH, Tester,
Now York Edison Co., 92 Vanden' St., New
York, N. Y.

BORST, JOSEPH ALBERT, Electrical Drafts-
man. Interborough Rapid Transit Co., 600
W. 59th St., New York; res., Brooklyn, N. Y.

BOURKE, HAROLD. Calculator & Tester, Test-
ing Dept., General Electric Co., Erie, Pa.

BRADFORD, ANDREW OSCAR, Plant Elec-
trician, Necaxa, Power House, Mexican Light
& Power Co., Necaxa Est., Puebla, Mexico.

BRADLEY, DENNIS B., Methods Investigator,
Western Electric (`o., Inc., 1100 W. York St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

BRENISER. FRANK G., Wireman, Potter Elec-
tric Construction Co., 715 Bueler Bldg., St.
Louis, Mo.

*BRIGGS, W. NORMAN, Development En-
gineer, General Electric Co., Pittsfield, Mass.

BROWNING, CLARENCE LELAND, Sales-
man, General Electric Co.. 230 S. Clark St.,
Chicago, 111.

BURK, ALECK, Master Electrician, nullifier
Condenser & Radio Corp.. 48 W. 4th St.,
New York; res., Brooklyn, N. Y.

*BURRILL, CHARLES MARTIN, Engineer,
General Electric Co., Schenectady. N. Y.

CANARIIS, SVEND AAGE, Electrical Drafts-
man, Dixie Construction Co., Brown -Marx
Bldg., Birmingham, Ala.

CANO, HAROLD WESLEY. Secretary, Percy
H. Thomas, 120 Broadway, New York. N. Y.

CARAZA, ENRIQUE, Contratista de Instalac-
iones Electricas, Hda. Del Rio, Estacion Del
Rio. Edo. de Mexico, Mex.

CARLSON, CHAUNCEY M., Electrical Distri-
bution Engineer, St. Paul Gas Light Co., St.
Paul, Minn.

CARNO, SIMPSON, 8699 Bay Parkway, Brook-
lyn, N. Y.

*CARRINGTON, EDWARD LENOX, JR.,
Sales Dept., Fafnir Bearing Co., New Britain;
res.. Bristol. Conn.
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(1111.1) IC \1.1'11 MUTH Kid.% \ I /
.\ 'II ter , 25 Nassau /I N

Elec
it trill Engineer. hatiiii Witter & Power

toil l Lexington Itlllr, 14/41(1441444'1., 111.
'1111;1'4 \ \1'11.1.1ANI HENRY, \lett,'super-

intendent, Ittatitolo, fl(R11way & E14.4.1114
13.3 'ill111/141.11 .1 vi. , S. E., Roanoke. 1 it.

('LAB RE, N UDE, Switchboard Dept
l'ort land Electric 1'OW4,1' Co., Navarro I lob+
-127 Portland, Ore,

COCHRAN, WII.1.1 151 PEARS0L, Central
Station Di vision NI anager, West Mg in nisi.
Elec. & 51fig. Co., 30th & Walnut tit, Phila-
delphia, Pa.

*COCKBURN, JOHN MAcMILLAN, Test
Course, Canadian General Electric (
Peterboro, Ont., Can.

CON LEY, WALTER J., Elvo rica I Engineer.
NI unit, & Co., 52 Broadway, New fork, N.
Y.; res., Cranford, N. J.

COPE, KENNETH IL, Elect rind
Wagner Electric Corp., 6400 1.1,\ mouth Ave. ,St. Louis, Mo.

CORDS, FREI)ERICK WILLIAM, Engineer,
Cutler -Hammer Mfg. ('o., 12th & St. Paul
Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.

COUR So N, WILLIAM OPP, Railway Equip-
ment Engg. Dept., General Electric Co., Erie,Pa.

COWLEY, HARRY, Inspector, Electrical Engi-
neering Bureau, 561 Grand Ave., Brooklyn;
res.. New York, N. Y.

CROSTIIW'AITE. JOHN SCEARC14.:, 779 War-
burton Ave., Yonkers, N. Y.

CURDTS, EDWARD BAKER, Superintendent.
Roanoke Rapids Power Co., Roanoke Rapids,N. C.

DAS, MON MOHON, Asst. Designing Engineer,
Delta star Electric ('o., 2433 Fulton St., Chi-
cago, Ill_

DAVISON, JAMES MOULD. Engineerin Charge
Hydro -Electric Plants, Fabrica de Cocolit-
pam, Orizaba, Ver., Mex.

DAY, THURBR it , Sales Engineer, General Elec-
tric Co., 630 Soo Line Bldg., Minneapolis,Minn.

DEMENT, WILLIAM FLOYD., ft F. I). No. 8,
Los Angeles, Calif.

DE SANTIS, A. JULIAN, Asst. Electric Super-
intendent. Upper Hudson Electric & Railroad
Co.. 391 Main St., Catskill, N. Y.

DILLER, CLARENCE 0., Electrical Draftsman,
Dallas Power & Light Co., 210 Interurban
Bldg., Dallas, Texas.

DRUMM, STREUBY LLOYD, Electrical Engi-
neer, Phoenix Utility Co., 1804 Tchoupitou-
las St., New Orleans, La.

DWINELL, CARROLL IRVING, Draftsman,
Cleveland Union Terminals Co., Ulmer Bldg.,
Public Sq., Cleveland, Ohio.

EGGAN, HELMAR R,., Engineer, The Pacific
Tel. & Tel. Co., 708 Sheldon Bldg., San Fran-
cisco, Calif.

ELDERKIN, JAMES KNOX, Chief Engineer,
272 New St., Newark, N. J.

EL-KORDY, IBRAHIM HAM DY, Radio Corp.
of America, 66 Broad St., New York, N. Y.

ELLIS, EVERETT, Power Sales Agent. Ohio
Power Co., Newark, Ohio.

EVANS, WILFRED ROBERT, Technical
Engineer, Vacuum Oil Co., Melbourne,
Victoria, Australia.

FALLON. EUGENE LUCIEN, Junior Electri-
cal Engineer, Stone & Webster, Inc., 147
Milk St., Boston; res., Belmont, Mass.

I 1'116. 'II 5111, h, 11/41111,11[1,011
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ICI .1 `l,\ 1%.1.I55 MP F, A1600004111 Li. -1111
t,41 1..ii,111, 1111W 1111141 Mali- I nit

4 Hilt/
1'.14 II \I1, 1.111% MD A IMPACT, litspril/tr,

I 300 Pearl Mt , litook -
oodlia oii, N. 5'.

Fls I III. I' Elvel Heal Drafisn,an 1.1114

I"' S,rt'Irr 1.""1"111"11 "4 . 27 Mechanic st
Ne%itri N , bit mail, ItrookIN n N 1

EDIDIEs. 11 11(1. 1.1 . Asst. 'Met Elect !
cal s% 1 ol I, 1%111mm I
!rah .

t: I I II \ 1;1i 1(11.1IT, Nlit)ttenanee
-

\ 11, (.1111,1411pm 4 I

I rit ' d 1.1,144.11101/11, Ont., ('an.
), I I /5\ \ If ETT, contiactor,
21,111 1 \ Fort 51"rt li\ \ \I I.' .11)SEPII, rI11411

fie 1204 Mansion
Philadelphia. Pa.

( E NI AI N, .11EN It Y A., commercial Engineer.
Transfininer Engg. Dept., Denural Elortric

1.111S1111411, Mass.
wnsuN, F., Electrical App. Mainte-

nance 1\ esi Electric Co., Inc.,112 11'. 20th
St., Nett 1 "Fit; res., Nauuet, N. Y.

(7I 4,1,s, j A 51 Es Division Manager & Gen-
eral Purchasing Agent. Appalaehlan Power
('o., Bluefield, 11'. 1'a.

GOODMAN, 11011'Alt1) 110I, Asst. Electrical
Engineer, liydro Branch, Public Works
Dept.. Wellington, New Zealand.

;RAN T, JAMES DAVID, Asst. Electrical Fore-
man, Stone & Webster, Inc., Terre Haute,
Ind.

REL1CK, 1)A VI D, General Electric Co., Pitts-
field, Mass.

GROVER, LAFA N'E'll"TE P., Superintendent,
Meter Dept., Interstate Public Service Co.,
1100 J. F. Wild Bldg.. Indianapolis, Ind.

HAM \1, LUCIAN LOUIS, Electrician, Main-
tenance Dept., So. (7alifornia Edison Co.,
325 W. 3rd. St., Los Angeles. Calif.

HAN N EN, CARL A., Plant Electrical Engineer.
Bucyrus Co., south Milwaukee; for mail.
Miiwaukee, Wis.

BANNER. REINHOLD AUG UST, Electrical
Engineer, General Electric Co,, 100 Wood -
lawn Ave., Pittsfield, NI: -..s.

MANNERS, WILLIAM BENI( Y. .1 II.. American
Tel. & Tel. Co., 195 Broadway, New York.N. Y.

HART, HARRY WALKE R, Electrical Engineer,
Signal Corps, U. S. Army, Chief Signal
Oflice, Munitions Bldg., Washington, D. C.

HART, WILLIAM ALBERT, Charge of Meter
Dept., Pinellas Power Co., Clearwater, Fla.;
for mail, Sandusky, Ohio.

HARTMAN, WILLIAM A.. Equipment Engi-
neer, New England Tel. & Tel. Co., 50 Oliver
St., Boston, ; res., Brookline, Mass.

HAWKINS, ALLEN WARDWELL. Cadet En-
gineer, Public Service Electric Co. of N. J.,
80 Park Place, Newark; res., Jersey City.N. J.

HEDEBY, HANS UNO, Draftsman, General
Electric Co., 100 Woodlawn Ave., Pittsfield.
Mass.

HENKE, HENRY EMIL, Supervising Operator,
St. Paul Gas Light Co.. 385 Cedar St., St.
Paul, Minn.

*HENKIN, HERMAN, Tester, Now York Edi-
son Co.. 92 Vandam St., New York N. Y.

*BENTZ, CLIFFORD E., Assistant, Elec. Engg.
Dept., Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, Cambridge, Mass.
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HERBERT, J. FRANCIS, JR., Substation Oper-
ator, Baltimore Copper Works, Canton, Bal-
timore, Md.

HILL, OWEN E., Division Supervisor of Meth-
ods & Results, Western Electric Co., Inc.,
1505 Race St., Philadelphia, Pa.

HILLS, HENRY WILLARD, Instructor, Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge,
Mass.

HINES, HOWARD R., H. R. Hines Electric Co.,
Lake City Bank Bldg., Warsaw, Ind.

HOBART, EDWARD A., Vice -President, Hobart
Bros. Co., Troy, Ohio.

HORNBECK, SAMUEL. V., President, Horn-
beck & Hardie Electric Co.. 314 Market St.,
St. Louis, Mo.

INGALLS, C. E., Factory Representative. 403

Rialto Bldg., San Francisco, Calif.
*IRVING, ELLERY, Engineering Assistant,

Western Union Telegraph Co., 195 Broadway,
New York, N. Y.

JEFFS, ARTHUR JOSEPH. Locomotive Erect-
ing Engineer, The English Electric Co., Ltd.,
St. Catherines, Ont.; for mail, Montreal,
Que., Can.

JENNINGS, FRED W., Testing Dept., Genera
Electric Co.,, Schenectady, N. Y.

JOHNSON, SYDNEY JOSEPH, Inspector,
Brooklyn Edison Co., Pearl & Willoughby
Sts., Brooklyn; res., New York, N. Y.

JONES, A. L., Transmission & Protection Engi-
neer, Ohio Bell Telephone Co., 4300 Euclid
Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.

*KEITH, CLYDE ROSWELL, Telephone Engi-
neer, Western Electric Co.. Inc., 463 West
St., New York, N. Y.

KETTNER, ALBERT ERWIN, Laboratory As-

sistant, General Electric Co., Schenectady,
N. Y.

KIESS, REX T., Production Supervisor, West-
ern Electric Co., Inc., Hawthorne; res.,
Chicago, Ill.

KING, F. W., Junior Distribution Engineer,
Union Electric Light & Power Co., Lock-
wood & McClure Ayes., Webster Groves;
for 'mail, Ferguson, Mo.

KING, ROBERT A., Assistant to General
Superintendent, General Electric Co., Erie,
Pa.

KING, TERRY TOWNSEND, Engineer,
Switchboard Dept., General Electric Co.,
Fort Wayne, Ind.

*KINNAMON, LESTER B.. Central Hudson
Gas & Electric Co., 50 Market St., Pough-
keepsie, N. Y.

KVI ST, DAVID A., Draftsman, General Elec-
tric Co., 100 Woodlawn Ave., Pittsfield,
Mass.

*LAIRD, ARTHUR GORDON, Telephone
Engineer, Western Electric Co., Inc., 463
West St., New York, N. Y.

LANE, THOMAS W., Foreman, Western Elec-
tric Co., Inc., 1100 W. York St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

*LEHMANN, CHARLES HENRY, Asst. En-
gineer, Engg. Dept., New York Telephone
Co., 104 Broad St., New York; res., Brook-
lyn, N. Y.

LEONARZ, EMIL, JR., Instructor of Electrical
Engineering, Escuela de Ingenieros Mecani-
cos Electricitas, Allende 38, Mexico City,
Mex.

LESKO, STEPHEN F., JR., Member of Firm,
Stephen Lesko & Son., 1389 Fairfield Ave.,
Bridgeport, Conn.

LEWIS, HUGH MARTIN, Laboratory Mecha-
nician, Pacific Gas & Electric; Co., 2101 Mari-
posa St., San Francisco, Calif.

LILLIBRIDGE, C. G., Salesman, F. R. Jennings
Co., 2847 Grand River Ave., Detroit, Mich.

*LIND, LOUIS, Foreman, Plant Dept., New
York Telephone Co., 53 Park Place, New
York; for mail, Astoria, N. Y.

*LITTLE, LEROY C., Junior Examiner, Patent
Office, Washington, D. C.

LOW, MERREL CALLOWAY, Equipment En-
gineer, New England Tel. & Tel. Co., 50
Oliver St., Boston; res., Brookline, Mass.

MARKLEY, WILLIAM FREDERICK, Asst.
Engineer, Western Union Telegraph Co., 195
Broadway, New York, N. Y.; res., Wee-
hawken. N. J.

*MAXWELL, THOMAS, Tester, United Elec-
tric Light & Power Co., 514 West 147th St.,
New York, N. Y.

McMURRY, FRED RUSSELL, Engineer.
Western Electric Co., Inc., 463 West St.,
New York, N. Y.; res., Westwood. N. J.

McRELL, HARRY F., Sales Manager, Distri-
bution Transformers, General Electric Co..
Pittsfield, Mass.

*McVEAN, NORMAN S., Equipment Engi-
neer, New England Tel. & Tel. Co., 50 Oliver
St., Boston; res., Wollaston, Mass.

MEREDITH, CECIL CHARLES, Radio Engi-
neer. 36 Pinewood Ave., Toronto, Ont.. Can.

*MEURER. SYLVAIN THOMAS, Engineering
Assistant, New York & Queens Electric Light
& Power Co., Lawrence & Grove Sts., Flush-
ing, N. Y.; res., Jersey City, N. J.

MIKLOS, JULIUS. Charles Eisler Engineering
Corp., 756 So. 13th St., Newark, N. J.

MILLAR, WALLACE, District Engineer, Cana-
dian Westinghouse Co.. 1090 Mainland St.,
Vancouver, B. C., Can.

MILLER, HARRY PALMER, Instructor of
Electrical Engineering, Pratt Institute,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

MITCHELL, LA FRANCE ADELBERT, In-
dustrial Sales Engineer, Fairbanks, Morse
& Co., 30 Church St., New York; res.,
Schenectady, N. Y.

MOLOHON, FRANK LAMBERT, Student En-
gineer, Testing Dept., General Electric Co..
Schenectady, N. Y.

MONTGOMERY, WALLACE, General Super-
intendent, Warner Sugar Co. of Cuba, Cen-
tral Miranda, Miranda, Oriente, Cuba.

MOONEY, JOHN THOMAS, Division Super-
intendent, Cia. Agricola y de Fuerza Elec-
trica del Rio, C. Camargo, Chihuahua, Chili.,
Mex.

MOORE, ROSCOE E., Salesman, Power Ap-
paratus, Western Electric Co., Inc., 310
Elm St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

MORRIS, JOSEPH ANDREW, Student, North-
eastern College, Boston, Mass.; res., New
Britain, Conn.

MORTON, WALTER B., Electrical Draftsman,
Pacific Gas & Electric Co., 445 Sutter St.,
San Francisco, Calif.

NAKAZATO, RYUJI, Electrical Engineer, Mit-
subishi Electrical Engineering Co., Kobe,
Japan.

NEWTON, CULLEN HARLAN, Electrical
Draftsman, Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.,
2211 W. Pershing Road, Chicago, Ill.

NIMMCKE, FREDERICK EMIL, Instructor,
Bureau of Education, Brooklyn Edison Co.,
II Bond St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

OBREGON, GUSTAVO, JR., Asst. Engineer,
Mexican Tel. & Tel. Co., la Calle del Naranjo
No. 20, Mexico, D. F., Mex.

O'NEIL, PERRY, Engineer, Municipal Engi-
neering Co., 715 Praetorian Bldg., Dallas,
Texas.

OSOLSOBE, JAN, Electrical Engineer, Zapa-
domorayske Elektrarny, Brno; for mail,
Brno -Kr. Pole, Czechoslovakia.

OWEN, ERNEST VALENTINE, Asst. Chief
Engineer, Knox Process Corp., 136 Liberty
St., New York; res., Brooklyn, N. Y.

PALS, THEODORE, Engineer, United Light &
Power Engineering & Construction Co., 125
W. 3rd St., Davenport, Iowa.

PARDOE, LEONARD GARDINER, Tester,
Test Dept., British Thomson -Houston Co.,
Rugby, England.

PAUL, CARL H., Switchboard Electrician, St.
Paul Gas Light Co., St. Paul, Minn.

*PORTER, LLOYD GARRISON, Engineering
Clerk, Monongahela West Penn Public Serv-
ice Co., Bethlehem Bldg., Fairmount, W.
Va.

*PRICE, LESLIE D., Division Meter Chief,
Public Service Electric & Gas Co., Van
Houten & Prospect Sts., Paterson, N. J.

RAYL, CLIFFORD CECIL, Equipment Man,
American Tel. & Tel. Co., 237 Champlain
Ave., Cleveland; res., Willoughby, Ohio.

RICHARDS, HENRY EDWARD, Asst. Pro-
fessor of Electrical Engineering, Northeastern
University, 316 Huntington Ave., Boston;
res., Melrose, Mass.

ROGERS, ARCHIE CLIFTON, Asst. Engineer,
Appalachian Power Co., Bluefield, W. Va.

*ROTHSCHILD, MAX, Tester, Rossiter, Tyler
& McDonell, Inc., 136 Liberty St., New
York; res., Brooklyn, N. Y.

*ROTTY, OSCAR J., Foreman, Union Electric
Light & Power Co., 315 N. 12th St., St. Louis,

Mo.
SALISBURY, HOWARD D.. Electrical Drafts-

man. Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Co.,
1119 Brown Marx Bldg., Birmingham, Ala.

SAUL, ARTHUR PRESTON HENRY, Sales
Engineer, Robertson -Cataract Electric Co.,
147-153 W. Mohawk St., Buffalo, N. Y.

SAUTER, MAX H., Engineer, General Electric
Co., Pittsfield, Mass.

SAYLER, M. D., Asst. City Sales Manager,
Commercial Electrical Supply Co., 320 S.
Broadway, St. Louis, Mo.

*SCARR, HENRY FRANCIS, Telephone
Equipment Engineer, Engg. Dept., Western
Electric Co., Inc., 463 West St., New York,
N. Y.

SCHEUERMANN, OTTO, Draftsman, Russell &
Stoll Co., 17-27 Vandewater St., New York,
N. Y.

SIRMS, WISWALD JOHN, Electrical In-
spector, Western Electric Co., Inc., 1601
Glenwood Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

SMITH, EDWARD WATSON, Radio Engineer,
The Potomac Edison Co., Hagerstown, Md.

SMITH, HOWARD ALBERT, Long Lines
Engg. Dept., American Tel. & Tel. Co., 195
Broadway, New York, N. Y.

SMITH, REGINALD SINCLAIR, Asst. Gen-
eral Foreman, Testing Dept., New York Edi-
son Co., 92 Vandam St., New York, N. Y.;
res., Norwalk, Conn.

SMITH, ROBERT P., Sales Assistant, West-
inghouse Eler. & Mfg. Co., 912 Virginia Rail-
way & Power Bldg., Richmond, Va.

SPALDING, DAVID ARNOTT, Asst. Engineer,
British Columbia Electric Railway Co., 504
Carnal St.. Vancouver; res., New West-
minster, B. C., Can.

*SPENCER, HUGH HARDING, Central Sta-
tion Engineering Dept., General Electric
Co., Schenectady, N. Y. .

SPROULE, JOHN EMDON, Asst. Engineer,
Hydro -Electric Power Comm. of Ont., 190
University Ave., Toronto, Ont., Can.

STAMPER, GARLAND, Asst. Engineer, The
Union Gas & Electric Co., 1107 Plum St.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

STERNAD, WILLIAM JOSEPH, Electrician,
Tiffany Electric Co., Inc., 131-143 Howell St.,
Jersey City; res., Hoboken, N. J.

*STEWART, DUNCAN J., Vice -President, D.
J. Stewart & Co., 113 S. Main St., Rockford,
Ill.

STOCKTON, C. BARCLAY, Installation Div.,
United Electric Light & Power Co., 520 W.
24th St., New York; for mail, Brooklyn,
N. Y.

TAILBY, ALFRED JOSHUA, Wiring Inspector,
To Awamutu Electric Power Board, To Awa-
mutu, New Zealand.

TEMKIN, MYER, Asst. Engineer, Keystone
Engineering Co., 335 Walnut St., Reading,
Pa.
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Internat hood IttiMilleSii N11101110% Corp,; e
T1111 MILIAllitt, Co., 137 E. 251liSt , Nett 'York, N. Y.

TR ANCII1N PAULO, Substation Operator,
New York Edison Co., 102 Cedar St., NewYork, N. Y.

TIC Et ItT11 A FREDERICK C. P., College
Apprentice, Met ropoll tan- V ickers Elect r ica I
Co., Ltd., Trafford Park, Nlaticitester, Eng-land.

TUFTS, .1 oll N BARBER, President & Treas-
urer, Electric tot or Repair Co., 15 Park St.,
Springfield, NI ass.

TURNER, WARREN FREDERICK, District
Manager, Wisconsin Power & Light Co., 124
N. Jefferson St., Monroe, Wis.

VAN DESTADT, HENDRIK JUSTUS, Engi-
neer, Mazda Lamp Division, General Elec-
tric Co., (1251 Etzel Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

VAN IDERSTINE, T. EVERETT, Electrical
Engineer, General Electric Co., 42 CenterSt., Lynn, Mass.

VETRI, LUIGI, Substation Operator, New York
Edison Co., 421-23 E. 6th St., Now York,N. Y.

VINCENS, EMIL, Draftsman, Wilder Electric
Trust, 225 W. 57th St., New York, N. Y.VON HOENE, ROBERT HENRY, Draughts-
man, Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., East
Pittsburgh. Pa.: for mail, Covington, Ky.

VON MEHREN, OSWALD, Electrical Designer,
New York Edison Co., 44 East 23rd St., NewYork, N. Y.

WALKER, JAY FRED., Railway Motor Engg.
Dept., General Electric Co., Schenectady,N. Y.

WALSH, FRANK, Port Electrician, Alaska
Steamship Co., Seattle, Wash.

WERDEN, JOSEPH, Electrical Engineer,
Western Electric Co., Inc., 346 Claremont
Ave., Jersey City, N. J.: res., New York, N. Y

*WHITE, LOCKETT ST. CLAIR, Lighting In-
' formation, Portland Electric Power Co., Elec-

tric Bldg., Aldar St. & Broadway, Portland,
Ore.

WICKS, SAMUEL JOHN, Draftsman, SteelCo. of Canada, Hamilton, Ont., Can.
WILLIANIS, FLAVEL MANLEY, Asst. Chief

Electrician, Power Dept., Atlantic Refining
Co., Point Breeze, Philadelphia, Pa.

WILSON, R. JOHN, Construction Engineer,
Dingle -Clark Co., 436 Engineers Bldg.,
Cleveland, Ohio.

WOODHEAD, EDWIN ARTHUR. General
Foreman, Power Plants, Idaho Power Co.,Boise, Idaho.

WUNDHEILER, BORIS MICHEL, Asst. Engi-
neer, General Electric Co., River Works,
Lynn, Mass.

WYKS, JOSEPH WILLIAM, Dist. Superin-
tendent, Public Service Electric & Gas Co.,
225 N. Warren St., Trenton. N. J.

WYLIE, CALM., Electrical Construction, Brook-
lyn Edison Co., 360 Pearl St., Brooklyn,N. Y.

YAGODKIN, VLADIMIR K., Electrical Engi-
neering Dept., Consolidated Gas Co., Monu-
ment St., Baltimore, Md.

Total 192
*Formally Enrolled Students

ASSOCIATES REELECTED
JANUARY 21. 1925

IZ'UROFF, BASIL ALEXANDROVICH, Supt.,
Technical Dept.,City of Tramway, St. of
Arch. Rossi, 3. Leningrad, Russia.

MORRISON, LEWIS A., Design & Production
Engineer, Globe Radio Equipment Co.,
217 W. 125th St., New York, N. Y.

1:1 1111 11 I -111 1 1111%, Plant Cunslrurtlon &
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ASSOCIATES REINSTATED
JANUARY ;II. 1935

DAVIS, CARLos, Automothe Electrician,
F. h. Newberry Co., 63 Warren St., (.11.11nPtak N Y.

l.EE, ALEXANDER WILLIAM iloW \Ill),
Operator, Manitoba Power Co., Great Falls,
Manitoba, Can.

MEMBERS ELECTED JANUARY 31. 1935
BREN T, It; RISE WI` CY It IL, Telegraph En-

gineer, New Zealand Government Post &
Telegraph Dept., Laboratory, Wellington,Now Zealand.

EDWAICI)S, EDMUND PERK N S, Manager,
Radio Dept., General Electric Co.. sele,me-tady. N. Y.

(lAFFENEY. CHARLES H., Superintendentof Telegraph, Central Railroad of New
Jersey, C. R. R. Terminal. Jersey City, N. J.

HANSA, FREDERICK, Chief Engineer, Guar-
anty Trust Co., 140 Broadway; ConsultingEngineer, Abell, Smalley & NI yer, 220W. 42nd St., New York; res., Great hills,
N. Y.

McWETHY, HA HOLD ELBERT, Electric
Railway Engineer, Railroad & Warehouse
Commission, St. Paul, Minn.

PHILLIPS, HENRY BAYARD, 'Assoc. Professor
of Mathematics. Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Cambridge, Mass.

RECOMMENDED FOR TRANSFER
The Board of Examiners, at its meeting heldJanuary 12, 1925, recommended the following

members for transfer to the grade of membership
indicated. Any objection to these transfersshould be flied at once with the Secretary.

To Grade of Fellow
SCOTT, CHARLES F., Professor of Electrical

Engineering, Yale University, New Haven,Conn.

To Grade of Member
ANISTUZ, J. 0., Electrical Engineer, El. Rail-

road Soleure-Berne, Soleure, Switzerland
BONNETT, LELAND B., Inside Plant Engineer,

Electrical Engineering Dept., Brooklyn
Edison Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.

BUSHER, JOSEPH E., Superintendent. Station
Construction, Kansas City Power & Light
Co., Kansas City, Mo.

DORAN, JOHN E., Electrical Engineer, Electric
Distribution Dept., Union Gas & Electric
Co., Cincinnati, 0.

OSWALD, ARTHUR A., Engineer, Research
Dept., Western Electric Co., New York, N.Y.

PERRY, 0. M., Manager, Windsor Hydro -Elec-
tric Systems, Windsor, Ontario

PERRY, WILLIAM W., Electrical Engineer,
Binghamton Light, Heat & Power Co..
Binghamton, N. Y.

APPLICATIONS FOR ELECTION
Applications have been received by the Sec-

retary from the following candidates for election
to membership in the Institute. Unless otherwise
indicated, the applicant has applied for admis-sion as an Associate. If the applicant has applied
for direct admission to a higher grade than Asso-
ciate, the grade follows immediately after thename. Any member objecting to the electionof any of these candidates should so inform the
Secretary before February 28, 1925.
Adam, L. G., American Tel. & Tel. Co., Chicago,

Ill.

Adams, G. G., New York Edison Co., New York.N. Y.

A1141/.1440,, I. American Radio & 1AnetrIe Co.,
I 'Ilion 11111. N J.

\11, ,, II II.. 1Veriloglosure Klee. InlernatIonal
., Now York, N Y.

111.u I T., Jos. 'I', Vowkos Sc t'u., Plilladoinida.

It I; itluti 1.11-11111 Light & Power Co
1.-1/1.11i* Brutes. \I1)

111a1111, . IluITulu 1'1)mo Co
. Doffed°. N Y.Andrew, C..1., .Ir Kansas City Power & Light('u I y,

111111'111/11, L. N 111 America Cal..1,s, Inc.,i 'Milian/11110 Ilay, Cuba.
%postal, S. II  lllllll 1011 Mil( 11 1':41110011 CO.,

III
Archer, 11. \\'. .Ir Virginia Halls ay & Power('o Itieloomol, Va.
ArtaLim, II., N. J. Stall, Bridge Tumid Com-

o n New York, N. y,
Atkinson, 11. E., Toledo Edison Co Toldo,
Barclay, A. E.. Dwight P, Robinson & Cu., Inc..

New York, N. Y.
Beard, R. 1"., Phila. Mgr., Industrial Engr.,J01111101 of Electricity. Philadelphia, Pa.livardshy. F. D.. General Electric Co., Schenec-

iehigan Bell Tel. Co., Jtwitson-vi1c1.
Benjamin, It. N., Bureau of Power & Light,Los Angeles, ('alit.
Bennett, 11. if., Jr., Tennessee Electric PowerCo., Chattanooga, 'Penn.
Bergstrom, T., 1414 W. 62nd St., Seattle, Wash.
Best, C. A., The Pacific Tel. & Tel. Co., Fresno,

Calif.
Riegel, It. J., Duquesne Light Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.Dirge, E. B., Brooklyn Edison Co., Brooklyn,N.Y.
Bjorndal, M., New York Edison Co., New York.N. Y.
Blanchard, R. I., Toledo Edison Co., Maumee,

Ohio
Blomquist, E. P., Densmore, LeClair & Robbins,

Boston, Mass.
Boehm, F. J., (Member), Union Electric Light &Power Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Boll, L. P., Union Electric Light & Power Co..Webster Groves, Alo.
Bousman, H. W., Allis-Chalmers Mf. Co.,West Allis, Wis.
Boyden, W. G., Liberty Electric Corp., Stanford.Conn.
Breunig, R. H., Atlantic City Electric Co.,Philadelphia, Pa.
Briddick, J. W., Barker, Grost & Chapman Co.,

Toledo, Ohio
Brody, E., Public Service Production Co.,Newark, N. J.
Brown, H. C., Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.,New York, N. Y.
Brown, L.' H., Crystal Lake Laboratory, Cassel.via Redding, Calif.
Burns, D., Detroit Edison Co.. Detroit, Mich.Cadwell, F. L., New York Telephone Co., NewYork, N. Y.
Caprin, V. I., Electr. Research Lab, Co., "ERLA"Radio Mfg., Chicago, Ill.
Carnagy, L. NV., Locke Insulator Corp., Baltimore,

Md.: for mail, Atlanta. Ga.
Carrick, J. E., Brooklyn Edison Co., Brooklyn.N. Y.
Carter. E. F., General Electric Co., Schenectady,

N. Y.
Castellino, L. V., Union College, Schenectady,N. Y.
Chauls, R., American Machine & Foundry Co.,Brooklyn, N. Y.
Chen, S. T., Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.,

East Pittsburgh, Pa.
Clark, H. S., Hydro-Elec. Commission of Ontario,

Queenston, Ont., Can.
Clark, H. W., Western States Gas & Electric Co.,

Stockton. Calif.
Coates, J. 0., General Electric Co.. Schenectady.

N. Y.
Colledgo, A., Murrie & Co., New York, N. Y.,
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Congleton, R. T.. 13. A. Wesche Electric Co.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Cook. L. E., Texas Power & Light Co., Dallas.
Texas

Corrao, G., Western Electric Co., Inc.. St, Louis,
Mo.

Coulter, S. L., General Electric Co., Schenectady,
N. Y.

Crane, C. C., Commonwealth Power Corp.,
Jackson, Mich.

Creamer, C. D., Michigan State Auto School,
Detroit, Mich.

Crosby, P. W., Joseph E. Frechie & Co., Phila-
delphia, Pa.

Cross, C., Light Dept., City of Seattle, Seattle,
Wash.

Cruickshank, J. E., Bell Telephone Laboratories,
Inc.. New York, N. Y.

Dafoe, A. A., General Electric Co., Schenectady,
N. Y.

Dahl, T. C., (Member) Westinghouse Eke. &
Mfg. Co., East Pittsburgh, Pa.

1)avis, H., Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp.,
Woodlawn, Pa.

DaVolio, J. M., Electrical Engineer, 171 Cherry
St., New York, N. Y.

Degentesh, H. E., 889 Fifth Ave., Milwaukee
Wis.

de Laneux, H. H., Radio Corp. of America,
Bolinas, Calif.

Dempsey, H. M.. New York Edison Co.. New
York. N. Y.

De Renzis, J. A.. Western Electric Co.. Inc.,
Washington, D. C.

Deveau, J., North Shore Power Co., Three Rivers.
Que.. Can.

Diehl, E. A. P.. Bell Telephone Co. of Penna.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Dickinson, 0., N. Y. State Dept. of Architecture,
Albany. N. Y.

Dillon. E. V., General Electric Co., Pittsfield.
Mass.

Doane. R. E., (Member), Standard Underground
Cable Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
(Applicant for re-election)

Dodson. J. R., Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.,
Newark. N. J.

Doughty, H. C., Elec. & Trolly Utility: Ohio
Service Co., Cambridge, Ohio

Douglas, F. C., Commercial Elec. Supply Co..
St. Louis. Mo.

Duncan, H. D., Commonwealth Power Corp..
Jackson. Mich.

Duncan, W. C. Brooklyn Edison Co., Brooklyn.
N. Y.

Dunn, H. E.. General Electric Co., Pittsfield,
Mass.

Eadie, J. B., Saskatchewan Gov't. Telephones.
Saskatchewan, Can.

Eckhardt, E. F., Illinois Bell Telephone Co..
Chicago. Ill.

Eddy, R. W.. Wisconsin Telephone Co.. Mil-
waukee, Wis.

Eggens, H. J., Brooklyn Edison Co., Brooklyn.
N. Y.

Eisenhower, E. D., West Penn Power Co.,
Charleroi, Pa.

Eisenmann, A. S., Westinghouse Radio Station
WBZ, Springfield, Mass.

Ellerman, A., Moloney Electric Co., St. Louis,
Mo.

Enright, J. J., Brooklyn Edison Co., Brooklyn.
N. Y.

Ettlinger, E., (Member), Union Electric Light &
Power Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Evans, G. G., (Member). Ohio Bell Tel. Co..
Cleveland, Ohio

Evjen, I. W.. College of Engineering, Milwaukee,
Wis.

Faigle, C. A., New York Edison Co.. Bronx,
New York, N. Y.

Farquarson, S., British Columbia Elec. Ry. Co.,
Ltd., Vancouver, B. C.

Faunt LeRoy, H. W., (Member), Mancha
Battery Locomotive Co.. Baltimore, Md.

Feldman, M. R., Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co..
East Pittsburgh, Pa.

Feldsteen, J. J., Western Union Telegraph Co.,
Cleveland. Ohio

Ferguson, F. F., DX Radio-Lectric Co., Buffalo,
N. Y.

Ferguson, W., Robertson Electric Construction
Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Ficklin, 0. W., Southwestern Bell Tel. Co.,
St. Louis, Mo.

Finley, A. M., Union Electric Light & Power Co.,
St. Louis, Mo.

Flagle, F. W., University of Utah. Salt Lake City,
Utah

Forbes, H. C., Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago, Ill.
Forbes -Roberts, H., Arcola Light & Power Co.,

Arcola, Sask.. Can.
Foster, J., Safety Insulated Wire & Cable Co..

Bayonne, N. J.
Fox, C. G.. Brooklyn Edison Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Frank. A. S., Penn. State Highway Dept..

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Frank, 11. R., New York Edison Co., New York,

N. Y.
Frenzel., P. F., Union Pacific Railroad Co..

Omaha. Nebr.
Friedman. E. A., Oliver Iron Mining Co., Hibbing.

NI inn.
Fuqua, H. E., General Electric Co., Los Angeles,

Calif.
Galan. J. J., Officer, U. S. A.. Camp Alfred Vail,

N. 1.
Gardner. M. V.. Rochester Gas & Electric Corp.,

Rochester, N. Y.
Gary, A. C., American Beet Sugar Co., New York,

N. Y.
Gerbersman, II. J., Southwestern Bell Tel. Co..

St. Louis, Mo.
(Them R. F.. Ohio Brass C.. Los Angeles. Calif.
Gibford, C. W.. Schwarze Electric Co.. Adrian.

Mich.
Gilleland. E. C. Puget. Sound Power & Light Co.,

Seattle, Wash.
Glasow. O. A.. Northern States Power Co..

Minneapolis, Minn.
Glass. J. G., Idaho Power Co., Murphy. Idaho
Goldberg. B., Bengo Electric Corp., Brooklyn,

' N.Y.
Golding, L. M., Postal Telegraph Co.. Chicago,

Ill.
Gordon, L. B., Kelly Springfield Tire Co.,

Cumberland. Md.
Gotoda, K.. SI Marion Street. Brookline, Mass.
Gottron, G., Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc..

New York, N. Y.
Graham. C. \V.. Hatfield Electric Co.. Cleveland.

Ohio
Gray, A. L. B., Brazilian Telephone Co., Toronto.

Ont.
Green, W. H., Union Gas & Electric Co., Cin-

cinnati. Ohio
Greenleaf. M.. Twin City Theatres Co., Centralia,

Wash.
GretT. L. M.. American Jobbers Supply Co.,

New York, N. Y.
Grifustad, R. C.. Sargent & Lundy, Chicago. Ill.
Groh. 0. H., West Penn Power Co., Pittsburgh,

Pa.
Gudgeon. S. E., Shawinigan Water & Power Co.,

Shawinigan Falls, Que., Can.
Guild, F. E., Wisconsin Power & Light Co.,

Madison. Wis.
Gustafson. W. T., Northern Pacific Public Service

 Co., Bremerton, Wash.
Haddad. L. B.. Public Service Electric & Gas Co.,

Irvington. N. J.
Hafel. C. P.. University of Notre Dame, Notre

Dame, Indiana.
Hagemeyer. W., Potomac Electric Power Co.,

Washington. D. C.
Haigh. J. H., Board of Water & Elec. Lt. Com-

mission. Lansing, Mich.
Halaby, F H.. 68 Bay 13th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Hales. J. L., Carolina Power & Light Co., Raliegh,

N. C.
Haramann, R. T., Brooklyn Edison Co., Brooklyn,

N. Y.
Hammond, J. A., University of Minnesota,

Minneapolis, Minn.

Hanford, H. H. R., Canadian Pacific Railway Co.,
Vancouver, B. C.

Hapgood, K. E., General Electric Co., Schenec-

tady, N. Y.
Harris, H. D., Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute,

Troy, N. Y.
Hawley, G. L , United Water, Gas & Electric Co..

Hutchinson, Kans.
Hayward, S. C., The Electric Journal, Pittsburgh,

Pa.
Heidelbaugh, E. C.. Bell Telephone Co. of Penna..

Philadelphia. Pa.
Hellorn, B., Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.,

New York, N. Y.
Hensley. F. C., Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co..

East Pittsburgh, Pa.
Herborn, L. E., Western Electric Co.. Inc..

New York, N. Y.
Heufeld, S. New York Edison Co.. New York,

N. Y.
Heymsfleld. II. R., Heymsfield Contracting Co.,

New York, N. Y.
Hill, H. E., San Joaquin Light & Power Co..

Bakersfield, Calif.
Hid. W. S., General Electric Co., Schenectady,

N.Y.
Hogue. L. J., Commonwealth Edison Co., Chicago,

Holland, L. N.. University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor, Mich.

Holm, E. N., Great Western Power Co., Rio
Vista. Solano Co., Calif.

Hood. J. W.. Public Service Co. of No. Illinois,
Evanston. I11.

Hovey, A. G., General Electric Co.. Schenectady.
N. Y.

Huber. H., Northwestern Electric Co.. Chicago,
III.

Hubert, E. H., (Member), Secy., Meetings &
Papers Comm.. A. I. E. E., New York. N. Y.

Hungate, 13. J., Union Electric Light & Power
Co., St. Louis. Mo.

Hunter. E. E., The Ohio Public Service Co..
Warren. Ohio

Inch. J. A , Saskatchewan Gov't. Telephones.
Regina. Sask.. Can.

Ingram. W. H., Texas Power & Light Co.,
Dallas. Texas.

Isenberg, H. D., Allen-Bradley Co.. Milwaukee.
Wis.

Johnstone. R. L., (Member), Elec. Engr., 611
Granit Bldg... St. Louis, Mo.

Jones. B., Dept. of Telephones. Gov't of Saskat-
chewan. Regina, Sask., Can.

Jones. R. H.. (Member), Brooklyn Edison Co.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

KargarofT, C. M., Western Electric Co , Chicago,
Ill.

Kater, J. A., Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.,
New York, N.Y.

Kearney, J. R., (Member), W. N. Matthews &
Bros. Corp., St. Louis. Mo.

Keirns, J. T., City of Los Angeles Bureau of Pr. &
Lt., Los Angeles, Calif.

Kelly, J. M., Carnegie Inst. of Technology,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Kelly, R.B.. General Electric Co., Pittsfield, Mass.
Kerns, A. D., Western Electric Co., Inc.,

Chicago, Ill.
Kigar, D. F., Ohio University, Ada, Ohio
Kindl, C. H., (Member), Westinghouse Elec. &

Mfg. Co., East Pittsburgh, Pa.
Kingburne, F., Brooklyn Edison Co., Brooklyn,

N.Y.
KiLsingbury, H. G., Union Electric Light &

& Power Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Kitchen, A: P., Philadelphia Electric Co., Phila-

delphia, Pa.
Klak, J. J., Wisconsin Telephone Co., Milwaukee,

Wis.
Knight, F. V., British Columbia Electric Railway.

Vancouver, B. C.
Knight, I. T., Oklahoma Agri. & Mech. College,

Stillwater, Okla.
Knodel, H. S., Otis Elevator Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Kraehenbuehl, J. 0., University of Illinois,

Urbana, Ill.
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Kruger, II., %Vesterti Electric Co., chlettgo, III.Laird, J. A., St, Louis Board of Trude, MI.
MO,

Lakin, C. E., Kansas Electrie Power Co., Law-
rence, Kansas.

Larkin, D., (Member), Larkin II:nghlttothlg
St. bouts, Mo.

Leal, C., Necaxa Power House, Necaxa, Puebla,
NI exit.°

Loot, C. R., E. L. Phillips & Co., New York, N. Y.
LeJettne, G. J., Western Electric Co. Philadelphia,

Pa.
Leon, H., Charles Freshman Co., New York, N. Y.
Levy, NI. N steplitinson Laboratories, New

N. Y.
Lewis, E. If., Union Electric Light & Power Co.,

Webster ( :roves, Mo.
Liddington, S. J., Canadian Westinghouse Co.,

Hamilton, Ont., Can.
Lind, .1. E., New York Central Railroad, NowYork, N. Y.
Lindsey, E. C., Public Service Co. of No. Illinois,

Chicago Ill.
Linke, E. H., New York Telephone Co., New

York, N. Y.
Linney, R. W., Southwestern Bell Telephone Co.,

Topeka, Hans.
Lipschitz, H., Public Service Production Co.,

Newark, N.J.
Little, F. M., Ohio Bell Tel. Co., Cleveland, Ohio
Littlefield, J. C., Pacific Gas & Electric Co.,

San Francisco, Calif.
Loeber, C., (Member), Consulting Engineer,

Richmond, Va.
Loewell, C., Brooklyn Edison Co., Inc., Brooklyn,

N.Y.
Lucas, H. C., Jr., Philadelphia Electric Co..

Philadelphia, Pa.
Lung, Shun-Yeu, Foos Gas Engine Co., Spring-

field, Ohio
Luque, E. D., Mexican Light & Power Co.,

Mexico City, Mex.
Macfarlane, G. O'R., General Electric Co.,St. Louis, Mo.
Macnabb, V. C., Stevens Institute of Technology,

Hoboken, N. J.
Malone, A., Western Electric Co.. Inc., Chicago,

Ill.
Maneschi, E., Western Electric Co., Inc., Haw-

thorne, Ill.
Mariscal, J. F., Los Angeles Bureau of Pr. & Lt.,

Los Angeles, Calif.
Marsh, C. S., Philadelphia Electric Co., Phila-

delphia, Pa.
Marshall, A. J., Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.,

East Pittsburgh. Pa.
Martell, N. A., Murrie & Co., Inc., New York,N.Y.
Martin, F. M., Mechanics Institute, Rochester,N. Y.
Martz, C. J., Dixie Construction Co., Huntsville,

Ala.
Maseng, 0., (Member), Westinghouse Elec. &

Mfg. Co., East Pittsburgh, Pa.
Mathes, J. A., United Electric Light & Power Co.,

New York, N. Y.
McDonald, K. M., University of Alabama,

University P. 0., Ala.
McElwee, J. H., United Electric Light & Power

Co., New York, N. Y.
McLaughlin, J. L., Jr., General Electric Co.,

Pittsfield, Mass.
Melton, S., West Kentucky Coal Co., Sturgis, Ky.
Meseroll, C. A., Public Service Production Co.,

Newark, N. J.
Miers, W. S., Pacific Gas & Electric Co., San

Francisco, Calif.
Miller, C. F., General Electric Co., Pittsfield,

Mass.
Miller, J. M., Rice Institute, Houston, Texas
Milligan, J. I., Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.,

New York, N. Y.
Mithoug, 0. J., Pittsburgh Transformer Co.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Moat, C. W., Hydro-Elec. Pr. Comm. of Ontario,

Toronto, Ont.

Mohr, E. .1.. Wisconsin Telephone I ,

WIWI(

Monk, N., American TM. & Tel t o , Ne% York,
N.Y.

NI orgoglione, V., Western Eitsitic ('I/ Hr.,
Now York, N. Y.

N101401., F. I., SO(11110111 POW1.1' Co., l'luulullr,
N. ('.

oser, NI. N., Wisconsin Telephone Co., NI tolimoit,
Will.

Mosher, F. L., Edison Hits% Illuminating Co. of
Boston, Boston, Mass.

Mouromtatif, I. H., Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg.
Co., East Pittsburgh, Pa.

Mulligan, .1. It. A., Bell Telephone Co. of Penno
Philadelphia. Pa.

Murphy, II. 0., Stone & Webster, Inc., Boston.
Mass.

Musselman, R. 1)., General Electric ('o., Selienee-
tady, N. Y.

Naylor, J. B., General Electric Co., Schenectady,
N. Y.

Neumann, J. J., National Sugar Refilling Co.,
Long Island City, N. Y.

Newman. A. F., The Stamford Gas & Electric
Co., Stamford, Conn.

Nicholson, C. II., Muffle & Co., Now York, N. Y.
Nickle, C. A., General Electric Co., Schenectady,

N. Y.
Nih, A. T., New York Edison Co., New

York, N. Y.
Nile, J., Public Service Production Co., Newark,

N. J.
Noel, A. W., Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.,

Chicago, Ill.
Nyholm, C., Jydsk-Telephon Co., Aashus,

Denmark; for mail, New York, N. Y.
Nyman, R. J., Pullman Car & Mfg. Co., Chicago,

Ill.
Oakes, S. B.. 1020 Boatmen's Bank Bldg., St.

Louis, Mo.
Packer, L. C., Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.,

Springfield, Mass.
Papp, E. G., Indianapolis Light & Heat Co.,

Indianapolis, Ind.
Parmelee, R. H., The Counties Gas & Electric

Co., Norristown, Pa.
Pattison, E. J., Government Telephones, Moos-

omin, Sask., Can.
Pearce, L. G., General Electric Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Penn, A., Garod Radio Corp., Newark, N. J.
Perkins, A. T., (Member), United Rwys. Co. of

St. Louis, St. Louis, Mo.
Peterson, T. F., Brooklyn Edison Co., Brooklyn.

N. Y.
Phelps, G. E., Milwaukee Elec. Railway &

Light Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
Pohl, F. C., Detroit Edison Co., Detroit, Mich.
Pollard, G. M., Buffalo General Electric Co ,

Buffalo, N. Y.
Potts, J. A., The Milwaukee Elec. Ry. & Light

Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
Preston, H. R., General Electric Co., Schenec-tady, N. Y.
Preston, J. H., N. Y. State Bridge & Tunnel

Commission, New York, N. Y.
Pullen, C. E., (Member), Pullen-Zoll Electric Co.,

Miami, Fla.
Randall, P. M., Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.,

Springfield, Mass.
Rankine, J. C., Great Northern Railway, St.

Paul, Minn.
Rauchfieisch, B. J., Commonwealth Edison Co.,

Chicago, Ill.
Reeve, H. E., Des Moines Electric Co., Des

Moines, Iowa
Rice, P. X., Miller. Train Control Corp., Danville,

Ill.
Rich, A., Union Electric Light & Power

St. Louis, Mo.
Rigant, E., Jr., Brooklyn Edison Co., Brooklyn,N. Y.
Ringold, H. R., H. R. Auto Electric Service Co.,

Grand Rapids, Mich.
Rissberger, J. M., Crown Willamette Paper Co.,

West Linn, Oregon

I, 11 I 'm11111./1111, Al 11 Towne ,

inchnmi \ I 1411.

ItonumI I.: I'niu flout iiittiono,
itrossels), New l'orit, N. Y.

!tow, F. A., Jr.. General Eleetrie ('o., Selienee-
tatty, N. Y.

Ross, It. It., Nebraska Power Co., Omaha, Nebr.
Roth, It., an ('hunch SI., New York, N. Y.
Russell, C. I'., Jr., !Wilton Lamp Works, of (1 IS,

('o., 11111.1.1mm. N. J.
Sampson, C. I,. University of Minnesota, \Thine-

il[10114, Minn.
Sanders, E. C., Gets. EP( . Review of (L E. Co.,

Schenemittly. N. Y.
Sandman, D., Frank (ninon Co., Boston, Mass.
Saunders, .1. II.. 11. W. Newman Electric Co

Kingston, Ont.. Can.
Scheming, W tone & Webster, Inc., Boston,

Mass.
Schneider, E. 'I'., The New York Edison Co.,

New York, N. Y.
Schregardus, 1).. Ohio Bell Telephone Co.,

Cleveland, Ohio.
Schultz, S. H., Consumers Power Co., Jackson,

Mich.
Schweizer, F. W., Brooklyn Edison Co., Brooklyn,

N. Y.
Seamon, K. (1., Public Service Co. of Colorado,

Boulder, Colo.
Searponi, R. U., Brooklyn Edison Co., Brooklyn,

N. Y.
Seely, H. B., Brooklyn Edison Co., Brooklyn,

N. Y.
Seigman, P. C., Philadelphia Suburban Gas &

Elec. Co., Wyncote, Pa.
Senior, A. H., Feeder Dam, Hydro -Electric

Station, Glens Falls, N. Y.
Severe, L. J., Pacific Gas & Electric Co., San

Francisco, Calif.
Shaugnhess, C. E., Jr., Fordham Law School,

New York, N. Y.
Sidwell, L. W., University of Utah, Salt Lake

City, Utah
Skillman, W. T., New York Telephone Co.,

New York, N. Y.
Skinner, V. 0., Illinois Bell Telephone Co.,

Chicago, Ill.
Skoglund, C., General Electric Co., Lynn, Mass.
Sleeman, H. P., The R. Thomas & Sons Co.,

East Liverpool, Ohio
Smith. C. C.. Commonwealth Edison Co.,Chicago, Ill.
Snodgrass, F. C., American Tel. & Tel. Co.,

Cleveland, Ohio
Stansfield, D. W., Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg.

Co., Sharon, Pa.
St. Denis, C. W., Scanlon Supply Co., St. Louis,

Mo.
Stearns, M. B., Western Electric Co., Phila-

delphia, Pa.
Stebbins, C., Virginia Railway & Power Co.,

Richmond, Va.
Stevens, R. F., Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co..

Sharon, Pa.
Stewart, D. C., Niagara, Lockport & Ontario Co.,

Buffalo, N. Y.
Stockton, F. H., Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg.,

Co., Sharon. Pa.
Stoddard, R. R., General Electric Co., Lynn,

Mass.
Strahan, H. C., Central Hudson Gas & Electric

Co.. Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Suhr, H. F.. Wisconsin Telephone Co., Milwaukee,

Wis.
Summers, H. A.. Bell Telephone Laboratories,

Inc., New York, N. Y.
Swiedom, E. A., General Electric Co., Schenec-

tady, N. Y.
Co., Tatnall, J. S., Bell Telephone

Philadelphia, Pa.
Thompson, R. P., Pacific Tel. & Tel. Co.. Los

Angeles, Calif.
Thomson, C. Otis ElevatOr Co. of Missouri,

St. Louis, Mo.
Todd, G. C., Nickel Plate Railroad, Cleveland,

Ohio

Co. of Penna.,
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Trescott, J. B., (Member), Commercial Elec.
Supply Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Trube, C. E., Thermiodyne Radio Corp., Maple-
wood, N. J.

Tubbs, W. E., West Penn Power Co., Pitts-
burgh, Pa.

Tucker, W. H., The Hoover Co., North Canton,
Ohio.

Tuites, C. E., Consumers Power Co., Saginaw,
Mich.

Ungar, H., General Electric Co., Schenectady,
N. Y.

Van Keuren, R. G., Norton Co., Worcester, Mass.
Vieth, W. F., Western Electric Co., Inc., New

York, N. Y.
Vincent, H. L., General Electric Co., Portland,

Ore.
Vitullo, Ezio, 201 E. 14th St., New York, N. Y.
Voepel, E. W. C., Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.,

St. Louis, Mo.
Voorhees, J. S., Brooklyn Edison Co., Brooklyn,

N. Y.
Ward, A. C., Western Electric Co.. Inc., Chicago,

Ill.
Weis, J. E., Union Electric Light & Power Co.,

St. Louis, Mo.
Werres, C. 0., General Electric Co., Schenectady,

N. Y.
Westermark, A., Bureau of Power & Light, Los

Angeles, Calif.
Whitman, V. E., Bureau of Standards, Washing-

ton, D. C.
Wickus, R. W., Wisconsin Power & Light Co.,

Madison, Wis.
Wilder, R., New York Electrical School, New

York, N. Y.
Williams, N. G., Government Telephones,

Melville, Sask., Can.
Williams, T. W., The Bell Telephone Co. of

Penna., Philadelphia, Pa.
Willaims, W. M., Century Electric Co., St.

Louis, Mo.
Wilson, C. E., Chevrolet Motor Co.. Atlanta, Ga.
Woodcock, W. I., Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg.

Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Zeglio. L. P., Brooklyn Edison Co., Brooklyn,

N. Y.
Total 285

Foreign
Asavaid, E. H., Erachshaw & Co., Bombay,

India
Flitcroft, F. Ferranti Ltd., Hollinwood, Lan-

cashire, Eng.
Gati, B., Post & Telegraph Technical Director,

Budapest 1X, Austria, Hungary.
(Applicant for re-election)

Johns, L. S., Carrick-Weederspoon, Ltd., Christ-
church, N. Z.

Randall, W., Associated Power Co. Ltd., Charan-
pur P. 0., Dist., Burdwan, India

Volkman, E., Ferguson Pailin Ltd., Higher Open-
shaw, Manchester, Eng.

Total 6
STUDENTS ENROLLED

JANUARY 21, 1925

Adcock, Thomas C., University of Missouri
Ahlberg, Alvin E., State College of Washington
Allen, Harvey S., Rutgers College
Allen. W. Morgan, State College of Washington
Ambrose, Joseph, Carnegie Inst. of Technology
Arnott, Clarence, University of British Columbia
Astin, Allen, University of Utah
Aylsworth, Selden B., Rutgers College
Bailey, Ray A., Michigan Agricultural College
Baker, Leroy A., University of Utah
Baker, Robert M., University of Texas
Balet, John W., Columbia University
Ballesteros, Manuel, Escuela de Ingenieros

Mecanicos y Electricistas
Barber, David D., Jr., North Carolina State Col.
Barnes, Edward W., South Dakota State School

of Mines
Bates, F. Cyrus, University of Utah
Bauer, Carl E., University of Utah
Baum, Herman, North Carolina State College
Behnke, James D., University of Missouri

Bell, D. G., Texas A. & M. College
Bender. Albert V., Northeastern University
Bertram, Royal F., Michigan Agricultural College
Billman, Alan E., Bucknell University
Bishop, Clive R., Armour Institute of Technology
Bishop, John B., University of Kentucky
Bixler, Robert C., Bucknell University
Bleakney, Walker, Harvard University
Blum, Peter W., Jr., North Carolina State College
Boliman. Willis G., Case School of Applied Science
Bragg, Sidney J., Rhode Island State College
Broadwell, Emerson, Rensselaer Polytechnic

Institute
Brunner, Carl A.. Johns Hopkins University
Buckingham, William D., Case School of Applied

Science
Budd, John D., Bucknell University
Bullock, Howard H., University of Utah
Burg, Kenneth E., University of Texas
Carstensen, Bertram A., Rensselaer Polytechnic

Institute
Chadwick. Edward W., North Carolina State

College
Chen, Yu Lin, Cornell University
Cheney, Jack D., Norwich University
Cisneros Ch., Salvador, Escuela de Ingenieros

Mecanicos y Electricistas
Clark, Alfred B., University of Texas
Clark. Howard D., Rensselaer Polytechnic

Institute
Clipsham, W. B., University of Toronto
Clute, Jasper L., Trinity College
Codd, W. Alfred, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Coffey, Robert F.. North Carolina State College
Conger, Edson W., University of North Dakota
Coombs, Clyde F., University of Utah
Cordes, Elmer G., Johns Hopkins University
Coston, Henry E., Virginia Polytechnic Institute
Cottrell. McKenzie. University of Michigan
Cranmer, Edward H., North Carolina State Col.
Creary, William C., North Carolina State College
Crockett, Leslie F., University of Texas
Crosby, Lloyd E., University of Nevada
Cuddeback, Nelson C., Rensselaer Polytechnic

Institute
Currin, Roy M., Jr., North Carolina State College
Dagen, Leonard, University of North Dakota
Daniels, Charles E., Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst.
Darling, Edward L., Jr., Georgia School of Tech.
Davis. Harvey M., Johns Hopkins University
Dawson, Kirby S., University of Utah
DeLano, J. H., University of Oklahoma
Dennis, Claud E., University of Utah
Dmitrieff, Boris A., State College of Washington
Dockal, Lloyd. Iowa State College
Donabedian, AVedis H., South Dakota State Col.
Donal, John S., Jr., Swarthmore College
Donald, John K., Columbia University
Drake, Millard L., University of Utah
Driscoll, C. Cana, University of Michigan
Dugan, Michael J. A., Drexel Institute
Dunbar, William H., University of Toronto
Eckels, Jerome W., Georgia School of Technology
Eckert, Clarence C., Ohio State University
Edmunds, Roland E., Pennsylvania State College
Erdeisky, Emil J., Rutgers College
Fan, Pen -Chung, McGill University
Farrell, J. Irvin, University of Utah
Farster, Miles E., Pennsylvania State College
Feeser, Paul E., Swarthmore College
Fink, John C , Pennsylvania State College
Fiscus, Charles B., Montana State College
Fisk, Walter B., Jr., Alabama Polytechnic Inst.
Fitch, Clinton B., Michigan Agricultural College
Flaherty, Maurice E., Marquette University
Flick, Holland M., California Institute of Tech.
Frey. Howard A., Johns Hopkins University
Galley, Edwin D., Swarthmore College
Garrett, Robert F., Johns Hopkins University
George, Harry Y., Case School of Applied Science
Gibbs, Robert S., Jr., Georgia School of Tech.
Gillam, Clarence E., University of Missouri
Gordon, Sam, Rutgers College
Goudreau, George J., Case School of Applied

Science
Green, Joseph P., Case School of Applied Science
Greene, James E., Jr., Pennsylvania State College

Gregory, Sherman D., South Dakota State School
of Mines

Grossman, Alexander J., Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute

Gunn, Donald, Georgia School of Technology
Haber, Kenneth H., Case School of Applied Sci.
Hall, Nathaniel C., Jr., Rensselaer Polytechnic

Institute
Hamilton, Carroll L., Northeastern University
Hannah, Robert B., Montana State College
Hansen, Harold, Worcester Polytechnic Institute
Harbeck, Glenn C., State College of Washington
Hartay, Clarence E., State College of Washington
Hastings, Donald F., University of Maine
Hawley, 0. Clifford, University of Denver
Heath, Dudley E., Rutgers College
Henderson, Abram B., Rutgers College
Herbert, David 0., Clemson Agricultural College
Hess, Wendell F., Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst.
Hesse, Alexander N., Columbia University
Hirshon, Benedict E., Mass. Institute of Tech.
Hollingsworth, W. E., University of Texas
Holt, Samuel E., North Carolina State College
Horrom, Orman J., University of Missouri
Horsley, J. B., University of Denver
Huchberger, Alfred P., Columbia University
Hunt, Stanley M., Rutgers College
Ikelman, Harold B., University of North Dakota
Isliamoff, Ilia I., Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Janssen, Fred, University of Texas
Johnson, J. Kelly, Columbia University
Johnson, Maurice, South Dakota State Cchool of

Mines
Johnson, Rudyard K., South Dakota State School

of Mines
Jones, Carl R., North Carolina State College
Kalstein, Abraham G., Northeastern University
Kanekeberg, Adolph, State College of Washington
Keen, Henry B., North Carolina State College
Keopka, Harold W., University of Michigan
Killgore, J. S., University of Southern California
Kirkham, Edwin H., Columbia University
Klemmer, Edward H., Carnegie Inst. of Tech.
Knoblock, F. Delbridge, University of Michigan
Koch, Merle R., Ohio State University
Koenig, Irwin, Case School of Applied Science
Krause, M. W., A. & M. College of Texas
Krayer, Walter E., Rutgers College
Krehbiel, Kenneth, University of Kansas
Krehbiel, Walter D., Washington State College
Krikorian, Aram, University of Texas
Krivo, Solomon, Armour Institute of Technology
Kruse, Walter F., University of Michigan
Ku, Yu-Hsiu, Mass. Institute of Technology
Lamphier, H. Ivan, University of Michigan
Langner, F. W., University of Texas
Larkins, Norman H., Jr., North Carolina State

College
Lee, Tsin, University of Wisconsin
Leerburger, Franklin J., Columbia University
Leko, William S., Case School of Applied Science
Lemmon, Clair L., Johns Hopkins University
Le Neveu, Arthur P. C., McGill University
Lesh, Stogdell, Lehigh University
Lince, Arthur H., University of Michigan
Logan, Harry R., North Carolina State College
Lunt, Everett M., University of Maine
Manson. Harold E., Univ. of British Columbia
Marshall, Charles T., Norwich University
Marshall, Samuel W., Jr., Virginia Military Inst.
Martin, Benjamin V., Clemson Agricultural Col.
Martinez y Anda, Miguel, Escuela de Ingenieros

Mecanicos y Electricistas
Matthes, Ralph K., North Carolina State College
Maxwell, Fay T., Columbia University
McGee, Harry L., Kansas State Agricultural Col.
McGrath, John J., Kansas State Agricultural Col.
McLaughlin, Samuel A., University of Michigan
Meredith, Frank M., Johns Hopkins University
Mickey, Leroy, Syracuse University
Miers, Jefferson, Bucknell University
Millard, Junius W., University of Kentucky
Miller, John B., Bucknell University
Miller, William A., Rutgers College
Modlin, Jule C., Jr., North Carolina State College
Montgomery, Andrew P., Coltlfabia University
Moore, Donald H., University of North Dakota
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Morton, lialph \ I. 1 111111h11
1\10111(1.w, \\ Illmr .1 1 nit .1 ol Missourimoulion,
Murdock. Keith, t ticersity of Utah
NI ....oily, Nlarlon I< , south Dakota state school

of Mines
Nelson, John S., NV...cyst.... I'olytet'hnic instituti,
Norwood, Ralph 1",, North Carolina Suite Collegi.
Numoto. Minoru, State College of Washington
Ogden, William F., Jr.. Swarthmore College
Oldham, Eugene W., University of Michigan
Pacholke, Fred, Michigan Agricultural College
Page. tivorgt, II., University of Michigan
Park Mali. Hid ph it., University of Maine
Parmenter, William O., University of Florida
Passmore, Clarence K., University of Maine
Pearson, Rolland R., California Institute of Teel..
Peart, Allan W. M., University of Toronto
Phillip', Earl L., State College of Washington
Piston, Seth W., University of Utah
Polsfut, Heinrich, University of North Dakota
Pope, John N., Rutgers College
Post, Leonard E., Rutgers College
Postma, John, Jr., University of Minnesota
Pournaras, George A., Brown University
Powell, Harold E., South Dakota State School of

Mines
Primus, James J., Jr., Johns Hopkins University
Ray. Charles E., Jr., University of North Carolina
Ray. Hardy M., North Carolina State College
Read, Lyle C., Kansas State Agricultural College
Rempe, Pete J., University of Texas
Roather, Willard E., Northeastern University
Reynolds, DeLeon T., North Carolina State Col.
Rice, Millard W., Texas A. & M. College
Ratter. Armin H., University of Texas

Ruh1tls, i. UHF. hist . of'I'1thnulogy
Rogers, \\'ar1I+o I ), I 1001'14 School of Technology
Ruling, Ralph le., Itenssohor Poly technic hist.
Rosaiiiiiiit, Daniel, Newark Technical School
Undue, W IIIIuut .1. -Ir., Trhilt y ( 'ol lege
Rumble, Frank NI., Jr., Swarthinore Colter.,

N7tin Cortez, Clemson Agrieidnical col.
Sanders, NS'illiani F., North Carolina St at
Sawyer, Irving NI., North Carolina Stale
Schmidt, Frederick it., University of Denver
Schoonmaker, Theodore I)., Worcester l'ol) Inst.
Schubert, Walter NI., Ovorgia School of Tech.
Seibert, John I.., Pennsylvania State Collegt.
Shatter, Ernest C.. Bucknell University
Shaw, Alexander. Chicago Technleal College
Shire, Leo E., University of Missouri
Sieder, Everett N., Rutgers College
Simpson, Lester C., University of Colorado
Sinnigson, Georgt, A., University of Texas
Stuart, Stanislaus J., University of NI aisle
Snediker, James II., Mass. List it ut Technology
Spain. Fred It., South Dakota Stale School of

Mines
Stevens, Alfred F., University of Maine
Stevens, Walter A., Bucknell University
Stewart, Harry E., Case School of Applied ~'isms
Stewart, Herbert It., Mass. Inst. of Technology
Stone, Charles M., North Carolina State College
Stoudt, John P., Drexel Institute
Surginer, Leslie, University of Texas
Tarajano, Gabriel A., Columbia University
Tarloton, P. L., North Carolina State College
Tarleton, Gilbert P., Mass. Inst. of Technology
Tellman, Herbert, University of North Dakota
Terry, Ira A., University of Utah
Thompson. Rand M., University of Colorado
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HARRIS J. RYAN

J. E. MACDONALD
HERBERT S. SANDS
S. E. M. HENDERSON
H. E. BUSSEY
WILLIAM F. JAMES

R. B. WILLIAMSON
A. G. PIERCE
HARLAN A. PRATT
WILLIAM NI. MCCONAH
W. K. VANDERPOEL
H. P. CHARLESWORTH

Treasurer
GEORGE A. HAMILTON

President
FARLEY OSGOOD

Junior Past Presidents
FRANK B. JEWETT

Vice -Presidents
EDWARD BENNETT
JOHN HAFISBERGER
HAROLD B. SMITH
L. F. MOREHOUSE
H. W. EALES

EY

Managers
H. M. HOBART
ERNEST LUNN
G. L. KNIGHT
JOHN B. WHITEHEAD
J. M. BRYANT
E. B. MERRIAM

Secretary
F. L. HUTCHINSON

Honorary Secretary
RALPH W. POPE

LOCAL HONORARY SECRETARIES
T. J.ryleming, Calle B. Mitre 519, Buenos Aires, Argentina
Carroll NI. Mauseau, Caixa Postal No. 571, Rio de Janeiro, BrazilCharles le Maistre, 28 Victoria St., London, S. W., 1, England
A. S. Garfield, 45 Bd. Beausejour, Paris 16 E, France
H. P. Gibbs, Tata Sons, Ltd., Naysari Building, Fort Bombay, IndiaGuido Semenza, 39 Via Monte Napoleone, Milan, Italy
Eiji Aoyagi, Kyoto Imperial University, Kyoto, Japan
Lawrence Birks, Public Works Department, Wellington, New Zealand

Enstrom, 24 A Grefturegatan, Stockholm, Sweden
W. Elsdon-Dew, P. 0. Box 4563, Johannesburg, Transvaal, Africa

A. I. E. E. COMMITTEES
(A list of the personnel of Institute committees may be found in the Januaryissue of the JOURNAL.)

GENERAL STANDING COMMITTEES AND:CHAIRMEN
EXECUTIVE, Farley Osgood
FINANCE, G. L. KNIGHT
MEETINGS AND PAPERS, L. W. W. Morrow
PUBLICATION, Donald McNicol
COORDINATION OF INSTITUTE ACTIVITIES, Frank B. Jewett
BOARD OF EXAMINERS, H. H. Norris

ThilliII, 111111.111.1, \I101, Huh, of Tcrlinology
Tibbs, II (11'111,11M AMI.111111 MAI C111114(1,

1,r1 It Slat1
\JO Imo.% 1;10 verslty of Florida

TIorigni 1..11x Liv, is Institute
'I'll Ile, IIull,utt smolt Dakota State Scion)!

iii
T,,,, z,,,, shag, I'IarliiH University
'runlet., Harry, Itelissiditer Polytechnic Institute
Turby till It lio it., University of Florida
Vallejo \I Manuel. Execula de Ingenioroi.

y

Vail de Etve, John NI., Clemson Agricultural Col.
Van ornaiii, Francis II., Syracuse University
Veddw', FM' a 11., University of Michigan
Vick, Bingham I., North Carolina State College

A., Brooklyn Polytechnic institute
Walker..litines W., University of California
WaIrtal, .1. Vigling, South Dakota State School

ot NI Ines
Washburn, !. Jr., University of Florida
Whitmore, Ralph E., University of Main..
Wight...Ian, Floyd it., Michigan Agricultural Col.
Williams, Leonard 0., Jr., University of Missouri
Williams, Paul NI., Carnegie Institute of
Willis, Leo, Kansas State Agricultural College
Wilson, 01110 NI., University of Missouri
Winterscheid, Claude V., Kansas State Agri. Col.
Wood, James, Jr., Columbia University
Woodworth, Eugene It., Iowa State College
Wylie, Charles NI., Columbia University
Yensen, Howard M., Case School of Applied Scl.
Zedaker, Charles E., Jr., North Carolina State Col.
Zingg, Wherry E., Rutgers College
Zucker, Ray F., Case School of Applied Science
Total 297.

SECTIONS, Harold B. Smith
STUDENT BRANCHES, C. E. Magnusson
MEMBERSHIP, E. E. Dorting
HEADQUARTERS, E. B. Craft
LAIN, L. F. Morehouse
PUBLIC POLICY, H. W. Buck
CODE OF PRINCIPLES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT, John W. LiebSAFETY CODES, Paul Spencer
STANDARDS, H. S. Osborne
EDISON MEDAL, Gano Dunn
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY SCHOLARSHIP, Francis BlossomAWARD OF INSTITUTE PRIZES, L. W. W. Morrow

TECHNICAL COMMITTEES AND CHAIRMEN
COMMUNICATION, 0. B. Blackwell
EDUCATION, Harold Pender
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY, H. M. Hobart
ELECTROCHEMISTRY AND ELECTROMETALLURGY, George W. VinalELECTROPHYSICS, J. H. Morecroft
INSTRUMENTS AND MEASUREMENTS, A. E. Knowlton
APPLICATIONS TO IRON AND STEEL PRODUCTION, F. B. CrosbyPRODUCTION AND APPLICATION OF LIGHT, G. H. Stickney
APPLICATIONS TO MARINE WORK, L. C. Brooks
APPLICATIONS TO MINING WORK, F. L. Stone
GENERAL POWER APPLICATIONS, A. E. Waller
POWER GENERATION, Vern E. Alden
POWER TRANSMISSION AND DISTRIBUTION, Percy H. ThomasPROTECTIVE DEVICES, H. R. WoodrowRESEARCH, John B. Whitehead

A. I. E. E. REPRESENTATION
(The Institute is represented on the following bodies; the names of therepresentatives may be found in the January issue of the JOURNAL.)AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE, COUNCILAMERICAN BUREAU OF WELDING

AMERICAN COMMITTEE ON ELECTROLYSIS
AMERICAN ENGINEERING COUNCIL
AMERICAN ENGINEERING STANDARDS COMMITTEEAMECICAN MARINE STANDARDS COMMITTEE
APPARATUS MAKERS AND USERS COMMITTEEBOARD OF TRUSTEES, UNITED ENGINEERING SOCIETYCHARLES A. COFFIN FELLOWSHIP

AND RESEARCH FUND COMMITTEEENGINEERING FOUNDATION BOARD
JOHN FRITZ MEDAL BOARD OF AWARD
JOINT CONFERENCE COMMITTEE OF FOUR FOUNDER SOCIETIESIBRARY BOAR , UNITED ENGINEERING SOCIETYNATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION, ELECTRICAL COMMITTEENATIONAL FIRE WASTE COUNCIL
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL, ENGINEERING DIVISIONSOCIETY FOR THE PROMOTION OF ENGINEERING EDUCATION, BOARD OF INVESTI-GATION AND COORDINATION
U. S. NATIONAL COMMITTEE OF THE INTERNATIONAL

ELECTROTECHNICALCOMMISSION
U. S. NATIONAL COMMITTEE OF THE INTERNATIONAL ILLUMINATION

COM-MISSION
WASHINGTON AWARD, COMMISSION OF
WORLD'S CONGRESS OF ENGINEERS-1926, BOARD OF MANAGEMENT

A. I. E. E. SECTIONS AND BRANCHES
See the January issue for the latest published list. The Institute nowhas 48 Sections 79 Branches.
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Name
LIST OF SECTIONS

Chairman Secretary

Akron

Atlanta

Baltimore

Boston

Chicago

Cincinna ti

Cleveland

Columbus

Connecticut

Denver

Detroit -Ann Arbor

Erie

Port Wayne

Indianapolis -Lafayette

Ithaca

Kansas City

Lehigh Valley

Los Angeles

Lynn

Madison

Mexico

Milwaukee.

Minnesota

New York

Oklahoma

Panama

Philadelphia

Pittsburgh

Pittsfield

Portland, Ore.

Providence

Rochester

St. Louis

San Francisco

Schenectady

Seattle

Southern Virginia

Spokane

Springfield, Mass.

Syracuse

Toledo

Toronto

Urbana

Utah

Vancouver

Washington, D. C.

Worcester

Total 67

J. T. Walther F. L. Haushalter, B. P. Good-
rich Co.. Akron, Ohio

W. R. Collier H. N. Pye, Box 1743, Atlanta.
Ga.

W.B.Kouwenhoven R. T. Greer. Lexington Building.
Baltimore. Md.

P. S. Dellenbaugh W. H. Colburn, 39 Boylston St..
Boston. Mass.

G. H. Jones K. A. Auty, Room 1000, Edison
Bldg.. Chicago. Ill.

0. Shepard E S. Fields, Union Gas &
Electric Co., Cincinnati, 0.

C. P. Cooper R. A. Carle, 1771 Cariyon Road.
East Cleveland. 0.

F. R. Price 0 A. Robins. 1517 Franklin Ave..
Columbus, 0.

Wm. A. Moore A. E. Knowlton, Dunham Lab-
oratory. Yale University. New
Haven, Conn.

W. C. Du Vall R. B. Bonney.Telephone Building,
P. O. Box 960, Denver, Colo.

F. L. Snyder G. B. McCabe, Detroit Edison
Co.. Detroit. Mich.

B. L. Delack L. H. Curtis, General Electric
Co., Erie, Pa.

A. B. Campbell J. L. Moon, General Electric Co..
Ft. Wayne. Ind.

W. A. Black Victor T. Mavity, 539 N. Capi-
tol Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

J. G. Pertsch, Jr. Geo. F. Boson, Cornell Univer-
sity, Ithaca. N. Y.

D. D. Clarke G. E. Meredith, Kansas City Pr.
& Lt. Co., Kansas City. Mo.

J. L. Beaver G. W. Brooks, Penna. Power &
Light Co., Allentown, Pa.

C. A. Heinze R. A. Hopkins, 420 S. San
Pedro St., Los Angeles, Calif.

B. W. St. Clair H. S. Twisden, General Electric
Co.. Lynn, Mass.

R. G. Walter Leo J. Peters, Elec. Laboratory,
University of Wisconsin. Madi-
son, Wis.

D. K. Lewis E. F. Lopez, Fresno No. 111,
Mexico, D. F., Mexico

C. T. Evans F. K. Brainard, Allis-Chalmers
Mfg. Co., West Allis, Wis.

E. H. Scofield A. G Dewars, St. Paul Gas
Light Co., St. Paul, Minn.

H. H. Barnes, Jr. R. H. Tapscott, 124 E. 15th St..
New York, N. Y.

T. M. Fariss A. D. Stoddard, Box 382, Battles-
ville, Okla.

F. B. Coyle M. P. Benninger, Box 174, Bal-
boa Heights, C. Z.

C. D. Fawcett R. H. Silbert, Philadelphia Elec.
Co., 2301 Market St., Phila-
delphia, Pa.

M. E. Skinner G. S. Humphrey, West Penn
Power Co.. 14 Wood St..
Pittsburgh, Pa.

N. P. Hanley J. R. Rue, General Electric Co.,
Pittsfield, Mass.

H. P. Cramer Lindsley W. Ross, Pacific Tele-
phone and Telegraph Co.,
Park and Burnsi.le. Portland,
Ore.

W. B. Lewis F. N. Tompkins, Brown Univer-
sity, Providence, R. I.

F. T. Byrne E. A. Reinke, S tromberg-Carlson
Tel. Mfg. Co., Rochester. N. Y.

B. D. Hull Chris. H. Kraft, 316 N. 12th St.,
St. Louis, Mo.

P. R. George A. G. Jones, 807 Rialto Building,
San Francisco, Calif.

J. R. Craighead W. E. Swipe, Test Dept., Gen-
eral Electric Co., Schenec-
tady, N. Y.

J. Hellenthal C. E. Mong, t,05 Telephone
Bldg., Seattle, Wash.

Wm. C. Bell Harold C. Leonard, P. 0. Box
1194. Richmond, Va.

J. S. McNair Joseph Wimmer, Home Tel. &
Tel. Co.. 165 S. Howard St..
Spokane, Wash.

G. W. Atkinson J. Prank Murray. United Elec.
Lt. Co.. Springfield, Mass.

W. C. Pearce L. N. Street, College of Applied
Science. Syracuse University,
Syracuse, N. Y.

P. R. Knapp Max Neuter, 1257 Fernwood
A ye.. Toledo, 0.

H. C. Don Carlos W. L. Amos, Hydro Elec. Power
Commission, l90 University
Ave., Toronto, Ont.

Chas. T. Knipp Charles A. Keener, 308 Electrical
Laboratory, University of Il-
linois, Urbana, Ill.

H. W. Clark John Solberg, W. K. & M. Co.,
TSalt Lake erminal Bldg., Salt

Lake City, Utah
C. N. Beebe A. Vilstrup, B. C. Electric Rail-

way Co , 425 Carroll St.,
Vancouver, B. C.

J. H. Perry Prank R. Mueller, Bliss Electrical
lk hool, Washington, D. C.

S. M. Anson Fred B. Crosby. 15 Belmont St.,
Worcester. 101 ass.

LIST OF BRANCHES
Name and Location Chairman Secretary

Alabama Poly Inst., Auburn, Ala. R. A. Detts
Alabama. Univ. of, University, Ala. C. M. Lang
Arizona, Univ. of, Tucson. Ariz. Edward Moyle
Arkansas, Univ. of, Fayetteville. Ark. Hugh McCain
Armour Inst. of Tech., Chicago. Ill. A. L. Steamwedel
Brooklyn Poly Inst., Brooklyn, N. Y. W. A. Ock
Buctmell Univ., Lewisburg. Pa. W. A. Stevens
California Inst. of Tech., Pasadena W. A. Lewis
California, Univ of, Berkeley. Calif. R. A. Hurley
Carnegie Inst. of Tech., Pi ttsburgh .Pa. P. M. Hiasom
Case School of Applied Science, Cleve-

land, 0. F. B. Schramm
Catholic Univ. of America, Washing-

ton, D. C. K. T. Williamson
Cincinnati, Univ. of, Cincinnati, 0. R. T. Congleton
Clarkson Coll. of Tech.,Potsdam, N.Y. L. L. Merrill
Clemson Agri. College, Clemson Col-

lege, S. C. R. W. Pugh
Colorado State Agri. Coll., Ft. Collins S. Aldrich
Colorado, Univ. of, Boulder. Colo. G. Cartwright
Cooper Union, New York E. J. Kennedy
Denver, Univ. of, Denver, Colo. C. C. Herskind
Drexel Institute, Philadelphia, Pa. J. P. Carr
Florida, Univ. of, Gainesville, Fla. J. R. Benton
Georgia School of Tech., Atlanta, Ga. R. A. Goodburn
Idaho, University of, Moscow, Idaho H. Armstrong
Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa V. Womeldorf
Iowa, Univ. of, Iowa City, Iowa G. C. K. Johnson
Kansas State College, Manhattan R. B. McIlvain
Kansas, Univ. of, Lawrence. Kans. C. H. Freese
Kentucky, Univ. of, Lexington, Ky. R. K. Giovannoli
Lafayette College, Easton, Pa. J. B. Powell
Lehigh Univ., S. Bethleham, Pa. E. W. Baker
Lewis Institute, Chicago. Ill. E. Millison
Maine, Univ. of, Orono, Me. R. N. Haskell
Marquette Univ., Milwaukee, Wis. W. J. Hebard
Massachusetts Inst. of Tech., Cam-

bridge, Mass. Stuart John
Michigan Agri. Coll., East Lansing C. M. Park
Michigan, Univ. of, Ann Arbor, Mich. F. J. Goellner
Milwaukee, Engg. School of, Mil-

waukee, Wis. L. C. Eddy
Minnesota, Univ. of, Minneapolis R. W. Kellar
Missouri, Univ. of, Columbia, Mo. M. P. Weinbach
Montana State Coll., Bozeman, Mont. W. A. Boyer
Nebraska, Univ. of., Lincoln, Neb. H. Edgerton
Nevada, Univ. of, Reno, Nev. C. Hicks
New York Univ., New York, N. Y. D. Wright
North Carolina State College, Raleigh,

N. C. H. Seaman
North Carolina, Univ. of, Chapel Hill T. B. Smiley
North Dakota, Univ. of, University Leo Frank
Northeastern Univ., Boston, Mass. E. H. Barker
Notre Dame, Univ. of, Notre Dame. Ind. M. A. Brule
Ohio Northern Univ., Ada, Ohio Mr. Cotner
Ohio State Univ., Columbus, 0. T. A. McCann
Oklahoma A. & M. Coll., Stillwater F. C. Todd
Oklahoma, Univ. of, Norman, Okla. R. E. Thornton
Oregon Agri. Coll., Corvallis, Ore. F. C. Mueller
Pennsylvania State College, State

College, Pa. C. MacGuffie
Pennsylvania, Univ. of, Philadelphia H. W. Steinhoff
Pittsburgh, Univ. of, Pittsburgh, Pa. E. A. Casey
Purdue Univ., Lafayette, Ind. S. B. Mills
Rensselaer Poly. Inst., Troy, N. Y. F. M. Sebast
Rhode Island State Coil.Kingston,R.I. C. S. North
Rose Poly. Inst., Terre Haute, Ind. P. Wilkens
Rutgers University, New Brunswick,

N. J. W. S. Dunn
South Dakota, Univ. of, Vermillion, S. D. C. Barret
Southern California, Univ. of, Los

Angeles, Calif. H. A. McCarter
Stanford Univ., Stanford University,

Calif. M. L. Wiedmann
Swarthmore Coll., Swarthmore, Pa. C. J. Wenainger
Syracuse Univ., Syracuse, N. Y. E. j. Agnew
Tennessee, Univ. of, Knoxville. Tenn. S. R. Woods
Texas A. & M. Coll., College Station A. A. Ward
Texas, Univ. of, Austin, Tex. A. A. flown
Utah, Univ. of, Salt Lake City.Utah S. W. Piston
Virginia Military Inst., Lexington I1. P. Watson
Virginia Poly. Inst., Blacksburg, Va. E. M. Melton
Virginia, Univ. of, University, Va. W. A. Whitaker
Washington, State Coll. of, Pullman R. I'. Fridlund
Washington Univ., fit. Louis, Mo. E. Zimmerman
Washington Univ. of, Seattle. Wash. John M. Weir
West Virginia Univ., Morgantown W. W. Mountain
Wisconsin, Univ. of, Madison, Will R. R. Benedict
Yale Univ., New Ifaven, Conn. II II. Homes
Total 79.

A. B. Duran
S. IL Dawson
James A. Wilson
R. T. Purdy
W. H. Sothen
G. C. Moog
R. J. Cliagerman
A. E. Schueler
J. M. Edwards.
D. Beecher

G. J. Goudresu

G. B. Mangam
W. C. Osterbrook
E. T. Augustine

0. A. Roberts
F. E. Bodine
W. T. Crossman
A. W. Carlson
T. R. Cuykendall
W. P. Turner
Geo. Harrison
J. A. Minor
R. C Beam
G. G. Thomas
C. A. Von Hoene
G. J. McKimens
G. R. Vernon
J. M. Willis
P. 0. Farnham
D. C. Luce
C. P. Meek
S. B. Coleman
C. Legler

H. W. Geyer
0. D. Dausman
M. H. Lloyd

E. L. Ruth
H. R. Reed
U. Smith
J. A. Thaler
R. R. Millie
G. Fairbrother
J. P. Della Corte

J. W. Lewis
H. L. Coe
D. Donaldson
H. F. Kingsbury
J. A. Kelley, Jr.
J. K. Fulks
R. E. Madden
R. W. Twidwell
F. 0. Bond
W. D. Bridges

J. H. Schmidt
J. W. Emling
J. E. Lange
M. G. Seim
C. E. Daniels
D. Brown
R. A. Reddie

H. Crowley
H. Babb

Chet Little

F. E. Crever
J. S. Donal, Jr.
W. Ii Phillips
P. I. (juice
L. II. Cardwell
t 13 Colt harp
It. It. Trary
J. P. Black
f4. R. Staley
It. H Long
C. II. Backus
S. E. Newhouse, Jr.

W. Lewis
. U. Neill
I. E. Reinhold
F. F. Tomaino
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NEW CATALOGUES AND OTHER PUBLICATIONS
Moiled to interested readers by issuing companies.

Motors.-Bulletin 141, 4 pp. Describes Wagner repulsion -
induction motors, BA type. Wagner Electric Corporation,
St. Louis, Mo.

Motors.-Bulletin, 4 pp. "How Century Polyphase Motors
Are Built." Th9 Century Electric Company, 1827 Pine Street,
St. Louis, Mo.

Transformers.-Bulletin 2036, 4 pp., on general design; and
Bulletin 2037, 4 pp., high voltage power transformers. Pitts-
burgh Transformer Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Boilers.-Bulletin 52, 36 pp. Describes Heine longitudinal
drum boilers; H -type, horizontally baffled and HC-type, cross
baffled. Heine Boiler Company, Inc., St. Louis, Mo.

Steam Turbine Lubrication.-Instruction Bulletin 82277,8 pp. Devoted to a description of the lubricating system for
Curtis steam turbines. General Electric Company, Schenec-
tady, N. Y.

Fans.-Bulletin 37, 16 pp. Describes "Century" portable
and ceiling, a -c. and d-c. fans. Century Electric Company,
1827 Pine Street, St. Louis, Mo.

Electrical Fittings.-Catalog 412, 60 pp. Describes a
comprehensive line of electrical specialties; conduit, armored
cable, boxes, fittings, connectors, etc., with prices. Bonnell
Electric Mfg. Company, 192 Chambers Street, Now York.

Circuit Breakers.-Bulletin 47495.1, 32 pp. Describes
four improved types of General Electric circuit breakers. The
new types are all for controlling and protecting circuits of large
capacities. General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.

Heating Element.-Bulletin, 12 pp. Describes "Globar,"
a non-metallic heating unit for industrial and domestic use.The material constituting the element is, in part, silicon -carbide
and somewhat resembles the compound which is known com-
mercially as carborundum. It is moulded into round bar shapes
and is mechanically strong and rigid regardless of temperatureapplied. It is claimed that the life of "Globar" material, even
when operated at temperatures up to 2400° F. is more than
satisfactory and has proven durability greater than metallic
elements. American Resistor Company, Milwaukee, Wis.

NOTES OF THE INDUSTRY
Roller -Smith Company 12 Park Place, New York, an-

nounces the appointment of W. H. Pugh as its representative
in the northestern part of Pennsylvania with headquarters atthe factory in Bethlehem, Pa. Before Mr. Pugh engaged in
sales work for the Roller -Smith Company, he was superintend-
ent of the factory.

Pure Carbon Company, Wellsville, N. Y.. has appointed
H. H. Miller, 7719 Lyman Street, as Pittsburgh representative;
and the Simpson Power Equipment Company, 7016 Euclid
Avenue, for their Cleveland territory. A local sales office has
also been opened at Detroit, Michigan, General Motors Building.

Wagner Electric Corporation, St. Louis, Mo., which has
recently embarked upon the manufacture of a new line of fansfor domestic and general use, has organized a Fan Sales
Department with L. L. Goding as manager. I. Elkas has been
appointed special representative of the Fan Sales Department,

The Sangamo Electric Company, Springfield, Ill., has
opened a direct sales office in Boston, located at 19 Pearl Street,
in charge of Stafford J. King, who for the past twelve years has
been the Sangamo sales engineer located in the New England
territory. Associated with Mr. King will be Leonard G. Hunt,
W. H. Carpenter and R. D. Savage. A complete stock of
meters and accessories will be carried in Boston.

The Okonite Company will open an office at 310 South
Michigan Avenue, Chicago, on February 1st and will take over

the sale of Okonite products in the west ern territory. Charles
E. 13rown, formerly Vice -President of the ( tattral Electric Co.,
has been appointed vice-president in charge of the territory
west of Pittsburgh and east of the Rocky Mountains of the
Okonite (70inpuny, with headquarters in Chicago. A. L.
McNeill, formerly manager of the railroad department of the
Central Electric Co., has been appointed manager of the rail-
road department. E. 1-1. McNeill, formerly railroad sales
representative of the Central Electric Co., has been appointed
sales engineer. Ray N. Baker, formerly railroad sales repre-
sentative of the Central Electric Company, has been appointed
sales engineer. L. R. Mann, formerly sales representative of
the Central Electric Company, with headquarters at St. Louis,
has been appointed manager of the St. Louis office. .Joseph
O'Brien, formerly railroad sales representative, of the Central
Electric Company, has been appointed sales representatiye,
with headquarters in Chicago. C. E. Brown, Jr., formerly
country sales manager of the Central Electric Company, has
been appointed manager of the light and power department.

The Okonite-Callender Cable Company, Inc., has pur-chased a plant in Paterson, N. J., where it will manufacture
lead -covered paper insulated cables.

General Electric Orders Show Increase.-Orders received
by the General Electric Company for the three months ending
December 31, totalled $80,009,978, an increase of 7% over the
same quarter in 1923, according to figures made public by Owen
D. Young, Chairman of the Board of Directors. For the year
1924 orders totalled $283,107,697, as compared with $304,199,746
for 1923, a decrease of 7%.

Transmission Poles to be Made from Copper Bearing
Steel.-It is announced by the Truscon Steel Company, Youngs-
town, Ohio, that in the future its steel poles will be manu-factured from copper hearing steel. It is claimed that such
steel will not rust and through its use the cost of galvanizing
will be eliminated, and the high maintenance cost of paintingmuch reduced.

A New Non -Metallic Armored Cable.-Patents were
recently granted to the Rome Wire Company on its new non-
metallic armored cable "RomeX." The manufacturers believe
that when the Underwriters approve of the use of "Rome X,"
this wire is destined to fill an important place in the electrical
wiring field. Under the broad claims of the patent as issued,
the company feels it is now in a position to guarantee to theindustry a high standard of quality of this product, not only
as manufactured by it, but also by such other manufacturers as
may be licensed to operate under the Rome patent.

Niagara Falls to be Permanently Illuminated. Search-lights of a billion and a third candle power will be used forilluminating the Falls every night with light of ever changing
colors, according to an announcement by the General Electric
Company. International cooperation has assured the successof the project. Both of the cities of Niagara Falls (New York
and Ontario), together with the Victoria Park Commission andthe Ontario Power Company, have pledged their support to theproject, which. represents an expenditure of $60,000 for the
installation and operation during the first year. It is plannedto have the Falls illuminated four hours nightly and to have lightand color drills on special occasions, possibly once a week.
Present plans call for such a drill on Queen Victoria's birthday,
May 24, by which date it is expected the installation will becompleted. Another color drill will be held on Memorial Day,May 30. All of the searchlights are to be located on the Cana-
dian side, at a point near the transformer house of the Ontario
Power Company, by which company the necessary power is tobe contributed.
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INDUSTRY

and wa ready when!

CENTRAL STATION started herJ

a

BARE LY more than
two score years ago,

Edison established the first
complete commercial electric
central station system. Since
then the Central Station In-
dustry has so flourished that
its annual gross revenue, the
growth of which is indicated
on the curve above, is now a
billion and a quarter dollars.

This tremendous growth is
simply the logical develop-
ment of a definite need met
by an efficient and economi-
cal service. That the Central
Station Industry should pre-
fer KERITE for exacting re-
quirements is but the logical
result of a definite need met
by an efficient and economi-
cal service.

KERITE INSULATED WIRE & CABLE COMPANY
New York Chicago

L-

41 Ili 116

-X X X4r

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers
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The New Super - Strom

A super -ball bearing of exceptional
accuracy and load -carrying capacity

UPON request we will send you
a booklet describing the new

Super -Strom ball bearing-giving
dimensions and load -carrying capac-
ities. It is important data, because
this new ball bearing is a develop-
ment of real importance.

It is of the deep-groove type-
without filling slots, offering 17%
to 38 % increased load - carrying
capacity, by use of more or larger
balls, according to size of bearing.

Minimum eccentricities and toler-
ances-utmost dimensional accuracy.
Sturdy retainers, accurately pressed,
rigidly riveted, form broad, spher-
ical ball pockets. Special analysis
steel-of exceptional durability
by improved forging and heat
treating methods.

Now available in quantity pro-
duction-and a point to remember
is that our engineers will be glad
to assist in solving your bearing
problems.

BEARINGs

Tear oft lower part of this
advertisement and pin it to
your letterhead. We'll mail
at once this important booklet
on the new Super -Strom ball
bearing.

I
he s

uPer-Strom

bc,ign
AfateWcw r'alsLoad.c..v

inR

'nhip
Caparjoe.

s'--44.,,,13,6114fics

STROM BALL BEARING MFG. CO., 4595 PALMER STREET, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Name Position

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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New Departure
Ball Bearinits

Economy Longer Life High Efficiency
All Depend Upon How You Meet Bearing Friction

YOU may meet friction by half -way methods, trusting upon
lubricant in liberal doses to do the other half of the job.
Or you may apply the most effective agent known - ball

bearings -to the reduction of friction to a minimum.

Lubricants will do their share, but it takes the full -jeweled.
frictionless flow of flawless spheres between glass-hard raceways to
eliminate the wear that makes for leaking closures, sagging arma-
tures and short-lived electric motors.

So fine are the structure, the design, the finish, of New Departure
ball bearings, that the eye of the microscope can still recognize. the
original surface of the ball races unimpaired after millions and
millions of revolutions.

Engineering Reference Data and
Consultation Service Upon Request.

The New Departure Manufacturing Company
Detroit Bristol, Conn. Chicago

9.51

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I I.:. F. when writing to advertisers.
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FORERUNNERS IN THE
MARCH OF RADIO

TYPE 222
Precision Condenser

A laboratory Standard for
capacity measurements

PRICE $90

TYPE 239
Laboratory Condenser

For General Laboratory use
and specially designed

receiving sets
PRICE $13.50

TYPE 247-H
Geared Vernier Condenser

For use in popular Broadcast
Reception

PRICE $5.00

THE tremendous stride radio has taken during the
past few years eclipses anything in the history of

science.

The advanced status of radio today owes its rapid develop-
ment to exhaustive laboratory research.

Much of this research has been done on apparatus designed
and manufactured by the General Radio Company

The apparatus manufactured by the General Radio Com-pany is the recognized standard of excellence in design andperformance both for laboratory use' .and for popularbroadcast reception.
For a decade the laboratories of the General Electric Co.,Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co., WesternElectric, Bureau of Standards, U. S. Navy, U. S. SignalCorps, as well as all the leading engineering colleges in thiscountry have been equipped with General Radio apparatus.

Write for Catalog E

ENERAL RADIO IC9
Cambridge, Mass.

GENERAL RADIO C9

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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PRECISION
BALL BEARINGS

aria
"RV FFNVAN N."

PRECISION
ROLLER BEARINGS

MAKE
GOOD MOTORS

BETTE R

c9houlci the Life
and the Earrthw Power
ofan Electric Motor
be limited by itsBearhws

Motor windings seldom fail. Good insulations stand up.
Commutators wear but slowly. Brushes are easily and
inexpensively replaced.

What, then, makes motors "wear out"? What cuts down
their efficiency and finally fails?

Experience, alike of motor manufacturer and motor user,
furnishes the answer-inadequate, unreliable, sleeve type

bearings.

Whatever of anti -friction quality a sleeve type bearing possesses,

it has by virtue of the lubricant used and not because of any
friction -reducing quality in the sleeve type bearing itself.

The success or failure of such a bearing, then, depends upon
its lubrication. Inadequate, or neglected, or improper lubri-
cation means the failure of the sleeve type bearing-and
this means the failure of the motor.

The one and only complete solution of the motor bearings
problem lies in the use of true anti -friction bearings-

Bearings which, though vastly improved in their operation
by ample and proper lubrication, are yet not absolutely de-
pendent upon the lubricant for their anti -friction qualities-

Bearings designed to provide, in their mountings, a store of
lubricant ample for long periods of high -efficiency operation,
without renewal or attention-

Ball Bearings for motors of smaller powers and higher
speeds: Roller Bearings, for motors of larger. powers and
heavier duty.

The production cost, to the manufacturer, and the purchase
price, to the buyer, may be a little higher for the ball or roller
bearing motor.

But this difference is far over -shadowed by the subsequent
savings resulting-the saving in lubricant, the saving in
current, the uninterrupted service, the lower up -keep, the
longer life of sustained high efficiency.

NVRMA-I-IVFFMAN.N BEARINGS. VURPVRATINTH

SLame7rd- Connecticut
PRECISIVN BALL, ROLLER AND THRUST HERRINGS

695

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. 1. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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Synchronous
Condenser

Above is shown the 15000 KV-A, 6600
Volt, 60 cy., 3 ph., 720 R.P.M. Synchro-
nous Condenser, built for the Bessemer
Substation of the Alabama Power Com-
pany. The machine operates from 15000
KV-A leading power factor, to 10500
KV-A lagging power factor, and is dis-
tinguished by exceptionally low losses.

PRODUCTS :

Electrical Machinery
Gas Engines

Steam Engines
Steam Turbines

Condensers
Oil Engines

Hydraulic Turbines
Pumping Engines

Centrifugal Pumps
Mining Machinery

Metallurgical Machinery
Crushing Machinery
Cement Machinery

Flour Mill Machinery
Saw Mill Machinery

Air Compressors
Air Brakes

Steam and Electric Hoists
Farm Tractors

Power Transmission Machinery

,LL1S-CHALMERS MAINUFACTURINGCO.MI LWAUKEE, WIS. U.S.A.
Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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Many of the unexpected failures of motors can be

traced to a short circuit caused by oil leaking out of plain

bearings into the windings. The ventilator fan tends to
draw oil from the bearings as well as air from outside toward

111
the inside of the motor.

Advantages of Ball Bearings for Electric Motors

This advertisement is the second
of the series on the Advantages of
Ball Bearings for Electric Motors,
appearing monthly in this
magazine.

II. No Shorts From Oily Windings

This action occurs even in horizontal motors. Where

shifts are not always horizontal, as in vertical motors,

portable electric drills and grinders or swing frame grinders,

the added action of gravity makes this oil leakage from
plain bearings almost. inevitable.

Grease -packed ball bearings are the sure means of

eliminating shorts from oily windings in all forms of motor

applications.

The Fafnir Bearing Company
Detroit New Britain, Conn. Chicago

Makers of high grade ball bearings-the most
complete line of types and sizes in America.

BALL BEARINGS

a

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing t,, advertisers.
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CURVE-OB WATTHOUR METER

THE central station's income is determined by the
watthour meter. To obtain the revenue to
which it is entitled, the meters must register ac-

curately throughout their entire working range.

Yesterday, accuracy on overloads was not consid-
ered vital. Today, it is. With the more widespread
use of household appliances, many of which consume
from 500 to 600 watts, and the increasing normal light-
ing load, the accuracy of the meter on overloads is now
of paramount importance.

The OB meter was designed to meet these new con-
ditions. That it is accurate throughout its working
range, is shown by. the above curve. Particularly sig-
nificant is its accuracy from light load to ordinary over-
loads. Even on extreme overloads the OB meter is
most accurate.

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company
Newark Works Newark, N. J.

in the
0flWaithourMeier

Westin house
Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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Tradition-or Test?
THERE is a tradition among porcelain

makers and users that no clay is good
unless it comes from certain specified parts
of the world. These regions have been
the source of supply for many years
and the belief is prevalent that clay
from any but these localities is of inferior
quality.

Contrary to this belief, our engineers, in
the Ceramic Laboratory at the Derry, Pa.
Works, have shown conclusively that clay
from other localities is often better. On this
basis --test rather than tradition --they
select the clay for Westinghouse porcelain
insulators another reason for their supe-
rior performance.

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company
East Pittsburgh Pennsylvania

Sales Offices in All Principal Cities of
the United States and Foreign Countries

X78707

Pletilie mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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Special machinery is re-
quired for the best back-
of -board construction. Behind the switchboard, too,

you will find GE Quality
Good appearance is an indication of good quality.
In G -E Switchboards the workmanship not ordinarily
seen must meet the same high standards that are applied
to the front of the board.

Special machinery is necessary to maintain the correct
clearances for bus and connection copper, to minimizethe number of joints, and to shape the bars with anydesired twists, off-sets, and bends, edgewise or flat, andof any angle. Adequate supports hold the busbars firmly.
The resulting symmetry and alignment of the barsfacilitate installation; correct arrangement preventsexcess heating; proper location provides easy acces-sibility.

Such refinements are characteristic of General Electric
Switchboards.

22A.2

GENERAL ELECT IGENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, SCHENECTADy, N. Y., SALES OFFICES IN ALL LARGE CITIESPlease mention the JOURNAL of the A. 1. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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KEEP YOUR SWITCH OILS CLEAN

BY THE NEW SHARPLES PROCESS

A New Service From Sharples Engineers
Practical methods and equipment will be recom-
mended by Sharples Engineers for each customer's
particular switch oil reconditioning problems.
Sharples Engineers will be glad to present the
method of operation and economies of the
Sharples Process to any central station engineer.

'"JOItett,-
A Centrifugal Process That
the Electrical World Needs

'.11111 I

V!

.

111111 111
1 -3 NA(

By means of the Sharples Process for Switch Oil
Purification (Patents Pending), dirty switch oil is

made as good as new, in all essential characteristics.

Badly carbonized switch oil cannot be quickly and
thoroughly purified by Centrifugal Force alone. In
the new Sharples method, the oil is Sharples Processed
and then Super Centrifuged. This accomplishes
the following:

I -Carbon and moisture is removed.
2-Resistance to emulsification (R. E. value) is

restored.
3-The reconditioned oil is light-colored, clean and

meets the dielectric strength specifications.

4-It will give the same length of service as new oil.

This new Sharples Process is so effective and the
treating cost is so low, that every Central Station,
interested in Switch Oil Purification, should have
Sharples Engineers give them full details on it.

THE SHARPLES SPECIALTY COMPANY
2300-2324 Westmoreland Street

Philadelphia
Representatives in all principal industrial territories

¶1-1ARPLES SUPER CENTRIPUGAL PORCE
Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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Kuhlman
Transformers

A Prominent Factor in
Utilizing the Water
Power Resources

of the Nation
One of the most important links in the
chain which makes possible the utiliza-
tion of the abundant power derived from
the many different streams of the Na-
tion, is the Kuhlman Transformer.
Kuhlman Transformers have carried
their loads with reliability and economy
for Industrial, Electric Light and Water
Power Plants since 1893.

KUHLMAN ELECTRIC CO.
Bay City, Mich.

Manufacturers of Power, Power Distribu low, andStreet Lighting Transformers

Write for Bulletin 2101

=116
411=Me. 11.

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E E. when writing to advertisers.
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This tap off the main feeder

made with
this
DOSSERT
in 5 minutes

AMAN can waste a lot of time-and spoil a lot of
insulation --by the old method of doing this job.

Now he goes up with a Dossert and a wrench --and does a
perfect job, regardless of his experience, in a few minutes.

There are but few expert splicers in any construction or re-
pair gang-but every man is expert on Dossert connections.

Tests after connection will show you that the Dosserts
run at as low temperature as the wires connected to them.

You' 11 find many suggestions on time saving in the
'Dossert Book --which will be mailed you gratis on request.

1f1,4ti
SOZDEPL5.5.9

a u=grll
CON/VECToR.-7

orrumpe 'war

DOSSERT & COMPANY
II. B. LOGAN, President

242 West 41st St., New York City

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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A Gratifying First Year
A Word of Appreciation and Thanks

It is not yet a full year since
we first offered to power
engineers the high tension
equipment bearing the
Champion name and trade-
mark.
Yet in that short time
Champion products have
made such a definite place
for themselves in this highly
specialized field that we
doubt if their record has
ever been equalled.
We are deeply grateful to
engineers and executives in
the electric power field for
the ready-even enthusias-
tic-welcome they have ac-
corded our indoor and out-
door disconnecting switches,
bus supports, choke coils and
other products.

This equipment was offered
to them on the basis of new
ideas in design, workman-
ship and materials superior
to prevailing practices.
They have been quick to
realize the advantages of
these superiorities, both
from an operating and an
economy standpoint-par-
ticularly the Champion
principle of interchange-
ability running through our
entire line.
We appreciate the confi-
dence displayed in our
efforts to establish higher
standards and we take this
opportunity to offer our
hearty thanks for the abun-
dant encouragement we
have received.

THE CHAMPION SWITCH COMPANY -550 ABBOTT ROAD-Post Office Box 816-Buffalo, N. Y.
Garland Affolter Engineering Company
Rialto Building San Francisco, California
Garland Affolter Engineering Company
I. W. Hellman Building Los Angeles, California
Garland Affolter Engineering Company
Alaska Building Seattle, Washington

SALES REPRESENTATIVES
Champion Switch Company

Rooms 510-512 2 Rector St. New York City
A. H. Savage Sz.. Company

914 Pioneer Building St. Paul, Minnesota
T. W. McKay

Manitoba Power Co., Ltd., Winnipeg, Can.

Ralph D. Ernest
205 Kresge Building Detroit, Michigan

Champion Switch Company
412.413 Glenn Building Atlanta, Georgia

Champion Switch Company
924 Marquette Building Chicago, Illinois

6eCHAMPION SWITCH
COMPANY

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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Two and three-quarter millions of
SangamoType H Watthour Meters
have been sold For over ten years the Sangamo Type

H Alternating -current Watthour
Meter has remained unchanged in
basic design.

That this remarkable meter, with-
out a single important change, has
steadily gained in the favor of the
electrical industry, is proof that the
improvements in meter design intro-
duced over ten years ago in the
Sangamo Type H Meter were of fun-
damental importance to watthour-
meter practice.

The fact that more than two and
three-quarter millions of Sangamo
Type H Watthour Meters have been
sold to date, merely confirms this
proof of the inherent superiority of
Sangamo Type H Watthour Meters.

Write for Bulletin Number 67

Sangamo Electric Company
SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS

New York Boston Chicago Birmingham SanFrancisco LosAngles

SANGAMO METERS
FOR EVERY ELECTRICAL NEED

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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YEARAGE
Yearage is the one factor that deter-

mines the final economy of your insulator
selection.

You cannot measure yearage in ad-
vance but vou can get a good idea of what
to expect from a study of past perform-
ance.

The insulators that have established
enviable service records are made under
correct principles and can be depended
upon to repeat.

O -B Insulators have such a record.

The Ohio Brass Company
Mansfield, Ohio, U. S. A.

I V@
TIME IS THE TEST

Please mention the JOURNAL. of the A. 1 E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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The superior ruggedness
and uniformity of J -D
Cementless Insulators
assure a higher degree
of dependability and
economy.

Long Span at Beaver Hole
In this noteworthy 4300 -foot span over
Cheat River gorge at Beaver Hole, West
Virginia, the West Penn Power Company
continues the use of standard Jeffery -
Dewitt insulators. New 66 K.V. and
132 K.V. transmission lines of this system
have been regularly equipped with J -D's,
for the past few years.
During an exceptional sleet storm last
winter the J -D insulators on this span
proved their rugged qualities in a way
which was gratifying to both the power
company and the manufacturer.
Year by year transmission engineers are
turning more confidently toward thick
porcelain, cementless insulators. J -D
insulators, because of their rugged design
and uniform manufacture, do not deterior-
ate from expansion cracks or porosity.

They also show superiority in their resist-
ance to puncture by lightning, shattering
by power arcs and other causes of in-
sulator failure.

Every J -D porcelain is fired in continuous
tunnel kilns for uniformity, each small
car being carefully tested for porosity.
Every standard J -D insulator unit is given
a two minute test under combined two and
one-half ton tensile load and 120,000 volt
high frequency test. (Our nearest ap-
proach to lightning conditions.)

Engineers interested in the methods by
which the uniform goodness of J -D insul-
ators are obtained should visit their
birth -place and study the product and its
manufacture, as West Penn engineers
have done.

Jeffery -Dewitt Insulator Company
Kenova, W. Va., U. S. A.

Agents:

Sydney, Wellington, N. Z.,
Bombay, Paris, Milan. Toklo.

District Offices:
New York, 2 Rector St.

Chicago, 924 Marquette Bldg.
Atlanta, 413 Glenn Bldg.

Jf /VP r (IOW/ r r
IN' C/C47-009 GO
EN va,vv VA, $,A

Agents:
St. Paul, Seattle, San Francisco, Los
Angeles, Spokane, Montreal, Canada.

Please mention the .JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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Patented Nov. 18, 1924. 1,515,864
UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.

GROVER W. LAPP, OF LE ROY, NEW YORK.

METHOD OF TESTING INSULATORS.

Application filed July 7, 1822. Udall No. 879,411.

(DEDICATED TO THE PUBLIC.)

To call whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, GROVER W. LAPP, a

citizen of the United States, and a resident
of Le Roy, in the county of Genesee and the

5 State of New York, have made a new and
useful Invention in Method of Testing In-
sulators, of which the following is a s
cati

be subjected to a higher potential than the
flash -over voltage and, in addition, some it
sulutors that pabs the fla
inhere
fa'

Nov. 18, 1924.

FIG.1.

G. W. LAPP
116THOD OP TESTINO INSULATORS

Flled July 7, 1922

20 /8

1,515,864

Seeels-Ueet

FIG.Z.
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Lapp
overpotential

test provides 100% security
The Lapp Insulator has shown its ability in operation.

Lapp Insulator Company, Inc.,
Leroy, New York.

November 5, 1924.Attention; Mr. John S. LappGentlemen:
We have recently completed the testing of the insulators on our 66 kv.transmission system, using the Doble Live Line Method for this purpose.The test covered a'total of 14,564 of your No. 2300 suspension insulators,of which only 1 or less than 1/100 of 1 per cent. was found defective.

Many of these insulators were, of course, in service only a comparativelyshort time and yet of such a length of time as to give us an accurate checkon their performance under actual working conditions.
Of the insulators that we returned to you as having tested defective, wefeel that your explanation for that mistake in shipment is very reasonable.The Lapp Insulator has shown its ability in operation, and we feel wellsatisfied with the result as shown by this most recent test in the field.

Very truly yours,
Sup't of Distribution.

Lapp Overpotential Test protected these insulators andprovided 100% security.
Lapp Insulators do not fail.

Here it is !
Lapp Overpotential Test-The tool by
which purchasers of high voltage insula-
tors can for the first time in the history
of the industry definitely decide the
quality of the porcelain.
You need accept the facts only of the
superiority of the Lapp Overpotential
Test. The next time you purchase sus-
pension insulators insist that a compari-
son be shown between the Lapp Over -
potential Test without flashover at
125% of flashover voltage and the usual
high frequency and 60 cyc. flashover
tests.
You will find a gauge by which to set
new values on porcelain insulator quali-
ties.
Send ten cents to the U. S. Patent Office
for a copy of Patent No. 1,515,864.

4cppInsulatorColnc.
ZeRoy, N Y

LAPP
Insulators
do not
Fail

--' 9
Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
OF THE

SOUTHERN POWER COMPANY
The Southern Power Company occupies a position of unique interest, not
alone to the industries and institutions of North and South Carolina, but to
the entire country. One of the largest of the great electrical systems, its activ-
ities and progress in recent years have assisted materially in the rapid develop-
ment of Southern industries.

The first power delivered was in 1905 and up to 1906 the peak load was 800
kilowatts-all generated from the Catawba Station. The present capacity of
this great system, including sixteen generating stations, is over 600,000 Kva.

eocated in one of the chief centers of the cotton belt, the Southern Power
Company serves one -eighth of the cotton spindles of the United States. (Each
small dot on the map above represents 10,000 spindles installed in textile
plants.) There are 2,500 miles of power lines on the system, which is insulated
for 100,000 volts. The view shown above is near the Fishing Creek Plant
(shown in the foreground). A short distance south of this point are two of the
main distributing stations-Dearborn and Great Falls. One of the largest and
perhaps the earliest outdoor switching equipment ever installed is located
here, as well as some of the largest transformers in the world.

Locke insulators have accompanied Southern Power developments all the
way from 800 kilowatts output in 1905 to 287,000 kilowatts-the highest peak
load up to the present time.

LOCKE INSULATOR CORPORATION
BALTIMORE, MD.

Factories: Victor, N. Y., and Baltimore, Md.

PO R C E LAI N
Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. 1. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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Everything from the bottom of the
hole to the top of the pole, including
a machine to dig the hole-Western
Electric backs up the public utilities
with all manner of supplies.

eforest primeval
moves to Main Street

THE telephone and electric light poles which
stand along your streets were not long ago

lofty trees growing in a distant forest.
These poles, cut under scientific forestry

A hurry call for poles. regulation, are made available for your serviceIn emergencies like this,by
Western Electric stocks the Western Electric Company. This Corn -
of poles and equipment
help materially in the pany supplies telephone and lighting companies
quick restoration of the country over with poles and with the manypublic service.

materials needed to equip those poles.

AMC

All this in addition to the fact that Western
Electric is a maker of telephones that have long
been the world's standard.

If all the poles delivered by Western Electric last
year were placed in line, they would reach all way
'round the U. S.-with only 37 feet between poles.

SINCE 1869 MAKERS OF ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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SIMULTANEOUS TEST
LOADING

Breast Pull 61,200 lb.
Transverse 8,800 lb.
Dead Load 8,400 lb.

DOUBLE CIRCUIT
PIT  RIVER TOWER

Weight of Tower 12,010 lb.
Overall Height 98 ft.
Normal Span ... 800 ft.

The Strength of Transmission Towers
is absolutely proportional to the Elastic
Limit of the Steel in them.

A_ strong statement, but true. The strength of any tower
member in compression is determined by the l/r formula

for long column design, figured on the basis of the elastic limit

of the steel.
It follows then that when abnormal stresses are set up in the tower

by abnormal loads, failure occurs first in the compression member
whose column strength is first exceeded. In failing, this member
renders the tower incapable of performing its proper function. Com-
plete collapse may not occur, but from the standpoint of continued
service the tower is useless.

When Special Tower Steel, with its elastic limit of 45,000 lb. per
square inch, is used in place of ordinary structural steel, real benefits
result. Special Tower Steel gives an equal factor of safety with
greater worker stresses, or a higher safety factor with equal working

stresses.
Special Tower Steel, therefore, makes possible a material saving

in the weight of steel required, while developing an adequate factor
of safety in the strength of the tower.

SPECIAL
TOWER STEEL

is the tough, ductile
high elastic limit steel
developed by Pacific
Coast Steel Company.
It has an elastic limit
of 45,000 lb. and an
elongation of 22% and
is used for

Transmission Towers
Latticed Poles
Bus Structures

Switch Racks-Platforms
Radio Towers

Electric Sign Supports

f\

PACIFIC CLIASTSTEEI CEIMPANY
MANUFACTURERS

OPEN HEARTH STEEL
STRUCTURAL SHAPES MERCHANT AND REINFORCING BARS

TRANSMISSION TOWERS AND STRUCTURES

Gen'! Office: Rialto Bldg., San Francisco Plants: San Francisco, Portland, Seattle)

rTh

rizp"
The 8671Calre8 that Co rogether"
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and now

Retch
Hetchy
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Since 1923
BAKER RIVER I 10 KV.

Puget Sound Power & Lt. Co.

LAKE CUSHMAN 135 KV.
City of Tacoma, Municipal
plant.

OAK GROVE 132 KV.
Portland Electric Power Co.

LAS PLUMAS 165 KV.
Great Western Power Co.

PIT RIVER No. 3 220 KV.
Pacific Gas & Electric Co.

-and now-
HETCH HETCHY 157 KV.

San Francisco municipal

Type 18157, 400 amp.
157 kv, suspended mount-
ing, disconnecting switch

IgTERURBAN BLDG.,
DALLAS

HOGE BLDG.,
SEATTLE

FERGUSON BLDG.,
LOS ANGELES

F..

Single pole unit of group
controlled switch

50 CHURCH ST.,
NEW YORK

PIONEER BLDG.,
ST. PAUL

SYMES BLDG.,

SAN FRANCISCO - CALIFORNIA
Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.

DENVER
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III Moloney III
.  

TIME has been one of the greatest factors in
proving the quality of Moloney Transformers
and in demonstrating the value of many years of

conscientious development and painstaking methods of
construction.
The tremendous repeat order business that we receive
is the reward for meritorious service from thousands of
Moloney Transformers installed in years gone by.

Send for complete data.

Moloney Electric Company
Main Office and Factories:

St. Louis, Mo.
Sales Offices in Principal Cities ILE MINIIIIIIIIMINI II IIII.  III

II A IN NI IMINIIIIIIIIIME

HI Transformers
Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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INTRODUCING

A NOR -MAGNETIC CAST IRON A
POSSESSING UNUSUAL ME
TOUGHNESS AND MALLEABII

MCAMAI.' HAS WIDE APPLICATION IN 1

a

OY EASILY MACHINABLE AND
ANICAL CHARACTERISTICSof

MANUFACTURE OF ELECTRICAL APPARATUS

OMAG can be substituted in many cases for brass. Its toughness gives it applicationwherever cast iron is used. The electrical resistance of NOMAG is fifty percent above
cast iron, and its ductility, by izod test, one hundred percent higher than cast iron.

The nonmagnetic qualities of NOMAG adapt it for use in Generator End Frames,-Bus BarSupports, Transformer and Oil Circuit Breaker Covers.
NOMAG is covered by United States Patent. The General Electric Company is licensed to
use NOMAG. We are in a position to extend additional license privileges.

FERRANTI METER & TRANSFORMER MFG. COMPANY, LIMITED

a

E.-

E. -

TORONTO CANADA E--

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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Views in Magnet Wire
Storage and Wire Mill

Get the Latest Belden
Price Bulletins - Have
Them on Your Desk

ADVERTISING SECTION
25

One Week's Output
Over 200 000,000 Feet of Magnet Wire

STUPENDOUS as this footage is, the numerical state-
ment gives no picture of the manufacturing capacity

required to sustain such an output of perfect wire. In
addition to the wire drawing plant is the extensive
insulating plant, both for applying Beldenamel and

textile insulations.

Beldenamel has demonstrated its utility in radio
transformers, for the biggest radio manufacturers, today,

are using Beldenamel in these important units.

Cotenamel for motor rewinding, field coils, etc., is in
tremendous demand. Silkenamel is now used exten-
sively in place of double silk -covered magnet wire. In
fact, all Belden wire products are in greater demand, than

ever, among manufacturers and shops who appreciate the
economy of using Belden quality wire in their products.

Send for Interesting Booklet on Beldenamel

Manufacturing Company
4631 W. Van Buren St.

CHICAGO, U. S. A.
Manufacturer of Electrical Wor

Products Since 1902

MAIL THIS COUPON

Belden Manufacturing Company
 4631 W.Van Buren St., Chicago,U.S.A
El Please send me your engineering booklet
 on Beldenamel

111 Name

I Address

I
utararararararar EN NE =====

Please mention the JOURNAL, of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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:-; Wired With SIMPLEX
Penn. Central Power Co.

Saxton Substation

Day & Zimmermann, Inc., Engrs.

CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO

NEW YORK

g.-.

Simplex Wires and Cables are ren-
dering satisfactory service in many
of the larger power stations of the
country. Insulated with rubber,paper
or varnished cambric and covered
with braid, lead or steel armor, they
are made for the particular conditions
under which they are installed.

Why not submit your specifications
to us?

SIMPLEX WIRE &CAKE @
MANUFACTURERS

201 DEVONSHIRE ST., BOSTON 9

FACTORY

AND MAIN OFFICE
AT BOSTON

A lead sheath, twoIF1 , z .tsr a layers of asphalted
1 jute, galvanized steelRUBBER INSULATED armor wires i sub -V

HAZARD
boreholes

The
rubber
ance

IRESN

heavy
insulation

against

CAW
,....7....!

POWER CABLE
or mine shafts.

layers of tough
are absolute

current leakage.

Sample and full

"Made

and

information

for Users

ES marine cable type)
and two layers of as-.-=....-
phalted jute over all, 7

for afford complete pro- \\\\
tection against me-
chanical injury, and r.,

elastic provide strength for --.L.

insur- suspension in bore-
hole or mine shaft.

1
on request,

Who Want the Best"

HAZARD 1VIFC CO WILKES-BARRE PA
NEW YORK, CHICAGO, PITTSBURGH, DENVER, BIRMINGHAM

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. 1. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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Ground
Pipe

Driving
Point

From aw humble
GROUND PIPE CAP

To the b4e
66000 VOLT POTHEAD
Get the full benefit of our years of experience in
designing distribution specialties.
G & W designs and ideas have kept pace with
modern distribution methods. They have con-
sistently led the field.
Roominess or compactness, low voltage or high
voltage, heavy currents or series circuits, discon-
necting or non-disconnecting-whatever your
requirements, they are available in G & W
designs.
From the smallest specialty to the largest box or
pothead, every G & W product is a development
of G & W experts. Let us show you how
G & W Potheads and Boxes will make your
system more flexible.

G & W Electric Specialty Co.
Manufacturers of Potheads, Disconnecting and Non -discon-
necting; Switching and Distribution Boxes; Overhead and

Underground Distribution Specialties
7430-52 So. Chicago Ave., Chicago, Ill.

SALES REPRESENTATIVES IN THE LARGER CITIES

POTHEADS. AND BOXES.
MANUFACTURERS Or: DISTRIBUTION SPECIALTIES

Have you a copy
of Catalog MP

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertiser,
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"COPPERINE1.0"
GROUND RODS DO NOT RUSTLONG LIFE I ,ii-ch ion front rusting because of welded -on copper.NO FITTINGS ( Ill, 1,1,L e and pointed. Easy to solder grounding wire to pure copper surface of rod.EASY TO DRIVE Steel core gives rigidity.

LOW INSTALLATION COST --Little time and field laber is required to install Copperweld Rods.PLAY SAFE-Why rely on a high resistance or rusted -off ground, which fails to function when required most?SAFETY FIRST --Use Copperweld Ground Rods and maintain a permanent low resistance ground for all time.
0.0,11) S rtitt_rmAliteo p a nil

0 Al;

MAIN ()MCC 6 MILLS -DRAODOCK P 0, NANKIN PA
30 CnoPCN ST NEW YORK 109 5 AfFER:Of. St. C.ItCALAJ

401 RIALTO BLOC. SAN FPANCISCO

COPPERwELo IN MADE Y THE MOLTEN WELDING PEOCCIBE

Conductors
Bare, Solid, Stranded

Weatherproof
Varnish Cambric Cable
Lead or Braid Covered

Paper Lead Cable.

ANACONDA

COPPER MINING COMPANY
ill W. kiAington St., Chicago

THE AMERICAN BRASS CO.
25 Broadway, New York

Mills
Ansonia, Conn. Waterbury, cum

Hastings -on -Hudson, N.Y.
Great Falls, Mont.

Kenosha, WI%

COPPER WIRE

. - i ..mic.,.2xmgErr. ..c...-
()

0

ACME
-PRODUCTS

ACM.

WIRE 0.

.
0

0.
0.
0

For over this company
has produced magnet :wire of

the highest electrical excellence.

0.
0

.
0

0
1

VOACME
.0
.
0

0Varnished
Black

0

()
s

0

°li
''

ACME MAGNET WIRE
"Enamelite"-Plain enameled copper wire
"Cottonite"-Cotton-covered "Enamelite"
"Silkenite"-Silk-covered "Enamelite"
Magnet Wire-Cotton or silk, single or double

COIL WINDINGS
Field Coils, Meter Coils, Ignition Coils, Windings
for Audio and Radio Frequency Transformers.

ACME VARNISHED INSULATIONS
Varnished Cambrics-

Black and yellow
Silks and Tapes-

For every requirement
Varnished Papers-

and yellow
Varnished Tubing-

"Spaghetti", all sizes, 5 colors
"Celatsite" Wire-

Tinned, spaghetti -covered wire
for radio sets; 5 colors

Insulating Varnishes
Catalog sent Engineers and Executives

THE ACME WIRE COMPANY
Main Office and Plant, New Haven, Conn.

52 Vanderbilt Ave. GuarFIllieanvelill 11_ un_dlug 53 W.
Chicago

Blvd.

0
I,

Q
.
0.
0.
0s
.

.
()
:
V
a

4'

0.

G.

0.
()-0-s-0-4-0000.-0-s-010--<><>e<>s<><><>-

'DUDLO'DUD LO
7't11

Ate41/4t WiV 4 ZrE Wis din OS
have established an enviable reputation among the electrical manufacturers for giving satisfaction wherever used in t e produc-
tion of electrical equipment necessitating use of material of unquestionable high quality.

We solicit the wire and coil problems of all electrical manufacturers and we guarantee them satisfaction from all angle,

DU DLO MAN U FACT URINC, CORPORATION,
FORT WAYNE, INDIANA, U.S.A.

4

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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Dubilier
Mica Coupling

Condensers

For Carrier Wave
Communication
Over Transmis-
sion Lines
Type No. 670.

Numerous methods for coupling
telephone Communication Sys-
tems to high tension power trans-
mission lines have been attempted.
Condenser coupling has proven
most desirable.

Type 670 condenser is a standard
unit for 22,000 volt transmission
line. For higher power systems sev-
eral of these units may be bolted
together in series.

For particulars address, 43 West
Fourth Street, New York City, sta-
ting transmission voltages, carrier
wave voltage and capacity of con-
denser required for coupling to
transmission line.

Dubilier
CONDENSER- AND RADIO CORPORATION

De Laval
Oil Purifiers
inl,Sand Springs, Okla.

SHORTLY after the Sand Springs
Power, Light & Water Company, of
Sand Springs, Okla., installed a port-

able De Laval Transformer Oil Purifier
to maintain the dielectric strength of the
oil in its transformers, the bearings of one
of its four turbo -generators began to run
hot. Suspecting dirty oil as the cause and
realizing that the Transformer Oil Purifier
would take the dirt and water out if
anything would, it was decided to roll
that machine in and purify the turbine oil
in the same way that the transformer oil
was being dehydrated.

The bearings which had been hot soon
resumed their normal temperature and
from that time on the Sand Springs Com-
pany has had turbine oil with a higher
lubricating value in addition to trans-
former oil with a higher dielectric.

De Laval Purifiers are the modern and
more efficient means of maintaining the
original characferistics of all power plant
oils. Bulletin No. 105 tells how they will
simplify your oil maintenance problem.
Mail the coupon for your copy today.

- The De Laval Separator Company
New York Chicago

165 Broadway 29 East Madison Street

De Laval Pacific Company
San Francisco

Please send Bulletin containing further information regarding
the De Laval Oil Purifier as checked below:

Purification of turbine lubricating oil.

ElPurification of Diesel lubricating and fuel oil.

ElDehydration of transformer oil.

Name

Company

Address .......... ............ ...

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. 1. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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"AMERICAN BRAND"

Weatherproof Copper Wire and Cables

"AMERICAN BRAND'.
WEATHERPROOF WIRE AND CABLES.

HAS NO EQUAL

COST
You can buy weatherproof

wire cheap, but is it worth
what it costs?

"American Brand" gives
you more mileage per dollars
with a longer life on the line.

Get a sample and satisfy
yourself.

American Insulated Wire & Cable Co.
954 West 21st Street, Chicago

=
:=-WIRE PRODUCTS 1For Varied Applications

We manufacture many types of wires, cords
cablesand for specific uses. Among them are:E Rubber Covered Wire-Solid Conductor, StrandedConductor, Flexible Conductor, Extra Flexible Conductor.Lamp Cords, Reinforced Cords, Heater Cord, Brew-a ery Cord, Canvasite Cord, Packinghouse Cord, Deck2- Cable, Stage Cable, Border Light Cable, FlexibleArmored Cable, Elevator Lighting Cable, Elevator Oper-ating Cable, Elevator Annunciator Cable. Switchboard

-2

E Cables, Telephone Wire, Flameproof Wires and Cables,
-2 Railway Signal Wires, High Voltage Wires and2 Cables. Automobile Ignition Cables, Automobile Light-= ing Cables, Automobile Starting Cables, AutomobileCharging Cables. Moving Picture Machine Cable.
ff Boston Insulated Wire Ca Cable Co.m

5.-E Main Office and Factory:Dorchester District Boston, Mess.a Canadian Branch, Office and Factory, Hamilton, Ont. ==

gimuninuminumisminsisinoufiNimssuisisimimissimsINIINIIIIIINHEmn

MINER/UM
INSULATING
COIPOUNDS
%Iv -Voltage Ales

-in Cable Joints
and Pot e'ads

N\
Alviays ReliableN\ NN(Wigh didecinc\skeniiki

ArpproJed physic

j4inerallac Electric Company
1045 Washington BouleVard

Cizicag(o,I11.

qimiNGRAY
GLASS'

INS ULAT 0E2)6'
The transparency of Hemingray Glass Insulatorsmakes line inspection very simple. The linemancan tell at a glance whether the insulator is intact or not.Hemingray insulators are mechanically and dielectricallydependable, non -porous and uniform in structure. Theydefy moisture and age.

Send for Bulletin No. 1.
HEMINGRAY GLASS COMPANY

Muncie. Indiana

For Long Service Life

E

a
a

gr.

An A. C. Watthour

Specify
ee Texas Black Beauty"

Pressure Treated Pine
PILES-POLES
TIMBERS - TIES
SHEET PILING

Texas Creosoting company
Orange, Texas, U. S. A.

DUNCAN MODEL M2.

meter that for accuracy,
efficiency and low cost
up -keep is without a
peer. Its design repre-
sents perfection in every
detail and central sta-
tions are loud in their
praises concerning its
dependability.

DUNCAN ELECTRIC MFG. CO.

Lafayette, Ind.

49111111

11111111111111111111111111111ininnonnuoiniiimminnionimmininiiiiimillimimilmminninumoniiiimmininimummummomommilitinogf, IU  0011 .C1/1,113

Ebomas Quatttp
PORCELAIN INSULATORS:

LINE HARDWARE
WIRING PORCELAINS

and
Porcelain Specialties

An American Standard since 73

THE R. THOMAS & SONS CO.
New York

East Liverpool, Ohio LondonBoston

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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Joint Making with STANDARD Paper Jointing Tubes

STANDARD Jointing Materials
( Paper Jointing Tubes, "Ozite" Insulating Compounds, etc.)

make possible the practical elimination of joint troubles on underground cable
systems. Such systems average about one joint for every 300 feet of cable
so that it pays, in time and money saved, to eliminate these "weak links."
Only the greatest care in the selection and use of jointing materials will produce
trouble -proof joints.

Bulletin No. 740 gives complete information

Standard Underground Cable Co.
BOSTON PHILADELPHIA ATLANTA CHICAGO ST. LOUIS Los ANGELES

NEw YORK WASHINGTON PITTSBURGH DETROIT SEATTLE KANSAS CITY SAN FRANCISCO

FOR CANADA: STANDARD UNDERGROUND CABLE CO. OP CANADA, LIMITED, HAMILTON, ONT.

:=" =

ELECTRICAL WIRES ATLANTIC 2_

HIGH
ININ
CONDUCTIVITY
AND
RELIABILITY

B

and CABLES
FOR E.

. =-z--=
EVERY ELECTRICAL E

PURPOSE i= --z.

-1-
E

---
=

JOHN A. ROEBLING'S SONS CO.
TRENTON, NEW JERSEY

INSULATED WIRES
DOLPHIN Insulated Wire

A code wire of high quality known
for its great dielectric strength and

resiliency, and used for its dependability and maxi-
mum service. Built on the same lines as the widely
known and used "Triton"-Intermediate Grade 25%;
and "Neptune" -30% para.

ATLANTIC InsulatedInsulated Wire &Cable COMPANY
Rome, N. Y.

Enuninunouniiiiiintiiiiiiumuntionmoiiiiiimuinnunlimuimiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiumuliiiiiiiiiimuluimmixiiiiiminiummilin I II II III.

Pittsburgh Transformer Company
Largest Manufacturers of Transformers exclusively

In the United States

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

nouns

1g_

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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THE great visibility of the scales of Weston Rect-

angular Instruments is a decided advantage to the
operating engineer. The wide open scales drawn
with bold types of arcs and figures arranged in a
unique manner make for extreme legibility in reading
the instrument from a distance.

Accuracy within one percent. of full scale value is
guaranteed under all ordinary conditions of service.
This accuracy shOuld be maintained for a lifetime if the
instrument is used with reasonable care.

The movable . system is extremely dead beat and
exceptionally responsive to small and rapid changes
in circuit conditions. This is a feature of utmost
importance, especially on circuits subject to 'frequent
and violent fluctuations.

Absolute interchangeability of parts makes repair
work, when necessary, a simple matter.

Full information is contained in
Bulletin 1504. Write for copy today.

Weston Electrical Instrument Corp.
48 Weston Ave., Newark, N. J.

Branch Offices in all Principal Cities

ESII[01
Electrical Indicating Instrument Authorities Since /8883

STANDARD- The World Over

For Your Switchboard

TRADE MARK

BRISTOL'S
REG. U S PAT. OFFICE

Recording Electrical Instruments
will draw accurate continuous 24 -hour records of volt-
age, current, frequency and kilowatt hours which will
enable you to maintain a close check on the performance
and efficiency of your plant.
Unrivalled in accuracy. Simple and exceedingly rug-
ged in design. Handsomely mounted in black finish
casings. Also made in portable models.

Write us today for Catalog BC -1-501.

The Bristol Company
Waterbury, Conn.
Branch Offices:

Boston New York Detroit Pittsburgh
Philadelphia Chicago St. Louis San Francisco

fflIOMMMMMMMUMMIIIMMMMWMMMMOIMMMMIMMINIMMIMMUMWWWWWIMMIMMMIRMIMMMMWE

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E

JEWELL PORTABLE NO. 2
Whether for switchboard mounting or
for laboratory or portable testing.
Jewell instruments have gained the
recognition of Electrical Engineers
throughout the country.
We shall be glad to submit instruments
for competitive tests and comparisons.

Jewell Electrical Instrument Co.
1650 Walnut St. - Chicago

when writing to advertisers.
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SMALL INSTRUMENTS
of real merit

11111

Roller -Smith
TA and FA

A.C. Switchboard Instruments
For the manufacturer of radio
equipment, signal systems, bat-
tery charging outfits, small
switchboards, etc., these instru-
ments have a special significance.
They are recognized instruments
of real worth-guaranteed by years
of dependable service to give full
satisfaction. Being small in size
(31A and 4 inches in diameter) they
represent a very small investment
for such high quality instruments.
Our new Bulletin No. AE -420 gives full
data on these instruments. Write for
a copy today.

FOLLER-SMITH COMPiW
tectrlcat Meotnlyinu and Protective Apparatt*

Main Office: Works:
12 Park Place, NEW YORK Bethlehem, Penna.

Baltimore
Bethlehem
Birmingham
Boston
Buffalo
Chicago
Clevelan I

Dallas New Orleans Seattle
Denver New York St. Louis
Detroit Philadelphia St. Paul
Los Angeles Pittsburgh Toronto
Memphis Salt Lake City Washington
Montreal San Francisco Havana,

Cuba

VIII 11111 11111 11111 11111 11111 11111
Please men ion the JOURNAL of tie A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.

"MEG" and "MEGGER"
Testing Sets

SO familiar have engineers become
with our "Megger" Testing Sets that
the registered trade word "Megger"

holds a unique place in the world's elec-
trical vocabulary.

In accepted parlance, to "Megger" is to test with a
"Megger" Testing Set the insulation resistance of a
piece of electrical equipment, the result being read
directly in ohms or megohms on a scale. Anyone
can perform the test.

The "Megger" Method for testing insulation of
electrical apparatus in process of manufacture, during
erection and periodically while in service, has met
with general approval. Older methods-such as the
use of a voltmeter, a wheatstone bridge or a reflecting
galvanometer-have given way because the "Megger"
Method is so simple, so reliable and so time -saving.

Insulation does not and cannot last forever-in fact
it is recognized as the weakest link in the chain of
satisfactory operation of electrical equipment; and
this in spite of the fact that such equipment is better
made today than ever before.

Engineers of prominent Central Stations, Steam and
Electric Railroads and Manufacturing Plants through-
out the civilized world have found, to their entire
satisfaction, that it pays to "Megger" their equipment
regularly and thus to keep themselves informed as
to the condition of their system. Think what the
insulation failure of an important generator or cable
is likely to cost! The price of a "Megger" Testing
Set, and the time consumed in using it become insignif-
icant if, thereby, one can detect and prevent a break-
down.

"Meggering" offers economies which you cannot afford
to overlook; and for that reason we have included in
Catalog 985-J valuable information on the entire
subject of insulation and how to test it. In addition
there are full particulars regarding our varied line
of "Megger" and "Bridge-Megger" Testing Sets.
Write for a copy.

JAMES G. BIDDLE
1211-13 Arch St., Philadelphia
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EK -P -F POLE TOP SWITCHES consist of fewer
parts, are more rugged and require less labor and
material for installation than any other.
Each pole becomes a self-contained unit.

E---7.Switches are shipped ready to bolt on to cross- -4-

-E.! arm in place of line insulator.
One crossarm supports it. Contacts are far
removed from insulators and a unique device E

E -prevents sticking or freezing.
...Send for bulletin K105 containing full details.E-
Ea
T..K -P -F ELECTRIC CO...4

855-859 Howard St. San Francisco
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EEngineering Foundation, 29 West 39th Street, New York-.-
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ELECTRICAL
Cable Potheads & MACHINE
Standard Bus Bar Supports

Disconnecting Switches Representatives

Cleat Type Insulators

FR_AALAW

Philadelphia

repeat

DEVELOPMENT

in All

COMPANY

Principal

IN r.-:':---

Doors for Bus and Switch
Compartments

Cities
Instrument Cutout Switches

Air Pressure Relays
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i
A. I. E. E. PUBLICATIONS

An engineering periodical containing in full or in abstract engineering and theoretical papers and a
discussions as presented before meetings of the Institute and its Sections and Branches; descriptions
of new developments characterized by notable advances, and items relating to the activities of the iInstitute and other organizations.

Subscription price: $10.00 per year. Agents, publishers and dealers are allowed 20 per cent dis-count; a special discount of 50 per cent is allowed on single subscriptions received directly from collegeor public libraries.
Postage to Canada on annual subscription $0.50 additional, and to foreign countries, $1.00.

(Postage should not be included when computing discounts.)

TRANSACTIONS. Published annually. ,-;.--

Contains such of the technical papers and reports published by the Institute in the JOURNAL g.
E and elsewhere as are selected and authorized by the Publication Committee; also the discussions onE the technical papers. The TRANSACTIONS form a permanent record of the progress of electricalengineering.

g_E Current volume may be purchased by non-members at $10.00 per year in either paper or cloth :4
binding. (Prices for half morocco bound copies furnished on request).E

Available volumes of the TRANSACTIONS published prior to 1921 may be obtained at reduced -s
M prices. The volumes in stock and prices will be supplied upon request. g -

Discounts allowed on the current volume are as follows: 20 per cent to publishers and subscrip-
tion agents 50 per cent to college and public libraries upon direct subscription to Institute head-

E quarters.
g.--0
ESEPARATE PAPERS AND DISCUSSIONS.

Most of the recent papers and discussions contained in the TRANSACTIONS can be furnished gseparately at the following prices: Single copies of any paper, usually with discussion, $0.50. Five E.E
or more copies of any paper, each $0.40. 0

-E A discount of 20 per cent to publishers and subscription agents; 50 per cent is allowed from the s.
g above prices to Institute members and college and public libraries. EI

E-A. I. E. E. STANDARDS.
E Gives definitions of electrical terms, general rules covering operation, rating and tests of electricalhiE macnery; and standards for rotating machines, electricalrailway apparatus, transformers, switch-g

0-ing and protective apparatus, meters, instruments, wires and cables, storage batteries, telegraphyg and telephony, etc., as adopted by the Standards Committee and approved by the Board of Directors E -

of the A. I. E. E. It also contains, as an appendix, the rules for electrical machinery of the Inter-= national Electrotechnical Commission, adopted in October 1919. Published in 1922. Price perg copy, approximately 180 pages, flexible leather covers. $2.00.
-1-Discount of 25 per cent allowed to members, libraries, publishers, subscription agents, and gpurchasers of ten or more copies. gE Industrial Control Apparatus Supplement. The entire Standards of the A. I. E. E. are now in .6

2 course of revision. As completed, revised sections will be issued in pamphlet form, each such g
pamphlet covering a specific division of the Rules. The first revised section, "Standards for a.Industrial Control Apparatus," adopted by the Board of Directors May 16, 1924, will be furnished g -

without additional charge with every copy of the 1922 edition of Standards purchased. Separatecopies of this supplement, and others as published, may be purchased for 25e. each.
.2a
E...-_. MARINE RULES OF THE A. I. E. E.E

U Recoipinended practise for electrical installations on shipboard, drawn up to serve as a guide for
the equipment of merchant ships with electrical apparatus for lighting, signalling, communicationand power, but not including propulsion. The rules indicate what is considered the best engineering
practise with reference to safety of the personnel and of the ship itself, as well as reliability and dura- E
bility of the apparatus. The Marine Rules are intended to supplement the Standards of theA. I. E. E.which should be followed wherever applicable. Edition of 1921. Price per copy, flexible linen cover,
$1.00.

0- (Discount of 25 per cent allowed to members, libraries, publishers, subscription agents, and g
E
0purchasers of ten or more copies).

E EYEAR BOOK OF THE A. I. E. E.g g
--g- A directory, published annually in March, of the membership of the A. J. E. E. Gives in alpha- Ibetical order, the names, occupations and addresses of all members. The membership is also listed
E in geographical order. The Year Book contains general information regarding the scope and E
a activities of the Institute, including the Constitution and By -Laws, lists of Sections and Branches,ss the various committees. governing body, etc. Edition of 1924. Price per copy, linen cover, $2.00. E2 Discount of 20 per cent to publishers and subscription agents; 50 per cent, to college and public.5
g- libraries. Single copies will be supplied to members without charge upon application.
a

P.-.--

American Institute of Electrical Engineers
E

g
E 33 West Thirty-ninth Street, New York, N. Y.
.1._

-,..;a E
f-. .

E .
=
guninummilinimin

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.

JOURNAL. Published monthly.
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AMERICAN TRANSFORMERS
220 - 110 volt.Single Phase
Auto Transform-
ers or Balancing
Coils" for 110
volt 3 wire fac-
tory distribution.

Every engineer in-
terested in factory
current distribu-
tion should have
Bulletin 1020 which
has just been printed.
mailed on request.

Copies will be

FOR

Convenient - efficient lighting
distribution from power circuits

THE American Auto Transformer is carried in stock
in capacities of 1 kva. to 15 kva. 220 to 110 volts

60 cycles 3 wire. These transformers eliminate lighting
meters. They provide an economical-convenient and
efficient means to obtaining all your electrical energy

through ONE meter. Cast iron end clamps are provided
which are filled with compound. Installation can be
made either inside, or outside, the building.

Valuable data on load distribution and standard auto
transformer circuits are given in our new Bulletin No. 1020

.A.14E14  AN
TRANSFERS

American Transformer Company
176 Emmet Street

Newark, New Jersey

for Radio Fans
The newt ArnerTran super raudso fre-
quency arnpl, rung Transformer has won
extr aordinary faro, Its arnplIfyln{ dam
and freedom from dastodlon render
umpue Amon nardformen Prim 00

al rod dealer, Wnl or underarm{
...DIM{ Chad and Murmal Sm.

gi

gi

11

gg

gg

gi

B
EE

WRITE FOR CATALOG
i SUNDH ELECTRIC COMPANY, NEWARK, N. J.

Branch Offices or Sales ReoreaentatIves In Principal Cities

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.

Bulletin
7250

Remote Controlled Lighting Panels 7100

5000 Remote Controlled Speed Regulators (See Speed Regulators).
9920 Remote Liquid Level Indicator 3625

3800-3815 Remote Switches (See Switches. Remote, also Switches, Magnet)
Self Starters (See Starters, Automatic).

9000 Solenoids (See Magnets).
9999 Solonold Operated Valves
9999 Special Panels (See Panels. Special).

Speed Regulators
8500-8520

3600-3625 Starters, Automatic, A. C. 5800-6200

Starters, Automatic 5300-6350
Starters, Hand

8320

3600 Starters, Manual (See Starters, Hand).
Sump Switches (See Switches, Float).

3010-3615 Switches, Float
3000-3025

3625 Switches. Hand Operated
3600

3010-3615 Switches, High and Low Liquid Level Alarm 3610-3616

3626 Switches, Magnet, A. C 7000

7100 Switches, Magnet. D. C 7600

3610-3615 Switches, Remote Mee also Switches, Magnet) 7200-7250

9000 Switches, Sump Oleo Switches, Float).
Switches, Tank (Soo Switches Float).
Switches, Time
Switches, Transfer, Automatic
Tank Switches (Bee Switches, Float).
Terms
Timo Switches

8800-8830 Transfer Switches, Automatic
Tumbler Relay
Valve Control

5400-5423 Valve, Magnet Operated
4900-4902 Valve, Remote Controlled

The Elements of Our Business
&TAO.

TRADE -MARK

Bulletin Pressure Regulator Panels (See Panels, Special).
3610-3615 Regulator, Pressure (See Pressure Regulator).

Regulators, Speed (Bee Speed Regulators).
Relay, Tumbler

5700
7000
7500
6500

7100

72-

5700

F.j

6900
5600

300
0900
5600
7260
5700
5700
5700

Alarm, High and Low Liquid Level
Automatic Fire Pump Panels, Combined Hand and

(See Panels, Fire Pump).
Automatic Starters (See Starters, Automatic).
Automatic Transfer Switches
Brakes, Magnetic
Circuit Breakers
Contactors (See Switches, Magnet).
Control, Machine Tool
Controllers. Elevator
Elevator Controllers
Fire Pump Panels (See Panels, Fire Pump).
Float SwitchesHand and Automatic Fire Pump Panels, Combined.

Hand Operated SwSee
Paitchenels,

s
Fire Pump).

Hand Starters (See Starters, Hand).
High and Low Liquid Level Alarm Switches
Indicator. Level, Liquid, Remote
Level, High and Low Liquid, Alarm Switch
Level Indicator. Remote
Lighting Panels, Remote Control
Low Levels. High and, Alarm Switches
Machine Tool Control
Magnetic Brakes (See Brakes, Magnetic).
Magnet Operated Valves
Magnet Switches, A. C
Magnet Switches, D. C
Magnets
Manual Fire Pump Panels (Soo Panels. Fire Pump).
Manual Starters (Bee Starters, IIand).
Panels. Fire Pump
Panels, Lighting. Remote Control
Panels, Pressure Regulator (Boo Pressure Regulator, also Panels.

Special.)
Panels, Special
Pressure Regulator, Gauge Type
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OLSEN TESTING MACHINES
UNIVERSAL TESTING MACHINES
for tension compression and transverse
tests of all metals and materials.

HARDNESS TESTING MACHINES
for Brinell Hardness tests of all material
including sheet metal.

DUCTILITY TESTING MACHINES
g for determining drawing quality of sheet

metal. CEMENT, CONCRETE,
.-.4 CHAIN. ANCHOR. WIRE, ROPE.

OIL PAPER, CLOTH, and Rubber
E Testing Machines.
E. TORSION, IMPACT. REPEATED IM-

PACT. TOUGHNESS. ENDURANCE.
WEAR, ALTERNATE STRESS and

E --

.F..: EFFICIENCY Testing Machines.

The Standard
for Quality

the World Over

OLSEN-CARWEN STATIC -DYNAMIC BALANCING MACHINES
Eliminate Vibration-Secure Perfect Balance with Speed and Economy

The Olsen-Carwen is made in many sizes and types to balance any rotating parts from the smallestto the largest rotor made. Now used by all the leading up-to-date automobile and motor manu-facturers .g.
E-- throughout the country.
1.

P..TINIUS OLSEN TESTING MACHINE COMPANY
g.E

E 500 NORTH TWELFTH STREET Foreign Representatives-Messrs. R. S. Stokris & Fits, Paris, Prance, E
g

Brussels, Belgium, Rotterdam and Amsterdam, Holland. Edw. G. Herbert,PHILADELPHIA, PA., U. S. A. Ltd., Manchester, Eng. Andrews er George Company, Tokyo, Japan.=

SOLE MANUFACTURER','

CT Fansteel Products Company specializes in the
"A manufacture of rare metals.

CrFansteel Products Company manufactures tan-
talum in sheets, wires and rods. Other metals
manufactured by the same company which
may help solve electrical difficulties are molyb-
denum in sheets, wires and special shapes or
tungsten contact points.

Fansteel tungsten electrical contacts are uni-
versally used and are accepted as standard
throughout the electrical trade.

FANSTEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY, INC.
North Chicago Illinois

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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IT REQUIRES a foice of four
thousand volts. to break 

through a piece of National
Vulcanized Fibre ten one -thous-
andths of an inch (.010) thick.

Because it in-
sulates up to
400 volts per
mil of thickness

NATI 0 NAL
VULCANIZED

the material with a million uses"
SHEETS : RODS :TUBES : SPECIAL SHAPES

What is National
Vulcanized Fibre?

TO THE electrical man, National Vul-
canized Fibre is an insulating ma-
terial; to the automotive man, it is

anything from insulation and conduit to
gears and gaskets.

To the manufacturer of fine luggage,
Keystone Trunk Fibre-a National Vul-
canized Fibre product-is the foundation
of the finest trunks and shipping cases; to
the textile man, National Vulcanized
Fibre is the basis of the strongest roving
cans and mill receptacles ever built.

In fine veneer work, National Vul-
canized Fibre is recognized as the most
efficient material yet developed for use
as veneer cauls.

The VUL-COT waste baskets under
your desk and in your home owe their
strength to National Vulcanized Fibre.
The silent gears of your speedometer and
handle of your vacuum cleaner are made of
National Vulcanized Fibre.

And so on-into every industry goes
National Vulcanized Fibre, adapting itself
to the particular needs of each industry.
For those who require toughness, National
Vulcanized Fibre is tougher than horn;
for those who require lightness, National
Vulcanized Fibre is lighter than aluminum.

For those who require machining qual-
ity, National Vulcanized Fibre can be
sawed, bored, drilled, tapped, threaded,
turned, bent, and formed-and it won't
dent, crack, split, break or splinter.

To meet particular manufacturing con-
ditions, National Vulcanized Fibre is made
to various standards of toughness and
hardness-and in thicknesses from five -
one -thousandths of an inch to two inches.

Whatever it is, put it up to National
Vulcanized Fibre. We maintain an or-
ganization of chemists devoted solely to
work with customers and prospective cus-
tomers.

The National Vulcanized Fibre Com-
pany operates six great plants and main-
tains sales and service offices at New York,
Boston, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Cleve-
land, Chicago, Milwaukee, San Francisco,
Detroit, Rochester, Birmingham, Denver,
Toronto, Greenville, St. Louis and Balti-
more. The main office is at Wilmington,
Delaware.

NATIONAL
VULCANIZED

the material with a million uses"
SHEETS : RODS : TUBES :SPECIAL SHAPES

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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ENCILS
The largest selling Quality

pencil in the world

THE well-known
VENUS pencil

with the water -mark
finish - there is an
individuality, a lux-
ury,a satisfying qual-
ity, about its smooth,
firm, gritless leads,
that makes the en-
gineer always say:
"Here indeed, is
Pencil Perfection."

17 Black Degrees
6B Softest to 9H Hardest

also 3 Copying

Plain Ends, per doz . $1.00
Rubber Ends, per doz. 1.20

At stationers, drafting
supply dealers and stores

throughout the world

American Lead Pencil Co.
204 Fifth Ave., New York

and London, Eng.

4,o hg
.c- a,No 1.6

42

t
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Hudson Drawing Table

inexpensive serviceable guaranteed
A well -made table, of hardwood in light oak
finish; with drawers that never stick. The top
is of good quality white pine and can be fur-
nished with or without

Tilting Device
Tables with adjustable top have dust covers over
drawers. All Hudson tables have the convenient
"knockdown" feature.

Send for Booklet No. 3314

KEUFFEL & ESSER CO.

77.
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6ie.20 S. Dearborn SI. 017 Locust Si.

NEW YORK, 127 Fulton Street, General Office and Fenton's, HOBOKEN, N. 3.
CHICAGO ST. LOUIS SAN FRANCISCO MONTREAL

30.34 Second St. 6 Nobs Dame 61. W.

Drawing Materials, Mathematical and Surveying instruments. Measuring Tapes

-E-

"IRVINGTON" PRODUCTS
Black andand Yellow

Varnished Cambric Varnished Paper
Varnished Silk

Flexible Varnished Tubing
Insulating Varnishes and Compounds

"Cellulak" Tubes and Sheets

IRVING-TON VARNISH LL INSULATOR G.
IrvinOton,Ne,.elerse.y.

Sales Representatives in all principal cities

11..,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,1111161111111I,,,111111,,,,1111,.

. COAL.....

NI Have you read the
American Engineer-

g= ing Council's report
EP- on "Industrial Coal?"

If not, see page 46.

Buying -Delivery -Storage

aa
aa

-..fflossoissisiiimillitimswissiiossissumitisssiiisioullissisinssonisssinnoinissommussimmonsousonsisoussinisswousa
I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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Y-26 HIGH -HEAT MICA PLATE

Y-26 BLANKED FORMS

Y-26
High Heat

Mica Plate Under
Blow Torch Flame

For Heating Appliance Insulation
Y-26 is a built-up mica plate of fundamentally new principle, which

has been tested by leading heating unit manufacturers and has
their approval to the extent of being regularly specified for their
products.

Y-26 will safely withstand temperatures as high as the disintegra-
ting point of natural mica, and possesses unusual rigidity and
strength even under high temperatures.

Y-26 is economical, as comparison with prices of natural sheet
mica will prove.
Y-26 is supplied in sheets up to 24" x 42"; cut or punched to any
form, in thicknesses of ten mils or over. Can be wound for resistor
units and safely operated at 1250° Fahrenheit continuously.

Make your 'own tests with a sample-or let us
analyze your heating unit problems-no obligation.

Write for price list and discounts on our full line of products.

NEW ENGLAND MICA CO.
WALTHAM 54, MASS.

New York Office - 220 Broadway
PEERLESS STANDARDIZED MICA INSULATION

India Moulding Plate Flexible Mica Sheets Commutator Rings
India Segment Plate Mica and Paper Sheets Commutator Segments
Amber Segment Plate Mica Cloth (sheets or Washers, etc.
AmberSmallSegmentPlate rolls) Y-26 High -Heat Mica
High -Heat Plate (Volatile Mica and Paper Tape Plate

Binder for heat units) Tubes, Bushings, etc. Mica Lamp Shade Plate

Y-26

2 !=---->

E
a a

IE
E
a E
E

a

E -

F-.-_

rf-

I INSULATORS 1
E made of
3

E

LAVA
Insulators that require fine thread-

E
E-

N ing, small perforations, special
E=

c forms, and yet must be mechan- ..

I ically strong and heat -resistant
. .

can best, be manufactured of Lava.
-2

-2-

3 AMERICAN LAVA CORPORATION --j

27-87 Williamson Street
I Chattanooga Tennessee
1
- Manufacturers of Heat -Resistant Insulators

1

.

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. 1. E. E. when writing to advertiser+.
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KELI

Where insulation is vital
Imagine the consternation in the operating room of the

Roosevelt Hospital, should the lights fail at a critical moment
-and the room be plunged in darkness

To guard against such a calamity, the
"Diamond H" Remote Control Switch, made
by the Hart Mfg Company of Hartford, has
been installed. This device is mounted on a
base of molded Bakelite, which provides
permanent, dependable insulation.

Perhaps you, too, have a problem that can
be solved through the use of Bakelite. Our
Engineering Department will be glad to
consult with you.

Scud for nor Rook In .

BAKELITE CORPORATION
247 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y
Chicago Office: 636 West 22nd St.

BAKELITE
Condensite
REDMANOL
ore h regwered
Trod. Mello rot the
PhmolRbyinProslurt.

Wnylorturra und
ent@ own. by

BAKELITE111P
00ORTION

g

THE MATERIAL OF A THOUSAND USES i
111111111111111111111111111111111111111110
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"POWER-FACTOR" may seem vague to you:
"PRODUCTION" means a lot

THE Fynn -Weichsel Motor was
created to solve an engineering

problem-the problem of ridding your
electrical circuits, your feeders and
transformers, of the useless overload of
magnetizing current, which engineers
speak of as "low power -factor."

But after it came into commercial use,
we found that it accomplished even
more than this, valuable as this service
was. We found that purely as a motor,
the Fynn-Weichsel Motor was in many
respects greatly superior to any al-
ternating - current motor previously
known.

Among the first purchasers of a Fynn-
Weichsel Motor was the Ludlow -Saylor
Wire Company, of St. Louis. We quote
from a letter recently received from
Mr. Guilford Duncan, President of this
company:

"It is very gratifying to us to be able to
say that this motor has given us excel-
lent results in every respect. We have
not experienced a single interruption of
service, nor expended any money for
repairs. We have had superior perfor-
mance of our wire looms because of the
high starting torque, and the constant
speed of the motor, which is an impor-
tant factor with looms handling fine
wire such as is used in Fly Screen Cloth.

"The writer feels that he is making a
conservative statement in advising you
that our output has increased fully ten
per cent, as a result of the constant
speed, which eliminates breakage in
these fine wires."

And with all this, Mr. Duncan's plant
is getting all the benefit of better power -
f actor, as a result of installing the motor,
than it ever had before.

WAGNER ELECTRIC CORPORATION
6400 Plymouth Avenue, Saint Louis, Mo.

FynnWeichsel
crite motor that corrects power factor

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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WAGNER, ELECTRIC CORPORATION
SAINT LOUIS

WAGNER ELECTRIC
CORPORATION

You may send me-,Aithout
obligation  on my part-a
copy of your bulletin No.

34, describing Till:. FYN N-

WEIC I ISE!, MOTOR.

H'.

COI I'ANY

STREET

CITY STATE

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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KENT CHAIN DRIVES

Morse Chains driving from zo H. P. G. E. motors to i8 in. screwconveyors detivering grain from blear -hers. C. & N. W. Railway,
Calumet Elevator, South Chicago, Ill.

Keeping production up to schedule
In this grain elevator as in thousands of other plants throughoutthe country, Morse Silent Chains are transmitting 98.6'7, of the motorpower to the driven machinery. And they are doing this with theutmost economy and efficiency.
Morse Chains contain every requisite for a perfect drive:-theywill not slip, sway, backlash or chatter. They run cool, cleanand quiet; require little or no attention; and are particularlyadaptable where short centers are imperative.
The outstanding characteristic of the Morse Silent Chain is therocket joint, which substitutes rolling or rocking motion at the jointfor sliding friction, and thus insures minimum wear and long life.No bushing is required.

Morse Engineers well versed in power transmission practice willhelp plan a suitable drive. Do not hesitate to get in touch with them.

MORSE CHAIN CO., ITHACA, N. Y
There Is a Morse Engineer near you 2138-30Atlanta, Ga. Chicago, Ill. New York City San Francisco, Cal.Baltimore, Md. Cleveland, Ohio Minneapolis, Minn. St. Louis, MoBoston, Mass. Denver, Colo. Philadelphia, Pa. Toronto, Ont., Can.Charlotte, N. C. Detroit, Mich. Pittsburgh, Pa.  Winnipeg, Man.,Can.

[Seaton removed to show conslrudlion]

ROCKWOOD
PAPER PULLEYS

1. Reduce slippage
2. Decrease belt tension
3. Transmit more power
4. Lower total cost of drive,

due to narrower belts.
Whenever you buy a pulley for a motor, get a Rock-
wood Paper Pulley, the pulley that most every motor is
equipped with when it leaves the factory. Rockwood
is more than a pulley-it is pulley service! Order from
your electrical dealer or direct from us.

THE ROCKWOOD MFG. COMPANY
194 7 English Avenue INDIANAPOLIS, U.S.A.

 s

Science Abstracts
All electrical engineers actively engaged in the practice of their pro-

fession should subscribe to "Science Abstracts."
g_ -

It"

S

g
I
I

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.

Published monthly by the Institution of
Electrical Engineers, London, in associa-
tion with the Physical Society of London,
and with the cooperation of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers, the Ameri-
can Physical Society and the American
Electrochemical Society, they constitute an
invaluable reference library.

Through "Science Abstracts" engineers
are enabled to keep in touch with engineer-
ing progress throughout the world, as one
hundred and sixty publications, in various
languages, are regularly searched and
abstracted. "Science Abstracts" are pub-
lished in two sections, as follows:

"A"-PHYSICS-deals with electricity, magnetism, light,
heat, sound, astromony, chemical physics.

"B"-ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING-deals with electrical
plant, power transmission, traction, lighting, tele-
graphy, telephony, wireless telegraphy, prime movers,
engineering materials, electrochemistry.

Through special arrangement, members of the A. I.E. E. Subscriptions should start with the January issue.nay subscribe to "Science Abstracts" at the reduced rate The first volume was issued in 1898. Back numbers areof $3.00 for each section. and 110 for both. Rates to non- available, and further information regarding thesecan bemembers are $7.50 for each section and $12.50 for both. obtained upon application to Institute headquarters.

American Institute of Electrical Engineers
33 West 39th Street, New York
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The Safe Control
An absolutely dependable limit switch and a safety clutch

give complete protection against jamming or straining of
the valve due to overtravel, obstructions or improper
adjustment of the gate travel.

The
LIBERTY VALVE OPERATOR

is the latest development in automatic valve control for

modern high or low steam pressure, water, gas or oil valves.

Fully protected mechanically and electrically. Steam,
dust and water proof.
Powerful torque. The motor is disengaged, when idle.

Station switches have red and green signal lights. Push
button control through relays, or manually operated
stations can be provided. Wide flexibility in arrangement
is possible.

Consult us on your valve control problem.
Write for descriptive circular J.2.

LIBERTY ELECTRIC CORP., STAMFORD, CONN.
Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when.writing to advertisers.
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INDUSTRIAL COAL
Purchase Delivery - Storacic

A Report of the
American Engineering Council

THIS official report of the American Engineering
Council has just been completed after a year's
work. I t is 419 pages in length, generously

illustrated with charts and diagrams to bring out
clearly the facts presented.

The American Engineering Council is already
favorably known through its two previous reports,
"Waste in Industry" and "The Twelve Hour Shift
in Industry."

In the present report the Council gives to those
responsible for plant coal supplies an accurate and
thorough understanding of practical methods of
purchasing, delivery, and Storage of coal as existing
in all parts of the United States. It includes a full
consideration of purchasing policies and methods;
contract arrangements; schedules and rates of deliv-
ery; quality, control and inspection; and the possi-
bilities of storage.

Storage -The Solution of the
Coal Supply Problem

IN dealing with storage, Industrial Coal considers quanti-
ties necessary and periods of storage; equipment for
storage; cost and fin ancial arrangements for carrying it;

Thysical
protection of the coal; insurance; and reclaiming.

he important conclusion of the report is that through
immediately practical methods each consumer of industrial
coal can himself insure his own protection and the stabilityof his supply.

The facts of the report should be at the fingers' ends of
every engineer concerned in the management of an industiral
property which uses coal as a fuel.

Coal Supply and Transportation
THE report gives a clear understanding of the sources

of coal supply and of the coal transportation problem
that will be of inestimable value to anyone who has theplant coal purchasing as one of his responsibilities. The in-

formation in the report is applicable in all sections of theUnited States. In addition to nationwide investigation,
it gives, detailed studies and findings in 46 industrial centers
by engineers designated by the Council and familiar with
conditions and facts in their localities.

Special Price to Members
THE advertised price of this report is $5.00. By special

arrangement with the publishers, members of societies
affiliated with the American Engineering Council can

secure copies at $3.00 each. To obtain this special price youmust order direct from the council, 26 Jackson Place.Washington, D. C. Use the coupon and send cash or checkwith your order. Your copy will be delivered promptly.
Coupon

American Engineering Council
26 Jackson Place, Washington, D. C.
I enclose $3.00 for which please send me a copy of

Industrial Coal, a report of American Engineering
Council.
Name.

(Please Print)
Address

City. State

Member of
JAIEE 2.25

S

WHEN the Electro Dynamic Polyphase
Induction motor was first conceived, it was

our determination to produce a motor as depend-
able as human ingenuity and practical limitations
would permit. A motor so well designed, elec-
trically and mechanically, of such sturdy construc-
tion, of such expert workmanship, that it would be
practically trouble -free and fool -proof.

Our engineers will be glad to explain to you the
many distinctive features that mean absolute de-
pendability and true economy.

ELECTRO DYNAMIC COMPANY
(Est. 1880)

BAYONNE, N. J.
Manufacturers of A. C. and D C. Motors and Generators.

14 to 1000 H.P.
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THE ROWAN A.C. STARTING SWITCH
PUSH BUTTON OPERATED

OIL IMMERSED

FOR
STARTING AND STOPPING SMALL SQUIRREL CAGE

MOTORS THAT CAN BE THROWN ACROSS
THE LLNE

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E when writing to advertisers.
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Cory Audi -Visible Annunciator

Control
Station

Cory-Recony Valve Control

New York . . . 183 Varick Street
Philadelphia . . . . The Bourse
San Francisco . . 11 Mission Street
Boston 110 High Street

Representatives
Pittsburgh: Jno. D. Hiles, Oliver Bldg.
Seattle: W. S. DePierris,515Hoge Bldg.

Five
Perfected Products

of Protection
1

Cory Audi -Visible Annunciators have the
feature of warning not only the eye but

the ear. Should trouble occur in any part of
a plant guarded by this system, a gongwould
sound and the nature and location of the
trouble would be flashed on the board.

2 TheCoryStationLoadIndicator is equipped
with a black present load and red expected

load pointers. The present load pointer is
actuated through a wattmeter and indicates
simultaneously any fluctuation, while the
expected load pointer is manually actuated
from a bench board or panel mounted trans-
mitter. A period light indicator designates
the time interval to expected load indicated.

3The Cory Turbine Order Signal Systems pro-
vide an instantaneous means of trans-

mitting routine orders. One turn of the
transtnitting pointer to the desired instruc-
tion and the receiving pointer at a distant
location instantly moves to the correspond-
ing order on the receiving dial-sounding a
gong to attract attention.

A The Cory-Recony Valve Control meets the
4 four great requirements needed for the
successful motor operation of gate valves.
They are the flexibility of change from
automatic to remote control -the Adapt-
ability to all sizes and types of new or old
valves -the Reliability of a correctly de
signed product and the Effectiveness which
drives a valve through to its seat under power.

5 The Robinson Switch Interlock protects
workmen from entering bus cells under

load until the circuit breaker is open. Fur-
thermore it prevents a remote switchboard
operator from turning on the current while
a man is working in the cell.

Other Cory Products
Ohmmeters, Flow Meters,

Telephones, Fixtures

CHAS. CORY& SONINc.

c312
T(I.

NN

milr' r il

Cory Station Load Indicator

3

Cory Turbine Order Signal

Robinson Switch Interlock

The World's Largest Manufacturer
of Signaling, Com tttt micating

and Lighting Equipment

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. IL. when writing to advertisers.
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Star Ball Bearing Motors
For

Hard
Usage

A. C.
and

D. C.

Complete line of standard motors and generators,all sizes up to 75 h.p. and 50 kw. respectively.
OW Engineering DeParimen$ styes,' service for all special aPPliroisoar

E.-

_.= STAR ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.
NEWARK. NEW JERSEYE-.--.

=

a

MOTOR GENERATOR SETS
General Purpose -1 to 150 kw. Electroplating -25 to 15,000 Amp

D -C. MOTORS D -C. GENERATORS
1 to 150 H -P. 1 to 150 Kw.
A -C. MOTORS-Squirrel Cage and Slip Ring

1 to 150 H -P.
ROTARY CONVERTERS

1 to 100 Kw.

We also build Special Apparatus

CHANDEYSSON ELECTRIC COMPANY
4092 Bingham Ave. St. Louis, Mo.

Eunnossimunignonfflisiisissmomissssonsisgiingmiiiiiiississosimmunignonsingsamisiiimmismttliiiiiiiiimiiiimig

"AK" Variable Speed Motor for I
Printing Machinery

Highest efficiency under
variable load. Wound
for 25% overload.
Push button control.
For A. C. any cycles.
In sizes 1/20 to 5 H. P.
Modern, safe equipment
for job or cylinder press.

Write for complete information. E.
. -

NORTHWESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
409 So. Hoyne Avenue,Chicago, Ill.

Minneapolis -8 N. Sixth St. Kansas ity, Mo.-1924 Grand Ave.
Toronto, Can. -908 Tyrell Bldg., 95 King St., E.

:sr +

Also Mfrs. of the new "Martin" Rotary Converter

Is your
name on our

.1c,9 mailing list
for bulletins
and catalog?

Wo
\ \\\,,

rganite
_ Brushes

\\,N..

EMINII MIMI!

Is

I I " ESM" Mark

11:14ECTItIC SPECIA1:111" CO.
Engineer% and n,er

DESIGN- - DEVELOP l'ItODUCE
Small Motors, Generators, I / namotoes,
Motor Generators, Rotary Converters, Fir.

FOR SPECIAL PUR POSES

Send Us Your Problems

222 South Street STAMFOltD, CONN., U.S.A.

iissismostoiliffloolusinuisinsiothuswisimmilionnoiswiniliumilmiiimmossoluomaistuummiummustastassimmussow,,

a

iSlurlevant Eleciic MoVi=s1==
a

B. F. STURTEVANT COMPANY
HYDE PARK, BOSTON, MASS.

-A. C. and D. C.; single
and polyphase-built in
sizes from small fractional
to 250 horse-power-de-
signed to operate under a
constant full load where
uninterrupted service is
demanded.

,5111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111b1,101. ,1,,11.1111,, i i. 1, id, ,Ii111111111111111111111111111111111111Wiiini1177:

SW !WM II

V
INDUSTRIAL.AGRICULTURAL.MUNICIPAL-RESIDENTIAL

A TYPE FOR EVERY SERVICE
Bulletins on Request

THE GOULDS MANUFACTURING COMPANY

7  
A _

Seneca Falls, N. Y.
Agencies in all principal cities

FIIIIIIMI,Id.11,111111;111111111.111111111:11:1i1,:r1.1:111111111111111111,...1,
1.,1011111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111101111

Morganite
Brush Co., Inc.

519 W. 38th St.
New York

E
E

Inspections - Tests - Research =ELECTRICAL
=

a .P. Tests may be used by the purchaser for the following purposes: =-=
=TESTING (1) To determine the quality of competing samples. This enables the purchaseg of the best quality for the money.
-ELABORATORIES (2) To make sure that shipments comply with specifications. This makes possible 12-
-athe assurance to the customer that shipments match buying samples.E E80th Street and East End Ave. (3) To furnish an impartial decision in case of disputes between purchaser andmanufacturer, =-==NEW YORK

Testing places the wholy buying problem on a sound basis. =
.*:.=
ivTdonsiiiiinuiniiiinimissiniminsinsionisiumminumuisthilississimosioniiiiiiiissiii illik,ii,iiiii Haim,
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CROCKERWHEELER
z-> 'PIONEER -

'MOTOR,
UFACTU KERS

Certa41161 INS

j115,9:s -

At the
`12)ashington alonument

23Years of Service with
out a single shut -down

.1410r,70.

Unfailingly dependable must be the
service of the elevator motor at the
Washington Monument. For, up and
down, from early mOrning to late after-
noon-Sundays, holidays, every day-
the elevator at this great marble obelisk,
555 feet high, must carry its passengers
with absolute safety and regularity.

For twenty-three years -365 days a
year-the Crocker -Wheeler Motor

,+ show s has provided this service without
a single shut -down. "We haven't even
had to u -e the spare armature," the
engineer in charge advises.

Judge Crocker -Wheeler Motors and
Generators by the company they keep-
and the service they give.

CROCKER-WHEELER CO.
AMPERE
BAI TIMOR I!

BM NI INCH 4N1

BOVION
BUFFALO

CHICAGO
CLEVELAND

DETROIT
NEW HAVEN

NEW JERSEY
NEW YORK
PHIKADLLPHIA
Pt'ETSOURCH

SAN FRANCISCO

ForeignUstributor: International Western Elec. Co.

7450K rAt.9-'

MOTORSt;GENERATORS

h.p. Century Repulsion -start Induction Single-phase Motor

11

Keep 4-72iliuthl

QUIETLY
The brushes of Century Repulsion -Start Induction
Single -Phase Motors are in contact with the commuta-
tor only during that period of starting. In many
classes of service this means that the brushes ride the
commutator only 1/900th of the time the motor is

running. Quiet operation-no brush -friction noises,
squeaks, sparking or chattering.

All iron and steel entering the motor assembly is

liberally proportioned. Quiet operation-no elec-
trical hum.

The "natural'period of vibration" of these motors has
been kept unusually low. Quiet operation-no
induced or transmitted vibrational noises.

Every Century Type RS motor armature is given a
very accurate dynamic or "running" balance test,
during which mechanical vibration is eliminated.
Quiet operation.

Because of these Century "quiet" features, these
motors are widely used for organ blowers, household
refrigerating systems, oillburners, house pumps and
similar service where continuous and quiet operation is
essential.

Built in all standard sizes from _A to 40 h.p. Tem-
perature rise not more than 40° Centigrade.

Send for Bulletin No. 29
In Bulletin No. 29 you will find a complete outline of
the superior characteristics of Century Type RS
Motors. Send for your copy today.

CENTURY ELECTRIC COMPANY
1827 Pine St. St. Louis, Mo.

29 Stock Points in the United States and More Titan so Outside Thereof.

1/8 to 40 H.P.

,MOTORS
Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.

3/8 to 40 H.P.
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PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING DIRECTORY
For Consultants in the Fields of Engineering, and Related Arts and Sciences

Established 1857

ALEXANDER & DOWELL
Attorneys at Law

PATENT, TRADEMARK AND
COPYRIGHT CASES

902 F Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

AMBURSEN DAMS
Hydroelectric Developments

Water Supply and Irrigation Dams
DAMS ON DIFFICULT FOUNDATIONS

AMBURSEN CONSTRUCTION CO.
Incorporated

Grand Central Terminal, New York -4
Kansas City, Mo. Atlanta, Ga.

THE AMERICAN APPRAISAL CO.
Valuations and Reports

of
Public utility, industrial
and all other properties

Rate Cases Condemnation Suits
Reorganizations Liquidations

NEW YORK MILWAUKEE
1896 And Principal Cities 1922

W. S. BARSTOW & COMPANY
Incorporated

Financial and Operating
Managers of

Public Utilities
60 Pine Street New York

BATTEY & KIPP
Incorporated

ENGINEERS
Complete Industrial Plants

Power Plants & Electrical Installations
Engineering Reports, Analyses & Appraisals
123 W. Madison Street CHICAGO

BLACK & VEATCH
Consulting Engineers

Water, Steam and Electric Power Investiga-
tions, Design, Supervision of Construction,

Valuation and Tests.

Mutual Building KANSAS CITY, MO.

WALTER G. CLARK
Consulting Engineer

Electrical, Mining and Industrial
Reports

Supervision of Organization and Arrange-
ments for Financing

LOS ANGELES NEW YORK
1211 Insurance Exch. Bldg. 40 Wall St.

EDWARD E. CLEMENT
Fellow A. I. E. E.

Attorney and Expert
in Patent Causes

Soliciting, Consultation, Reports,
Opinions

McLachlen Bldg. Washington, D. C.
700 10th St., N. W.

HAROLD A. DANNE

LIGHT AND POWER

41 PARK ROW NEW YORK

DAY & ZIMMERMAN, Inc.
Engineers

Power Plants, Sub -Stations,
Transmission Lines, Industrial Plants
Examinations and Reports, Valuations,

Management of Public Utilities
1600 WALNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA

New York Chicago

ROBERT E. DENISE, Inc.

Electrical Engineers
and Constructors

NEW YORK CITY

Fellow A. I. E. E. Member A. S. M: E.

W. N. DICKINSON
Consulting Analyst

BUSINESS AND ENGINEERING
PROJECTS ANALYZED

Aeolian Hall, 33 W. 42nd St., New York City

DAVID V. FENNESSY

Consulting Power Engineer

MILLS BUILDING EL PASO, TEXAS

Edward F. Croker Chas. W. Mitchell
Ex -Chief N. Y. Electrical

Fire Dept. Engineer

FIRE PROTECTION ENGINEERS
Fire Alarm Engineers & Contractors

Fire Drills, Fire Appliances and Equipment

22 W. 30th St. New York, N. Y.

FORD, BACON & DAVIS
Incorporated

ENGINEERS

116 Broadway, New York

Philadelphia Chicago San Francisco

FRANK F. FOWLE & CO.

Electrical and Mechanical
Engineers

MONADNOCK BUILDING CHICAGO

FREYN ENGINEERING COMPANY
Formerly Freyn, Brassert & Company

Engineers
London CHICAGO Philadelphia

Steam, Gas & Oil Power Plants
Fuel, Oil, Tar, Gas Combustion Engineering

Electrification of Rolling Mills
Design and Construction of Electric Furnace

Installations

VAL. A. FYNN
Consulting Engineer

Specializing in designing, solving manufac-
turing difficulties, appraising value of inven-
tions, developing novel ideas, advising on
all patent matters.
Service to Manufacturers, Patent Attorneys
and Capitalists.
Boatmen's Bank Bldg. ST. LOUIS, MO.

FORD W. HARRIS
Fellow A. I. E. E., Member A. S. M. E.

Member bar of Supreme Court

PATENTS
Soliciting, Reports and Litigation

HIGGINS BUILDING LOS ANGELES

L. F. HARZA

HYDRO -ELECTRIC ENGINEER

Monadnock Bldg. Chicago

WILLIAM S. HIGBIE
Electrical Engineer

ENGINEERING AND PURCHASING
SERVICE

Design-Manufacture-Construction
Own Shops

Own Yard for Handling
114 LIBERTY ST. NEW YORK CITY

ELECTRIC HEATING ENGINEERS
Electricity apnlied for heating air, water,

oils, chemicals, compounds, ovens,
dryers, and industrial processes.

High voltage and large capacity work a
specialty. Utilization of surplus and off peak
power. Temperature and remote control.

Consulting-Manufacturing-Erecting
Hynes & Cox Electric Corporation
36 State Street, Albany, N. Y.

Dugald C. Jackson
Edward L. Moreland

JACKSON & MORELAND

CONSULTING ENGINEERS

31 St. James Ave. Boston, Mass.

E. S. LINCOLN
Consulting Electrical Engineer

Designs Investigations Reports

Electrical Research Laboratory

534 Congress St. PORTLAND, MAINE

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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I PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING DIRECTORY
For Consultants in the Fields of Engineering, and Related Arts and Sciences

J. N. MAHONEY
Consulting Engineer

Fellow A. I. E. E. Mem. Am. Soc. M. E.
Design, Supervision, Specifications, Reports
Specialist in Electrical Power Switching and

Protective Equipment, Industrial and
Railway Control and Brake

Equipment
616 -77th STREET BROOKLYN, N. Y.

MCCLELLAN & JUNKERSFELD
Incorporated

Engineering and Construction
Power Developments-Industrial Plants
Examinations-Reports-Management

NEW YORK
68 Trinity Place

Chicago Philadelphia St. Louis

W. E. MOORE & CO.
Engineers

Plans and Specifications for
Hydroelectric and Steam Power Plants
Industrial Plants and Electric Furnaces

Union Bank Building Pittsburgh, Pa.

N. J. NEALL

Consulting Engineer
for

Electrical and Industrial Properties

12 PEARL STREET BOSTON, MASS.

NEILER, RICH & CO.
Electrical and Mechanical

Engineers
Consulting, Designing and

Supervising

Manhattan Building - - - Chicago

OPHULS & HILL, Inc.
Formerly Ophuls, Hill & McCreery, Inc.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
112-114 WEST 42nd ST., NEW YORK CITY

Ice Making and Refrigeration
Investigations and Reports

PUBLIC SERVICE
PRODUCTION COMPANY

Engineers and Constructors
Design and Construction of Power Plants,

Substations and Industrial Plants
Examinations and Reports, Valuation and

Management of Public Utilities
80 PARK PLACE NEWARK, N. J.

To be printed in the following

issue, copy for cards must be
received by the 20th of the month.

DWIGHT P. ROBINSON
& COMPANY

Incorporated
Design and Construction of

Power Developments, Electric
Railways, Industrial Plants
125 East 46th Street, New York

Chicago Atlanta Youngstown Philadelphia
Los Angeles Montreal Rio de Janiero

SANDERSON & PORTER
Engineers

Reports Designs

Construction Management
Hydroelectric Developments

Railway, Light and Power Properties
Chicago New York San Francisco

SARGENT & LUNDY
Incorporated

Mechanical and Electrical
Engineers

1412 Edison Bldg., 72 West Adams Street
CHICAGO ILLINOIS

SCOFIELD ENGINEERING CO.
Consulting Engineers

Power Stations Gas Works
Hydraulic Developments Electric Railways
Examinations & Reports Valuations

Philadelphia

SESSIONS ENGINEERING
CO., INC.

ENGINEERS AND CONSTRUCTORS
Steam, Electric, Hydro and Industrial Plants

Appraisals, Surveys and Reports
208 SOUTH LASALLE ST., CHICAGO
Western District Office-Portland, Ore.

JOHN A. STEVENS

CONSULTING POWER ENGINEER

8 Merrimack Street
LOWELL MASSACHUSETTS

STEVENS & WOOD, INC.
Design Finance Construct

Power Plants,Transmission Systerns,Hotels
Apartments, Office and Industrial Buildings

Railroad Electrification
Management of Public Utilities

Mahoning Bank B dg. 120 Broadway
YOUNGSTOWN, 0. NEW YORK CITY

William M. Stockbridge Victor D. Borst

STOCKBRIDGE & BORST

Patent Lawyers

41 PARK ROW NEW YORK CITY

STONE & WEBSTER
Incorporated

Examinations Reports Appraisals
on

Industrial and Public Service
Properties

NEW YORK BOSTON CHICAGO

PERCY H. THOMAS
Consulting Engineer
ELECTRIC POWER

Generation - Transmission
Applications

120 BROADWAY NEW YORK

UNITED GAS & ELECTRIC
ENGINEERING CORPORATION
Engineers Management
Construction Appraisals

Reports, Estimates and Specifications
Now supervising the Engineering
and Operation of 32 Public Utility
Properties located in 12 states

111 BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY

THE U. G. I. CONTRACTING CO.
Engineers & Constructors

Power Developments, Industrial Plants, Gas
Plants, Transmission Systems, Appraisals

Broad & Arch Sts., PHILA., PA.
421 Peoples Gas 928 Union Trust
Bldg., Chicago, Ill. Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.

VIELE, BLACKWELL & BUCK
Engineers

Designs and Construction
Hydroelectric and Steam Power Plants

Transmission Systems Industrial Plants
Reports Appraisals

49 WALL STREET NEW YORK

THE J. G. WHITE
ENGINEERING CORPORATION

Engineers-Constructors
Oil Refineries and Pipe Lines,

Steam and Water Power Plants,
Transmission Systems, Hotels, Apartments,
Office and Industrial Buildings, Railroads
43 EXCHANGE PLACE NEW YORK

GARDNER S. WILLIAMS
Mem.Am.Inat.Cons.Eng. Mem.Am.S.C.E.

Consulting Engineer

Hydroelectric Developments
Investigations and Reports

Cornwell Bldg. ANN ARBOR, MICH.

J. G. WRAY & CO.
Engineers

J. G. Wray, Fellow A.I.E.E. Cyrus G. Hill

Utilities and Industrial Properties
Appraisals Construction Rate Surveys
Plans Organization Estimates
Financial Investigations Management

1217 First National Bank Bldg., Chicago

51
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Classified Advertiser's Index for Buyers
Manufacturers and agents for machinery and supplies used in the electrical and allied industries.

Note: For reference to the advertisements see the Alphabetical List of Advertihera on page 68
AIR COMPRESSORS

Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Cu., Milwaukee, Wis.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities.

AIR WASHERS
Sturtevant Company, B. F., Boston

ALARMS, TEMPERATURE, PRESSURE
Cory & Son, Inc., Chas., New York

AMMETER COMPENSATING COILS
Minerallac Electric Co., Chicago

AMMETERS, VOLTMETERS
(See INSTRUMENTS, ELECTRICAL)

ANNUNCIATORS, AUDIO -VISIBLE
Cory & Son, Inc., Chas., New York

BALANCING MACHINES, STATIC DYNAMIC
Olser Testing Mach. Co., Milos, Phila-

delphia
BATTERY CHARGING APPARATUS

Electric Specialty Co., Stamford, Conn.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
BEARINGS, BALL

Fafnir Bearing Co., New Britain, Conn.
New Departure Mfg. Co., The, Bristol, Conn.
Norma -Hoffmann Bearings Corp., Stamford,

Conn.
Standard Steel & Bearings, Inc., Plainville,

Conn.
Strom Ball Bearing Mfg. Co., Chicago

BOXES, FUSE
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Metropolitan Device Corp.' Brooklyn, N. Y.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
BOXES, JUNCTION

G & W Elec. Specialty Co., Chicago
Metropolitan Device Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Standard Underground Cable Co., Pittsburgh

BRAKES, CAR
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

BRUSHES, COMMUTATOR
Carbon

Morganite Brush Co., Inc., New York
National Carbon Co., Inc., Cleveland, Ohio
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
Copper Graphite

Morganite Brush Co., Inc., New York
National Carbon Co., Inc., Cleveland, Ohio
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
BUS BAR FITTINGS

Burndy Engineering ew York
Champion Switch Co.,

Co.,Buffalo,
N. Y.

k k Electrical Dev. & Mach. Co., Philadelphia
I General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-
burgh

CABLE ACCESSORIES
Dossert & Co., New York
Electrical Dev. & Mach. Co., Philadelphia
G & W Electric Specialty Co., Chicago, Ill.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Minerallac Electric Co., Chicago
Standard Underground Cable Co., Pittsburgh
Western Electric Co., All.Principal Cities

CABLES
(See WIRES AND CABLES)

CABLEWAYS
Roebling's Sons Co., John A., Trenton, N. J.

CAMBRIC, VARNISHED
Belden Mfg. Co., Chicago
Irvington Varnish & Ins. Co.. Irvington, N. J.

CHAINS, POWER TRANSMISSION
) Morse Chain Co.. Ithaca, N. Y.
CIRCUIT BREAKERS

Condit Electrical Mfg. Co., S. Boston, Mass.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Cutter Co., The, Philadelphia, Pa.
Pacific Electric Mfg. Co., San Francisco
Roller -Smith Co., New York
Sundh Electric Co., Newark, N. J.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
COILS, CHOKE

Champion Switch Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Railway & Ind. Engg. Co., Greensburg, Pa.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
COILS, MAGNET

Acme Wire Co., New Haven, Conn.
Belden Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.
Dudlo Mfg. Co., Ft. Wayne, Ind.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
CONDENSATION PRODUCTS

Bakelite Corporation, New York
Condensite Co. of America, Bloomfield, N. J.
General Bakelite Co., New York
Redmanol Chemical Products Co., Chicago

CONDENSERS
Strews

Allis-Chalmers Mtg. Cu., MilwaukeeGeneral
Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Cu., E. Pitts-
burgh

Radio
Dubilier Condenser & Radio Corp., New

York
General Radio Co., Cambridge, Mass.

CONDUIT, UNDERGROUND FIBRE
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities

CONNECTORS, SOLDERLESS
Dossert & Co., New York
Western Electric Co.'All Principal Cities
Westinghouse Elec. & Mtg. Co., E. Pitts-burgh

CONNECTORS AND TERMINALS
Belden Mfg. Co., Chicago
Dossert & Co. New York
G & W Electric Specialty Co., Chicago,
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
CONTACTS, TUNGSTEN

Fansteel Products Co., Inc., North Chicago,
Ill.

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
CONTROLLERS

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Rowan Controller Co., Baltimore
Sundh Electric Co., Newark, N. J.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
CONVERTERS-SYNCHRONOUS

Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.. Milwaukee
Electric Specialty Co., Stamford, Conn.
Northwestern Electric Co., Chicago
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
COPPER CLAD WIRE

Belden Mfg. Co., Chicago
Copperweld Steel Co., Rankin, Pa.
Standard Underground Cable Co., Pittsburgh
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities

CUT-OUTS
Condit Electrical Mfg. Co., S. Boston, Mass.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
G & W Electric Specialty Co., Chicago
Metropolitan Device Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
DRAWING MATERIALS

Keuffel & Esser Company, Hoboken, N. J.
DYNAMOS

(See GENERATORS AND MOTORS)
DYNAMOTORS

Electric Specialty Co., Stamford, Conn.
ELECTRIFICATION SUPPLIES, STEAM

ROAD
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield, Ohio
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
ENGINEERS, CONSULTING AND CON-

TRACTING
Stone & Webster, Inc., Boston
(See PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING

DIRE
ENGINES

Gas & Gasoline
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee
Sturtevant Company, B. F., Boston

Oil
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee
Sturtevant Company, B. F., Boston

Steam
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee
Sturtevant Company, B. F., Boston

FANS, MOTOR
Century Electric Co., St. Louis
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Star Electric Motor Co., Newark, N. J.
Sturtevant Company, B. F., Boston, Mass.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities
Westinghouse Elev. & Mfg. Co., B. Pitts-

burgh
FARM LIGHTING GENERATORS

Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
FIBRE

Belden Mfg. Co., Chicago
National Vulcanized Fibre Co., Wilmington,

Del.
FLOW METERS

Cory & Son, Inc., Chas., New York
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

FURNACES, ELECTRIC
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Westinghouseurgh Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

PUNKS
ftstlesod Refillable

tioneral Electric Co , tIchersectOp, N. T.
Wetein blectric Co., All Principal ClUisa
Westinghouse Elec. ilk Mtg. Cu., E. PHI&

burgh
Endisseil Non Refillable

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Western Electric Co. All Principal Cities

()psis Link
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N Y.
Metropolitan Device Corp., Brooklyn N. T.
Western Electric Co.. All Principal Cities

nigh Tension
Metropolitan Device Corp., Brooklyn, N. T.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities

GEARS, FIBRE
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N Y.
National Vulcanized Fibre Co., Wiliningten,

Del.

GENERATORS AND MOTORS
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
Century Electric Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Chandeysson Electric Co., St. Lotus Mo.
Crocker -Wheeler Co., Ampere, mf.
Electric Specialty Co., Stamford, Conn.
Electro-Dynamic Co., Bayonne, N. J.
General Electric Co. Schenectady, N. Y.
Northwestern Electric Co., Chicago
Star Electric Motor Co., Newark, N. J.
Sturtevant Company, B. F., Boston, Masa.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh

GENERATING STATION EQUIPMENT
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee
Crocker -Wheeler Co., Ampere, N. J.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities

. Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-
burgh

GROUND RODS
Copperweld Steel Co., Rankin, Pa.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities

HEADLIGHTS
Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield, 0.

HEATERS, INDUSTRIAL
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
INDICATORS, LOAD

Cory & Son, Inc., Chas., New York
INDICATORS, SPEED

Biddle, James G., Philadelphia
Roller -Smith Co., New York

INDICATORS, WATER LEVEL
Cory & Son, Inc., Chas., New York

INSTRUMENTS, ELECTRICAL
Graphic

Biddle, James G. Philadelphia
Bristol Co., The, Waterbury, Conn.
Ferranti, Ltd., London, Eng.
Ferranti Meter & Transformer Mfg. Co.,

Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
Indicating

Ferranti, Ltd., London, Eng.
Ferranti Meter & Transformer Mfg. Co.,

Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Jewell Elec. Instrument Co., Chicago
Roller -Smith Co., New York
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
Weston Elec. Inst. Corp., Newark, N. J.

Integrating
Biddle, James G., Philadelphia
Duncan Elec. Mfg. Co., Lafayette, Ind.
Ferranti, Ltd., London, Eng.
Ferranti Meter & Transformer Mfg. Co.,

Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Roller -Smith Co., New York
Sangamo Elec. Co., Springfield, Ill.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts -

General Radio CoR.,adCiaombridge, Mass.
Repairing and Testing

Electrical Testing Laboratories, New York
Scientific, Laboratory, Testing

Biddle, James G. Philadelphia
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Metropolitan Device Corp.,Schenectady,N.Y.
Roller -Smith Co., New York
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
Weston Elec. Inst. Corp., Newark, N. J.

Telegraph
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. 1. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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I. P. Morris Hydraulic Turbines
The Wm. Cramp & Sons Ship & Engine Building Co.

Richmond and Norris Sts., Philadelphia
New York Office: 100 Broadway Birmingham Office: American Trust Building

HORSE -POWER DELIVERED TO GENERATOR SHAFT
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THE HYDRO -ELECTRIC POWER COMMISSION OF ONTARIO
QUEENSTON-CHIPPAWA DEVELOPMENT

z EFFICIENCY TEST
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U
Z
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3
C. 30

MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY 93 3%

FROM 44.000 M.P. TO 54,500 H.P. 93 0% OR OVER

FROM 31.000 H.PTO 63.000 H.P. SO 07.0R OVER

UNIT NO.5, QUEENSTON GENERATING STATION

55,000 H.P. TURBINE
DESIGNED AND BUILT BY

THE WILLIAM CRAMP & SONS SHIP & ENGINE BUILDING CO.
I.P. MORRIS DEPARTMENT.

I..
kJ

HEAD, 305 FEET. SPEED, 1137.5 R.P.M.

20

OBSERVED ON BEHALF OF THE ROYAL COMMISSION OF ENQUIRY BY .ALTER J.

FRANCIS & COMPANY, CONSULTING ENGINEERS , 0

AUGUST 1923. 'CONSULTING ENGINEER

APPROVED FOR THE HYDRO- APPROVED FOR HE WILLIAM CRAMP

10
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0
0 Official test shown above resulted in the following remarkable
III ,' performance

Maximum Efficiency 93.3%
From 44,000 H. P. to 54,500 H. P. 93.0% or over
From 31,000 H. P. to 63,000 H. P. 90% or over

The extremely high efficiency secured throughout the wide
range in power, is a noteworthy achievement and sets

I
a new record in hydroelectric engineering. The performance

/ \ la.,
of this turbine proves the value of the careful engineering

- study of each detail of design, the adoption of many
special features of design, which have been developed
and perfected in the testing laboratory, and the ex-
treme care taken in the shops. Some of the most
noteworthy features used with this unit are:-

Turbine Runner and Volute Casing
of Improved Design

Moody Spreading Draft Tube
Disk Guide Vanes
Labyrinth Runner Seals

Designers and builders of the ,Johnson Hydraulic Valve and the Moody Spiral Pump.

ASSOCIATED COMPANIES

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL CO., SAN FRANCISCO AND NEW YORK

DOMINION ENGINEERING WORKS, LTD., MONTREAL, CANADIAN LICENSEES

SOCIEDADE ANONYMA, HILPERT, RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZILIAN LICENSEES

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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Classified Advertiser's Index for Buyers-Continued
INSULATING MATERIALS

Cloth
Acme Wire Co.. New Haven, Conn.
Irvington Varnish & Ins. Co., Irvington, N. J.Minerallac Electric Co., Chicago
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-burgh

Composition
American Lava Corp., Chattanooga, Tenn.
Bakelite Corporation, New York
Belden Mfg. Co. Chicago
Condensite Co. of America, Bloomfield, N. J.
General Bakelite Co., New York
Redmanol Chemical Products Co., Chicago
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
Compounds

Minerallac Electric Co., Chicago
Standard Underground Cable Co., Pittsburgh
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities

Fibre
National Vulcanized Fibre Co., Wilmington,

Del.
Lava

American Lava Corp., Chattanooga, Tenn.
Mica

Acme Wire Co.. New Haven, Conn.
New England Mica Co., Waltham, Mass.

Paper
Acme Wire Co., New Haven, Conn.
Irvington Varnish & Ins. Co., Irvington, N. J,

Silk
Acme Wire Co., New Haven, Conn.
Irvington Varnish & Ins. Co., Irvington, N. J.

Tape
Belden Mfg. Co., Chicago
Minerallac Electric Co., Chicago
Okonite Co., The, New York
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
Varnishes

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Irvington Varnish & Ins. Co., Irvington, N. J.
Minerallac Electric Co., Chicago

INSULATORS, HIGH TENSION
Composition

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Glass

Hemingray Glass Co., Muncie, Ind.
Porcelain

General Electric Co.. Schenectady, N. Y.
Jeffery -Dewitt Insulator Co., Kenova, W. Va.
Lapp Insulator Co., Inc.. LeRoy, N. Y.
Locke Insulator Corp., Baltimore, Md.
Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield, 0.
Thomas & Sons Co., R., East Liverpool, 0.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
INSULATORS, TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH

Hemingray Glass Co., Muncie, Ind.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities

LAMP GUARDS
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities

LAVA
American Lava Corp., Chattanooga, Tenn.

LIGHTING FIXTURES
Cory & Son, Inc., Chas., New York

LIGHTNING ARRESTERS
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
LOCOMOTIVES, ELECTRIC

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N Y.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
METERS, ELECTRICAL

(See INSTRUMENTS, ELECTRICAL)
MICA

New England Mica Co., Waltham, Mass.
MOLDED INSULATION

Bakelite Corporation, New York
Belden Mfg. Co., Chicago
Condensite Co. of America, Bloomfield, N. J.
General Bakelite Co., New York
Redmanol Chemical Products Co., Chicago
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
MOLYBDENUM

Fansteel Products Co., Inc., North Chicago,
Ill.

MOTORS
(See GENERATORS AND MOTORS)

OHMMETERS
Cory & Son, Inc., Chas., New York
Jewell Elec. Instrument Co., Chicago, Ill.
Roller -Smith Co., New York
Weston Elec. Instr. Corp., Newark, N. J.

OIL SEPARATORS & PURIFIERS
De Laval Separator Co., The, New York
Sharpies Specialty Co., The, Philadelphia

PANEL BOARDS
(See SWITCHBOARDS)

PATENT ATTORNEYS
(See PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING

DIRECTORY)

PLUGS
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
POLES, STEEL

Pacific Coast Steel Co., San Francisco, Calif.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities

POLES-TIES, WOOD
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities

POTHEADS
Electrical Dev. & Mach. Co., Philadelphia
G & W Electric Specialty Co., Chicago
Standard Underground Cable Co., Pittsburgh
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities

PROTECTIVE DEVICES
Metropolitan Device Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities

PULLEYS, PAPER
Rockwood Mfg. Co., The, Indianapolis

PUMPS
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee
Goulds Mfg. Co., Seneca Falls, N. Y.

PUMPS, SPIRAL
Cramp & Sons Ship '& Engine Bldg. Co.,The, Wm., Philadelphia

RADIO LABORATORY APPARATUS
General Radio Co., Cambridge, Mass.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh

RAILWAY SUPPLIES. ELECTRIC
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield, 0.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
REACTORS

Metropolitan Device Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y.
RECTIFIERS

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Wagner Electric Corp., St. Louis
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
REGULATORS, VOLTAGE

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
RELAYS

Cory & Son, Inc., Chas., New York
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pittsburgh

RESISTANCE ELEMENTS
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

RHEOSTATS
Biddle, James G., Philadelphia, Pa.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Sundh Electric Co., Newark, N. J.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
ROPE, WIRE

Roebling's Sons Co., John A., Trenton, N. J.
SEARCHLIGHTS

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
SOCKETS AND RECEPTACLES

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
SOLENOIDS

Acme Wire Co., New Haven, Conn.
Belden Mfg. Co., Chicago
Dudlo Mtg. Co., Ft. Wayne, Ind.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Sundh Electric Co., Newark, N. J.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
STARTERS, MOTOR

Condit Electrical Mfg. Co., So. Boston, Mass.
General Electric Co., Schenectady
Rowan Controller Co.' Baltimore, Md.
Sundh Electric Co., Newark, N. J
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
STOKERS, MECHANICAL

Sturtevant Company, B. F., Boston. Mass.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
SUB -STATIONS

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh

SWITCHBOARDS
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
Condit Electrical Mfg. Co., So. Boston, Mass..
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Metropolitan Device Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
SWITCHES

Automatic Time
Ferranti, Ltd., London, Eng.
Ferranti Meter & Transformer Mfg. Co.,

Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Minerallac Electric Co., Chicago
Sundh Electric Co., Newark, N. J.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
Disconnecting

Champion Switch Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Condit Electrical Mfg. Cc.. So. Boston
Electrical Dev. & Mach. Co., Philadelphia
General Electric Co , Schenectady, N. Y.
K -P -F Electric Co., San Francisco
Pacific Electric Mfg. Co., San Francisco
Thoner & Martens, Boston

Fuse
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Metropolitan Device Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Thoner & Martens, Boston

Knife
Condit Electrical Mfg. Co., So. Boston
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
Oil

Condit Electrical Mfg. Co., So. Boston
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Pacific Electric Mfg. Co., San Francisco
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
Remote Control

Condit Electrical Mfg. Co., So. Boston
General Electric Co. Schenectady. N. Y.
Rowan Controller Co., Baltimore
Sundh Electric Co., Newark, N. J.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
TACHOMETERS

Biddle, James G.. Philadelphia
TANTALUM

Fansteel Products Co., Inc., North Chicago,
Ill.

TELEGRAPH APPARATUS
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities

TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT
Cory & Son, Inc.' Chas., New York
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities

TESTING LABORATORIES
z, Electrical Testing Labs., New York
TESTING MACHINES, MATERIAL
For Tension, Compression, Ductility. Endurance.

etc.
Olsen Testing Machine Co., Tinius, Phila-

delphia
TOWERS, TRANSMISSION

Pacific Coast Steel Co. San Francisco, Calif.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities

TRANSFORMERS
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wia.
American Transformer Co., Newark, N. J.
Duncan Elec. Mfg. Co., Lafayette, Ind.
Ferranti, Ltd., London, Eng.
Ferranti Meter & Transformer Mfg. Co.,

Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Kuhlman Electric Co., Bay City, Mich.
Moloney Electric Co., St. Louis
Pittsburgh Transformer Co., Pittsburgh
Wagner Electric Corp., St. Louis
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
Factory

American Transformer Co., Newark, N. J.
Kuhlman Electric Co., Bay City, Mich.
Moloney Electric Co., St. Louis. Mo.
Pittsburgh Transformer Co. Pittsburgh
Wagner Electric Cory., St. Louis
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities

Furnace
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. ilwaukee
American Transformer

Co.,do.,
Newark, N. J.

Moloney Electric Co., St. Louis
Pittsburgh Transformer Co., Pittsburgh

Metering
American Transformer Co., Newark, N. J.
Ferranti, Ltd., London, Eng.
Ferranti Meter & Transformer Mfg. Co.,

Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Pittsburgh Transformer Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Mill Type
Pittsburgh Transformer Co., Pittsburgh

Radio
American Transformer Co., Newark, N. J.

Street Lighting
Kuhlman Electric Co., Bay City, Mich.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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"Once bit twice shy"

WHEN we put a new
type of I -T -E Circuit

Breaker or a new type of
U- Re - Lite on the market,
its satisfactory performance

is assured.

5 There is no guess -work
about it. The experimenta-
tion is all done, where it
should be done, in the lab-
oratory and shops of the
manufacturer .... not in the
plants of our customers.

THE CUTTER COMPANY
ESTABLISHED 1888-PHILADELPHIA

1829 Hamilton Street

THIRTY-SIX YEARS' wide
electrical experience and
intimate contact with
every phase of automatic
electrical protection in
industries does entitle
one to the enviable posi-
tion Cutter occupies in
the field today.

1-T- E Circuit Breakers
and U-Re-Lite are the
finest and most consist-
ently dependable electri-

cal protective devices
obtainable.

CUTTER
U -RE - LITE r sr -T- E CIRCUIT BREAKERS

Heuer mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to nrIvertimerit
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Classified Advertiser's Index for Buyers-Continued
INSULATING MATERIALS

Cloth
Acme Wire Co.. New Haven, Conn.
Irvington Varnish & Ins. Co., Irvington, N. J.Minerallac Electric Co., Chicago
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-burgh

Composition
American Lava Corp., Chattanooga, Tenn.
Bakelite Corporation, New York
Belden Mfg. Co., Chicago
Condensite Co. of America, Bloomfield, N. J.
General Bakelite Co., New York
Redmanol Chemical Products Co., Chicago
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
Compounds

Minerallac Electric Co., Chicago
Standard Underground Cable Co., Pittsburgh
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities

Fibre
National Vulcanized Fibre Co., Wilmington,

Del.
Lava

American Lava Corp., Chattanooga, Tenn.
Mica

Acme Wire Co., New Haven, Conn.
New England Mica Co., Waltham, Mass.

Paper
Acme Wire Co., New Haven, Conn.
Irvington Varnish & Ins. Co., Irvington, N. J,

Silk
Acme Wire Co., New Haven, Conn.
Irvington Varnish & Ins. Co., Irvington, N. J.

Tape
Belden Mfg. Co., Chicago
Minerallac Electric Co., Chicago
Okonite Co., The, New York
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
Varnishes

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Irvington Varnish & Ins. Co., Irvington, N. J.
Minerallac Electric Co., Chicago

INSULATORS, HIGH TENSION
Composition

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Glass

Hemingray Glass Co., Muncie, Ind.
Porcelain

General Electric Co.. Schenectady, N. Y.
Jeffery -Dewitt Insulator Co., Kenova, W. Va.
Lapp Insulator Co., Inc., LeRoy, N. Y.
Locke Insulator Corp., Baltimore, Md.
Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield, 0.
Thomas & Sons Co., R., East Liverpool, 0.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
INSULATORS, TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH

Hemingray Glass Co., Muncie, Ind.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities

LAMP GUARDS
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities

LAVA
American Lava Corp., Chattanooga, Tenn.

LIGHTING FIXTURES
Cory & Son, Inc., Chas., New York

LIGHTNING ARRESTERS
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
LOCOMOTIVES, ELECTRIC

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N Y.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
METERS, ELECTRICAL

(See INSTRUMENTS, ELECTRICAL)
MICA

New England Mica Co., Waltham, Mass.
MOLDED INSULATION

Bakelite Corporation, New York
Belden Mfg. Co., Chicago
Condensite Co. of America, Bloomfield, N. J.
General Bakelite Co., New York
Redmanol Chemical Products Co., Chicago
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
MOLYBDENUM

Fansteel Products Co., Inc., North Chicago,
Ill.

MOTORS
(See GENERATORS AND MOTORS)

OHMMETERS
Cory & Son, Inc., Chas., New York
Jewell Elec. Instrument Co., Chicago, Ill.
Roller -Smith Co., New York
Weston Elec. Instr. Corp., Newark, N. J.

OIL SEPARATORS & PURIFIERS
De Laval Separator Co., The, New York
Sharpies Specialty Co., The, Philadelphia

PANEL BOARDS
(See SWITCHBOARDS)

PATENT ATTORNEYS
(See PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING

DIR

PLUGS
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
POLES, STEEL

Pacific Coast Steel Co., San Francisco, Calif.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities

POLES-TIES, WOOD
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities

POTHEADS
Electrical Dev. & Mach. Co., Philadelphia
G & W Electric Specialty Co., Chicago
Standard Underground Cable Co., Pittsburgh
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities

PROTECTIVE DEVICES
Metropolitan Device Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities

PULLEYS, PAPER
Rockwood Mfg. Co., The, Indianapolis

PUMPS
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee
Goulds Mfg. Co., Seneca Falls, N. Y.

PUMPS, SPIRAL
Cramp & Sons Ship '& Engine Bldg. Co.,

The, Wm., Philadelphia
RADIO LABORATORY APPARATUS

General Radio Co., Cambridge, Mass.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh

RAILWAY SUPPLIES. ELECTRIC
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield, 0.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
REACTORS

Metropolitan Device Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y.
RECTIFIERS

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Wagner Electric Corp., St. Louis
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
REGULATORS, VOLTAGE

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
RELAYS

Cory & Son, Inc., Chas., New York
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pittsburgh

RESISTANCE ELEMENTS
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

RHEOSTATS
Biddle, James G., Philadelphia, Pa.
General Electric Co., Schenectady. N. Y.
Sundh Electric Co., Newark, N. J.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
ROPE, WIRE

Roebling's Sons Co., John A., Trenton, N. J.
SEARCHLIGHTS

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
SOCKETS AND RECEPTACLES

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
SOLENOIDS

Acme Wire Co., New Haven, Conn.
Belden Mfg. Co., Chicago
Dudlo Mfg. Co., Ft. Wayne, Ind.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Sundh Electric Co., Newark, N. J.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
STARTERS, MOTOR

Condit Electrical Mfg. Co., So. Boston, Mass.
General Electric Co., Schenectady
Rowan Controller Co., Baltimore, Md.
Sundh Electric Co., Newark, N. J
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
STOKERS, MECHANICAL

Sturtevant Company, B. F., Boston, Mass.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
SUB -STATIONS

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh

SWITCHBOARDS
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
Condit Electrical Mfg. Co., So. Boston, Mass.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Metropolitan Device Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
SWITCHES

Automatic Time
Ferranti, Ltd., London, Eng.
Ferranti Meter & Transformer Mfg. Co.,.

Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Minerallac Electric Co., Chicago
Sundh Electric Co., Newark, N. J.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
Disconnecting

Champion Switch Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Condit Electrical Mfg. Cc.. So. Boston
Electrical Dev. & Mach. Co., Philadelphia
General Electric Co , Schenectady, N. Y.
K -P -F Electric Co., San Francisco
Pacific Electric Mfg. Co., San Francisco
Thoner & Martens, Boston

Fuse
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Metropolitan Device Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Thoner & Martens, Boston

Knife
Condit Electrical Mfg. Co., So. Boston
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
Oil

Condit Electrical Mfg. Co., So. Boston
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Pacific Electric Mfg. Co., San Francisco
Western Electric Co., Ali Principal Cities
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
Remote Control

Condit Electrical Mfg. Co., So. Boston
General Electric Co. Schenectady. N. Y.
Rowan Controller Co. Baltimore
Sundh Electric Co., Newark, N. J.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
TACHOMETERS

Biddle, James G.. Philadelphia
TANTALUM

Fansteel Products Co., Inc., North Chicago,
Ill.

TELEGRAPH APPARATUS
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities

TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT
Cory & Son, Inc.' Chas., New York
Western Electric Co., Al! Principal Cities

TESTING LABORATORIES
a, Electrical Testing Labs., New York
TESTING MACHINES, MATERIAL
For Ten.,ion, Compressi,n, Ductility, Endurance.

etc.
Olsen Testing Machine Co., Tinius, Phila-

delphia
TOWERS, TRANSMISSION

Pacific Coast Steel Co. San Francisco, Calif.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities

TRANSFORMERS
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
American Transformer Co., Newark, N. J.
Duncan Elec. Mfg. Co., Lafayette, Ind.
Ferranti, Ltd., London, Eng.
Ferranti Meter & Transformer Mfg. Co.,

Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Kuhlman Electric Co., Bay City, Mich.
Moloney Electric Co., St. Louis
Pittsburgh Transformer Co., Pittsburgh
Wagner Electric Corp., St. Louis
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
Factory

American Transformer Co., Newark, N. J.
Kuhlman Electric Co., Bay City, Mich.
Moloney Electric Co., St. Louis. Mo.
Pittsburgh Transformer Co.,Pittsburgh
Wagner Electric Corp., St. ouis
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities

Furnace
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. ilwaukee
American Transformer

Co..do.,
Newark, N. J.

Moloney Electric Co., St. Louis
Pittsburgh Transformer Co., Pittsburgh

_tittering
American Transformer Co., Newark, N. J.
Ferranti, Ltd., London, Eng.
Ferranti Meter & Transformer Mfg. Co..

Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Pittsburgh Transformer Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Mill Type
Pittsburgh Transformer Co., Pittsburgh

Radio
American Transformer Co., Newark, N. J.

Street Lighting
Kuhlman Electric Co., Bay City, Mich.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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"Once bit twice shy"

WHEN we put a new
type of I -T- E Circuit

Breaker or a new type of
U- Re - Lite on the market,
its satisfactory performance
is assured.

!I There is no guess -work
about it. The experimenta-
tion is all done, where it
should be done, in the lab-
oratory and shops of the
manufacturer .... not in the
plants of our customers.

THE CUTTER COMPANY
ESTABLISHED 1888 -PHILADELPHIA

1829 Hamilton Street

THIRTY-SIX YEARS' wide
electrical experience and
intimate contact with
every phase of automatic
electrical protection in
industries does entitle
one to the enviable posi-
tion Cutter occupies in
the field today.

I -T- E Circuit Breakers
and U-Re-Lite are the
finest and most consist-
ently dependable electri-

cal protective devices
obtainable.

, CUTTER
U -RE - LITE 'er jzr sr I - E CIRCUIT BREAKERS

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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-727E Are Your Electric Light
s MARINE RULESa- E

= =

Bulbs Being Stolen?
THE

E
E

Recommended Practise for
Electrical Installations on Shipboard

nunREN-LOCK E
E

"The Only Satisfactory
LAMP LOCK"

sE HE Marine Rules have been drawn
-5 E up to serve as a guide for the equip-

ment of merchant ships with electrical
Consists

of apparatus for lighting, signaling, com-
A Coiled Spring -

Only and munication and power, but not including
P.. propulsion. They indicate what is con-
= E sidered the best engineering practise with E.:TWO

if
PARTS

A Grooved Ring

E
E

reference to safety of the personnel and
'of the ship itself, as well as reliability

E
E

and durability of the apparatus. These
-5 E- rules are intended to supplement the

Fits Standard Bulbs and STANDARDS of the A. I. E. E., which
should be followed wherever applicable.

Standard Sockets E E
Linen covered, 97 pp., price, $1.00 per copy, with
discount of 25% to members of the A. I. E. E.,sWe sell direct - Write for particulars g

-5

-2

g
g

dealers, and purchasers of ten or more copies.

5--

REN MANUFACTURING CO.
561 Main Street

E AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS

WINCHESTER, MASS. 33 West 39th Street, New York

Classified Advertiser's Index for Buyers-Continued
TROLLEY LINE MATERIALS

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield, 0.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
TURBINES. HYDRAULIC

Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee
Cramp & Sons Ship & Engine Bldg. Co.,

The Wm., Philadelphia
TURBINES, STEAM

Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Sturtevant Company, B. F., Boston, Mass.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
TURBINE SIGNAL SYSTEMS

Cory & Son, Inc., Chas., New York
TURBO -GENERATORS

Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.' Milwaukee,Wis.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh
VALVE CONTROL, ELECTRIC

Cory & Son, Inc., Chas., New York
Liberty Electric Corp., Stamford, Conn.

VALVES, JOHNSON HYDRAULIC
Cramp & Sons Ship & Engine Bldg. Co.,

The Wm., Philadelphia
VARNISHES, INSULATING

General Electric Co. Schenectady, N. Y.
Irvington Varnish &Ins. Co., Irvington, N. J.
Minerallac Electric Co., Chicago
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-

burgh, Pa
WELDING EQUIPMENT, ELECTRICAL

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield, 0. .

Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pitts-
burgh

WIRES AND CABLES
Armored Cable

Belden Mfg. Co., Chicago
Boston Ins. Wire & Cable Co., Boston
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

Please mention

Hazard Manufacturing Co., Wilkes-Barre,
Pa.

Kerite Ins. Wire & Cable Co., New York
Okonite Company, The, Passaic, N. J.
Roebling's Sons Co., John A., Trenton, N. J.
Simplex Wire & Cable Co., Boston
Standard Underground Cable Co., Pittsburgh
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities

Asbestos Covered
Belden Mfg. Co., Chicago
General Electric Co. Schenectady, N. Y.

Automotive
Belden Mfg. Co., Chicago
Boston Ins. Wire & Cable Co., Boston
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Kerite Ins. Wire & Cable Co., New York
Packard Electric Co., The, Warren, 0.
Roebling's Sons Co., John A. Trenton, N. J.

Boston
Standard

Wire & Cable Co.,
Standard Underground Cable Co., Pittsburgh
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities

Bare Copper
American Ins. Wire & Cable Co., Chicago
Anaconda Copper Mining Co., Chicago
Belden Mfg. Co., Chicago
Copperweld Steel Co., Rankin, Pa.
Hazard Manufacturing Co., Wilkes-Barre,

Pa.
Roebling's Sons Co., John A., Trenton, N. J.
Standard Underground Cable Co., Pittsburgh
Western Electric Co., AU Principal Cities

Copper Clad
Copperweld Steel Co., Rankin, Pa.
Standard Underground Cable Co., Pittsburgh
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities

Flexible Cord
Belden Mfg. Co., Chicago
Boston Ins. Wire & Cable Co., Boston
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y
Hazard Manufacturing Co.,Wilkes-Barre,Pa.
Okonite Company, The, Passaic, N. J.
Roebling's Sons Co., John A., Trenton, N. J.
Simplex Wire & Cable Co., Boston
Standard Underground Cable Co., Pittsburgh
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities

Fuse
General Electric Co., Schenectady,EN. Y.
Roebling's Sons Co., John A., Trenton, N. J.
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities

the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to

Lead Covered (Paper and Varnished
cambric insulated)

Anaconda Copper Mining Co., Chicago
Atlantic Ins. Wire & Cable Co., Rome, N. Y.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Hazard Manufacturing Co.,Wilkes-Barre,Pa.
Kerite Ins. Wire & Cable Co., New York
Okonite Company, The, Passaic, N. J.
Roebling's Sons Co., John A., Trenton, N. J.
Simplex Wire & Cable Co., Boston
Standard Underground Cable Co., Pittsburgh
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities

Magnet
Acme Wire Co., New Haven, Conn.
Belden Mfg. Co., Chicago
Dudlo Mfg. Co., Fort Wayne, Ind.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Roebling's Sons Co., John A., Trenton, N. J.
Standard Underground Cable Co., Pittsburgh
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities

Rubber Insulated
Atlantic Ins. Wire & Cable Co., Rome, N. Y.
Belden Mfg. Co., Chicago
Boston Ins. Wire & Cable Co., Boston
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Hazard Manufacturing Co.,Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Kerite Ins. Wire & Cable Co., New York
Okonite Company, The, Passaic, N. J..
Roebling's Sons Co., John A., Trenton, N. J.
Simplex Wire & Cable Co., Boston
Standard Underground Cable Co., Pittsburgh
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities

Trolley
Anaconda Copper Mining Co., Chicago
Copperweld Steel Co., Rankin, Pa.
Roebling's Sons Co., John A., Trenton, N. J.
Standard Underground Cable Co., Pittsburgh
Western Electric Co., All Principal Cities

Weatherproof
American Ins. Wire & Cable Co., Chicago
Anaconda Copper Mining Co.,_Chicago
Copperweld Steel Co., Rankin, Pa.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Kerite Ins. Wire & Cable Co., New York
Okonite Company, The, Passaic, N. J.
Roebling's Sons Co., John A., Trenton, N. J.
Simplex Wire & Cable Co., Boston, Mass.
Standard Underground Cable Co., Pittsburgh
Western Electric Co., AU Principal Cities

advertisers.
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TYPE FO -40
1,000,000 KVA. and under

37,000 Volts
50,000 Volts
73,000 Volts

£ht -in ioucih, with Condit

Designed and built to meet the
exacting requirements of the
higher voltage and super -power
systems.

CONDIT ELECTRICAL MFG. CO.
Manufacturers of Electrical Protective Devices

South Boston, Mass.
Northeny Elecint Cavalry

urureo

Sole Distributor for the Dominion. of Canada

Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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KNOW--

-by test

Since 1920
The number of tests conducted at

E. T. L.
have increased at a rate of

over 1150 yearly

7487 Reports of Tests during 1924

DEPARTMENT NO. OF TESTS CHANGE FROM
1923

Electrical 4997 + 1114
Photometric 2030 - 52
Chemical 347 ± 21

Mechanical 113 - 24

Total 7487 + 1059

KNOW-

-by test

ELECTRICAL TESTING LABORATORIES
80th St. and East End Ave.

New YorM, N. Y.

ALPHABETICAL LIST OF ADVERTISERS
PAGE

Acme Wire Company 28
Alexander & Dowell 50
Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co 6
Ambursen Construction Company, Inc 50
American Appraisal Company, The 50
American Engineering Council 40, 46
American Insulated Wire & Cable Co.. 30
American Lava Corporation 41
American Lead Pencil Company 40
American Transformer Company 37
Anaconda Copper Mining Company 28
Atlantic Insulated Wire & Cable Co 31
Bakelite Corporation
Barstow & Company, W. S
Battey & Kipp, Inc
Belden Manufacturing Company
Black & Veatch
Biddle, James G
Boston Insulated Wire & Cable Co
Bristol Company, The
Bumdy Engineering Company

41
50
50
25
50
33
30
32
34

Century Electric Company 49
Champion Switch Company 14
Chandeysson Electric Company 48
Clark, Walter G 50
Clement, Edward E 50
Condensite Company of America 41
Condit Electrical Manufacturing Co 57
Copperweld Steel Company 28
Cory & Son, Inc., Chas 47
Cramp & Sons S. & E. Bldg. Co., Wm 53
Crocker -Wheeler Company 49
Cutter Company, The.. 55
Danne, Harold A 50
Day & Zimmerman, Inc 50
De Laval Separator Company 29
Denicke, Inc., Robert E 50
Dickinson, W. N. 50
Dossert & Company 13
Dubilier Condenser & Radio Corp 29
Dudlo Manufacturing Company 28
Duncan Electric Manufacturing Co 30

Electric Specialty Company
Electrical Development & Machine Co
Electrical Testing Laboratories ..
Electro Dynamic Company
Engineering Directory 50,
Engineering Library
Fafnir Bearing Company, The
Fsmsteel Products Company, Inc

48
35
58
46
51
34

PAGE
Fennessy, David V 50Ferranti, Ltd 24Fire Protection Engineers 50Ford, Bacon & Davis, Inc 50
Fowle & Company, Frank F 50
Freyn Engineering Company 50Fynn, Val A 50
G & W Electric Specialty Company 27General Bakelite Company 41
General Electric Company 10
General Radio Company 4
Goulds Manufacturing Company, The 48
Harris, Ford W
Harza, L. F
Hazard Manufacturing Company
Hemingray Glass Company
Higbie, William S
Hynes & Cox Electric Corporation
Irvington Varnish & Insulator Company
Jackson & Moreland
Jeffrey -De Witt Insulator Company
Jewell Electrical Instrument Co
Kerite Insulated Wire & Cable Co
Keuffel & Esser Company
K -P -F Electric Company.
Kuhlman Electric Company

Lapp Insulator Company, Inc
Liberty Electric Corporation
Lincoln, E. S
Locke Insulator Corporation

Mahoney, J. N
Marine Rules A. I. E. E
McClellan & Junkersfeld, Inc
Metropolitan Device Corporation
Minerallac Electric Company
Moloney Electric Company
Moore & Company, W. E
Morganite Brush Company, The
Morse Chain Company

PAGE
Ohio Brass Company, The 16
Okonite Company, The Inside Back Cover
Olsen Testing Machine Co., Tinius 38
Ophuls & Hills, Inc 51

Pacific Coast Steel Company 21
Pacific Electric Mfg. Company 22
Pittsburgh Transformer Company 31
Public Service Production Company 51
Publications, A. I. E. E 36

Redmanol Chemical Products Company 41
Ren Manufacturing Co. 56
Robinson & Co., Inc., Dwight P 51

50 Rockwood Manufacturing Company, The 44
50 Roebling's Sons Company, John A 31.
26 Roller -Smith Company 33
30 Rowan Controller Company, The 46
50
50 Sanderson & Porter 51

Sangamo Electric Company 15
40 Sargent & Lundy, Inc 51

Science Abstracts 4450 Scofield Engineering Company 5117 Sessions Engineering Company, Inc 5132 Sharpies Specialty Co., The 11
1 Simplex Wire & Cable Company 26

40 Standard Steel & Bearings, Inc 59
34 Standard Underground Cable Company 31
12 Star Electric Motor Company 48

Stevens, John A 51
18 Stevens & Wood, Inc 51
45 Stockbridge & Borst 51
50 Stone & Webster, Inc Outside Back Cover
19 Strom Ball Bearing Mfg. Co 2

Sturtevant, B. F., Company 48
51 Sundh Electric Company 37
56 Thomas, Percy H 5151 Thomas & Sons Company, The R 3060 Thoner & Martens 3430
23 II. G. I. Contracting Company, The 51
51 United Gas & Electric Engineering Corp 51
48
44 Viele, Blackwell & Buck

National Vulcanized Fibre Co 39
Neall, N. J 51
Neiler, Rich & Company 51
New Departure Manufacturing Co., The... 3
New England Mica Company 41

7 Norma -Hoffman Bearings Corp 5
38 Northwestern Electric Company 48

51

Wagner Electric Corporation 42, 43
20

8, 9
32
51
51

Wray & Company, J. G 51

Western Electric Company
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical Instrument Corp
White Engineering Corp., The J. G
Williams, Gardner S

(For classified list of Advertisers see pages 52, 54 and 56.)
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SILENCE -THE SIGN OF PERFECTION

Bearing
contains largest
possible balls

Balls are separated by a
riveted "stayrod type"

ball retainer

Groove curvatures
conform closely to the

contour of the balls

WI0 does not have admiration
a piece of moving ma-

chinery that does its work smoothly
-quietly? It is not the noiseless per-
formance alone that wins respect.
It is a recognition of what has gone
before to make this quietness pos-
sible - perfect workmanship every
step of the way, perfect relation of
one moving part to another
and perfect assembly-the
product of long -ex-
perienced specialists.

All this careful.
ness is embodied

Bearing has
the maximum number

of balls

All balls in the same
bearing are accurate
to within 1/10,000

of an inch

Races and balls
made from High Carbon
Chrome Alloy steel heat -

treated under special
SRB process

in the production of SRB Bearings.
Bars of High Carbon Chromium
Steel are chemically analyzed and
tested. Balls are forged by SRB ex-
perts-grinding is carefully and ac-
curately done. Finally, all parts are
assembled with watch -like precision
to form a perfect unit. Only this
is responsible for the exceptional

silence of SRB Bearings for
Electric Motor Service.

Write for T echnical Bulletin
E-1 entitled, "Selection of

SRB Bearing Sizes for
`so\ Horizontal Electric

Motors".

Standard Steel and Bearings Incorporated
Plainville, Connecticut

Please mention -the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.
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The Metropolitan "AA" Rotary has the approval
of Central Stations from Coast to Coast

/1--"-- ---Lt"ot /3 -Tic Good will

A, J\-,.

Has all the
advantages of
a circui breaker

Makes Service cosEs
practically negibble

No openings in
disk hen in oN

position

Mounting
Holes

meters

Fuses
accessible only
in 'OFF"posiposition

Protects Utility
Rotaryaefinst tarnperin8
Disk

All
Metal

Seal

THE METROPOLITAN AA ROTARY
SWITCH is 100% safe for the
layman. When the handle is

placed in the "Off" position, the ex-
posed fuses are disconnected from
all source of current, and it is done
in ONE OPERATION.

Underwriters
A A- Rahn

highest puss le

Protects
atpinsb
personal
hazard

Prevents
broken
seals

Undenvriker Metal
"A A" Adapter
Rat ins for all

0 meters

SeIF-
Leveling,
Bracht

Eliminates
many complaints

Releases crew
of trouble men
For more

productive'duti

Metal
Meter

mounting

Sealing Post
For "ON"

Position

ON
Position

KnockoutS

Sealing
post "OFF
position

Improves
service

Has investment real -Ares

which offer large.
inducements ho ublibes.

Easy
to

wire

Protects
Against'

Fire

THIS SWITCH offers the lighting
company the means of saving
money in the decreased number

of service calls; by reason of the meter
board, reduction of material and labor
costs in mounting, and by the construc-
tion itself, absolute protection against
tampering with the line terminals.

METROPOLITAN DEVICE CORPORATION
1250 Atlantic Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Gentlemen: Please send full information with miniature model of the Metropolitan AA Rotary Meter Switch.

Name Company
Please mention the JOURNAL of the A. I. E. E. when writing to advertisers.



WINDSOR POWER PLANT
POWER, W. VA.

Equally owned by

WEST PENN POWER CO.
and

AMERICAN GAS & ELECTRIC CO.
Engineers Sanderson & Porter - Sargent & Lundy

OKONITE RUBBER and VARNISHED
CAMBRIC WIRES & CABLES

Ie

THE OKONITE COMPANY, Passaic, N. J.
INCORPORATED I8$4

New York
Sales Offices

Atlanta San Francisco
Central Electric Company Chicago, Ill. General Western Agents

F. D. Lawrence Electric Co, Cincinnati, 0. Novelty Electric Co, Philadelphia. Pa.
Pettingell-Andrews Co. Boston, Muss.
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